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"There are good preamps.
There are very good preamps.
And there is the Audio Research SP8.
It is music."

"I can't recommend the Audio
Research SP8 highly enough"
"I wonder how Icould have
tolerated less."
Practical HF- Fi June 1982 - David Wrenn

Class 1b International Audio Review Hotline '112
August 1981 Peter Moncriett

audio research

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS

42 Parkside, London SW19.
Tel. 01-947 5047

Also available from the Audio Research range
1)-40
Power Amplifier VT ( 40W per
1)-79B Power Amplifier
(
75W per
1)-90B Power Amplifier VT ( 80W per
D-160 Power

VT

ch l
SP-6c- 1VT Preamplifier auto muting
ch)
SP- 7Solid state preamplifier
ch)
SP-8 VT Preamplifier simplified muting
Amplifier VT ( 160W per eh)

Absolute Sounds are also distributors in the UK for ...
The ARM, Audiophile Products, DCM ( Time Windows), Koetsu, Etude,
Oracle, GLN, RG Dynamics, Threshold
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reviews have their place,
but please don't be foolish
enough to part with hard
earned money on the written word alone!
It is essential that you make your own subjective comparisons.
At Superfi we offer you an unrivalled opportunity to do so,
and at prices that may come as avery pleasant surprise indeed!

I

NOTTINGHAM 15 MARKET STREET 412137/8
LEEDS 34-36 QUEEN VICTORIA ST 449075

DERBY 6 THE STRAND, SADLERGATE 361384

er

The West End's local hi-fi
and video specialists. We're near to
Goodge Street and only five minutes
walk from Tottenham Court Road
tube station.

Visit our enormous showrooms
packed full with the latest in hi-fi and
video equipment. Check out our low,
low prices - all models are on
display, so ask our expert staff for a
demonstration.

AZAT 61 Charlotte Street London W1 4DN 01-580 4632/3/4/5
Speakers Continued

CASSETTE DECKS

FULL RANGE
ON APPLICATION
AKAI
AMU110 (Ux
£56.00
DENON
PMA540 ( 18 x2)
£104.013
JVC
A1OX
£62.00
AX1
£10.00
AX2
£110.00
AX3
£140.00
AX4
£176.00
MARANTZ
PM310
£62.00
PIONEER
SA420
£52.00
SA520
£79.00
A5
A6
£114.00
SANSUI
AS
£116.00
Al
£96.00
A5
£64.00
AUD22
£106.00
AUD33
£129.00
SONY
TAAX4
£95.00
TAAX7
£142.00
TECHNICS
SUV3
£107.00
SUV5
£129.00
SUV7
£179.00
TRIO
KA903
£266.00
[AM.

o

TUNERS MM._

AXAI RG11110L
£65.130
DENON
TU200
£59.00
.
JVC
TX11
£36.00
TX2L
£ 136.00
TX3L
£99.00
TX6L
MOM
PIONEER
TX5201
£59.00
FOL
£97.00
TX7800
£70.00
F7
£149.00
TECHNICS
STS4L
£ 117.00
STS4T
£134.00
STS6
£162.00
JVC
05331
£156.00
RS55L
£184.00
SONY STJ5I. £98.00

AIM
CSF26R
£153.00
CSF14
£
55.00
CSF11
£ 200
GXF35
£14.00
AIWA
ADM800
£230.00
ADM500
£129.00
AD3100
£84.00
AD3200
MORO
AD3500
£157.00
A03600
£ 172.00
A03800
£250.00
JVC
KDA11
£65.00
DD4
£129.00
O05
£149.00
O035
£100.00
NAKAMICHI
N4802
POA
N48IZ
POA
N4822
POA
N58IZ
POA
N582Z
POA
N681ZX
POP
N682ZX
POA
LX3
POA
LX5
POA
LX7
POA
PIONEER
C1320
£62.00
CT520
£96.00
CT4
£88.00
CTS
£105.00
SANSUI
O95
O150
13300M
O350M
0550M
SONY
TCFX5
TCFX5C
TCFX6C
TCFX7
TCD5M
TCK81
TECHNICS
RSM205
RSM215
RSM225
RSM230
RSM250
RSM255
RSM260
RSM280
TEAC A770

£6900
£82.00
£11100
£147.00
£178.00
£95.00
E105.60
f124.00
£232.00
£266.00
£189.00
£75.00
£84.00
£104.00
£130.00
£145.00
£199.00
£ 60.00
£315.00
£99.00

SPEAKERS
(PAIRS)

r

PIONEER
SX400
SX600
SX700
SONY
STRVX2L
STRVX31
STRVX41
STRVX5L
TECHNICS
SA313
SA515

£79.00
£92.00
£120.00
£95.00
£140.00
£216.00
£253.00
£199.00
£2,32.1313

NATIONAL PASASONIC
System 2800
SU2800 Amplifier - ST2800 Tuner
RS635 Cassette deck- SLH 304
turntable complete with speakers
& rack. Total output 25 watts per
channel.
£299.00
System SG165 •
Complete
system
incorporating the latest micro chip
technology total output 35 watts
per channe
£259.00
System SG240
Complete otero music system with
multifunctional twin cassette deck
•
3band radio • turntable • speakers
& rack. Total output 20 watts per
channel
£274.1:10
Music Centre SG2200
Complete stereo music system
with turntable. tapedeck & tuner
amp. inc. speakers. Total output 15
watts RMS channel
£155.00

AUDIOMASTER Full Range POA
A.R.
AR85
AR18S
AR28S
AR38S
Phone
AFt91
for
AR915
Best
AR925
Prices
JBL
L96
£ 99.00
L112
POA
R82
£136.00
JR
MAGNA
£110.00
METRO
£75.00
KLN
331
£9.00
327
£149.00
KOSS
MI30 DYNAMITE
£131.00

MONITOR AUDIO
MA2
£287.00
MA18
£ 120.00
MA83
£372.00
MA84
. £232.00
MA16
£
80.00
MAS
£96.00
MA14
£110.00
MA66
£ 170.00
TANNOY
CAMBRIDGE
POA
OXFORD
POA
BERKLEY M11
POA
STRATFORD
POA
WINDSOR
£1,199.00
WHARFEDALE
LASER 20
£4500
LASER 40
£63.00
LASER 60
£75.00
LASER 80
£ 1610
LASER 100
£ 135.00
E20
£105.00
E70
£
279.00
MACH 7
f279.00
YAMAHA
NS044
£49.00
B W Full range
POA

Music Centre SG2220
3in 1music system...inc speakers
& lightweight headphones. Output
17 watts channel
£197.00
TECHNICS
System 211
S18202 turn.able • SU211
amplifier ST7.11L tuner RSA4 215 cassette deck
S133030 speakers 553 rack output
, 25 watts per channel
£ 15.00

AIWA
APD50 ...
DENON

£138 00

DP'31

O
LFLA
415

System V3
SUV3 amplifier • STS4L tuner
RMS215 cassette deck.
SLD202 turntable
SB3050 speakers & rack SH553
Output 45 watts per
channel
£499.00

PL2
PL4
PL6
PL7
SANSUI

System V5
SUV5. amplifier • STSOL tuner
RSM 225 cassette deck •
51.0202 turntable
SEI3050 speakers & rack SH554
Output 65 watts per
channel
£599.00
£269.00
£325.00

PIONEER
0330
f259.00
0550
£349.00
0770
£449.00
X990
€535.90
XR 110
£235.00
XR 210
£275.00
XR 310
£335.00
System S9
£345.00
System S5
£299.00
Optional turntable S5 & S9
PLX50 with above 55 & 59
systems
£79.00
SONY
No deposit 6months interest
free credit on the following
systems.
System ZR1
POA
System Z1
POA
System Z2
POA

£93.00
£86.013

DP
33
DP6OL
JVC

System Z22
SUZ22 amplifier • STZ11L tuner
RSM215 cassette deck - SLD202
turntable SB3050 speakers &
rack SH322 Output 35 watts
per channel
£95.00

MARANTZ
System DE250 VR100
System DE356 VR100

RECEIVERS/TUNER AMPS

•, •
-)nr1

SPECIAL OFFERS
ON RACK SYSTEMS &
MUSIC CENTRES

£222.00

LA21

£54.00
00
£
£8635..00

LA31

AT1100 arm
£100.00
AT1010 arm
£130.00
AT32E MC cartridge
£75.00
AT3200XE MC cartridge £30.00
DENON
01103 MC carbide .... £72.09
011030 MC cartridge
£120.00
011035 MC cartridge 00.00
£
01303 MC cartridge
¶ 36.00
AU320 MC cartridge transfiomer
£72.00
HA500 MC pre•pre•amp £89.00
MAYWARE
Formula 4
Mark Ill
£57.50
ORTOFON
VMS20E Mk II
MM (cartridge only) ...
£22.00
VMSXIE Mk II
MM cartridge
£28.00
Complete range available
PUA
S.M.E.
3009R pick-up arm
£140.00
3009S2 pick-up arm
£77.00
3009 series Il improved
£72.00
3012 Rpick.up arm
148.00
Series III pickup arm
£125.00
Series IIIS pick-up arm
£91.00
Fluid damper FDIIIS
£13.50
Fluid damper FD200
£22.00
SHURE
M75HE MM cartridge £23.00
M75MEJ MM cartridge
£21.00
M95HEJ MM cartridge £21.00
M95EJ MM cartridge
£19.00
V15 Type IV MM cartridge £69.00
V15 Type III MM cartridge £
55.00
M95HE MM cartridge
£
29.00
M97EJ MM cartridge
£29.00
M97HE MM cartridge
£45.00

Video
&TV

£89.00
PIONEER
PL120X
P1320

•

FRD25
FRD4OE
PR
F
MD55
7

£52.
00
£75.00
£E2.
00
£79.00
POA
POA
£ 6.130

£139
49..
00
£115.00
£1

TECHNICS
SLB202
SLD202
SLD303
510202
SU1303
SLOL1
SIS
SL7
THORENS
SL10

f62.00
£77.00
£
89.00
£1
£
10
251.00
00
£ 178.00
48.00
£1
£105.00
f2
f1 95
75 :00
00

10104 Mk II
TD105 Mk II
10166 Mk II
10160 BC 11
T8 115 Mkll
T160
T0126 Sopee
111C
TD126111 BC
Please inquire Thorens
10160 fitted with arm

Phone
t
19 e
£4
E
9 r
Best
Pces
ri

AMI
VS5
£459.00
VS10
POA
JVC
H07200
POA
HR7300
POA
GX88 Camera
POA
GX33 Camera
POA
HR2200 portable
POA
HR7700
POA
PANASONIC
NV 3000 portable and full range
POA
SONY
SLC7
SLC5
SONY TV
KV1403
KV1612
KV2204
PANASONIC TV
TC2216

TC2211

ARMS &

£92.00

SONY
XO-5
XO-7

All Prices inclusive of VAT

TÓTTEÑHÁNI L---6ÓURT

RD
• GOODGE1
1D CHARLOTTE St St.Stn

We're proud of our reputation - we
export worldwide and our service is
second to none. Come and find out
for yourselves!
.1\

POA
POA
POA
£
325.00
95.00

CASSE IVE RS

Rime, are subject to change oothout Poor Nonce

Our excellent_service is available to
you from 10am - 6pm Monday to
Saturday. Order by phone or by post
if you prefer- (£ 5.00 delivery charge
per item.) Access and Barclaycard
welcome, and credit facilities
available.

£
949.00
£399.00

SANSUI
CRM7
£235.00
CR-M5L
£185.00
Midi System M7 wio
£399.00

CARTRIDGES
Audio Technics
DT1120

Tanberg, Mitsubishi, Toshiba and
Hitachi
POA

£192.00
£255.00

FREE SPEAKERS

SWLYZIL
SUPER DEAL

FREE SPEAKERS

with Sansui 4000
Previous Price
system

£349.00 Plus speakers

PIONEER

SUPERDEAL PRICE

£299

SUPER DEAL
FREE SPEAKERS

SRS
FP
REA
E KEE 1

Speaker Option Super Deal
Select from Laskys rosi ronge of speakers
and get £4990 towards your choice!

299 00
,
with selected Pioneer X' series

X330 21W
system
only
with FREE CS353 speakers
Laskys normal Price £59.90.

-

r

..S qs
a
-

50

AVE

CS>

CS,

UNBEATABLE VALUE ON
NIKKO

I

ti

Examples
NA 400 Amp
NA 500 Amp
NA 700 Amp
NP 500 TTable

X550S 31W £399
system only
with FREE CS454 speakers
Laskys normal Price £69.90.

ONLY
£49.90
£64.90
£89.90
£39.90

ONLY
NP 700 T. Table
£59.90
ND 300 Cassette D. £59.90
ND 500 Cassette D.
79.90
ND 800 Cassette D £119.90

BARGAINS IN
HIRIFI SEPARATES

SPEAKER OPTION SUPER DEALS
Choose from Lasky& vast-in-stock
choice of speaker: sand get

£59.90

or any speakers
with an X330 system

£69.90 Off any speakers
with an X550 system

SCO011eî4iftCHASE

•
INTEREST FREE
'CREDIT

MAPCH ii p9.

£98.90
Mordaunt Short Festival
£129.90
Mordount Short Pageant £189.90
Mordaunt Short Carnival

ON SFl EC"ED

JVC

HI-FI AND
VIDEO SYSTEMS

" No need to wait 'or that new JVC
rack system or Portable Video moviemaking system betweer value of
£250 and £1.000
Choose the equipment you want.
pay 10% deposi -,
then equal monthly
instalments.
You pay no more than the cash price!

çert
JVC SR100

JVC 950
System Speaker!. extra

System Speakers extra

£249 or 10% kleposd at £199 or 10% deposd of
£1990 and 9equal TOnibly
payments of £19.90.

£2490 aria 9equal monthly
payments r..1 £2490

JVC AX3 System

JVC AX) System

SPEAIOEIySEXIRA

SPEAKERS EXTRA

£529 or 109f-scleposrl

£319 or 10% deposti of

or

£5290 and 9equct frIOnlhly
Payments of £52 00

£3190 and 9equol monthly
payment of £3190

JVC PORTABLE PC5L
war £299 now only

£269 or 10% clecout of
£26.90 ands9 equal monthly
payments of £26,90

MeR4V
WI* Ai
JtME30M.
071D , •'

LA
on all sale
purchases
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Separates, Rack Systems
and accessories, Videos,
and Micro Computefs

£79.90

£ 39.90

in spea keg sinclude

Mission 700
Mission 717
Mission 727

£99.90
£149.90
£199.90

Cassette Decks
cote
t
JVC LA21

Ío
s
e
et
l
o
J‘VC LA31

inc Carndge

•rsv,•

IASK VS
PRICE

£54.90

£74.90

Sansui
FRD 25 Black £59.90
Hitachi HT2OS
£49.90
Pioneer PL620 £109.90

SCOOP PURCHASE

ON AKAI

etee
00AIWA 3100
JVC KDD 35
JVC KDD 4
JVC DD 5
Sansui D95
Sansui D150

AMPLIFIER

45 Watts per channel

TVs, HiFi
and Video
(1 year on Portables)

£59.90

Other bargains

ge° £69.90

IASKYS
PRICE

£69.90
£79.90
£129.90
£149.90
£69.90
£79.90
man Imar_e AL: Nome
umallet A1KL 23 e,mu

c AMU 33

14 DAY £,000
2YEAR
BEFORE & AFTER
EXCHANGE INSTANT GUARANTEE SALE SERVICE
on all sale
on all sale Purchases,
on all sole
CREDIT*
purchases

Turntables

NOW

t

Joy IL Dames 0xli5
cire methods rl :Woe.

tor

I •••..•••-•Ort

LASKY SUPERSTORES London
AQuenesway W2 01-229 6425.42 Tottenham Court Rd 01-63ti 0845 . Birmingham 19 21 Corporatom St 00-632 5303. Deter line Forum
Northeate SI 244 311667- EdInburgh < St James Centre 031-556 2914 Glasgow 22. 24 West Ifile SI 041-225 3349. Kongston 38 40 Eden SI. 01-546 121. liverpoo133 Dale St
051-235 2828 . Luton 160 , 92 Arndale Ventre 0582 38302. Manchester 12 14 Si Mary's Gale 0814132 6087 • Nottingham 4SmIthy Row 0802 415150 Pretor I 4Guildhall
Arcade I3172 59254 , >amid 58 Lerepred St 0742 750911 Slough 7513Lmensmete Centre 0753 24401 New Superstores Ons15115 20 PenoSI Pelerbernugh 11-110ueensgam
Centre AND NATIONWIDE
•
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Advertisement

THE HI FI ALTERNATIVE
acommon sense approach to choosing aspecialist retailer.
What do people want from a specialist retailer? Competence? Professionalism? Authoritative demonstrations? After-sales service? Individual attention?
Judging by the comments we receive from visitors to our
showrooms, Subjective Audio meets these criteria sadly
lacking in less conscientious dealers, and thus makes
the choice of Hi Fi equipment a pleasure and not a
nightmare.
We like to adopt apersonal approach and we try to view
the situation from your standpoint. We never ask you
to take risks as we appreciate that you must make the
most of every pound in your budget.
In writing this text, we have tried to give aclear impression of the way we actually work with you. If it strikes
a sympathetic chord, do come and discuss your Hi Fi
with us.
How we work
We will discuss your requirements fully and accept your
budget limitations. We will produce authoritative and
conclusive demonstrations from the selected range of
equipment on hand. We will deliver and install your new
purchase if required and assist with its upkeep, years
afterwards.
We will exchange equipment repeatedly if necessary,
subject to our term of trading—and do all in our power
to make you happy, content and confident. We can show
you work carried out for our existing customers and
arrange home demonstrations of their systems. Alternatively, we can demonstrate your chosen units in your
home, prior to purchase.
In fact, we will show you anything you wish to see and
discuss it with you.
Outstanding results using audio equipment in the home
can only be produced when there is aco-operative relationship between customer and retailer, and if we are
unable to wholeheartedly recommend aviable solution,
we would rather not proceed at all.
How things began
Subjective Audio was started on 6th October 1976. Our
growth has been steady rather than spectacular. This
was due in part to the very small number of truly exceptional British manufacturers able to supply the home
market. We made the policy decision early in our formation to use only high calibre manufacturers and not
to take on any agency that was not of sufficient merit
to give us compelete 'confidence. We have never compromised on this approach.

How we achieve a co-operative relationship
In most retailers, the sales staff and management live
their lives in constant frustation. At Subjective Audio
everybody finds his or her satisfaction in seeing you
transformed into a happy and confident customer.
Nobody works on commission here and you can be
assured that the sales person's enthusiasm for a particular solution to your problem is sincere and not aconsequence of underhand incentives. This ensures that,
irrespective of your potential expenditure with us, the service you receive and our attitude towards you is consistently the best that we can offer.
When you have discussed your requirements with one
of our staff in comfortable and relaxed surroundings, we
start the process of selection. Demonstrations never take
the place of discussion and we only proceed to the
demonstration stage if and when we mutually agree that
we fully understand your situation and your requirements. We will then present you with firm recommendations. But what happens if you don't like them? We
will go through the whole process again from the beginning without the slightest resentment.
It might seem that our comments here are just sales talk,
with very little substance to back them up, so perhaps
you'd care to contact us for our comprehensive literature,
our terms of trading and our policy— designed to give
you confidence in us, and your new purchase. We call
it, The Evidence.
We hope that in particular, you will appreciate the implications and benefits of our " Unique Exchange Plan".
Of course, all the units we sell carry a full guarantee,
but we hope you will regard this sheet as your guarantee
of our integrity and competence.
If you feel that you might be our type of customer and
that we might be your sort of dealer, we hope that you'll
come and see us.
H. POPECK
Director

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
2/4 Camden High Street
London NW1 OJH, England
Tel: (01) 387 8281 (2 lines)

In late 1981, work started on our new building in Central
London, the first to our knowledge, purpose-built for the
task of demonstrating the world's finest audio equipment. The result is outstanding.
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SELECT ! HE BEST...
... from the free AUTOSOUND car radio catalogue

If you want the best value in in-car entertainment, lust tune into what AUTOSOUND have done.
AUTOSOUND have complied an amazing 45 page car radio
catalogue, offering you an unbeatable choice of over 100 models.
We've complied this catalogue to feature not only the best
systems money can buy, at prices that knock spots off ail the
competition, but also to explain all the confusing technical jargon
giving hints on how to get the best from your car, whether you be

installing a Hi Fi, an alarm system or any other
electrical accessories.
So before you part with any of your money, prove to yourself
how much you'll save by simply sending away for this amazing
car radio catalogue.

THE GREAT EUROPEAN PARADE
Musical instruments, RA. Systems, Hi -Fi sets,
Equipment for discothèques, Recorded music, Broadcasting,
Video systems, Television, Consumer electronics

1
, Wpm or mr ,erie !even...
fir, 111.estret. «PUP r

september 2-6, 1982 milan fair
pavrions 16 -17-18-19-0-21-26-41F-42
SIM-HI.FI-IVES
General Secretariat:
Via Domenichno, 11
20149 Milano ( Italy)
Tel. (02) 49.89.984
Telex 313627 gexpo I

SIM'
HI•Flm

Entrances: Porta Meccanica ( P.zza Amendola)
Parta Edilizia (Viale Eginardo)
Hours: 9.a.m. - 6p.m.
Open to the public on: September 2-3-4-5
Open to the trade only: September 6
(no public emitted)

16th international exhibition of music, high fidelity, video and consumer electronics

HOW DARE
THEY!

If you see an advertisement in the press, in print, on
posters or acinema commercial which makes you angry,
write to us at the address below. (TV and radio
commercials are dealt with by the I.B.A.)
The Advertising Standards Authority.
If an advertisement is wrong, we're here to put it right.
ASA Ltd., Brook House,Torrington Place, London WC1E 7HN.

WE HAVE ...
ACTIVE loudspeakers by LINN PRODUCTS, their latest turntable, and the facilities to
bring your elderly LP12 up to date.
RARE products like AUDIO RESEARCH, KISEKI, ALPHASON, ZENN, AUDIO NOTE,
ALBARRY, DAIS, the NAKAMICHI TX1000, turntable & 1000ZXL cassette deck
(black or gold) — even QUAD ESL63 loudspeakers!
SECOND HAND bargains by Meridian, Lentek, Mark Levinson, SME ReVox, Quad,
Nightingale, Mission, Naim, Exposure, etc.
A UNIQUE cartridge approval scheme ( phone for details)
PLENTY of time and enthusiasm for you, the discerning customer. Demonstrations
by appointment, even arranged during the evenings of at week-ends.
Remember, we are totally dedicated to the art of music reproduction in the
home
OUR AGENCIES

A&R ( Cambridge) — Quad — ReVox — Exposure — Linn — Rogers
Chartvvell — Oracle — Audio Research — Threshold — Walkerdek
Dais — Stax — Gale — Carver — Beard — Nakamichi — QLN
Heybrook — Alphason — Albany — Helius — Dynavector — Lentek
Au mo Kiseki

—
—
—
—

16 Swan Street, Kingsclere, Newbury, Berks. RG15 8PJ
Tel: ( 0635) 297479

visuasunts
mom

An Invitation to all Music- Lovers:

COME AND LISTEN TO

The firm for Speakers

Just

will bring you the latest Wilmslow Audio

80 page catalogue packed with pictures and specifications
of HiFi and PA Speaker Drive Units, Speaker Kits,
Cabinet Kits....
1000 items for the constructor.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS AND COMPONENTS.
GRILLES, GRILL FABRICS AND FOAM. PA, GROUP
DISCO CABINETS — PLUS MICROPHONES —
AMPLIFIERS — MIXERS — COMBOS — EFFECTS —
SPEAKER STANDS AND BRACKETS — IN- CAR
SPEAKERS AND BOOSTERS ETC. ETC.
* Lowest prices — Largest stocks *
* Expert staff — Sound advice *
* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort *
of our listening lounge.
(Customer operated demonstration facilities)
* Ample parking *
* Access •

Visa •

_
-4mwoo
tInuanow
i)_
...
L
The ferrn for Speakers

American Express accepted *

z•
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Ughtnmg servme on telephoned credo card orders'

It is over twenty five years since we. at MUM( IN THE
acclaimed
QUA D's original Electrostatic Loudspeaker. and this remarkable design
remained our automatic top choice un avery long period. More recently.
however, although loudspeakers rl a more conventional kind have shown
significant progress, not only in performance but also in terms of compactness, we continued to scan the horizon for the promised successor to the
QUAD ELS. At last, aftera gestation period oisorne I years ( which ou2ht to
secure it aplace in 'The Guiness Book of Records'!). QUAI) hase unseiled
their ELS 63 and we invite you to spimd some time in its compilas it our
studio, where we are sure yOu will agree it was worth waiting for.
With the QUAD ELS 63 we now demonstrate the remarkable PINK
TRIANGLE turntable — a ' state of the are design of the hiehest excellence.
ideally suited to complement the naturalness of the ELS ó and of the
matchingQUAD amplifier system. We realise, of course. that the cost of such
components places them beyond the reach of many music lovers, and such
people will continue to find our studio an oasis of practical, good sense.
Indeed, you will be astonished to discover how closely you can approach the
most exalted levels of audio excellence at afraction Ofthe cost.
Indeed, the kind of complete domestic-sound system we are able to instal
nowadays for less than •_500 has to he heard to be believed, based as it is on the
world's 'outstanding compact loudspeaker, the BBC- designed LS 3SA. This
has been our best-seller for almosç eight years. yet its extraordinarily beautiful and truthful performance continues to astonish all who visit our studio for
the first time or after aprolon ged absence. Moreover, when apairof LS 5As
is reinforced by the Audio- Pro Sub- Woofer, the outcome can oh
nhe
described as sen-sational, and we would urge all true music- lovers not to miss
so remarkable an experience.
STOP PRESS: Announcing our superb new. compact FIDELIO Loudspeaker —
designed by us and available only to our customers at acost of £ 150.00 per pair ( inc.
VAT)
We are open daily from 9.30-5.30 ( Thursdays 9.30- IM)); Fridays 9. 3(i-7.00)

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmlsow, Cheshire

THE WORLD'S FINEST
LOUDSPEAKERS

SK9 lAS

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
elephone 01-229 2077
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The PAGEANT 3 is adistributed reflex
loudspeaker system incorporating three
transducers to retrieve the maximum
programme information most accurately. For
those who seek sound reproduction of the
highest quality, this superb model constitutes
an exemplary and unrivalled choice.

p ANOTHER

GREAT
CONDUCTOR

o

o

Hunt E.D.A. Carbon Frbre
Brushes present 1,000
conductive fibres to each
groove ( like the one shown
here) that discharge static,
peneirate to below the
stylus profile and remove
gritty particles.

o
o

o
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PAGEANT 3

The PAGEANT 3is one of he superlative
new loudspeaker systems designed and
manufactured by Mordaunt-Short Ltd.
PAGEANT 3 £296.70 per pair, inc. V.A.T.
STAND
£ 34.50 per pair, inc. VAT.
.. , .„..
ne

s N,N

Hunt E.D.A. Limited: ( Engineering
Design Associates)
154 Clapham Park Road, London, SW4 7DF.
Telephone: 01-720 7696/01-720 5449.
Telex Number: 27950 Ref: 3885.

i
MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING
British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to the British
Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order advertisements
where money is paid in advance, the code requires advertisers to fulfil
ceders within 28 days, unless a longer delivery period is stated. Where
goods are returned undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's money
must be refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as this may be
needed.

A
A

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this magazine and
pay by post in advance of delivery, Hi Fi News will consider
you tar compensation if the Advertiser should become insolvent o,.
bankrupt, provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money returned;
and
(2) You
write
to
the
Publisher
of
News
summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than two months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the last mom.int to inform us. When you write, we
will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with the
above procedure as
on as possible after the Advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to a limit of £ 5,200 per annum for any
one Advertiser so affected and up to £ 10,000 per annum in respect of all
insolvent Advertisers. Claims may be paid far higher amounts, or when the
above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of HiFi
News; but we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct response to an
advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payment made in
response to catalogues etc, received as a result of answering such
advertsements). Classified advertisements are excluded.

Mordaunt-Short Ltd

Manufacturers of High -Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire. GU31 5AZ
Telephone: Rogate (STO. 073 080) 721/2
Telex: 86443 MS HIFI
.
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Please send me details of your
new, advanced products.
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We could never show you just how good
the new Shure V15 TypeVsounds.

For the address of your nearest dealer together with full details of the Shure V15 TypeV write to:
Shure Electronics Ltd, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU or telephone: 0622 59881.
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some manufacturers
A'though
inevitably fall by the wayside during

the evolution of any new technology, it is
unusual for adomestic brand- name
which has gained especial renown during
ahobby's growth period to falter while
expansion is still the norm. Names may
be swallowed by larger commercial
entities, or make mysterious sideways
moves, but in general there is apattern of
reassuring continuity among the major
brands while business as awhole continues
to thrive. But what happens when
the growth stops, when recession looms
or some other burgeoning technology
starts soaking up expenditure?
This latter phase has now arrived, with
video on the ' up' at atime when incomes
are static for most potential customers,
producing an all-too- evident sag in midband response for the hi-fi industry.
Those who can no longer afford ' real' hi-fi
are turning to the rack systems, leaving a
sad absence of demand in the mid- price
region, while the top end continues to
hold up because: ( a) real enthusiasts will
give up an awful lot before sacrificing
their hobby; ( b) the better- off tend to go
on living at the accustomed standard
anyway; and ( c) adegree of mystiquecum-fashion has taken hold of some who
would claim to be in category (a) butwho are
really simply the victims of afashionable
wish to display approved and expensive
hi-fi symbols.
The problem is to distinguish between
(a) and ( c) types, between those who
know the subject and are prepared to pay
big money for ever-diminishing ( but real)
improvements in sound quality, and
those who chant slogans concerning
improperly understood processes and
proclaim the absolute superiority of item
x or ywhile shying away from attempts to
assess their claims objectively. Of course
this polarises the matter unfairly, as most
of the real people who buy expensive
equipment are probably atangled
mixture of the knowing and the
credulous, encompassing every possible
combination of the scientifically informed
and the irrationally misinformed. There
is also the awkward fact that views Which
seem ill-founded when first expressed
sometimes become respectably scientific
at alater date, as noted here last March in
relation to the ' sound of turntables'. Thus
we are in aweird and wonderful area of
fact, opinion and fancy — finely minced
and thoroughly mixed.
But what has this to do with
manufacturers going out of business? Well,
two very respected figures on the British
hi-fi scene have recently had problems.
Jim Rogers, who in 1946 founded the
business carrying his name which
eventually went to Swisstone, has been
READERS' LETTERS
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor, and must contain no other material or enquiries
Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment
matters ( with SAE) should be marked for the attention of
'Crossover', who will reply in due course. We reserve the
right to print such letters later in our Readers' Problems
feature, unless otherwise instructed.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RRare
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street,
Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1982 are each
covered by two binders ( January-June and

manufacturing for some time now under
the banner of JR Loudspeakers,
producing arun of highly praised models.
But despite his unquenchable
enthusiasm, the aforementioned
depressed financial mid- band recently
brought the JR brand- name to an
unhappy end, with no prospect of revival.
However, Jim, always aman of amiable
modesty, has earned much honour and
many friends in his 36 hi-fi years, and we
wish him avery happy retirement— no
doubt to be enlivened from time to time
with alittle continued hi-fi dabbling! The
second story is not so dramatically
terminal, for SME's Alastair RobertsonAikman has been forced by falling sales
not actually to close his factory, but to
reduce its production capacity in order to
survive both the recession and what he
sees as the ravages of fashion.
There is presently atrend away from
lightweight pickup arms, largely brought
about by the popularity of moving-coil
cartridges with lower compliances and
higher tracking weights than the better
moving- magnets. The record groove has
to do more work when moving the stylus
of such devices, thus unavoidably
sending more energy into both disc and
arm, with agreater potential to generate
colorations. Thus there is aproliferation
of mats and clamps, and amove towards
heavier, more rigid arms. But the
improvements in sound quality with m-c
cartridges, although often worthwhile, .
are for the most part fairly subtle and in
some cases controversial, while the
colorations resulting from excitation of
minor structural resonances in agood
lightweight arm also tend to be minimal
— especially when using the more
compliant .m-m cartridges, which at least
have the virtue of atracking performance
that remains fairly constant. Anyway, our
point is that this whole cartridge/arm
area involves alot that is marginally
poised between the ( a) and ( c) outlooks.
We sympathise with SME, who have
been to some extent outstripped by an
unlikely trend back to ablunderbuss
philosophy in cartridge design. But to be
overtaken for the moment is not
necessarily to be outdated in the longer
term, for when that great middle market
does re- open people will probably be
using just the sort of m- m cartridges that
need aversatile, lightweight, precision
arm — but at amid-price. Keeping one's
name visible above the tides of fashions is
atricky business, particularly with the
digital Compact Disc looming large on
the horizon; but SME's fine enterprise
surely deserves to survive, although it
may need to adapt the product ( and the
price) in order to do so.
J.C.
July- December). Price £3.00 for one ( post paid) or C5.50
for apair. For earlier years, please ask for aquotation.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING
Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFN/ RR or articles
therefrom are available commercially from University
Microfilms International. North American applications
to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street,
London W1N 7RA.
Technical articles of full page length or over appearing
in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the
British Technology index.
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THE HI-FI VIDEO SPECIALISTS

Our prices are so unbelievably low that we will
match any genuine advertised price in town.
Call in nowfor personal serviceand asuperb
choice of quality units.

Bang & Olufsen, ADC, Revox, Technics,
Pioneer, Sony, B & W, Panasonic, Dual, Mission
Spendor, Hitachi, JVC, Castle, Quad, Nakamichi,lborens,
Sugden, Wharfedale, Celestion, SME, and many more.

It rSoun EL
54 CHAPEL STREET, CHORLEY
Telephone 71935
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Of 38 accessories tested, our
unique MK.6. Carbon Fibre and
Velvet brush came top scoring
95%, equaling acleaning
machine costing £ 100's.
Push this broad and stable
cleaner around arecord and
1,000 Carbon Fibre filaments
accurately track each microgroove.
Roll the central velvet pad onto
the discharged record any remaining dust is lifted by static
attraction.
Fully guaranteed.
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1nter ational Fair and Festival
Düsseldorf 20.-26.8.1982
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Hunt E.D.A. L mited: ( Engineering Design Associates) .
154 Clapham Park Road, London. SW4 7DF. Telephone: 01-720 7696/01-720 5449
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Blumlein's receding
biography
B & W on the move
May's Paris show report showed a
sneak preview photo of the first car
speaker system to come from aUK
specialist speaker manufacturer,
the B&W LM1. Now we have more
details of this interesting device,
and since the gremlins of the
printing process made a mess of
that original photo, here is
another.
By coincidence, it was only the
day before the LM1 press launch
that Idecided to do something
about the appalling Ford-fitted
sound in my motor, and had
actually searched out a pair of
Minimax 2s to fix down on the
parcel shelf, assuming na1Vely that
this should work quite well. John
Bowers pointed out that the
engineering requirements for a
car environment are quite different
from those at home, particularlythe
design's ability to cope with avery
wide range of temperatures; the
first hot day parked in the sun is
likely to leave a lot of unhappy
glues, damping materials and
warped bits and pieces.
The LM1 has been designed to
operate over atemperature range
—20 to + 80 °C, whereas adomestic
speaker is unlikely to encounter
anything beyond 5-35°C. To this
end, new glues, materials and
,damping agents have had to be
developed, though the woven
Kevlar material used exclusively
by B&W has been employed
because of its high temperature
tolerance.
LM1 comes expensive at £200,
but offers avery well thought out
and versatile package: the tooling
costs alone must help to justify the
price. The traditional high standards of industrial design from
B&W's consultants Pentagram
have been exceeded on this occasion. The speaker is available either
enclosed or as abaffle with avariety of spacers for panel mountin9.
The odd shape of the enclosure is
of
course
for parcel
shelf
mounting, but there is no reason
why the speaker cannot be used
around the home, in bookshelves
or on desks, or even panel-mounted into a kitchen wall unit or
bathroom cabinet.
The price-tag is further justified
by a number of costly features.
B&W's APOC protection device
prevents any likelihood of overdriving and causing damage, with
an LED indicator showing if the circuit
becomes
active.
The
components have been chosen so
that the protection is effective
even under the most adverse
environmental conditions. A front
panel switch offers achoice of two
response/impedance
characteristics: the 'domestic' setting is
flatter but with aslighty ' humped'
bass, and has 8ohms impedance
and 81dB/W sensitivity, while the
'car' setting makes the mid and
treble comparatively louder, with
4 ohms impedance and 85dB/W
sensitivity. These characteristics
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

June 7th marked the 40th anniversary of the death of Alan Dower
Blumlein, who was killed when a
Halifax bomber crashed in the
Wye Valley while he was testing
the H2S radar system. But reco9nition of Blumlein's genius still
remains incomplete and overdue.
Most people think of him, if they
even know of his name, only as the
inventor of stereo. But Blumlein
made major contributions to
radar,
film
and
television
technology, as well as to basic
audio and electrical engineering,
and was granted 128 patents in his
shortworking life. Because he died
while testing a secret war-time
radar system, and may well have
been involved in other projects
still covered by official secrecy
blankets
(
eg,
cryptography),
Blumlein's life and work have never
been widely publicized.
As became clear at a recent
seminar on Blumlein's life and
work at Huddersfield Polytechnic,
it is now becoming increasingly
difficult to find anyone with accurate first-hand recollections of
those pioneering days in the late
twenties and thirties. As reported
in HFN/RR (
August 1977) and its
sister publicaton Studio Sound
(September 1977), the Greater
London Council erected aplaque
on Blumlein's last London home,
and there is now the suggestion
that another plaque should be
erected in Westminster Abbey.
But this mark of respect will do
little to inform future generations
of Blumlein's work. Unfortunately
there is still no biography of Blumlein, arguably the most important
electronics mind this country has
ever produced. Even Blumlein's
old employers EMI ( now ThornEMI) have published nothing, and
his papers are not available for
public access. So even if students
of history have heard of Blumlein,
there is virtually nothing of authority for them to read.
Both the above reports on the
GLC plaque referred to Mr F.P.
Thomson, 0.B.E., as Blumlein's
biographer, while at the unveiling
ceremony Mr. Thomson posed for
photographs with the Blumlein
family and in aspeech told how he
had ' been persuaded to write a
biography'. This was nearly four
years after a letter in Wireless
World from HFN/RR's technical
adviser
Rex
Baldock
had
suggested that anyone with
biographical information on Alan

were arrived at after acomparison
of in- room and in-car third-octave
averaged responses.
The cabinet enclosure is azinc
alloy castin9, damped internally
with bituminous material with
mechanical reinforcement, while
amost complex second casting is
used for the one piece baffle,
incorporating the bass/mid drive
unit frame. The whole is finished in
that familiar and durable Nextel
paint finish, which gives apleasant
suede effect: five different colours
are available.
A brief listen under domestic
conditions at the factory and at
home were sufficient to show that
few, if any, hi-fi principles have
been
compromised
in
the
interests of car suitability. I
actually prefer the 'car' setting, though
this is a matter of taste, system,
amplifier capability, and room: the
difference
between the two
settings is surprisingly similar to
the response differences between
the Rogers LS3/5A and the Linn
Kan, with the LM1 seeming marginally less extended at LF. At the
factory all were agreed that it was
extraordinary how easily one
adjusted to the absence of real
bass, particularly when the upper
bass on offer was so commendably free of cabinet colorations. If
there has been any compromise in
the design I
suspect it may lie in the
tweeter, which seemed a trifle
'coarser' and less subtle than the
best domestic hi-fi examples.
A couple of very minor points of
criticism: it seems apity that the
tweeter unit has not been mirrorimaged with the asymmetric
cabinet for horizontal operation,
though I
believe B&W areconsidering this; Ialso found the sockets a
rather loose fit for my 4mm banana
plugs,
though
the
supplied
'wanders' were OK — however
bananas seem to be more common, and the differences are
sufficientto be annoying. Onefinal
point. It is early days yet, and
production is hardly under way,
but I
would have liked to have seen
more published characteristics on
the bass unit, for those planning to
panel mount: it is rare that adrive
unit is equally suited to the air
loading of atiny enclosure and the
comparative cavern of acar boot
(trunk).
It seems to me that B&W have
spotted a significant gap in the
marketplace, and have moved
with great professionalism and Technics have announced a
expertise to fill it.
PM 'second generation' dbx cassette
deck, the RS-M255X. Expected to
retail for around £200, the new
deck employs new ICs to replace
portions of the previously elaboLoudspeaker manufacturers Tan- rate dbx circuitry. S/N ratio of
gent — we reviewed their XLR-2 92dB is claimed, together with an
model last November — have overall dynamic range capability
moved, following their recent of an astonishing 110dB. A sepatakeover. Their new address is rate 'disc' switch position allows
Tangent Acoustics UK Ltd, 58 The the deck to be used as adecoder
Broadway, Mill Hill, London NW7 for the replay of dbx-encoded
records. Two direct-drive motors
3TE. Tel: 01-959 3034.
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dbx deck

Tangent Move

Blumlein's life should send it to
Mr. Thomson. In January 1976 the
EMI Central Library told an
enquirer that abiography ' is being
written at the moment', and Mr.
Thomson now corresponds on
notepaper with the headineAlan
Power Blumlein 1903-42 engineer
xtraordinary; abiography by F.P.
Thomson 0.B.E.' Recently the
Thorn- EMI
Corporate
Affairs
Office,
which
had
been
responsible for sponsorsip of the
plaque unveiling in 1977, said they
assumed that the biography had
already been published, but in fact
it has not.
Mr. Thomson, who was born in
1914 and has previously published books on tapestry and the Giro
money system, says he has traced
the Blumlein family back to the
14th century and found that his
own early life and ancestry had
parallel association paths with
that of Blumlein. He has collected
about one and a half hundredweight of material on Blumlein's
work and ancestry, but has
declined, in the most forceful terms,
to comment on progress or likely
publication dates for his proposed
biography. He has also declined to
cite any articles which he had written about Alan Blumlein.
It seems asafe bet that another
June
anniversary
will
pass
without
publication
of
Mr.
Thomson's biography, just as it
also seems likely that another
anniversary will pass without any
mark of respect from Thorn-EMI.
The
company
have
now
confirmed that they have still not
even transferred the Blumlein
mid-30s
experimental
optical
sound films from ephemeral nitrate stock onto modern safety
acetate. The work, say Thorn-EMI,
is ' in hand' — but this is what
Thorn-EMI and EMI before that
have said each year forthe last half
decade.

Level Meter pcbs

At long last we have asupply of
printed circuit boards available for
John Atkinson's Sound Level
Meter
project,
published
in
HFN/RR October 1981. The set of
three fibre-glass boards — mike
headamp, weighting/rectification,
and dB-scaled LED voltmeter— all
predrilled and roller tinned, costs
£4 plus 50p postage and packing
and can be obta ined from HFN/RR,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon,
Surrey
CR9
2TA.
Cheques to Link House Magazines
Ltd, please. Photocopies of the
original article are available for
50p.
(wow & flutter of 0.03% WRMS
specified), a new ' Sendust Extra'
head ( 20Hz-20kHz with metal
tape), tape counter/elapsed time
indicator, the obligatory ' music
select'
option,
three-colour
fluorescent meters with peak hold
and automatic tape type selection
are some of the features of the
new deck.
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Technics SL-5,
direct drive,
linear
tracking
£119.90

Mission Pre- Amp 776089.00
las illustrated shovel
• and Power Amp 777E589.00

Take
away our
line up
of top
name hi-fi
and what have you got.

Missizn 774 Tone Arm £149.90
f
cartrr2,qe extra)

Sansui XR -07
direct drive
silent
Synchrotor
system
£279

Aristoc R011
S3
£
up5e
9rieur

With SME 309
Series Sam

SL6 Celestion Speakers
£249 per pair

4439
£

You've got Laskys, the largest specialist hi-fi
retailing chain in Europe.
Laskys is where you hear hi-fi the way it
should be heard
Test- play hi-fi components at Laskys — the
relaxed, informal hi-fi environment where
components can be examined in aunique
atmosphem. With Laskys Sound Comparator, you
can test- play many combinations of equipment at
the touch of abutton.
Laskys — where you buy the best way there
is to buy
The safe, secure Laskys way. With Laskys
extended 2year FREE guarantee*. It costs
nothing and gives more — afull two years' cover
including parts and labour by our own specialized
technicians. Why pay for afive-year service
contract when most electronic snags occur early
on and our free guarantee covers that.
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Laskys offer a14-day
Return Pledge t. If you're
not happy for whatever
reason, bring your new
hi-fi back and well gladly
exchange it.
Laskys have their own
highly equipped and
professionally staffed

Original Master Recordings
Incredible recording quality to be
experienced on your own
equipment Pop, rock. jazz and
classical selections mmost stores

service and repair centres. And Laskys can offer
you £ 1000 instant credit**.
Take away our line-up of top name hi-fi and
what have you got? Laskys, where you hear hi-1i
the way it should be heard, where you buy hi-fi
the best way there is to buy!
•Portables al.araneed one year only.
1.4-day exchange subject to goodsbeing returned in same
concition as sold.

6 Laskys
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Sp endor

New Nytech
We have now received details on
the new Nytech products seen at
the Audio Tshow in February. The
CP112 preamp (£145) has minimal
facilities, but has interchangeable
PU input cards to optimise both
m- m and m-ccartridge matching
and loading. Nytech have spent
much time looking at such possible sources of signal degration as
'power supply rejection', ' unwanted inputs', ' signal mirroring',
'data loss' from psus, decoupling
and interconnection methods,
adjacent conductors and components. A 'virtually zero' external

Fanfare time

We know it's unlike us to blow our
trumpet, but we're a bit chuffed
about being voted second in the
best dem stakes by those who
filled in the questionnaire at the
Radford show back in April
(Second to Linn/Naim — watch
out boys we'll get you next time!)
Some 7000 enthusiasts attended
the show — the first ' esoteric'
event to be held in the West
Country— and they came from all
over the country. Radford were
most encouraged and now hope to
putona larger show next year ( see
p.19).

Beard/Morch
Monster Cable distributors Profi
have taken over the UK marketing
of Bill Beard's BAS, valve amplifiers. These range from the simplest preamp, the P500A at £395,
to the P80 power amp at £734 and
the complete P200 'Trigon' system, first seen at the Cunard Show
in 1981, at £ 1652. Profi have now

field tcroidal transformer is used.
The CP112 can be used either with
Nytech's CPA 602 power amp, or
with active speaker/CPA 602 combinations via the EXO 102/3 electronic crossover.
The CA252 integrated amp
(£184) combines apreamp virtually similar to the CP112 with the
2x25W into 8ohms, 2x4OW into 4
ohms, power amp used in the CTA
252X011 receiver. The pre and
power amp sections can be accessed separately in order to use a
Nytech electronic crossover for
active systems. Further details
from Nytech Audio, High Street,
Chew Magna, Bristol BS18 8PW.
Tel: 0275 89 3232.
also got supplies of an interesting
low- mass tonearm, the Danish
MOrch UP-4. A unipivot design, it
has the pivot at record surface
level to avoid warp wow effects.
The actual pivot point, ahardened
steel needle in aconcave sapphire
bearing, is offset in the forward
direction with respect to the pivot
assembly so that much of the
mass of the latter acts as acounterweight; the resultant asymmetry is said to counteract resonances within the arm structure.
The arm tube is interchangeable
and four different mass tubes are
available for optimum matching
of cartridge compliance. There
are also integrated arm-tube/cartridge combinations available,
with what would appear to be
Ortofon LM working parts. The
basic UP-4 costs £ 165 with additional arm tubes at £42.51; there
is also a completely silver-wired
version for £226.60. Details from
Profi Audio Imports, Sackville
Place, 44-48 Magdalen Street,
Norwich NR3 1JE. Tel: 0603
616221.

strength samarium-cobalt magnet and a new 7 strand silvercoated stainless-steel suspension
Following
the
news
that wire. Both the Karat 23R and the
Dynavector's Diamond Karat m-c aluminium cantilever DV50A are
cartridge is now available with a available through Dynavector's
cantilever of reduced length, we 45% discount trade-in scheme.
hear that a similar evolutionary The discount can be obtained
process has taken place with their against any used Dynavector carpopular Ruby Karat model. Join- tridge offered in part- exchange
ing the £ 111 DV100R, the £ 130 for a new one ( Diamond exDV23R ( prices not inc. VAT) uses a cepted). Details from Dynavector
synthetic ruby cantilever only Systems UK Ltd, 52 Park Road,
2.3mm long, to improve transient Kingston upon Thames, Surrey
performance, together with ahigh
KT2 lAU. Tel: 01-549 7645.

New Ruby

AIS lecture
If there is one common factor
amongst loudspeaker designers,
it is that, with one or two notable
exceptions, they follow a philosophy
spearheaded
by
the
research team at the BBC, which
has included such names as
Spencer Hughes and Dudley
Harwood. It is the existence of
such a philosophy, we are sure,
that has led to the acceptance of
the existence of ' English' sound,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

so this month'sAES lectu re should
be
fascinating.
It
is
being
presented by Derek Mathers of the
BBC Research Department and
will cover the Beeb's general
requirements for studio monitors,
leading to the simple ( and perhaps
unexpected) spec. for a new
design, followed by tests, field
trials, reappraisals and, finally, the
launch. Time is, as usual, 6.30pm
for 7pm at the IEE, Savoy Place,
London W1, and date is Tuesday
6th July.
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Spendor have now received
licences to produce two BBC
designs, the immensely popular
LS3/5A miniature monitor (whose
other licensee is Rogers Swisstone), and an unusual professional
design
designated
LS3/4C.
Rogers are reportedly more than
happy with their new competition,
feeling that Spendor's reputation
and quality control will enhance
the product.
The LS3/4C is unlikely to find its
way to local hi-fi emporia. It is a
medium sized two-unit monitor,
based on SA2 and Audax 1%in.
drivers, with an unusual prismatic
cabinet shape designed for corner
mounting ( heresy!) in mobile
control rooms.
A low cost version of the SA2 is
now going into production at£199.
Spendor prices tend to be on the
high side because of adherence to
traditional BBC-derived practices,
such as the use of thin-wall Finnish
brick-ply
cabinetwork,
used
because such methods are tried
and trusted rather than that they
are essential. Now they have engineered
around these cost
constraints to make the SA2
available with a chipboard/vinyl
cabinet and simplified crossover,

Sheffield/MFSL
Huntingdon- based company Tek
Marketing, responsible for distributing
Zerostat,
Discwasher,
Mobile Fidelity and Timetouch
products in the UK, are now the
importers of the Californian
Sheffield Lab. label. Sheffield, of
course, pioneered the resurgence
of interest in direct-to-disc recording in the '70s and many of their
direct-cut albums, as well as
possessing a generally vibrant
sound — is there anyone left who
still thinks that tape recorders
don't colour/cloud the resultant
sound? — have won Grammy
awards for engineering excellen-

ce. Amongst their latest releases
are ' Italian Pleasures' ( LAB 16) by
classical
guitarist
Michael
Newman — his first Sheffield
album ( LAB 10) is possibly the
finest guitar recording HFN/RR's
Quality Monitorteam has heard —
'Tower of Power Direct' ( LAB 17)
from the brass- based US rock
band, and 'Strauss & Dvorak' ( LAB
18), featuring Arnold Steinhardt
(violin) and Lincoln Mayorga
(piano) performing the Richard
Strauss sonata in El, and Dvorak's
Op.75 Romantic Pieces.
Because with a direct-cut disc,
once the stampers used to press
the disc are worn out, no more can
be made from the master-tape
because the latter, most inconveniently, never existed, the disc can't
help but be alimited edition. Stories
have abounded, for instance, of
pristine early Sheffield albums
changing hands for inflated prices, so
Sheffield have decided to introduce anew label, Treasury, which
will feature high quality discs cut
from the two:channel tape made
at the original direct-cut recording
session. First Treasury releases
are the classic ' I've gotthe music in
me' from Thelma Houston and
Pressure Cooker— who can forget
attending hi-fi exhibitions in 76/77
and having that particular album
blasting out of every manufacturer's room? — and, possibly the
finest dem. record ever, Dave
Grusin's 'Discovered Again'.
There is still plentiful activity on
the half-speed mastered front
from Mobile Fidelity: new releases
include the shattering ' Music from
Big Pink' album by The Band, ' City
to City' by Gerry Rafferty, and,
perhaps JA's favourite rock album
of 1981, Kim Carnes' Mistaken
Identity'. Details on Sheffield and
MFSL from Tek Marketing, Burrel
Road,
St.
Ives,
Huntingdon,
Cambs. PE17 4LE. Tel: 048062225.

sum of the voltages (
not the
powers) applied to the units is
equal to that applied to either
operating alone.
Since power is proportional to
Beavering away at the problems voltage squared, this means that
presented by crossover networks, the attenuation at the crossover
drive- unit impedances, efficien- frequency at each unit should be
cies, and the type of load offered —6dB, not the traditional — 3dB, so
to amplifiers by loudspeakers, a that acrossover devised to give a
team of engineers at Ripon, in flat acoustic response must act as
Yorkshire, have come up with a a modest band- rejection filter in
rather interesting discovery. Be- the crossover region, with aconcause of the way in which two sequent rise in input impedance
adjacent drive-units load each at that frequency. However, this is
other acoustically when handling compensated for by connecting a
the same signal ( as happens at the complementary band-pass filter
crossover frequency when using in parallel with the crossover ina conventional divider network), put, thus maintaining aflat impethere is atendency for the overall dance curve for the amplifier
output to rise at the shared fre- while achieving a flat response
quency—despite the halving of curve for the speaker. The whole
power fed to each unit. This un- package of ideas and techniques
wanted • effect
is sometimes is subject to British Patent Apmasked (for on-axis measure- plications (8100161 and 8200127),
ments) by reversing the phase of and we understand that the first
one of the two units, or by other commercial loudspeaker incorsubterfuges. But now the people porating the combined principles
at Yorkshire Hi Fi have discovered of equal voltage-sharing at the
that the acoustic output from two crossover with compensatory imunits of similar efficiency, work- pedance flattening is Yorkshire
ing at the same frequency, Hi-Fi's Model 2/3. Details: Yorkapproximates to the output of shire HiFi, Coltgate Hill, Ripon,
either one operating singly if the North Yorkshire HG4 2AB.

AYorkshire
Crossover
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TOP TAPE
VIDEO
BETA

Fuji

1125
1250
1370
1500
1750
SONY
1250
1500
1750
1830
T Contact your Top Tape dealer

E60
E120
E180
E240
E120

High Grade

E180

V2000

PHILIPS

VCC240
VCC360
VCC480

5.45
6.95
7.95
12.75

STANDARD SETS State make and
model number of both machines
UNIVERSAL
(not Philips/

SET

adaptors to suit
machines.

TDK

UD

UDXL I
XLI S

XL II- S
MX

C60
C90
C120
C46
C60
C90
C120
COO
C90
C60
C90
C60
C90
C60
C90
C90

LX35-90
LX35-180M

495
5.95

L/P
L/P

7"
10V,

L/P
L/P

7"
10W

1800'
3600'

Sony
0.67
0.79*
1.20
0.79
0.95
1.15*
1.79
1.25
1.37*
1.39
1.79
1.35
1.49*
1.55
1.99
2.85

CHF

BHF

AHF
FeCr
Alpha
UCX-S
Micro

4.50
12.75
3.50
9.75

060
C90
C120
C60
C90
C120
C60

C90

TDK
0.56*
0.75*
0.99
0.69*
0.85*
1.12
0.99
1.12
1.03
1.35
0.85*
1.25*
1.56
2.09

C60
C90
C60
C90
C60
C90
MC60
13 pack, 2.99

D

AD

SA
SA- X
MA
MA- R

• Promotion prices whilst stocks last

C46
C60
C90
C120
C180
C46
C60
C90
C120
C60
C90
C60
C90
C60
C90
C60
C90

0.65
0.69
0.89
1.25
2.99
0.89
0.99
1.25
1.83
1.23
1.49*
1.58
2.19
1.85
2.69
2.85
3.89

Complete
per 85f495
with

all VHS and Beta

ACCESSORIES

per set £ 14.95

MAIL ORDER

3600'

All 10%," tape on NAB metal spools

Maxell
UL

UDXL II

the protessionw

2400'

350

L/P
D/P
TIP

CASSETTES

8.95
10.75

9.15
13.85
18.45

1800'

035.90
UD25 120

UlD18- 180
Beak Coated
UDXL35-90B
1800'
UDXL35-180B 3600'

9.45

Video Leads
For making copies
way

MAXELL

Video
and
Audio,,
Tape

VHS

FUJI

TM(

4.45
4.95
5.65
5.45.
7.75
5.25

DEALER NETWORK

OPEN REEL TAPE

ALLSOP 3

AudLo cassette head cleaner
BETA head cleaner
Replacement cartridge
VHS head cleaner
Replacement cartridge

MAXELL

Cassette head demagnetiser

TOP TAPE, 27 Springfield Road, Harrow.
Middx

Telephone: 01-861 0601

Postage 75p - Orders over £ 50 POST FREE
Information
Payment by cash, cheque or postal order.
Top Tape do not have credit card facilities
Some items may not be available in all branches

E&OE

TDK

7.95
14.95

SENNHEISER Headphones HD400
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2.50
12.90
4.75
12.90
4.75

0.89
0.90

Cassette head cleaner
Cassette index cards

LONDON
NW6 Audio T 190 West End Lane
NW6 Field Electronics 81 Salusbury Road. Queens Park
W1 Playback Studio 41 Windmill St Tottenham Ct. Rd
BANBURY Music Market 15 High Street
BATH Paul Green Hi Fi Harpers Furnishing London Road
BEDFORD Tavistock Hi-R 21 Tavistock Street
BELFAST 1Gramophone Shop 16 Donegal, Square North
BELFAST 7Knights Records 33 Botanic Avenue
BOURNEMOUTH Suttons 10 Gervis Place
BRADFORD Erricks rotosoolc House. Rawson Square
BRIGHTON Jeffries Hi Fi 69 London Road
BRISTOL 7Radford Hi Fi 52 Gloucester Road
BRISTOL 8Absolute Sound & Video 25 Queens Road. Clifton
CAMBRIDGE Speechley Hi Fi 1Hawthorn Way. Chesterton
CARDIFF Audio Excellence 13 KIngs Road
CHELTENHAM Absolute Sound & Video 42 Albion Street
CHESTER Video Vaults 116 Nonhgate Street
DONCASTER Quadraphenia 19 Bradford Row. off Hallgate
EASTBOURNE Jeffries Hi Fi 4Albert Parade. Green Street
EDINBURGH Audio Aids 52 George Street
EGHAM Recordwise 172 High Street
ENFIELD AT Labs 191 Chase Side
EXETER Peter Scott 76 South Street
GLASGOW Music Room 221 St Vincent Street
GLOUCESTER Music Market 25 Westgate Street
GRIMSBY Grimsby Hi Fi 71 Canergate
GUILDFORD PJEquipment 3Bridge Street
HARROGATE Discount Sales 81 Station Parade
HARROW Top Tape 27 Springfield Road
ILFORD AT Labs 442 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill
LEICESTER Soni ( Leicester) 135 Belgrave Road
LINCOLN Lincoln Hi Fi 2714 High Street
LIVERPOOL CBS Audio Visual 126 St John's Precinct
MANCHESTER 14 Shadoos 162 Wilmslow Road
MIDDLESBROUGH Boro Electronics 118 Borough Road
NEWCASTLE- on-T Hi Fi Opportunities 33 Handyside Arcade
NEW MALDEN Surrey Cameras 31 High Street
NOTTINGHAM Nottingham Hi Fi 120 Alfreton Road
OXFORD Absolute Sound 19 Old High St. Headington
PORTSMOUTH TV & Video 33 Powerscoun Rd. North End
READING Quicksilver Records 131 Butts Centre
SALFORD 7Shadoos 425 bury New Road
SHEFFIELD Superior Systems 178 West Street
SHREWSBURY Avon Hi Fi 12 Barker Street
SOUTHAMPTON Suttons 421 Shirley Road
STEVENAGE Anglia Sound 23 Clueensway
SWINDON Absolute Sound & Video 60 Fleet Street
TONBRIDGE Tonbridge Hi Fi 19 Quarry Hill Road
WATFORD Baileys 131 The Parade, High Street
WESTON-s-MARE Burnham A- V 152 High St Worle
WEYMOUTH Dorset Radio 29 Walpole Street
WORCESTER Johnsons Sound 43 Friar Street
WORTHING Phase 3Hi Fi 53 Lower Brighton Road
YEOVIL Yeovil Audio 3P,,,ce, Street

Power beyond
your wildest
dreams
"Its superlative performance outdates all other
amplifiers". That's what Gramophone said about the
remarkable Hafler DH- 200. Now its new big brother
the DH- 500 gives the same impeccable standard of
performance but with vastly increased power - 255
watts (8ohms) per channel in
stereo and an incredible 800
watts(8 ohms) in bridged mono
mode. For more information
send off the coupon or just
follow the sound to your nearest Hafler
dealer.

r

----

Please send me full information on the Hafler System.
Name
Address

Hafler DH- 500 power amplifier kit £609. Assembled £701. Hafler
DH-200 power amplifier ( 100w per channel) kit £333. Assembled
£425. All prices include VAT.
18

.

Post to. Howland- West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove,
London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-609 0293
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Paul
Messenger
reports from
the first ' esoteric'
West Country show

Hi-fi at
the Rocks

ne of the strongest hi-fi trends in recent
Oyears
has been the replacement of
national shows organised by exhibition
people by local shows organised by
prominent dealers. HFN/RR has become
increasingly involved in these events of late,
with the John Atkinson/Ivor Humphreys
presentation on microphone techniques and
stereophony, the organising of show
catalogues, and assisting in administration.
So this April, instead of the industry slogging
its way en masse down to darkest
Hammersmith for ritual complaints about the
standards of service and prices at the Cunard
hotel, asmall but select crowd found itself
perched on the edge of Bristol's breathtaking
Avon gorge, enjoying unseasonable Spring
sunshine for Radford Hi-Fi's first West
Country show.
Despite being anew and small event, there
were several important fresh items of
interest, and although there were plenty of
manufacturers who did not attend, there was
certainly lots to keep the visitors interested.
Twenty or so exhibitors is about enough to
absorb in one go in any case: the small
intimate show is much better from apublic
point of view than foreign nightmares like
Paris, Chicago or Berlin. Not all was
sweetness and light it must be admitted: the
Rocks Hotel has seen alot of years since men
with spirit- levels first put it up, and the floors
were full of surprise turntable effects, while
the corridors rivalled Swiss Cottage and
Harrogate's Cairn for their labyrinthine
complexities. It was suggested that I
cover
this show as a ' Subjective Sounds', but as
usual, even though the show boasted some
of the best names, it did not offer any truly
memorable sounds: the perpetual
complaints directed at unfamiliar room
acoustics continue to have little effect.

New Products
Technics were operating at low key, but my
eagle-eye spotted anew variation on the
miniaturised parallel tracking turntable
theme: the SL5, due to sell at around £ 125.
The 7and 10 have both been in
embarassingly short supply due to high
demand since their introduction, so perhaps
this is the reason behind the low-key launch;
but there is little doubt that this could become
acornerstone product among mass
produced turntables. The price has been
brought down by fitting amore modest
cartridge than on the earlier models, and by
substituting plastics mouldings for metal
castings in the arm support gantry. These
changes are sufficiently radical to guard
against automatically welcoming this
variation on ahitherto highly acceptable
theme, but I
shall keep my fingers crossed
that Technics have maintained the high
standards set by their predecessors.
Syrinx surprised everybody, throwing a
gauntlet down at Linn's Basiks by introducing
avery attractive Scottish made tonearm for
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about £70. A non-standard detachable
headshell system is used, based on the
familiar SMEMEI screw fitment, but fitted at
the end of astraight arm tube with the offset
provided in the headshell. The arm isfinished
entirely in black, and has astrong family
resemblance to the established Syrinx
model, though fundamentally simpler. The
price has been kept down by combining
computer controlled machining techniques
with precision bearings whose unit costs
have been reduced by large-scale production
for video recorders.
Also on the tonearm front was probably the
first public demonstration of Linn's ' Black
Basik', though asneak preview was described
by DP in his Swiss Cottage report. The
demonstration left no illusions that this is a
'high information' device of considerable
promise, offering the convenience of a
detachable headshell with asignificantly
lower mass than its predecessor or the new
Syrinx rival. However, the demonstration
also showed that acheap and nasty cartridge
is still acheap and nasty cartridge; the
concept of offering afiver's worth of ' starter'
cartridge free with Basiks is nice enough, but
does little to show the capability of the arm
itself for those not prepared to go up to lttok
price categories.
Just as interesting for the enthusiast,
though rather more expensive, was afirst
time outing for the Koetsu pickup arm in
Absolute Sound's room. This was rather
crowded on my visit, so it was difficult to
make more than acursory examination. The
construction seemed substantial,with a
conventional detachable headshell system,
reminiscent perhaps of heavyweights like the
FR arms. Rather surprisingly, the bearings in
the vertical plane did not seem to be aligned
with the offset headshell angle ( a
characteristic of SME's Series II which also
attracted justified criticism). The sound quality
seemed alittle ' splashy' in the treble, and
although the price is less extreme than the
cartridges of the same name, I
doubtthis will
be asound quality rival for the Sumiko or
other top fixed- head designs.

Back in the Linn/Naim room was the first of
the long-awaited Aloi records to escapefrom
the Glasgow labs. Background: Aloi (A Label
Of Integrity) has been occupying the
attentions of ex-journalist Carl Anthony and
Linn engineers for well over ayearnow, and
was started in arash moment of despair over
trends towards mediocrity in software.
Having decided that the best recording cuts
came from Island and Bermuda studios, both
of which use aScully lathe, one of thesewas
obtained, and has since been rebuilt piece by
piece; several NAP250s have also been
abused along the way. There is still one HF
audio- band cutter- head resonance to be dealt
with, but it was possible to compare an Aloi
cut of aDutch rock band with the original
Dutch issue from the same master tape.
Contrast might be abetter word than
compare, because the results were truly
dramatic, like comparing the sound of a
cheap £50 Japanese turntable with the
full-house Linn front-end. If they can get a
decent catalogue of music together, Aloi may
turn out to be one of the best things to happen
to hi-fi for along time, and serve notice that
analogue has plenty of life in it yet.
This was also the first outing for anew Linn
modification kit, which comprises quite
complex motor drive circuitry, and which
may be retrofitted at acost of £50. Valhallakit
contains amongst other things acrystal
oscillator for speed reference, though no
attempt has been made to offer more than the
standard 33 1/
3 rpm. One reason for its
development is that mains quality in the UK
has steadily deterioratedover the years (TV
'chopper' power supplies), and the results of
this were becoming increasingly intrusive
with the best ancillary equipment. Possible
evidence for the reduction of LF garbage was
the assertion that aparticulardisc played flat
out (
le into clipping) with aDMS system
caused aNaim 250 to reach its thermal
shut-off after only five minutes or so; a
Valhalla- equipped turntable kept the music
playing for twenty minutes— no proof, but a
further indication of the validity of a
phenomenon Ihave noticed in previous
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TONEARM TRADE-OFFS AND THE CASE FOR
LOW MASS
In his article ' Tonearms and the Twist' ( April
issue, with asubsequent letter in June) Eric
Leamon makes a case for decreasing rotational movement, but his suggested method
for doing so is in itself less than perfectlyvalid.
His primary goal, of reducing unwanted
torsional movement, is of course highly desirable and well documented.
The trade-offs between various levels of
different kinds of distortion ( used in its widest
sense, thus loss-of-information is also distortion) is a subjective one, and varies from
person to person. To suggest that reducing
any one kind is 'the basis for an almost ideal
pickup arm' is at least misleading, while
stating that conventional wisdom is irrelevant
solely because the author is unconvinced, is
approaching the frivolous.
Mr. Leamon's method is to increase tonearm rotational mass to reduce rotational
movement. For agiven stiffness, increasing
rotational mass lowers the torsional resonant
frequency, together with a decrease in
amplitude; asimilar change in frequency can
be achieved by reducing torsional stiffness.
However, the smaller amplitude at the
lowered resonant frequency is largely offset
Hi-fi at the Rocks
system improvements.
Finally there were afew new speakers
being introduced. Castle have at last updated
two of their most popular and successful
designs, replacing the efficient Richmond II
and Kendal II with the Lincoln and
Pembroke— testaments to fine quality
cabinetwork as well as value-for- money
engineering. Heybrook have finally done an
'official' Mark 2version of the interesting
3-way HB3, with substantial internal and
external changes including different drive
unit disposition on the front baffle.
Not aconsumer product as such, but very
interesting from the show visitor's and
dealer's point of view, is Ortofon's
computerised cartridge test bay. The .
technology for studying cartridge
performance using Fourier analysis of
impulse signals has existed for some years
now: the technique parallels those pioneered
by KEF in loudspeaker assessment and QC,
and has been applied during cartridge
development and production for some years
now, by B&O and others. Presumably as a
result of the dramatically falling costs of
computer power, it has now become possible
to produce alimited production run of the
Ortofon TC2000 computer. This can be used
for travelling cartridge and turntable clinics at
shows, and hopefully dealers will be able to
purchase their own to increase the level of
useful service they offer customers.
Two programmes were being
demonstrated, one concentrating on the
cartridge itself, the other on the record player
as awhole. Avariety of measurements are
printed out, including detailed breakdown of
frequency response and data on LF
resonance locations and maxima. Ido wonder
whether an opportunity for giving an
objective basis for the fine alignment of
cartridges may have been missed, as only a
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by the higher gain at the lower frequency of
the RIAA equalisation curve in the preamplifier. It is thus difficult to see what is
achieved by the 'stabiliser'.
And low- mass addicts do indeed 'throw
their arms inthe air'. The improvement gained
by low mass is easy to demonstrate with the
following experiment. Take alow-mass arm/
cartridge combination with a tonearm
resonance close to 15 Hz, connect it to an amplifier without arumble filter and playa record
warped to an average degree. Notice that the
visible ( below 20 to 25 Hz) cone movement of
the bass speaker is small, even at fairly high
sound levels. Then increasethetonearm mass
by adding weights and rebalancing, perhaps
with the ' stabiliser' recommended by Mr.
Leamon, so thatthe arm resonates at, say, 6Hz
(like many commercial tonearm/cartridge
combinations).
Cone
movement
now
becomes so alarming that few people who
have paid for their loudspeakers will watch for
long. A high- power DC-coupled amplifier will
happily blow the cone out of a small bass
speaker if the volume is turned up.
The cause of all this is warp, not the music
recorded in the groove, so this cone
movement is both unwanted and unnecessary. If it were just unnecessary, it might be
tolerated. However, if the tonearm does not
single figure for crosstalk is given; close
examination of left-on- right and vice-versa at
different frequencies is auseful set-up aid.
However, Ido believe this will be ahelpful
tool for the dealer, to pre-check his
merchandise, to maintain the quality of hardused demonstration stock, and to provide a
service for periodically checking aclient's
system against its original performance. I
should emphasise that Idon't think these
tests will tell agreat deal about how good or
otherwise acartridge or system will sound,
though it will help to weed out some duff
components. Provided results can be shown
to give consistency, the system might at last
offer amore repeatable cartridge
measurement yardstick, plus some
means of assessing long-term 'drift' in
components, which has hitherto been very
difficult.

Politics etc.
Politics abound at ahi-fi show, particularly
with the industry going through some fairly
straitened times and people spending their
steadily eroded disposable incomes on
computers and video as well as hi-fi and
cameras. Though top-end specialist
equipment of the kind prevalent atthe
Radford show may have been coping
adequately with the recessional winds, there
are an awful lot of new firms trying to make it
now, and some quite well established names
have been squeezed out recently. One of the
month's more controversial items had been
in anewsletter circulated to their retailers by
Linn products, setting down some fairly
stringent requirements for the facilities
provided by their dealers. Though some
vociferously complained that this was an
unwarranted intrusion into their businesses,
Graham Radford reckoned that the terms,
though strict, were really in the best interests
of the customer, and hence in the long-term

ride the warp, much of the inherent low-frequencytrackability of the cartridge is 'stolen' in
negotiating the warp. In severe cases the
stylus may lose contact with the groove for a
short period, resulting a 100% loss of information, not to mention damage to the groove
when contact is re-established.
Even in less severe cases the wanted signal
is continuously modulated by a very large
spurious signal at the resonant frequency of
the
tonearm,
which
introduces
bass
intermodulation distortion ( BIM). A steep
high-passfilter in the preamplifierwill prevent
damage to the speaker, but will not prevent
modulation at the source. And BIM is just the
kind of blurring of puretones which low mass
addicts' find difficult to tolerate. Since warps
at frequencies near or above 15 Hz are
negligible compared to those at lower
frequencies, BIM in low- mass tonearms is
relatively small, apoint which Alvin Gold may
also care to note.
Mr. Leamon complains that he is not convinced of the (well- documented) benefits of
low mass. Immediately after this he alleges,
without documentation, that there is a subjective improvement in his arm, but that the
improvement cannot be measured. Ican only
assume that he is less sensitive to ' high-mass
distortion' than to ' rotational distortion'. But a
good design cannot be one in which wellknown problems are reintroduced, on the
grounds of the theoretical removal of others.
S.K. Pramanik,
New Product Planning Dept.,
Bang & Olufsen ais,
Struer, Denmark
of the industry as awhole. He felt it should
help to raise the overall standards of
professionalism offered by the specialist
outlet who did more than merely connect up
rack systems.
Another conversation of great interest was
with John Linsley Hood, something of a
veteran enthusiast and contributor to these
pages now, but one whose ideas and
opinions on amplifier design are still as
up-to-date and forward looking as anybody's.
He raised aparticularly interesting point
regarding the hearing function and the
detection of transient type information. (We
are both, in our respective ways, Ancient
Mariners, burdened bythe Albatross of the
undetectable objective/subjective amplifier
test correlation!) His point was that before the
sound-wave striking the outer ear is
transmitted into the inner ear for analysis, it
must pass through the triple bone link
beloved of '0' level biology teachers ( anvils,
stirrups and other quaint metaphors). And
that this mechanical linkage involves a
sophisticated limiter circuit provided by
sensitive muscular control, necessary to
avoid damage and provide effective dynamic
range in the cochlea. The point he made was
that these muscles were presumably
controlled, or at any rate their action
registered, by the brain in some form or
another, and that the brain is disinclined to
ignore any sort of information which
contributes to an important survival sense.
The possibility is that this information may be
an essential part of atransient identification
mechanism, essentially quite independent of
the fine analysis sections of the cochlea with
their overtones of fast Fourier analysis. The
implications are uncertain to say the least.
But this could just be the sort of go/no-go
'reality detector' that hi-fi systems
lamentably fail to excite, and might be related
to the detection of asymmetric signals and
determination of transient phase. •
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The LODE alit
GEOFF JEANES TURNS THE TABLES
ROPONENTS of acertain high quality belt
Pdrive
turntable from Scotland have built
up, over the last several years, an impressive
body of myth. Based on the very fine performance of their product and the revelatory
results when coupled to a total system
tailored to its performance, the reputation is
undoubtedly supported by fact.
My own first contact with the mythos was
when acertain newish member of staff, now
translated to higher spheres, came back from
visiting a Salisbury manufacturer with the
news that he had met this chap who declared
he wouldn't dream of using any of our Quality
Monitor team equipment with any of the rest
of it, and that the results were bound to be
diabolical. Looking back (to coin aphrase), I
see that we then had such items as Shure
V15/11I, SME 3009/11 improved, Thorens
TD125, Quad 33/303 with Quad, B&W, KEF
and Spendor speakers. Hmm. Over the next
year or two we were treated to various
revelations about the new wave of equipment, among them a classic misuse of the
term 'quantum' ( recently continued by Shure
in their V15N ads); the cheerful news that
with the recommended turntable one would
hear all the tape joins in Solti's Ring; that any
system with this turntable in it must be better
than any system without it; and the blithe
assertion that only two people in the country
were capable of setting up the turntable
properly. A famous demonstration showed
that loosening asingle screw on the turntable
audibly degraded the sound: and so on.
Despite these and other very off-putting
statements — all part of a marketing policy
designed, perhaps, from a preference for
hundreds of brain-wiped acolytes over
thousands of satisfied customers — five
years ago Ibought the wonder turntable.
For some months previously Ihad fought
the inevitable by trying to improve the
performance of my TD150 — a physically
similar design — to ' new wave' standards by
all the recommended methods: felt mat,
Bostik sound deadening pads, taking the
foam rubber out of the springs. Make no
mistake — all this was, and remains, worth
doing to aTD150, and the improvement was
considerable. The psychological effect,
however, was to make me realise ( inexpensively, hence lessening resistance to the idea)
that considerable improvements in turntable
sound were possible by attention to the
physics involved: which led, as soon as I
could afford it, to the next step.
An initial niggle was that the front feet
screws, which require removal and replacement in the precision setting- up process ( all
four of which, readers will not be surprised to
hear, are now said to need to be tightened
equally to a precise and, presumably, measured extent), had been overtightened by the
guru involved to the point where they had
completely cleaned out the thread in the
woodwork of the plinth. Nevertheless, the
results of putting the turntable in my system
— even with, at that stage, the 'wrong' arm —
were an ear-opener to one who would have
preferred to believe that the turntable could
make only minimal difference to the sound of
ahi-fi setup. 'Transformation' is probably the
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best word: no more detailed
description need be applied, since
— whatever your degree of faith —
you will already be familiar with the
basic tenets of the doctrine.
Five years of very musical
sounds followed, but not
unmixed. For one
thing, there
was the

associated
arm and
cartridge. The arm
was first, since my SME,
though ideal for the V15/IV Ihad
been using, was not as suitable
for the more lovely-sounding if less detailed
Entré moving-coil. The Entré was a fine
cartridge, which tracked as well as the V15 (
le,
it mistracked Side 2 Band 2of Shure's own
Era IV test record in just the same way as did
the Shure): the last moving-coil 1have had
with superb performance in this respect. But
there was no doubt that the new arm, with its
super- rigid wide- bore straight tube, its very
firm and close-ac)justed bearings, its solid
block- machined headshell and its rigid
clamping pillar arrangements, well earned
the name ' direct-coupled': and it cleaned up
the sound of the Entré to an astonishing
degree. So it was with few reservations that I
made the final step and replaced the Entré
with the m-ccartridge designed for both the
deck and the arm. The sound had straightaway the warmth and musical virtues of the
Entré, but with an added clarity that made the
Shure ( and any m- m Ihave heard since then,
including the legendary Technics EPC 205/111)
seem somehow clinical, flat and lifeless. But it
did not track well. Indeed, such were the
frustrations of the year Ihad this device, and
yet such the beauty of its sound, that I
welcomed the 'T' version — on the assumption that 'T' perhaps stood for 'Tracking' —
with some eagerness. Things were somewhat improved, as it happens, though nobody would actually confirm what the 'T'
stood for and stories of sample variability are
rife for either version. After the deck had been
set up by the makers last February— more on
this below — the tracking performance improved to the extent that at 1.75 gm the
cartridge would now cope with most material, and at 2.0 gm it almost followed cleanly
the drum rolls in the prelude to Solti's
Walküre, and the new Del Mar VW Towards
the Unknown Region (
through both of which
another journalist's Black Koetsu is reported
as being ' legless': though this could be a
matter of operating temperature, as mine still
mistracks readily as soon as the temperature

drops even
slightly below
20°C, and the Koetsu
is reportedly even more
sensitive to both low and
high temperatures). Postscript:
since writing this, Iremembered that, since
using the newarm, it has been found better to
use the very accurate Shure pressure gauge,
and indeed on checking I
found that the arm's
indicated 2g ms is actually closer to 1.8. Now at a
genuine 2gm the cartridge really does (at or
above 20°C, anyway) track comparatively
well.
When everything was correctly set up, a
tedious business involving taking the base off
the turntable and the selection of one of a
small band of either maker-appointed or
self-appointed experts, the results were magnificent. A transforming clarity and inner
detail, depth and solidity of instruments is
evident — it is as if one hears the actual solid
shapes of the players or singers, not just a
series of point sources — notwithstanding a
certain overall warmth (' musicality'?). But a
problem which grew in importance was this
business of setting- up. In theory, once the
springs, rubber washers and arm cable are
variously adjusted, rotated and clamped so
that the arm board is parallel with the edges
of its recess ( despite the suggestion that it
should be, 1have never seen one actually
centred in this recess) and the subchassis
'bounces' properly, the turntable requires no
further attention save possibly re-tightening
bolts after a couple of months in case they
have slackened off. But in practice, the bolts
seem always to be in the process of slackening themselves off — and one largecirculation guru has even suggested that the
energy transmitted down the arm tube by the
stylus is stretching these bolts. ( In passing, it
seems to me that if asubstantial amount of
energy is taking that path, there's something
badly wrong anyway.) A kit of stronger bolts
and replacement springs was supposed to
remove this problem, and did seem to reduce
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it, as well as bringing acertain new life to the
sound — which may, however, be a matter
merely of afresh rebuild and setting- up. But,
especially it seems if you have the ' black'
version of the arm with its even harder
materials, the problem remains to some
extent; and the aforementioned largecirculation guru had a ' kitted' turntable which
went severely off-tune between mid- 1981
and Christmas — it started off sounding
beautiful and ended up with his watching TV
in preference! — and has since done so again.
What finally made my mind up about the
solution to these problems was astory that
came out of this year's Holiday Inn hi-fi show
at Swiss Cottage. I had taken my own
turntable there for the makers to set up, since
after fitting anew arm ( now to the standard of
the original ' black' version — and much
cheaper) Ihad noticed a slight treble hardness and ' glare' not previously present. This,
it now seems, may well be acharacter of the
arm ( see' John Nork in The Absolute Sound,
March 1982, p.51), but at the time Ifeared it
was the turntable, mistuned by my non-guru
setting- up. (Then again, could it be the
cartridge? See Alvin Gold, HFN/RR June,
p.80.) There may well be something in the
latter theory, since the tracking had now gone
downhill and would not cope with anything
remotely demanding at less than 2.0 gm,
while after thorough resetting by the maker's
helpful and impressive engineer the previously- mentioned improvement in this respect was immediately apparent (though I
still don't see why), even though atrace of the
'glare' remained — and still does. But at the
same show Iheard Bob Stuart's superb new
Meridian M1Os on an edition of the turntable
that sounded distinctly edgy and off-tune...
and afterwards Iheard from Bob that one of
the top men from Glasgow later came into the
room, bounced his turntable and declared it
was badly set-up: he took it away, reset it and
brought it back sounding, as originally, magnificent. But later still one of the other gurus
came in, bounced Bob's turntable and said
'Who set that up for you?' On being told who
had, indeed, not long since set it up, ths guru
retorted, 'Well, he doesn't know anything
about ¡
eand wandered off. (When Imentioned
to the manufacturer's engineer that this
particular guru had at one time set up my own
turntable, he said: 'Well, we never showed
him how to do it'.) Fairness demands that I
point out that the engineer who set up my
turntable was unable to do what he considered a full job, even given some hours of
doing it: even so, the fact that the process is
so lengthy, without acertainty that it has been
done right, is worrying enough in itself when
user feedback reaching me suggests that
moving the deck acouple of feet along ashelf
can de-tune it.
Although Iwas now getting, once more,
beautiful sounds — perhaps better than ever
— Ihad by now, largely as aresult of this sort
of running comedy routine, decided to look
around for another machine. The requirements were ( a) good sound, ( b) ease of
adjustment, and (c) as total as possible alack
of need for adjustment. One of the marginal
considerations was a feeling that an arm
reportedly transmitting alot of energy into its
base being arranged to terminate in asofter
wooden arm board (see Martin Colloms, p. 39
HFIV/RR June on 'Turntable and tonearm
"sound" ') was somehow using two wrongs
to make aright, however convincing the aural
results. Coupling the arm base to athick sheet
of metal that comprises the subchassis, upon
which the turntable main bearing is mounted,
carries the 'direct coupled' approach further
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and completes the circle from stylus/groove
contact through arm tube, pillar, subchassis,
bearing and platter back to stylus/groove
contact. It is probably extreme to envisage an
arm pillar, under enormous pressures generated down the tube from the stylus, rocking
around and flexing a soft bit of wood in all
manner of bending modes, hence dragging
the stylus all over the groove it's supposed to
be held in: and Ireadily concede to any
convincing challenger that my grasp of the
sort of micro-physics involved in all this is at
best theoretical and chiefly obtained by
working backwards from the results. ( I'm
certainly not alone in this, although Imay be
almost alone in admitting it.) Nevertheless,
this sort of consideration, together with
points ( a,b,c) above — all well-demonstrated
in a most rewarding 'second listen' to the
M1Os at Huntingdon, where Bob Stuart has
installed just such aturntable— ledto-a trip to
my own Midlands home ground and the
purchase of a Logic DM101. ( Incidentally, as
well as the substantial metal subchassis
mentioned, the plinth is in effect asolid brock
of wood with cutouts made for the mechanical/electrical bits. None of the usual hollow
'soundbox' plinths here... and the sprung
decoupling is admirably simple.)
Initial setting-up is a business both exacting and worthy of careful thought ... and
utterly logical ... but having done this, there
are two benefits: you will only ever, as far as I
can tell, have to do it again if you change
arms; and you will understand the turntable
— and how, and why, it works.

And work it does. As mentioned, the results
Ihad already been getting were superb. All
the virtues of the turntable/am/cartridge
combination were showing to good effect in
my system, and the various promised sonic
revelations produced many hours of pleasurable listening (when the turntable was on
good form), all within a smooth, attractive,
overall warmth ( musicality? colour?) of
sound. Now came the substitution of the
Logic, and several intense sessions of listening followed. A quote comes to mind. In John
Atkinson's March 1981 interview with Marcel
Riendeau, designer of the Oracle, John said:
'... if
you
produce
something
that
sounds... different, at least half the people
who listen to it are going to say that no matter
what you say, they still think the sound of
their whatever is more " correct". Take the
Linn Sondek with a felt mat: many people
prefer that sound, it is more the type of sound
that they like to hear'. (A reaction which has
indeed arisen with regard to the results when
using an Oracle). During the answer to this
point, Marcel Riendeau referred to 'things like
focus, subtle detail, ability to locate the
musicians not only in width but in depth, and
precision of sound... We have found the
effects of improved retrieval to be of that
nature... We talk about inner detail, about
better transient ability... and also the fact
that the bass is no longer agenerous bass but
is more true'.
On the latter point, it interested me that a
subjectivist guru, who plays mostly Rock
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music, told me that on making the change to a
Logic Iwould find ' less bass energy', while a
person Ihope will not mind being called an
objectivist guru ( ie, he both listens and
measures), who plays mostly Classical
music, told me Iwould find ' a less lumpy
bass'. Whatever the words used to describe it,
I and the colleagues involved in recent
listening do indeed find less of arich heaviness in the bass, more a feeling of clean
firmness, which made the former bass sound
seem comparatively ill-defined and uncontrolled. And elsewhere in the range we found
an even greater clarity of sound than before.
That series of RH channel clanks ( someone
knocking his instrument against a music
stand?) a couple of minutes into Willcocks'
VW Dives & Lazarus has never been clearer,
or the man who quietly says ' Yeah ...' in the
LH channel of Marriner's Stravinsky Pu/cine//a suite, just after the trombone/trumpet/
double bass dem passage about threequarters of the way through. And as for the
music...! Well, to cut a long series of
listening sessions short, the results so far are
most encouraging. Detail is everywhere finely revealed, and the depth and clarity of the
sound image convey the most musical impression yet heard in my system — lacking,
however, the overall slightly warm, rich
impression
conveyed
with
everything
formerly heard, which we tentatively surmise
was a coloration, now absent. And yes, Mr.
Rees ( Letters, June, p.18), we have compared
for ability to ' hear tunes', and don't know
what they're on about either. Perhaps it's like
a camera salesman saying that on colour
prints from any other than his favourite
camera, you can't 'see colours'.
If the new combination in my system has an
overall 'sound' of a comparable nature —
beyond the slight touch of upper- mid 'glare'
previously mentioned (which bothers others
less than it does me, and me less than it did
now that turntable mistuning seems to be
eliminated as acause) — we have yet to hear
any hint of it on the very wide range of
material so far played. Istress that this is by
way of an interim report, a subjective reaction, and an evaluation lacking any sort of
measurements -- and in addition Ihave not
tried in my home system the Oracle, Michell,
Systemdek, Triangle, STD or dny of the other
high-end competition. But by the philosophy
so urgently commended to us not all that
many years ago, that of ' listen for yourself', I
like it a lot... a lot better, indeed, than
anything I've had in my system so far.
Other equipment: Meridian 101X preamp/
Hafler DH-200 power amp/Quad ESL-63
speakers with SDQ-63 stands.
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An International Reputation for
MERIDIAN ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
MERIDIAN M2 — " An astonishing speaker from Great Britain — We found it intensely pleasureable —
something our auditioners consistently wanted to return to. Incredible is not aword we apply
carelessly to Audio, but this is one context where it belongs. The one attribute that consistently
stood out was the crystalline stereo imaging."
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE USA JULY 1981
MERIDIAN M2 — " The outstanding characteristic of these loudspeakers is the superb stereo
image which they can produce when the source material is good. With tne M2 ( Meridian) are
unashamedly making amuch wider appeal to asophisticated music lover who will rejoice in their
remarkably fine sound and find to their delight that the combination of attractive appearance and
small size has removed the threat of divorce! Neat, sweet and petite. Iwish M2 all the success it
deserves."
GEOFFREY HORN GRAMOPHONE MAGAZINE AUGUST 1981
Meridian has dealers in 24 countries — please write for our new brochure and dealer lists to:
BOOTHROYD STUART LIMITED, 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, PE18 7EJ
ENGLAND. TELEX 32577 ( MERIDN).

SUBJECTIVE SOUNDS
Paul Messenger ----

On Booze .
Whilst voraciously devouring the latest The
Absolute Sound (
sauce and all), Ichanced
upon a very elegant tailpiece — a most
apposite analogy — and have been kicking
myself ever since for not thinking of it fi rst. Like
this column, TAS are firmly in the subjectivist
camp; when not sniping desperately against
the digital disease, we take some delight in
undermining — or at any rate nibbling away at
— the advice of objective criteria.
The fundamental problem with hi-fi is that it
attempts to produce a subjective and
emotional
response
to
an
artistic
phenomenon, using technology based on a
science which has only sufficient knowledge
about music and hearing to be a potentially
dangerous thing.
This elegant analogy is that similar conditions exist in the experience of drinking wine
(whisky, cognac, armagnac or whatever).
Even though the worldwide value of these
industries has far exceeded hi-fi for many
years, the cunning and resources of French
Chemistry are still unable to distinguish
between the good and the bad by any
objective means, chromatography notwithstanding. ( Granted, the chemists fulfil alot of
other useful functions.)
Idon't pretend to have any particular knowledge or expertise in wine, but have always
found, more or less, that you get what you pay
for. It's not difficult to tell a £3bottle from a £ 10
bottle from a £20 bottle. And on the odd
occasion that Ihave had the opportunity ( at
someone else's expense) to drink something
really extravagant, Ihave been surprised just
how obviously superior the experience has
been — much more so than Ihad expected.
This analogy neatly allows for personal
choice and taste. Given a substantial wine
voucher, I would head for the claret, a
reflection
of
personal
preference,
conditioning, attitude of mind ( and perhaps
even star sign). HP of TAS may, for all Iknow,
be achampagne drinker, in the same way that
his hi-fi is unlikely to sound all that much like
mine.
One is tempted to take this analogy mischievously a little further, examining individuals or even national stereotypes. Iwould
even admit to enjoying the occasional good
Suntory!
On Magic

My suggestion a few months ago that one
should clean one's stylus with a little
judiciously applied sandpaper ( matchbox
fine) to remove the insolutes caused abit of a
stir, though Istill stand by it. Well, you ain't
heard nothing yet! The latest technique, for
which good results are claimed, is to employ
the supernatural properties of the pyramid.
Apparently
the
razor-blade-sharpening
qualities of these arcane structures which
Gillette keep so quiet about work real lywell for
styli too. Iquote ( my italics): '... Iplaced the
needle in a position as prescribed and left it
there for 14 days. On taking it out and fitting it
back on the stylus Ifound a very marked
improvement ' in quality'... ( The gent concerned was not writing to this magazine, I
hasten to add.)
I haven't tried it, and Idoubt if Iwill.
However, Idon't disbelieve it. Ido believe, in
fact, in magic, for anumber of reasons which
are sound enough for me ( music being one of
them). But I
must admit I
don't have any faith in
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making it work to order. Perhaps those of you
out there with the right mental attitudes will
followthisonethrough ( names and addresses
withheld on request... and what's the bet that
someone will be selling pyramids at
Harrogate this year?)
On levitation (?)
The continuing commercial viability of the
manual turntable has brought a number of
automatic lift devices onto the market. The
first I
encountered was from Monitor Audio: it
was abit fierce and not best suited to playing
weights over 1.5gm. Then there was the
delightful A-TSafety Raiser, Which Iused for a

about the design is that it doesn't try too hard:
both treble and bass roll off on the early side, in
a nicely controlled way, which makes sense
for a low cost loudspeaker likely to be used
with modest ancillaries which may well be
'untidy' towards the frequency extremes. A
further useful feature, allied to curtailing the
LF bandwidth, is that the system is reasonably
sensitive, and doesn't need anything too
elaborate in terms of amplification to give
good enough results.
The other side of this coin is as usual coloration. Not that it's appalling, or anything like
that, but there is acertain 'wooden' signature
to the sound, adegree of midrange ' honk' and
some overall response uneveness which can
be intrusive on certain program material.
Coloration, however, is aquite forgivable sin,
and I
found it quite possible to live with the 7L,
even with avery good 'driving' system. And if
the speaker adds a little here and there, it
doesn't lose too much either. Set it up in
sequence with something large and exotic,
and, after allowing for a short adjustment
period, you wonder whether it's really worth
spending a small fortune on loudspeakers.
Ultimately, of course, it is worthwhile; but
Ackroyd make a fine starting point, or offer
speakers which are cheap enough to wire the
whole house up! There will be similarly priced
models offering lower coloration and better
stereo, but for sheer convenience in use, ( back
to wall balance) and overall performance, I
am
very impressed by the 7L, and regard it as
something of alatterday Minimax (with which
it consummately wipes the floor).
AM quality

couple of years until finally discarding it when
it became atrifle unreliable in operation, due
to silicone bleeding from the damper. It was
also much too risky to entrust operation to
others ( if badly set, it could hinder the
progress of the arm horizontally, while the
cantilever kept on trackin'). Now what I
want is
a foolproof motor-driven job with internal
batteries and full remote control. And I'd pay
£25 for one if that's any incentive. Now that
thousands of TVs are remote controllable,
providing asimple binary handset should be
no problem: all we need is aneat piece of costeffective engineering, in the way that the
Safety Raiser itself was.
Baby Akroyd
A couple of months ago I
first encountered the
Akroyd 14L, and was sufficiently impressed to
arrange for its baby brother the 7L to come
down for closer examination. The type
number indicates the volume of the enclosure
in litres, so the 7L is pretty small, and very
much a bookshelf model if not quite a
miniature ( back to wall siting is mandatory). It
costs less than £70, so it is one of ahandful of
designs offering pretensions to hi-fi performance at a rock- bottom price. Naturally one
should not expect too much — compromise is
very much the name of the game— but in this
respect, the 7L is quite neat. The sensible thing

Ihave been harping on ( and on) about the
dreadful state of the AM sections in tuners and
and receivers for quite a while now. Yes, I
know AM has problems, particularly in
crowded Europe and during the evenings.
But for those whose dial twiddling habits span
Radio 4on the dreadful 1500m band ( avoiding
the educational programmes), and the BBC
World Service on medium wave, there is
precious little option. It is frankly embarrassing
to find that most so-called hi-fi tuners wallow
in the excrement of fifteen year-old tranny
radios when it comes to AM performance.
There is little respite in sight, with even
Naim's exotic project currently in the pending
tray, according to my latest information. But I
have just unearthed an Australian AM-only hifi tuner, known as the Allen Wright Wideband*.
Ihaven't tried it, but as it doesn't have an FM
performance to hide behind, there is apretty
good chance that it has something to offer.
There was asubstantially favourable review in
the August 1980 edition of Electronics
Australia, and the price then was$442 (Australian). The review describes the ' narrow' and
'wide' bandwidth modes (- 6dB at 3.5kHz and
—6dB at 16.5kHz respectively), and a sharp
9kHz 'whistle' filter (- 2dB/8kHz, — 60dB/9kHz,
—3dB/10kHz). A useful loop aerial system is
provided. About the only criticisms that the
review made were that the digital display only
operated in 10kHz jumps, which is inconvenient on the 9kHz standard, and that it cost alot
of money for an AM-only tuner.
What the world clearly needs is areally fine
AM tuner to handle the appalling signal
conditions, coupled with an ultra-cheap FM
section (which is much cheaper to do properly
anyway). FM signals are far less problematic,
and most UK people get good enough
reception with an indoor aerial for local
network programmes.
*Allen Wright Electronics, 13 Wentworth Ave,
Sydney 2000, NSW, Australia
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READERS LETTERS
...about
clamp

a non-proprietary

disc

From: A.J. Woodhead, Iver Heath, Bucks
Dear Sir, Irecently noticed details of yet
another proprietary disc clamp, and having
been converted to the benefits of close disc/
platter contact by adapting an existing ribbed
Thorens mat, Ihave now acquired ( guided by
technical reports) asample of 'Le Mat'. The
next step was to evolve asimple, cheap, but
effective centre clamp, details ofwhich may be
of interest to other readers.
The essentials seemed to be something that
could easily be positioned, did not involve
heavy weights to affect motor bearings, and
which gave maximum area contact onto the
disc. This has been achieved by using acircular piece of plywood about 'Ain. thick, with
centre-hole bored slightly over-sized to the
motor spindle and lined internally with adhesive masking tape to give agood friction fit
over the spindle itself.
This can be positioned quite quickly overthe
disc, and with aslight twisting and downward
action gives afirm downward pressure with
minimal stress on the motor and maximum
contact area on the disc. The diameter of the
clamp is obviously critical and must allow for
just over half the width of acartridge overhang
when tracking the innermost run-out groove.
In my case this works well at 3%in. diameter.
No centre clamp will deal with both sides of a
dished disc—lsuppose only avacuum platter
would be effective here— but at least it is able
to flatten the humped side verywell, which is a
50% cure, and in any case it does not make the
dished side any worse.
Yours faithfully

...abouta permanent earth
From: Graham Woodville, Aylesbury, Bucks
Dear Sir, The danger arising from the incorrect
use of three-way plugs and sockets, mentioned by Angus McKenzie in your April issue
(p.27), prompts me to recommend an
independent earth wire joining all equipment
permanently. The so-called 'earth pin' of the
three- pin plug can then be ignored and the
third ( earth) wire of the apparatus may be cut
off.
If this advice is followed, incorrect insertion
of a plug will cause no danger because the
third pin is isolated. Neither my record deck
nor my amplifier uses athree-wire cable, but
both have an independent earth terminal and
use two-pin USA type plugs. Yours faithfully

...about provincial metropolitan
critics
From: David Harrison, Bishopston, Bristol
Dear Sir, Kenneth Dommett's comments on
the rarity of performances of Janacek's The
Cunning Little Vixen reflect, once again, the
blinkered view of the London critics. The Vixen
has been playing to packed houses in all the
major centres served by the Welsh and
Scottish National Opera Companies for
several years, and is still in both repertoires at
time of writing. Itwas so popular in Bristol that
the WNO were forced to include it in their next
year's programme to meet the demand.
It is abrilliant production that includes all the
animals, insects and humans which Mr
Dommett feels will exclude it from stage
performances and I
can only urge him to make
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every effort to see it. Oxford is served by the
WNO, so Iam sure withdrawal symptoms
from London won't be too severe, and even
Bristol is only just over an hour by train.
Incidentally, it has been reviewed by the
London daily papers and all the major opera
and music papers and, Ibelieve, even brought
to London in a WNO season there, so Mr
Dommett's statement is even harder to
understand. Perhaps he shares the attitude of
areviewer on one of your rivals, who dismissed the WNO/Goodall Tristan and lsolde as
unexpectedly good for aprovincial company.
Yours faithfully
Note: Mr. Dommett lives and writes in
Birmingham! — Ed

FTER listening to my recent BBC talk on
Athe
Saturday morning Record Review pro-

gramme, in which Itouched on afew of the
methods and devices for ' record care', afriend
of mine — at least Ithink he's afriend — said
'What apiffling topic for you to deal with!'
This comment, I'm sure, must have arisen
from alack of knowledge of this area, and the
fact that ' record accessories' have become big
business today, including avaluable export
trade. No secrets will be revealed when Itell
you that such items as carbon fibre brushes,
sold under many brand names, in fact all
originate from some three sources in this
country. Two of these are Chelston Audiocraft
Ltd., Torquay, and Hunt E.D.A., Ltd. of London,
SW4 7DF. Both Warwick Cooper of the former
organisation (with anew carbon fibre brush in
the pipe-line) and Keith Hunt ( of Hunt Engineering Design Associates) have been most
helpful in my discussions with them. The third
name is, I
think, ' Re-al', on whom Ido not have

...about 'direct voicetaping
From: William J. Maclean, Edinburgh
Dear Sir, Referring to your May editorial inviting comment on the proposition that tape
recorders might be sensitive to loud sounds
otherwise than via a microphone, etc, Ican
assure you that they can be.
Several years ago my son and Iread the
book Breakthrough by Raudive, which
describes how he recorded 'spirit' voices on
tape without the use of a microphone. We
accordingly ran ahalf-houroftapethrough the
Ferrograph, using only a simple circuit
described by Raudive connected to the input.
At one point on the tape, when we played it, we
heard an undoubted voice faintly amid the
noise; but it was no spirit — it was the voice of
my small grandson, who had been playing
near the tape recorder during our experiment.
We soon found that loud speech near the
recorder while it was in the record mode was
always audible on playback.
The machine in question used valves, not
transistors, and may thus have been more
sensitive to vibration, but where very highgain audio circuits are concerned possibly
every wiring joint is akind of microphone and
every solid akind of semiconductor.
Yours faithfully

...about 'direct cough' recording
From: R. Ward, Barkingside, Essex
Dear Sir, Do tapes behave like amicrophone
diaphram? (Your editorial question, May
issue.) The answer is yes.
About 18 months ago Ihad some sort of
infection of the throat that gave me acough
like the bark of an elephant seal ( a sort of
araucous, roaring, rasping noise), and whilst
doing some recording for my own use, Iwas
seized with afit of coughing. Upon replay of
the material Iheard ( in quiet passages) myself
coughing and, being as I
was recording direct,
Iwas at first at aloss as to how this could have
happened.
I
came to the conclusion that the violence of
my cough was enough to bring pressure to the
air surrounding the tape-head area ( and thus
the tape) causing my cough to be recorded,
albeit very quietly, from adistance of about
two feet.
Slightly astounded by this discovery, I
decided to experiment at different distances from
the tape deck by deliberately coughing ( during
this experiment Idid not record any musical
material), and discovered that from some six
to eight feet away the human voice could be
recorded without amike.
Yours faithfully

much information at the moment. Incidentally, carbon fibre brushes and other products
have many applications in industry outside
the record cleaning field.
Obviously I
could not mention any proprietary names or supply sources within the
restrictions of a short BBC broadcast, but
telephone calls and letters have already
reached me with queries. By courtesy of
Hitachi and Maxell Ihave been testing two of
their battery- power disc cleaners. The Hitachi
AD-093 bears a strong resemblance to the
Maxell model AE-341 of course, the one firm
owning the other.
Pushed gently on to the turntable spindle,
the purpose of these devices is automatically
to remove dust particles from the record
surface and, hopefully, down in the grooves.
The Maxell model is powered from six volts
(pen-cells) giving about 100 times cleaning of
LPs. The brush speed is 2,500 rpm and the
auto-stop operating time is approximately ten
seconds, which is about four revolutions.
Pressing the start button actuates the
device, which starts the motor rotating, and
the timer circuit in the IC automatically stops
the drive after about ten seconds. Motor
rotation is around 6,000 rpm, dropping to
2,500 rpm by the two-speed reduction
gearing driving the revolving brush. This
speed is then reduced further down to 80 rpm
by the third and fourth speed reduction
mechanisms to operate the cleaner. An
adapter platform is supplied which permits
cleaning away from the record player turntable, if preferred.
Do these gadgets work? Yes, but to get
clean-up results that satisfied me Ifound it
necessary to employ adevice first to remove
the static electricty from the disc, and then
apply
the
rotating
cleaner.
Several
manufacturers have created suitable designs
for this purpose, classifed under such
headings as AC discharge, DC discharge, and
self-discharging method ( earthing type).
The model Ihave experimented with is the
new Maxell SC-345 'Staticlean', which may
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SOUNDINGS
Donald Aldous
just be released on the UK market by time you
read this report. This is an AC discharge type.
Its function is to ionize the air molecules by
alternately generating positive and negative
ions. It is claimed that this method prevents
reverse static electricity charging a record,
which may occur when employing aDC type
static removal device. The discharge current
generated is very feeble— of the order of 3µA,
which inflicts no shock to the human touch.
These Maxell and Hitachi cleaners and
destaticisers cost around £11, Iunderstand,
but they may be available for less in some
stores. Imust say that Ifound them novel and
effective, but whether cost-effective in
relation to afew pounds only for one of the
latest carbon fibre brushes of thetype given to
visitorsto our room at the recent Radford Hi Fi
Exhibition in Bristol, can only be decided by
you and your bank manager. Used as apair
(the ' Staticlean' first), the Maxell rotating
cleaner did not leave that tell-tale line of dust
on the record surface, the bugbear of many
such devices.
Another request reached me from a
collectorof 'dirty' records. Don'tget me wrong
in this description. All I
mean is thatth is gentleman scours second-hand stores and barrows
in markets for rare vintage discs, particularly
vocal items. Recent 'finds' of some very
grubby discs have resisted normal cleaning
methods, he tells me, and he has been trying to
trace a manufacturer of the 'gel' skins that,
after application to adisc surface and drying,
can be peeled off — taking with them most of
the debris in the grooves. So far as I
know, in this
country only Cambra International Sound
(Telephone Lea Valley 716-6666 for dealer
sources) have on offer asponge-applied fluid
gel of this kind, optimistically called a ' Record
Rejuvenating Fluid' M.114, which can be
peeled off when dry. Suggested price is £3.99,
Iam told. Actually, this is acommercial version of the treatment based on a polyvinyl
alcohol mixture devised by Reg Williamson.
IS SOUND the poor relation of cinema,
theatre, clubs, or any establishment in which
audio-visual media supply entertainment or
information in this country? Outside the world

BOOKS RECEIVED
DELIUS AS IKNEW HIM by Eric Fenby. Revised edition of
the famous 1963 book, with an Author's Afterword',
various notes to complement the original text, and a
biographical sketch of Fenby by Christopher Palmer, Well
worth a read, to capture the very special flavour of
Frederick Delius and perhaps to fill in the background to
Ken Russell's TV film, soft covers, 265 plux xxii pages, 18
half-tones, 32 musical examples. Price £3.95. Published by
Faber & Faber, 3 Queen Square, London WC1N 3AU.
BIG BANDS: Music on Record 2 edited by Peter
Gammond and Raymond Horricks. A compendium of
essays and discographical material put together by the two
editors with the help of Chris Ellis and Burnett James.
Although the book 'concentrates on LP issues from 1950
onwards' it also 'covers the peak periods of swing and
dance .band music in the 1930s and 60s' and includes a
useful bibliography. Hard covers, 183 pages, 42 half-tones.
Price £8.95. Published by Patrick Stephens Ltd, Bar Hill,
Cambridge CB3 BEL.
RICHARD & COSIMA WAGNER: biography of amarriage by
Geoffrey Skelton. 'A fresh look at one of the most significent relationship in musical history' says Mr Skelton in
his Introduction to this 320 page hardback. 30 half-tones,
price £ 15.00 until 1st Sept. 1982, £ 17.50 thereafter. Published by Victor Gollancz Ltd., 14 Henrietta Street, London
WC2E 8QJ.
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of hi-fi, my interests extend to film and theatre
sound ( and ' live' music in the concert hall,
which should not need sound reinforcement)
and unhappily it seems to me that many
reproducing systems today do not meet an
acceptable standard.
A standard for whom? The critical audiophiles who read this magazine for astart, as I
know several enthusiasts who no longer visit
cinemas or theatres — not because seats can
cost £2.50 upwards, but because of the poor
quality sound compared with their domestic
hi-fi systems. The prospect of TV stereo sound
doesn't seem to arouse much excitement
either! Another reason given to me by an
aurally sensitive enthusiast for no longer visiting the cinema was the opening and rustling of
crisp and sweet bags, not mention the crackling of popcorn! Certainly it's difficult these
days to find anywhere free from noise— that is
undesired sounds!
A new and useful practical manual called
Sound for Theatres (
John Offord Publications
Ltd., PO. Box 64, Eastbourne, East Sussex) has
come my way. The author is Graham Walne,
now MD of Leisureplan Consultants, who has
compiled the first Sound Reference section of
the forthcoming Oxford Companion to the
Theatre. Mr. Walne rightly considers that his
treatment is about a chain of sound, from
performer, operator, critic, purchaser and
installer, to listener. All these links are joined
by equipment, but the chain is only as good as
its weakest link. He then goes on to crystallize
the sad fact that few people involved in the
choice and supply of a sound system know
sufficient to ensure the best results.
Other salient points made in his introduction include the comment that few suppliers understand auditorium acoustics and
few acousticians like, or understand, modern
sound equipment. Forme, his final 'clincher' is
that sound budgets are notoriously low by
comparison with other theatrical elements.
The treatment of acomplex subject is basic
only in its 253 pages, but it is written in understandable language for the beginner.
Despite a few print errors, Ithink the £7.95
would be well spent for this simple guide
book.
THERE'S JUST space to answer last month's
poser about the meaning of 'Racked Systems
Hard Wired'. It simply means that the Amstrad
or Rotel racked systems look separate but are
in fact joined. In other words asort of vertical
music centre! You live and learn!
ESSAYS IN MUSICAL ANALYSIS by Donald Francis Tovey,
in two paperback volumes: Symphonies and other
Orchestral Works (
561 pages), Concertos and Choral Works
1400 pages). Numerous musical examples, price £4.50
each. Also available in hardback at £9.50 each. A new
edition of this classic study, first published in 1935-9.
Published by Oxford University Press, Walton Street,
Oxford OX2 6DP.
UNDERSTANDING MUSIC by Antony Hopkins, being a
paperback version of the book reviewed by Peter Gammond
in our August 1980 issue. 255 pages, many musical examples.
Price £4.95. Published by J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 33
Welbeck Street, London W1M 8LX.
THE NME GUIDE TO ROCK CINEMA by Fred Dellar. An
alphabetically arranged guide-book described on the
cover as: '
the only definitive guide to rock, pop, soul and disco music in the movies'. Paperback, 192 pages, 25 half- tones. Price £ 1.50. Published by Hamlyn Paperbacks,
Astronaut House, Feltham, Middlesex.
THE BF_ATLES: A DAY IN THE LIFE compiled by Tom
Schultheiss. A day-by-day diary 1960-1970, compiled from a
list of over 60 books written about the Beatles, with an.
index of over 6000 page references to 2000 different
subjects. Paperback, 335 pages. Price £4.95. Published by Omnibus Press, Book Sales Ltd., 78 Newman Street,
London W1P 3LA.
THE REAL DUKE ELLINGTON by Don George. A biographycum- memoir by the lyric writer who collaborated with
Ellington for thirty years. Hard covers, 272 pages, 13 halftones. price £7.95. Published by Robson Books, 5-6
Clipstone Street, London W1P 7E8

Humphrey Searle
(1915-1982)
Humphrey Searle, the English composer and
writer on music, died in London in May. Born in
1915, he was educated at Winchester, Oxford,
the Royal College of Music and the Vienna
Conservatory where he also studied privately
with Anton Webern. He joined the BBC as a
producer in 1938 and spent most of the War
years in intelligence. After 1948 he became
freelance, apart from aspell as music advisor
to Sadler's Wells Ballet in the '50s. In addition
to his connexions with various organisations
concerned with modern music, among them
the London Contemporary Music Centre, the
Society for the Promotion of New Music and
the Composers' Guild, he became secretaryto
the newly formed Liszt society in 1950. As a
critic he contributed reviews for HFNIRR until
comparatively recently.
As acomposer Searle made consistent use
of the so-called 12- note method advocated by
the Second Viennese School, and the
influence of Webern is apparent, particularly
in the sparseness of his textures and wide
leaps of his melodic lines. His special affinities
lay in the more overtly romantic works of
Schoenberg, however, and this also ties- in
with his great interest in the music of Liszt. He
wrote in a wide variety of farms including
three operas — The Diary of aMadman, The
Photo of the Colonel, and Hamlet — four
ballets, five symphonies, concertos, suites for
orchestra, variations, works for chamber
groups, the piano and various choral and
vocal settings. The later works show amove
away from the exuberance displayed in his
early works, but although he moved closer to
Webern's style, his melodic lines never
approached the fragmentary nature of the
Viennese master. In his later years, too, Searle
came to be regarded by his younger
contemporaries
as
something
of
a
conservative, but his music always had
purpose, was well-crafted, and showed that a
British serial school, with adistinctive identity
of its own, was both feasible and practicable.
Humphrey Searle was continuously active
as a teacher, holding appointments as a
professor of composition at the RCM since
1965, and at Stanford University in California,
with further attachments to the Aspen Music
Festival and the Staatliche Hochschule for
Music in Karlsruhe. He was made aCBE in
1968. His writings include The Music of Lizst
(London 1954), Twentieth Century Counterpoint, Ballet Music: an Introduction, and various contributions to books and journals*
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Dirt. Dust. Static.
Only Orbitrac gets
round the problem.

Most record cleaners pull along the record, spending a
lot of time working across the grooves.
This eventually distorts the
sound.

Allsop's new Orbitrac
system is different. Anchored to
the record's centre, the patented dual disc
cleaner is rotated around the record surface. The ultrasoft fibres of the cleaning pad remain perfectly aligned
with the record grooves, while the control disc pivots
freely with the hand motions.
And one or two revolutions is all it takes to gently
"lift" microscopic dirt, dust, and impurities from deep
within each and every groove.

Cleaning is done on or off the record player. A
special anti- static mat is supplied.
Unlike dry, abrasive cleaners which can actually
grind dust and dirt into the grooves, Orbitrac uses a
"wet" method of cleaning, with aspecially formulated
and thoroughly tested anti-static cleaning solution.
The Orbitrac system includes everything you need
to keep your records clean
Orbitrac cleaner, solution,
sprayer, pad cleaning brush, anti-static mat, storage
case and complete instructions for use.
Orbitrac. The most professional system around.
Your records deserve it.

Orbitroc
bYALL6001

For full details of the Orbitrac record
cleaning system also Allsop 3audio
and video cleaners write to:
Network Marketing Ltd
Dept HFN Middlesex House
29-45 High Street Edgware
Middlesex HA8 7HH
Tel: 01-952 6225/6
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hese new
amplifier combinations are relatively costly creations offering very high
quality construction and afine finish. The Trio
is the latest in their established I-0' series,
which enjoys a respectable reputation
amongst up-market Japanese designs, but
Armstrong's 700 series is something of anew
venture for the UK company. Originally
volume producers of moderately priced hi-fi
elects onics, Armstrong have more recently
dabbled in speaker production, and with their
traditional ranges at alow ebb the 700 represents abrave attempt to break into the quality
end of the market.
To some extent both companies have adopted a no-compromise approach to amplifier
design, but they differ as regards their prices
and product design philosophies. However, I
have not attempted to play one off against the
other, the two products being assessed moreor-less on their individual merits, although
certain similarities do emerge. The most
obvious is their high power ratings— both are
capable of around 200W per channel into 8ohm loads, with manufacturers' data
suggesting that 4-ohm loads would also
present little difficulty. Elements of the
'straight line' approach to design form further
common elements, and in consequence both
preamplifiers have abandoned tone controls
in the accepted form. Instead, theTrio includes
a switch-selected and versatile loudness
compensation arrangement to augment bass
during low-level listening. Comprehensive
input and output facilities are provided,
including built-in moving-coil preamplifier
sections, and in addition both systems have
•• headphone sockets — afeature rarely offered
on separate power amplifiers and all too often
omitted from modern preamps. On the Armstrong the two outlets are present on the
power amplifier.
Despite these design similarities the two
products are strikingly different in terms of
character and appearance. A slimline case is
used for the Armstrong, showing clean understatement somewhat reminiscent of Quad
designs, while the Trio has asomewhat flashy
appearance, possibly reflecting their technically orientated parentage. The Armstrong
blends in quite well with adomestic setting,
but the Trio stands out and draws attention to
itself— perhaps aconscious recognition of the
fact that they could hardly be inconspicuous
anyway, due to the need for locating the large
power amp units remotely, adjacent to the
speakers.
Concerning the tests, the units were
subjected to established lab procedures, but
as Ihave pointed out previously, afine set of
lab results is at present no guarantee of atopclass sonic performance. Nevertheless, obvious failings exposed by the lab programme
can be revealing in pinning down idiosyncrasies of subjective quality; thus a ' rich' sounding
amplifier may reflect its true subjective quality
or alternatively it COUld be 'dull' in terms of its
measured
RIAA
pickup
equalisation.
Likewise, adeteriorating performance on difficult loadings at high powers could be related
to asubtle failing of subjective dynamics, hard
to detect by measurement. It could signify
excessive premature output protection effects
readily identified in the lab, while vagaries in
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An/mat/tong 700 Setem,
«hie /0-8
stereo imaging can be hard to ascribe to a
specific source; they may simply be linked to
poor channel separation at high frequencies,
or to marginal levels of crosstalk distortion
For listening tests the following specucers
were used: Quad 63, KEF R105:4and Celestion
SL6, in conjunction with aKoetsu 'Black', Ittok
anda rebuilt Thorens TD125 11. Other amplifier
references included the Meridian 101B,
Mission 776/777 (current hammer silver
series), the Tandberg 3002 and Electrocompaniet preamp/25W power amplifiers. All
component parts of the review amps were
auditioned as complete systems and as individuals, the latter to assess their contribution to
the whole. In common with previous reviews
of this type, the listening sessions were not
double-blind using apanel; considerations of
time,
expense
and
method
dictated
otherwise. Instead, the findings represent the
opinion and comments of the author using his
good quality listening environment and assisted by a colleague who possesses reliable
judgement and ahigh level of aural discrimination. Ihave found the establishment of a
top-class system in my listening room to be of
great value, though in this instance the reader
has to rely on the reviewer's judgment and
experience. With this current method, subtle
differences which can be obscured by the
complexities and artificiality bf procedure and
hardware involved in ' blind' panel tests seem
to be more readily audible, though no doubt
some sceptics will argue that this is wishful
thinking.

Armstrong

Descri ption

IF ANY ASPECT of Armstrong's design philosophy were to be considered paramount, the
word 'accuracy' would spring to mind..

Defined as a flat frequency nespone (+ 0,
—0.2db) over the entire audio band, with
inaudible levels of noise and listortion, this
performance must be maintained, according
to Armstrong's designer Jim Lesurf, under
any conditions of use, these including a
reasonable range of loudspeaker loading, but
stopping short of power amplifier voltage
clipping — the latter in fact corresponding to
the full peak power of the ampllifier driving a
nominal 8-ohm load.
On the assumption that an amplifier meeting these requirements can be designed and
built,
performance
enhancement
leg
improved dynamics and higher undistorted
peak sound levels) can only arise from an
increased output voltage headroom before
clipping, and for this it was considered essential that a minimum of 200W at 8-ohms per
channel be provided:
As every amplifier designer appreciates,
ratings around 200W pose special problems
compared with the typical 75-100W level. High
voltages
and
current
leeVels
stretch
components to the limit — hat dissipation
can be troublesome in the sma ller case sizes,
while power supplies increase rapidly in terms
of both their dimensions and weight. Commercially there is thus the temptation to
impose limits on such designs i
ri order to allow
the use of inadequate output devices, smaller
supplies, and less heat-sinking, and although
the paper specification does not suffer too
greatly in consequence, the sound quality
certainly can. Restriction of current delivery
into law or reactive loPds is often achieved
with current limiting protection circuits, the
protection factor not applicable for the load's
sake but rather to save the output transistors.
The ability to deliver high currents into
awkward real loudspeaker loads is an imper29

tant feature, and Armstrong have paid
particular attention to this. The result is an
amplifier capable of an unlimited un distorted
peak current of 30 amps ( 20ARMS), and if no
other limitation were to be imposed the implication is that this model should be able to
sustain its full 8-ohm rated output of 40V RMS
on short-term bursts right down to a2-ohm
loading. Thus in pure wattage terms some
800W per channel would be delivered into
such aload. At this power level, available FET
output devices seemed to be limited by their
own natural restraints on power and peak
current, and accordingly more substantial bipolar output transistors were chosen. Arranged as two parallel complementary pairs,
type 2SD753 and 2SB273 transistors proved
capable of reliably meeting the designer's
demands.
Noting the importance of good channel
separation, Armstrong considered using the
double- mono construction *technique — a
virtual guarantee of high channel isolation, as
used by Trio for their L08, Mission in their 777,
and Meridian for their 105. However,
Armstrong have instead relied on a circuit
designed to be insensitive to mutual channel
fluctuations in the main shared power supply
lines: an association generally responsible for
unwanted crosstalk in several designs. The
individual power- amps are designed to draw
their required current from the supply without
regard to line voltages, and accordingly a
single dual rail supply is used, incorporating a
massive centrally located toroidal transformer feeding 2x12000/1F reservoir capacitors.
Turning now to details of the power amplifier topology, the input line is AC-coupled and
low-pass filtered, this comprising aband pass
circuit blocking the entry of unwanted out-ofband signals. Fed from Zener voltage regulators, the input amp is a low-drift, dual FET
stage in differential mode with a constant
current tail, a second differential amplifier
f9llowing, with acurrent mirror stage to provide full- rail symmetric drive in both positive
and negative directions to the output stage
group. Unusually, no current or voltage limiters are present; gross overload 5A fuses are
present in the supply lines. Via the Zobel
network and usual 5µH output inductor, the
audio isfed to aseries muting relay and thence
to the speaker terminals. Sensor lines comparing the output with input monitor the
power amp dynamics, detecting and dis-

C1a

li

playing via an LED indicator when the
amplifier is clipping and warning the user of
the condition. Headphone sockets are
included. Usually fed by a330-ohm resistor, in
the 732 the attenuator network has output
impedance of nearer 600 ohms, though few
headphones should be more bothered by this
than by 330-ohms — which is universally
wrong practice anyway, as low- impedance
'phones are thereby permitted to impose their
impedance variations on the frequency
response.
General aspects of preamplifier design
philosophy include the essential factors of
response accuracy and low noise/distortion,
these being augmented by the need for wide
dynamic range in terms of both input and
output overload margins. Originally constructed in prototype form with discrete
amplifier stages and IC power supply regulator
/stabilisers, an interesting about-face subsequently
occurred.
Research
results
indicated to Jim Lesurf that the latest generaton of bipolar IC operational amplifiers would
replace the discrete stages to advantage, but
conversely the IC stabilisers were found
wanting and were supplanted by very
generously rated discrete design. While the
latter is the main regulatorfor all channels and
stages, passive decoupling filters are used
throughout the design. Furthermore, as in the
case of the power amplifier, the circuitry ¡ sofa
type incorporating high common- mode rejection and is essentially immune to supply interactions. In both pre and power amplifiers
great care has been taken over the internal
earth or ground references, with the minimisation of common earth impedances for both
the components individually and for the
combination.
Examining the 730 preamplifier circuit, one
point did appear noteworthy and concerned
the number and type of capacitors inthe signal
path. Current work on amp design suggests
that electrolytic capacitors, particularly when
under little or zero DC bias voltage, can have
untoward effects on the sound quality. Speculation on this topic refers to delayed absorption in the chemical dielectric, and electrolytics
in real terms are certainly not the most perfect
of capacitors. Tracing from the moving-coil
input terminal, the signal passes through
1000µF, then 100µF, 10µF, 3.3/AF, 2.2µF, 101./F,
10µF, and finally 22µF — most of these under
conditions of zero bias and all electrolytic ( see
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fig.1). While not wishing to prejudge the
design Ifeel it was unwise to chain so many
electrolytics in the preamp signal path, this
total nonetheless excluding those also
passing audio signals but present in sidechain feedback networks.
The moving-coil ( m-c) input uses a lowcurrent complementary transistor pair in
common- base mode and feeding the main
pickup input. Here the amplifier equaliser is of
the conventional op-amp form, with the twostage equaliser network feeding the negative
input terminal of the IC. Passing on through
the selector switch, the 100k-ohm volume
control appears, this leading to an IC buffer
stage driving the 22k-ohm balance control.
The latter leads to the final IC output amplifier
with a positively defined 600-ohm output
impedance.
Pursuing general preamplifier facilities, the
m- c input has a35 ohm characteristic, while
the m- m disc input offers 60 or 280pF plus 47kohms.
An
attenuator/mute
switch
conveniently extends the range of the switched type volume control, and hum field prevention in the power amplifier allows the preamplifier to be placed on top of the former
without
performance degradation;
this
indeed is the suggested arrangement for the
pair.

Armstrong Sound Quality
ASSESSED AS A combination, the system
proved trouble-free in terms of layout, interconnections, matching and sensitivities. The
overall standard was certainly significantly
above average, as befits adesign of this price,
but some failings were nonetheless noted by
comparison with our established references.
Tonally, the sound seemed lightened in the
mid range, with a mildly thinned effect on
piano for example, while surface noise on
discs was more prominent than usual and
thrown into relief. A slight upper bass
emphasis was apparent, though overall
quality of the bass was pretty good, and while
the treble was promising in terms of detail and
clarity in the frontal image plane, it lent a
slightly artificial quality to the sound, tending
to a trace of edginess; difficult to describe
accurately. Frequency balance seemed quite
neutral, suggesting a flat frequency responses, and its weakest area lay in stereo imaging
where a both acentral vagueness and amild
loss of detail, depth and ambiencewere heard.
Trials of the power amplifier alone were
more rewarding, as the unit proved effortless
in its power delivery and could play loudly.
Tonally, it softened transients slightly, tending to atouch of ' richness' or dullness in the
frequency balance, though under conditions
of extreme drivetowardsthe power limit amid
prominence resulted followed by an aggressive metallic hardness becoming most objectionable in clip. In this respect the 732 is not
graceful near to overload, and its peak- power
indicator should be used to define the limit.
Some other designs tested have shown an
ability to enter clip occasionally with negligible
impairment of subjective quality. Loss of
depth and stereo focus was only slight, which
rates the 732 as one of the better power amps.
Turning to the preamplifier, separate tests
established that it was mainly to blame for the
mild aberrations heard with the combination.
Alone, the 730 showed some lack of detail; for
example, singing voices appeared to be less
articulate. The mid was strangely lightened as
if the sound-sources were no longer planted
on the ground but were floating alittle above
it, and while the treble was quite detailed it
betrayed the slight emphasis of surface noise
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Armstrong preamp

Armstrong power amp

noted earlier. A mild loss of stereo depth and
focus were also apparent, and such a
performance leavesthe 730 in aposition only a
little above average in terms of current market
ranking.

Armstrong Lab Report
ARMSTRONG'S claim to have produced a
wide dynamic range power amplifier is well
justified, with a program power of around
25dBW, 8. ohms, corresponding to over
300W. Some diminution occurred with
reduced load resistance: 1.3dB on 4ohms and
amore serious fall of 4.3dB on 2ohms, and by
implication no more peak power is available
when moving from 4to 2ohms, indicating a
limitation of 21 amps at this power extreme.
This is high, but lessthan the claimed 30 amps.
However, power delivery at the frequency
extremes was very good, the amplifier also
making a close attempt at 400W/channel 4
ohms, both driven. The cruel 8 ohms + 2j.t.F
20kHz was sustained long enough for a fine
measured 22dBW, but then resulted in the
amp's demise — a little surprising since the
impedance value of this load is still close to 3
ohms, albeit highly reactive.
Slew- rate factor, IHF, was fine and well
beyond the measurement limit, while
overload recovery was very quick. The output
impedance is given in ohms rather than the
misleading damping factor format, and the
results were good — clearly negigible by
comparison with even short lengths of quality
speaker hook-up. At typically — 80dB ( 0.01%),
harmonic distortions on sinewave were low,
showing only a mild worsening to — 67dB at
full power 20kHz. More importantly, the twotone high frequency intermodulation figures
were exemplary at better than 90dB down.
Noise intermodulation results were less spectacular, suggesting an average performance
for these transient, high frequency signals, an
area which can often be associated with
increased hardening and sharpness towards
peak power on wide- band music signals.
Full power was available using little over 1V
drive, with an input impedance of 90k-ohms
— a kind preamplifier loading. Output noise
was more than satisfactory, though worse
than for most other power amplifiers, verifying Armstrong's claim for well designed isolation despite acommon power supply, amidband separation of almost 90dB was recorded,
with afine 71dB remaining at 20kHz. The frequency response was very flat in the central
region, with aslight droop to — 0.35dB 20kHz
and a gentle reduction to — 4.5dB at 100kHz.
The amplifier proved very stable on tests and
showed negligible crossover effects. It also
exhibited commendably low DC offsets at the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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output terminals.
Turning now to the preamplifier, with alow,
overload-proof ( slew protected)
output
impedance, the lustyoutput op- amp in the 730
could provide around 13V over the frequency
range, a healthy level capable of driving all
known power amps and with a generous
reserve to boot. Excepting moving-coil,
harmonic distortion levels on all inputs were
negigible at typically — 90dB ( 0.003%), but in
view of the microvolt signal levels involved
the poor m-c input distortion results at HF
were disappointing. Further investigation
showed the m-cinput to have an inadequate
overload margin of just 7dB* at 20kHz, and
using a reasonable output m-c cartridge
offering around 5mV maximum program level
at 20kHz, an 11mV overload point on the
moving-coil input will not provide much reserve for mistracking transients or surface
clicks. It is suspected that the modest sound
quality rating shown by the m-c cartridge
inputs may be associated with the head-amp
performance. Fine overload margins were
recorded via the m- m input, which did sound
better after accounting for the cartridge type.
Noise levels and sensitivities were fine,
channel balance excellent. Stereo separation
fell at the frequency extremes from 75dB midband to 66dB at 20Hz, but with aless satisfactory
54dB at 20kHz. Despite acartridge separation
level poorer by an order of magnitude, listening
tests have suggested a link between falling
amplifier separation and stereo image quality.
Armstrong have chosen to include permanently the IEC pickup roll-off, hence the
response is 3dB down at 20Hz. Above 100Hz
the RIAA equalisation was extremely flat,
falling as intended to — 1.6dB by 30Hz. In
consequence it is just possible that on
comparative testing the 730 might sound
slightly dry in the extreme bass.

Armstrong conclusion
OF THE TWO UNITS, the results suggest that
the 737 power amp is the stronger and sets a
good if not exalted standard in the higher
power field. It was at its best ' cruising' in a
domestic system showing an unstrained
ability to reproduce unclipped program peaks
into any reasonable speaker load down to 3ohms minimum, but was less happy when
over- extended, its sound quality deteriorating
relatively quickly under these conditions. The
732 is capable of sinking difficult loadings ( as
compared with the Quad 405, for example),
but the 21/2 times cost increase involved to
obtain a3dB power advantage seems disproportionate. The 732 is agood power amplifier
*See note at bottom of p.34

but unfortunately is rather expensive.
Turning to the 730 preamplifier, this is also
expensive, and for some users particularly so
in view of the complete absence of any facility
for tonal correction or filtering. Had the sound
quality proved very good, these considerations could have been effectively countered,
but
the
listening
tests
indicated
an
unexceptional performance, especially via the
total moving-coil input. The Tandberg 3002,
for example, shows the 730 what can be
achieved here.
Despite these criticisms, as a whole the
Armstrong duo delivered apretty good sound
quality, certainly superior to the average runof-the-mill branded designs. Constructional
quality, appearance and styling were to ahigh
standard, and confirm Armstrong's ability at
the quality end of this competitive market.
With asimplified and refined preamplifier, the
700 series should have apromising future.

Trio — Description
THE L-0 SERIES has headed Trio's amplifier
range for some years, and the latest models
incorporate all the technological innovations
that the company were able to muster at a
price the consumer is believed to be prepared
to pay. Several design features have in fact
been perpetuated throughout the series, so
these latest models represent an evolution
rather than arevolution in design philosophy.
An early feature of the series was Trio's
solution to the problem of dynamic and other
crosstalks which often occur between the left
and right channels of astereo poweramplifier.
It simply involved the use of two separate
mono power amplifiers, one for each channel,
and this is also true of the L-08.
The output impedance of power amplifiers
has become something of an obsession with
this company's designers, and for this latest
model they proudly claim a minimum of
15,000 for the damping factor at the speaker
terminals. Furthermore, as part of their plan,
early on in the L-0 series the manufacturers
recommended a power amplifier location
adjacent to the speakers, coupled by a very
short ( 1m) length of super quality Litz speaker
cable. For what it is worth, this practice
improved the damping factor at the speaker
terminals by afactor of ten times or mare as
compared with normal extended runs of cabling. The short cable idea is retained for the
L-08, but with the addition of remote sensing
feedback on both the feed and return line. Effectively, the amplifier output is thus extended directly to the speaker terminals by this
'cabling cancelling' technique, which Trio
call ' Sigma Drive' ( fig.2).
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MOVIE

It's about people, not products
It's about entertainment, not technology
It's about stars, not push-buttons
It's about movies, not ' software'
It's exciting, visual, gossipy
It's revealing, outrageous,
controversial

You've been enthralled by...

THE MOTION PICTURE
Now prepare to be astounded by...
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*VIDEO FILMS:
New releases, old movies
- plus guest celebrity reviews
OTV ENTERTAINMENT: New shows being planned.
Stories and scandals from the T.V. world
OVIDEO POP: Movies, promos: rock goes visual
OVIDEO MACHINES: New VCRs, new cameras, new innovations
-non technical language
OVIDEO GOSSIP: The people, what they do, with whom, why.
Big name interviews
*VIDEO FUTURE: How video will affect your lifestyle.
The changes to come
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OVIDEO FOR ADULTS: Exclusive photo reports.
Exclusive material on new video
*VIDEO SHOCK ' N HORROR: Ghouls and gore.
The best offerings in video films
*VIDEO PICS: The biggest
and best photo coverage
of the world
of video.

There is however some question as to the
ultimate merits of this solution to the problem
of cable and amplifier connection. Poor connections can undoubtedly result in an odd kind
of distortion where low-level detail can be lost
but loud sections remain unimpaired, this
being due to variable oxidisation and rectification at the contacts. Cable possessing
significant series resistance— say 0.5 ohms—
can slightly alter the frequency response of a
loudspeakerdue to thevariation of impedance
with frequency which is typical of most
speakers, as the LS forms the bottom link of a
potential divider. Trio go still further and claim
that with Sigma Drive they have also reduced
distortion at the speaker terminals. For a
manufacturer committed to exceedingly low
distortion levels such as a spec. maximum
limit of 0.01% full power, it must have been
very frustrating to discover typically 0.2% distortion, 20Hz, at the speaker terminal end of
the amplifier connector cable! In fact, according to Trio's own figures the speaker cable link
apparently increases amplifier distortion by
some 50 times. The causes are well-known
and result from non-linearities in the varying
magneticflux in the drive units due to movingcoil excitation and excursion. The current fed
to amoving- coil driver is quite non-linear, but
since the acoustic output is essentially controlled by the applied voltage, this current
distortion is normally kept within acceptable
bounds. However, stray impedance in the
speaker circuit including the connector cable
will inevitably develop a small distorted
voltage due to the current flow, and it is this
residual effect which Sigma Drive is claimed to
suppress. In my view, however, Trio have
grossly overestimated the importance of this
effect, since the distortion in any case reappears on the other side of the speaker
terminals in the internal wiring and crossover, and most of all in the equivalent series
resistance of the motor coils themselves
(typically 6.4 ohms). The magnetic distortion
in the speakers is a ' natural' effect believed at
presentto be comparatively harmless at levels
of around 0.3%, and which Trio have spent so
much time and money in eliminating from
their non-magnetic and power amplifiers.
Conventional mild-steel boxes encasing
power amplifiers also result in magnetic distortion, albeit at aminiscule level as shown by
the following Trio lab test result. With 2.5
amps flowing in a copper foil conductor at
10kHz, the reference level of third harmonic
was measured at around — 108dB. The
proximity of asteel plate at 1.5 cm increased the
third harmonic to — 86dB ( 0.005%), the effect
becoming increasingly negligible at lower
frequencies and currents. In fact, typical steel
clad amplifiers have a magnetic distortion
contribution of less than 5.0% of that due to
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

other causes. However, in order to eliminate
the distortion resulting from the proximity of
conventional steel chassisto signal cables,the
L- 08s have been largely fabricated from
plastic and aluminium alloy mouldings sprayed in a rather fragile satin-silver finish.
Consequently the preamplifier, with its
bottom panel made of resin card material,
feels rather insubstantial.
By remotely siting the power amplifiers,
long cables are of cou rse necessary to connect
the preamp, this requiring a low- impedance
drive from the latter. Accordingly, L-0 series
have incorporated this feature, enhanced in
the latest L-08 by the addition of Sigma Drive,
and special 12m lengths of remote sensing
cable are included forthis purpose, coupled by
phono connectors at the power unit together
with six- pin special plugs at the preamp.
Normal cables may also be used.
Examining the power amp circuitry, a
pertinent philosophical point is illustrated in
the circuit diagram of the power supply. The
power reservoir electrolytics, which are
present in the total current loop for the output
stage of most amplifiers but are often relegated to a remote power supply ' area', are here
drawn in at the output stage section, where
they belong. As is common these days,the L-08
employs an emitter-follower output configuration using six power transistors per
channel in aparalleled complementary grouping.
The output stage is supplied by ±
- 71V DC
from the 15,000uF reservoir capacitors, the
latter theoretically capable of delivering over
250W into 8ohms on transients. Overcurrent
protection is provided in the form of clamping
transistors across the driver transistor bases,
which are estimated to operate at around 20
amps peak or about 15 amps RMS, and this
should prove sufficient for full power peaks on
loads to alittle below 3ohms, ie: for both 4and
8ohm speaker types.
The overall circuit is symmetrical throughout and fully DC coupled, appearing
inordinately complex in consuming two FETS
and 29 transistors in the input and voltage
amplifier stages alone. Many of these are tied
up in elaborate constant-current sources for
the remaining active devices. A very high
slew- rate design, ± 200V/mS is claimed, the
circuit free of the dominant pole or stability
capacitors commonly encountered, which
speaks much for Trio's expertise in this particularly tricky field of fast amplifier design. The
claimed 0to 600kHz, + 0, — 3dB response is in
fact largely limited at high frequencies by the
two-pole ultrasonic filter at the input.
Turning now to the preamplifier internals, a
new technique has been employed to cope
with earth line impedances which can cause
errors in feedback amplifiers. A substantial

copper earth plane is used together with a
special type of supply regulator currentabsorbing circuit. A group of four extra transistors arranged in push-pull drawcurrentfrom
the equaliser output in such a way as to
balance the supply current virtually to DC, thus
minimising voltage fluctuations in the
reservoir capacitors, the latter said to be a
source of unwanted distortion. The expression ' DC coupled' appears at times in the preamp specification, but in fact many capacitor
couplings are evident, as for example at the
input and output of the head amplifier, at the
output of the RIAA m- m equaliser amplifier,
and optionally at the input selection switch.
Thus the only true DC path is via the auxiliary
socket. The preamp is also extremely complex, and from headamp to output the signal
passes through no less than 27 transistors
while being affected by many more. The m-c
head- amp alone has 13 devices per channel,
and further ICs not normally in the signal path
are responsible for the variable bass loudness
when acting as Miller-effect capacitors, and in
the power fader option, where they work as
controlled gain amplifiers.
The front panel of the I.- 08c has no visible
controls, simply three push- buttons for
power, selector- logic controller and fader,
with an easily missed sliderto control volume.
However, apush on apanel section releases a
hidden drawer ( acurrent favourite Japanese
feature) to reveal an array of knobs. These
control loudness, balance, recording selector
and cartridge input. A back- lit panel shows the
state of the selector buttons via a display
sufficiently pale to be nearly invisible in
daylight. Overall Ifound the controls something of anuisance and woula have preferred
less ambiguous ergonomics. Presumably some
of the preamp's high price is consumed by the
provision of these ( to my way of thinking) unnecessary
complications.
Furthermore,
serious audiophiles and engineers like myself
are likely to consider apower fader with all its
extra contacts and signal relays to be suspect.

Trio sound quality
THE L-08 COMBINATION delivered an impressive sound which did not become oppressive
with prolonged listening. It could be played
extremely loudly and was of rather better than
average quality when driven hard, indicating
substantial dynamic capabilities on the part of

Detail of the L-08 control panel
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Armstrong 732 Power Amp

Trio L-0 8M Power Amp

Continuous Avg. Power (
ref. 811, 0.5% max dist, OdBW=1W)
20Hz
lkHz
loading 811 both channels
24
24.3
811 single
24.9
1
412 both channels
22.1
22.5
411 single
23.5
812+2µF single
Dynamic Power, 1kHz
dBW into 211.
411
811

20kHz
24
22.2
22

21
24
25.3

Transient Overload Recovery:

Continuous Avg. Power (
ref. 811 0.5% max dist, OdBW=1W)
20Hz
1
kHz
loading 811 single
23.2
23.3
411 single
21.85
21.9
811+2µF single
Dynamic Power, 1kHz
dBW into 211
411
811

22.2
23.1
24.3

Transient Overload Recovery:

virtually instantaneous

virtually instantaneous
>>6

Slew Factor:
>>6

Slew Factor:
Output Impedance ( ohms):

0.08

Harmonic Distortion ( dB)
at rated power, 8.0,
at 1W
at 100mW

-76 - 76
-75 - 83
- 85

Intermodulation Distortion (dB)
19+20kHz at peak rated power, 812

0.08

0.14
- 67
- 72
- 79

< - 90 ( 1kHz differencetone)

at - 20dB

< - 90 ( 1kHz difference tone)

1kHz to 22kHz octave pink- noise ( dB)
at peak, 811
at peak + 10dB, 811
at peak, 811+2µF
at peak, - 10dB, 811+2µF
at peak, - 10dB, 811

-45
-35
-38
-43
-58

Frequency Response:

Noise ref OdB/W
'A' weighted
Linear

-81dB
-80dB

Input Impedance

90k- ohms

DC Offsets, L/R

8/6mV

Channel Separation ( dB)

>80

87

Channel Balance

0.1dB

Sensitivity (
OdBW)
at full rated power

72mV
1.15V

71

20Hz
1
kHz
<- 85
- 95
<- 80
- 94
<- 85 <- 85
- 60

- 75

20kHz
- 88
- 85
- 66
- 54

33
27

32
7*

Maximum Output:

13.0V

13.5V

e

-

S/N Ratio, dB ('A' weighted ref. OdB)
Aux
PU m- m
PU m-c

90
84
82

Frequency Response ' PU
+ 0, - 0.1dB, 30Hz-20kHz (- 3dB @ 20Hz, ! EC)
Aux + 0, - 0.18dB, 20Hz-20kHz (- 3dB @ 95kHz)
Filter permanent subsonic

34

Intermodulation Distortion ( dB)
19+20kHz at peak rated power, 811
at - 20dB
1kHz to 22Khz octave pink- noise ( dB)
at peak sn
at peak + 10dB, 811
at peak, 811+2µF
at peak, - 10dB, 811

<-95dB ( 1kHz differencetone)
<-90dB ( 1kHz differencetone)
< - 60dB
-45dB
see text
< - 60
DC to 50kHz + 0, - 0.1dB

Noise ref OdBW
CCIR
Linear
Hum

-92dB
-93dB
-90dB

Input Impedance

50k-ohms

DC Offsets, L/R

6/4mV
100

100

Channel Balance

0.05dB

Sensitivity (
OdBW)
at full rated power

73mV
1.1V

100

PU ( m-c) 65µV, PU ( m- m) 1.2mV, Aux/Tape 70mV

20Hz
<- 70

Crosstalk, dB (
m- m & m- c)
Pickup Overload, dB (
RIAA weighted)
m- m ( ref. 5mV i/p @ 1kHz
m-c ( ref. 0.5mV)
Maximum Output

37.25
46

20kHz
- 47

36.8
45

11.5V @ 20kHz (+ 27dB 1HF)

S/N Ratio, dB (
unweighted exc. hum,
'A' wtd very similar, ref. OdB)
Aux
PU m- m
PU m- c
Frequency Response

38
47

1
kHz
- 72

> 100
87.5
75

PU
± 0.04dB, 20Hz-20kHz (- 20dB @ 100kHz)
Filter
subsonic, - 2dB @ 20Hz, - 6dB @ 9Hz

Sensitivity for OdB o/p ( 0.5V)
PU ( m-c) 55gV, PU ( m- m) 1.3mV, Aux/Tape 73mV
Input Impedance ( PU)

m- m 30k/47k/100k/185pF, m-c: 10011

Output Impedance:

ion (
plus 0.0311 Sigma Cable)

DC Offset:

less than 1mV

m- m: 47k/66 or 285pF, m-c: 3511

Output Impedance: 60012
DC Offset: zero

<-95dB <- 95dB <- 95dB
<- 88dB <- 88dB
<-80dB <- 80dB <- 80dB

0.05
0.09

Trio L-0 8c Preamplifier

Pickup Overload, dB (
RIAA weighted) •
m- m ( ref. 5mV i/p
1kHz)
33
m-c ( ref. 0.5mV)
31

Input Impedance ( PU)

Harmonic Distortion ( dB)
at rated power, 811
at 1W
at 100mV

0.02
0.06

Distortion, dB (
OdB=0.5V, IHF)
better than - 80dB at all levels and frequencies

Distortion, dB (
OdB=0.5V, IHF)

Sensitivity for OdB o/p ( 0.5V)

0.01
0.05

Channel Separation ( dB)

Armstrong 730 Preamplifier

Crosstalk, dB (
m-c PU):

Output Impedance ( ohms):
Sigma drive
Sigma drive off, 1m cable

Frequency Response:

20Hz to 11kHz, - 0.1dB
20kHz, - 0.35dB
100kHz, - 4.5dB

Aux
PU m- m
PU m-c

20kHz
23.15
21.8
21.7

*Messrs Armstrong inform us that the 730's m-coverload margins should be much higher
under transient music conditions than when measured with continuous sinewaves, and that
the m-cstage-gain is dealer-adjustable to cope with high output cartridges. We shall investigate these points and hope to report back next month- Ed.
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THE LAUNCH of ADRES by Toshiba last year
was shrouded in mystery. Essentially, ADRES
is a cross between dbx and Dolby- B, using
dbx-style compansion and Dolby- B-style nonlinearity. Thus whereas dbx is not levelsensitive (
i.e. does not need setting up with
level set test tones) ADRES—like Dolby— is
level- sensitive. So for optimum performance
ADRES should be aligned with a test-tone
recording of standardised level so that the
decoder operates from a standard reference
point regarding signal level. Lack of information from Toshiba on this aspect of the
system ( at least until recently) has created
technical confusion and done little to encourage people to take the system seriously.
Moreover, the system has not yet been
marketed with any real vigour. So, as far as
the press, trade and public are concerned the
choice for a second- generation noise reduction system still lies between Dolby and dbx.
Although the confusion over ADRES is a
direct result of Toshiba's half-hearted attitude
towards the dissemination of technical information outside Japan, the lack of sales
drive has been partly due to apatent dispute.
The dbx system relies on a signal sensor
which detects the average or RMS level of an

audio signal and controls the compressor and
expander accordingly. It is a tall order to
produce an RMS sensor which can operate
over a wide dynamic range, irrespective of
ambient temperature and with accuracy sufficient to ensure that all stages of compression
and expansion exactly mirror- image each
other so that the reproduced signal is a
perfect replica of the original before processing. Until David Blackmer devised his RMS
sensor in the late ' 60s, it had been necessary
to use complicated circuitry which often

TRIO continued
the power amplifiers. Sounding powerful and
'easy' with an essentially neutral tonal balance,
the latter progressively altered towards full
clipping, where an increasing hardness and
brittleness developed, but this was not as
severe as some examples tried in previous
reviews. The bass demonstrated good evenness and extension, while the treble was quite
transparent with little exaggeration or particular character, and the mid range was clean
and clear. Stereo presentation was to ahigh
standard, with good focus and stability, plus a
substantial depth impression on appropriate
program.
Disabling Sigma Drive on the power amps
produced a subtle modification which made
the SL6s, for example, sound alittle thickened
and more mid forward,with apparently slightly reduced treble and fractionally less bass
definition. In musical terms, however, the difference was not very great.
Alone, the L- 08s were felt to provide avery
good standard, markedly above that of the
usual high power grouping. The performance
was well balanced over the audio range and
this, together with the good stereo and solid
bass, proved to be strong points. Also alone,
the L-08c preamplifierwasfelttooffera slightly
weaker performance in that the tonal balance
was mildly awry, and thetreble registerdid not
seem entirely natural, lacking sparkle while
lending atrace of rounding and dulling in the
mid range— an intriguing contrast. In the mid
a degree of focus and impact was missing,
with some loss of depth and space. While
better than average, the 108c's performance
was not that good in view of its high price.

recovery, its very large bandwidth ( 600kHz)
causing stability problems in thetest rig. It performed better overall and in terms of stability
with the Sigma Drive operational, and output
impedance was very low without, and lower
still with, Sigma Drive engaged, where at 20Hz
the damping factor was heading towards the
1000 mark. It progressively reduced at higher
frequencies.
Harmonic distortions were very low at
measurement thresholds, and at 0.0015% or
less, generally buried in noise. I
have no reason
to doubt Trio's probably conservative claim of
0.003%, 20Hz to 20kHz, over the entire power
range. HF intermodulation was also negigible
and exceptional results were delivered on the
noise intermodulation tests, although the
peak power 8- ohms + 211F blew the 6.3 amp
power rail fuses due to some latching, loop
overcurrent phenomenon.
Sensitivity was nominally 1V with akind of
input impedance ( DC coupled), and noise
levels were also very good. Channel separation was of course excellent, limited only by
the preamp used, and the frequency response
was ruler-flat in the audio band (- 0.1dB at

relied on measuring the heat produced by a
resistor fed by the signal to be sensed. Some
circuits only provided an accurate sensing
with sine-waves, and were confused by
pulses or transients. The Blackmer patent
was filed in the USA in March 1971 and issued
in August 1972 as US patent No. 3681 618. It
is still in force and essentially it claims a
combination of amplifiers and oppositely
conducting feedback paths which produce a
logarithm of the input signal. This is amplified
and rectified by circuits with carefully chosen
rise-time and recovery rate for falling signals,
e.g. the initial rate of rise for a 20dB step
increase at the input will be about 100 times
greater than for a 0.1dB increase.

50kHz!). 0/p offsets were commendably low.
Possessing a very low output impedance
and a...healthy output in general, the L-08c

Trio lab report
POWER DELIVERY from the L-08 was fairly
constant at around 23dBW under all test
loadings and frequencies, equivalent to asubstantial 200W into 8 ohms. The output level
was very well maintained into both the reactive and the 2-ohm low- resistance loads, and
the amplifier should be highly tolerant of
speaker type. This very fast model showed an
extravagant slew- rate and a quick overload
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Bottom view
of the L-08

The dbx RMS sensor was not patented in
Japan. Thus when Toshiba set about improving the performance of dbx and came up
with what we now know as ADRES, there was
no legal problem over using an RMS sensor
circuit derived from the original Blackmer
design. There was also no problem in the UK.
But there was aproblem in the USA because
of the dbx sensor patent. This is why Toshiba
have held back on the marketing of ADRES in
the USA while working on an alternative
sensor. This is said to avoid the dbx patent. A
description of the new Toshiba circuit is to be
found in British patent 1549 562, now granted
to Toshiba. To cut a long story short, the
Toshiba patent claims improvements over
the dbx RMS sensor because its logarithmic
amplifying circuit does not use a p-n-p
transistor and its full-wave rectifier has an
amplification factor of one rather than two.
This, it is claimed, makes the Toshiba circuit
less sensitive to variations in component
values.
Doubtless lawyers and - engineers from
both Toshiba and dbx are at this moment
closely comparing the circuits used by the
two systems and going through the wording
of the patent claims with afine-tooth comb. It
will be fascinating to watch whether Toshiba
now start to hard- sell ADRES in the USA, and
if so whether dbx then sue for patent infringement.
preamplifier will match any known power
amplifier and would make agood attempt at
driving anumber of electrostatic headphones
unaided. With a distortion measurement
threshold of — 80dB or 0.01%, Ican well
believe Trio's largely academic claim of better
than — 100dB ( 0.001%) over all input levels and
frequencies. Phono overload margins were
exemplary, sensitivities good, and noise
levels very good; but while low and mid
frequency separation was fine, by 20kHz it
had degraded to 47dB via the pickup input,
with a 0.3% level of crosstalk distortion. I
would have expected better than this at
£700.00 odd. Channel balance was extremely
good, and the RIAA equalisation superbly
accurate at ± 0.04dB, 20Hz-20kHz, but the m- m
input had afixed and fairly high 185pF loading
with three levels of parallel resistance ( 30k,
47k & 100k- ohms) instead of the rather more
useful capacitance options. The m-c was
standard at 100 ohms.

Trio conclusion
AT A LITTLE under £ 1000. for astereo power
amplifier the LO-8m has got to be good, and
fortunately it was — a top-class performer
definitely in the superfi class. Provided that it
is not clipped — acondition where the Sigma
Drive
appears
to
accelerate
tonal
deterioration — the L- 08m is powerful, tolerant and neutral, providing very good stereo
with a powerful extended bass, and high
sound levels are possible.
The
preamplifier
is
commensurately
expensive, and while it is undoubtedly well
above average it does not really justify its
price. Although the two units go well together
— rather better than their separately assessed performances might otherwise indicate —
at £ 1650.00the pairthey do not offer very good
value; aside from the L-08's notable attribute
of a high unclipped peak power potential, a
recently reviewed pair of units from another
manufacturer and costing around half the
price of the Trios was felt to outperform the
L-08 combination in subjective terms,
although admittedly not by a dramatic
margin.
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CLASSICS
FOR PLEASURE

VEPNON H
ANDLEY

"Eventyr and In a Summer Garden
are both superior to what is
comparably available elsewhere,
while Handley's Brigg Fair is better
than Barbirolli's and stands up well
against Beecham 'selderly stereo
LP... This is, then, afine Delius
collection...An all-round bargain."

"... abargain in every way .... this
record is too much to be treasured
to be other than recommended very
warmly. It is afeather in CFP's cap as
well as in Handley's."
Trevor Harvey, GRAMOPHONE

CLASSICAL MUSIC
CFP/TC-CFP 40373
DELIUS: BRIGG FAIR - A SONG OF SUMMER
IN A SUMMER GARDEN • EVENTYR
Hallé Orchestra

CFP/TC-CFP 40363
ELGAR:
POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE
MARCHES 1-5 SEA PICTURES
Bernadette Greevy (Contralto)
London Philharmonic Orchestra

CFPITCP-CFP 40331
ELGAR: SYMPHONY NO. 1
London Philharmonic Orchestra

CFP/TC-CFP 40286
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A 'LONDON' SYMPHONY
London Philharmonic Orchestra

CFP/TC-CFP 40350
ELGAR: SYMPHONY NO. 2
London Philharmonic Orchestra

CFP/TC-CFP 40304
OF.LWS ON HEARING THE FIRST CUCKOO IN SPRING
INTERMEZZO-FENNIMORE & CERDA PRELUDE TO IRMELIN
SUMMER NIGHT ON THE RIVER A SONG BEFORE SUNRISE
THE WALK TO THE PARADISE GARDEN
LA GALINDA SLEIGH RIDE

London Philharmonic Orchestra

CFP/TC-CFP 40334
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: SYMPHONY NO. 6
PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN C MINOR
London Philharmonic Orchestra

FINE PECOPDING5
GREPiT PERFORMANCES
IPPE515TibLE VALUE

Vernon Handley and
Peter Walker

by Ivor Humphreys

1982 AUDIO AWARDS were presented
THE
by Antony Hopkins to Vernon Handley
and to Peter Walker of Quad at the RFH on
19th May. This is the 16th year of the Award,
an event established by Peter Gammond in
the days of Audio Record Review magazine,
and maintained by HFN after it absorbed ARR
in 1970. Since 1971 the emphasis has
changed somewhat, so that instead of being
given for individual recordings the Award is
made to personalities who are felt to have
given long and valuable service to music in
Britain via their connexions with recorded
music, either as performers or technicians.
In 1971 the Award was presented to Neville
Marriner, in 1972 to Sir Adrian Boult, in 1973
to Raymond Leppard, in 1974 to Peter Pears
and Ronald Kinloch Anderson ( who had just
retired from EMI), in 1975 to Sir Colin Davis,
1976 to Dame Janet Baker, and in 1977 to
Julian Bream and John Williams. André
Previn received the Award in 1978, and in
1979 two outstanding record engineers,
Anthony Griffiths and Arthur Haddy. In 1980
the awardees were Norman Del Mar and
Richard ltter ( Lyrita), and last year Sir Charles
Groves and Kenneth Wilkinson ( who had just
retired from Decca).
The Award has long benefited from the
support of a number of national organisations — the Composers' Guild of Gt. Britain,
the Songwriters' Guild of Great Britain, the
Federation
of
Gramophone
National
Societies, the Mechanical Copyright Protection Society, the National Music Council, and
the Performing Rights Society — so it is to be
expected that there should be abias towards
British recipients ( Andre Previn being the
only exception so far). That bias obtains again
this year, for in Vernon Handley we have a
fine and thorough musician of great versatility and scope, arguably the pro- British- music

conductor par excellence; and in Peter Walker a design engineer whose clear-sighted
approach to the development and manufacture of high fidelity products, which epitomise those stalwart British traditions of
quality and reliability, has earned him the
respect of the entire audio world.
/ERNON HANDLEY was born in Enfield,
v Middlesex, in 1930. Although his mother
gave piano lessons and his father was at one
stage a tenor in Llandaff Cathedral Choir,
neither actually taught him, and they were
surprised when he decided to make music his
life. At the age of eight young Tod ( his father's .

mieN1111114,
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nickname for him because he ' toddled' along
— the name caught on, has stayed with him,
and remains appropriate!) began teaching
himself to sight-read music, becoming fascinated in particular with harmony— 'the whole
business of notes and chords colliding'. The
war years intervened, curtailing the opportunities to hear live music, but at 12 he acquired
abook on orchestration and taught himself to
read scores without access to the piano,
relying instead on his inner ear— amethod of
studying he has retained ever since.
There were few scores at home, but the
local public library helped him considerably
and at school in Enfield he was fortunate to be
encouraged by the music master, who lent
him harmony books and miniature scores.
Working alone like this he ' heard' most of the
classical repertoire at home in his head. It
wasn't until the very end of his school days
that he had any formal discussions in harmony and counterpoint. Musically, his studies had been confined to lessons in the
37
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The JVC guide to
genuine reel-to-reel quality
from acassette deck.
If you thought that wow and
flutter were inevitable on acassette
deck, think again.
The wow and flutter on JVC's
new DD-9cassette deck is a
minuscule 0.019% (WRMS)
This amazingly low figure is only
possible because of the revolutionary new tape transport system
JVC has developed. (You don't need

us to tell you that it is the tape
transport that is responsible for
smooth, wow-and-flutter-free travel
of the cassette tape past the heads).
At the heart of the transport
system is an extraordinary new
motor that drives the capstan of the
DD-9directly. It's acoreless Pulse
Servo motor with HaWeffect
elements for polarity switching. JVC

has done away with the wear-prone,
drag-inducing brushes and commutators of conventional motors.
Rotational fits and starts — cogging —
are non-existent. Better still, the
motor has aFrequency Generator
servo system built-in. Even the most
minute speed error is detected and
corrected instantaneously. And that's
why you've heard the last of wow
and flutter.
The only thing this motor doesn't
do is drive the take-up and supply
reels. The DD-9has acompletely
separate DC motor to do that.
Everything else on the DD-9
lives up to the high standards of the
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you want in acassette deck Hear it
soon at your JVC dealer or write for
further details, enclosing alarge
stamped and addressed envelope, to
JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading
Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley
Way, London NW2 7AE
transport system. It has acomputer
B.E.S.T. tuning system to give you
the ideal balance of Bias, Equalization and Sensitivity for any tape.
The 3heads of the DD-9are all
SA (SenAlloy) types — another JVC
invention.
The DD-9has the very latest in

noise reduction systems — Dolby* C
type. This system gives afull 20 dB
of noise reduction at high frequencies.
For easier recording the electronic digital level meter operates in
with the VU or peak-hold modes.
The choice is yours.
In fact, the DD-9has everything

JVC
JVC is the trademark of the Victor Company of Japan.
'Dolby is atrademark al Dolby Laboratories.

your guide to the best in hi-fi.

THE QUAD FM4; SEVEN PRESET STATIONS; STORED AND RECALLED UNDER THE CONTROL OF A
DEDICATED MICROPROCESSOR, WITH A LEVEL OF AUDIO PERFORMANCE LIMITED ONLY BY THE QUALITY OF
THE INCOMING SIGNAL DECEPTIVELY SIMPLE AND ORIGINAL AS ONE WOULD EXPECT FROM QUAD.
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for the closest approach
to the original sound
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double- bass, the trombone, and the violin,
none of which, he insists, he played remotely
well. It was valuable ' inside experience,
though, which stood him in good stead later
on.
After school Handley did his National
Service with the RAF, based variously at
Padgate, Henlow, Hornchurch and, by an
extraordinary stroke of fate, at the Central
Medical Establishment in London, where his
sympathetic C.O. gave him passes to attend
'practically every concert at the Festival Hall
when it was first opened'. In the RAF he was
an Audio Metrician, that is the say he tested
people's hearing. His keen sense of pitch
soon enabled him to calibrate his machines
by ear, and he attributes his fastidious
approach to matters of intonation partly to
that experience. ( It also ties in with his
preferences for orchestral layout — see
Interview.)
After the RAF Handley went up to Oxford to
read English. ( English Philology to be precise
— ' Philology, Anglo Saxon, Old Norse, the
allied subjects, and a little bit of Middle
English'.) While he did well at this, most of his
energy went, predictably, into music- making.
In his second year Dr Bernard Rose invited
him to take over the University Students'
Orchestra, and from that point on he found
himself conducting every week during term.
He regards this experience as an invaluable
grounding, learning, as he did, a great deal
from players of the calibre of oboist Neil
Black. They covered an enormous repertoire,
including ' as you would expect from Handley
even in those days' many first performances
of British undergraduate works. It was at this
time that he first made contact with Sir Adrian
Boult — an auspicious encounter and the
beginning of a friendship which has lasted
over since. A great admirer, Handley has
clearly inherited Boult's economy of gesture
and generally clear-sighted approach, being
seen in some quarters, particularly in view of
his fine Elgar performances, as Boult's natural heir.
After Oxford Handley studied double- bass
at the Guildhall School of Music under James
Merrett — of all his teachers the one for
whom he has the highest regard. Merrett
spent much time helping him to develop a
sense of clarity and of intonation within the
orchestra, highlighting the importance to this
of a good, solid bass line. Following the
Guildhall, Handley spent several years fulfilling a number of amateur conducting assignments, among them Tonbridge Philharmonic
Society ( 1958-61) to which he was appointed
after winning a competition for conductorship of the choir ( he subsequently started
an orchestra to go with it), and Hatfield
(1960-62) where he founded both the choir
and orchestra at the School of Music and
Drama. All this helped circulate his name, and
resulted in concert engagements with the
Bournemouth SO, the CBSO and Morley
College SO. These
brought favourable
notices from the critics and in 1962 he was
invited by Guildford Corporation to take over
conductorship of the Guildford Philharmonic
Orchestra.
When Handley began there, the Guildford
orchestra comprised approximately 60 freelance professionals, many of them based in
and around London, with 15 or so very able,
but technically amateur, players. Under his
guidance and enthusiasm the orchestra
rapidly developed, and by 1968 had become
fully professional, with a standard of musicianship to rival many aprovincial orchestra.
Several of the amateurs were persuaded by
Handley to turn professional and he was
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given a free hand to structure the concert
programmes to suite his own tastes. From his
second season he initiated the so-called
Enterprise series, for which he ' bludgeoned'
the Council into giving money for extra
rehearsals, so that he could undertake rarely
performed and often difficult music in addition to the standard repertoire. His adventurous programming has consistently shown
that with care and a good balance, new and
unfamiliar music need not result in an empty
hall. Indeed, he has enjoyed 80% full houses,
on average, throughout his tenure. As a
champion of British music he has few equals,
and none can rival the sheer amount of it he has
performed; some 25% of his time on the
rostrum is given over to its performance. The
orchestra has been able to extend its activities in the South East as a result of the South
East Music Trust which he inagurated, this
also providing financial support to allow
regular commissions of new music. His
unassuming nature and highly infectious
enthusiasm rapidly won over the audiences
in this respect, and has also resulted in a
tremendous loyalty from his players.
The Guildford orchestra has, of course,
accounted for only about a quarter of his
time, for throughout his tenure he has been
fulfilling alarge variety of guest appearances.
He works regularly with all of the London and
most of the provincial orchestras ( the LPO,
CBSO, RLPO, Halle and Bournemouth in
particular) and in recent years has been
taking on more and more engagements
abroad, working especially closely with the
Berlin Radio SO, and the Stockholm and
Amsterdam Philharmonics. From 1966-72
Handley was aProfessor at the Royal College
of Music, taking conducting and choral classes and directing the First Orchestra. l
n 1974
he was named Conductor of the Year by the
Composers' Guild of Great Britain, and two
years ago was awarded an honorary doctorate by the University of Guildford. In the
recording field he has assembled an impressive catalogue of British music, most notably
with the LPO for Lyrita and CFP. Guildford
apart, the LPO connexion has been particularly fruitful over the years, so the recent
announcement that Handley is to become
their Associate Conductor next season is
happy news indeed — acollaboration which
holds great promise for all concerned, both
on the platform and in the audience, in the
years to come. At 51 Vernon Handley has
already achieved many fine things. This new
appointment surely bodes well both for the
future of British music- making and, indeed,
for British Music itself.

pETER

WALKER was born in London in
1916, and from his earliest years fostered
interests in both music and in the technical
aspects of its reproduction. When he was six
he heard the first BBC broadcasts and, like so
many others at the time, became involved in
building the so-called crystal or ' cat's whisker' radio sets. Like Vernon Handley he was
largely self-taught in his chosen subject,
leaving formal education behind after he left
Oundle school. His first job was in his father's
hardware factoring business, but he gave that
up at 17 and joined EMI at Hayes, working on
an assembly line as asoldered joint inspector
rat sixpence farthing an hour). After a few
months at this he left and rejoined his father
until moving on again to GEC where he was
occupied in the radio repairs department. 18
months later he joined the Trix Electrical
Company and it was while working there that
he decided to set up in business on his own.

His father gave him the then princely sum of
£200 and he began making ' portable' amplifiers, selling them to the semi- pro dance
bands which were flourishing in those days.
The kits he supplied consisted of a microphone, two speakers and a7watt amplifier,
all in a portable carrying case and selling for
around £ 26. Peter himself played the altosaxophone in bands in the North London area
at that time, pursuing an interest begun at
Oundle where he belonged to a clandestine
jazz group ( such goings-on being frowned at
in schools in those days). He gave up the sax
at about 22, but since his 40s has been active
as a flute player in his local amateur
orchestra.
The Acoustical Manufacturing Company
was formed in London in 1936 and from that
moment on Peter Walker's story is synonymous with that of his company. The first
products were strictly for PA applications —
1938 saw a truly portable 30W, 12 volt or
'nains amplifier which was unique at the time
— but all the while he was experimenting
privately
with
quality
amplifiers.
The
company moved to its present situation in
Huntingdon after being bombed out in 1941.
In 1950 Acoustical's Corner Ribbon speaker
was launched, having been shown the year
before at Radio Olympia. A significant step
forward in loudspeaker development, this
used a ribbon HF unit in conjunction with a
conventional moving- coil bass driver.
In 1951 the famous Quad marque was
coined, named after their first domestic unit,
the Quality Unit Amplifier, Domestic. This
was followed tvvo years later by the Quad II, at
around which time the company discontinued its PA and contract work to concentrate solely on the Quad hi-fi products. In the
'50s too, Acoustical collaborated with Gilbert
Briggs of Wharfedale in a series of public
demonstrations at the newly opened Festival
Hall, and other concert halls here and abroad,
in which live performances were combined
with ' live' recordings of those same performances to help promote a widespread appreciation of the potentials of quality sound
reproduction.
Peter Walker's particular forte has been in
the field of loudspeaker design, and his belief
in the inherent benefits of electrostatic drivers resulted in 1956 in the launch of the now
legendary Quad Electrostatic loudspeaker, a
design made possible only by its utilization of
the latest developments in plastics. The
speaker has remained in production virtually
unchanged for some 26 years. It was rapidly
adopted in broadcasting, in studios, by technical writers and by the home user ' as the
standard by which others are judged', retaining this supremacy until conventional moving- coil designs began to catch up in the ' 70s,
although even then in its astonishing transparency of sound, its ability to convey every
detail, it had few peers.
With the advent of stereo the Quad 22
control unit appeared in 1959, joined in 1964
by astereo decoder for their FM tuner to take
advantage of the new BBC stereo broadcasts.
Again, these elegant valve designs remained
in production for most of adecade and indeed
still find much favour with devotees of the
'valve sound'.
In 1967 the Quad 33/303 models appeared,
perhaps the first superlative transistorised
amplifier combination to be marketed. Using
elegant and novel circuitry, the units became
classics of design, and again were rapidly
accepted as setting the standards to which all
other designs aspired. In particular, the
unique ' Triples' arrangement of the power
amplifier output stages allowed an econo41
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Othe May issue was the Technics STS8,
NE of the three tuners that Ireviewed in

and one of my main complaints concerned its
very bad RFIM performance — indeed, one of
the worst performances that Ihad measured
in recent years. The sample tested was from a
pre- production batch, and when Iinformed
Technics of my findings just before copy
went to the editor, Technics promised to look
into the problem, and contacted me again
surprisingly quickly to say that they were
most embarrassed at the findings and had
already themselves found the serious deficiency. Iwas sent aproduction sample at the
end of April, which Iwas informed would be
very much better, and indeed it most certainly
was. It was tested in the identical way, but this
time the two signals required to give a30dB
IHF IM product averaged 25 mV, around 30dB
better than the original sample! This
remarkable performance makes this model
one of the very best available, and in the
Hitachi FT5500 class.
This dramatic improvement does unfortunately mean that the mono 30dB IHF
sensitivity has been degraded by 4dB, now
becoming 1.5 }N, but this degradation in
sensitivity is not much to pay for a dramatic
improvement in RFIM. Iam informed that all
models sold in the UK will contain the new
greatly improved front-end circuitry. Thus
this tuner, like the Hitachi, can be strongly
recommended for use in areas in which Band2has some very high local signal strengths as
well as weak ones which are, however,
important to receive. I am delighted that
Technics took my criticism seriously and put
matters right so incredibly quickly.
Some months ago I discussed Band- 2
preamplifiers at considerable length with a
professional
communications
engineer,
Chris Bartram, who runs a small RF consultancy
and
manufacturing
company
specializing
in
state-of-the-art
communications
accessories,
including
RF
preamplifiers at frequencies up to several
GHz. Iput to him the requirement of many
HFN/RR readers to have a preamplifier of
superb performance with relatively small
gain, and wondered if he could do something
about it. At the end of April he sent me a
fascinating preamplifier for Band- 2 VHF
reception, which has around 8.5dB gain and
covers 88-108 MHz with almost no gain falloff, whereas outside the band the gain falls
off reasonably fast.
In a fascinating circuit ( similar in principle
to the Packer design which Imentioned in this
column some time ago) which includes
negative feedback from the output to the
input transformers, the RFIM performance is
quite outstanding. We sent signals of 70 mV
at 90 and 95 MHz and noted the RFIM
products at 85 and 100 MHz to be at — 60dB,
whereas fifth- order products at 80 and 105
MHz were significantly below —70dB, and not
measurable. At input levels experienced in
practice on Band- 2, Isuggest that no RFIM
products would be developed by this preamplifier, and any that were produced would
be in the FM tuner with which the preamp was
used. If an FM tuner is itself excellent, such as
the Hitachi and Technics models, then this
preamplifier would be an astonishingly good
addition to the system.
After measuring the Technics on its own, we
then measured the 30dB IHF sensitivity with
the preamp in circuit and obtained an improvement of 5.5dB to 0.8µV, the best
combined figure Ihave ever measured. This
figure
was
achieved
with
8.5dB
increase 'of gain and could have been
even better with more preamp gain, but at the
cost of degradation in RFIM, of course. Ihave
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Angus McKenzie
therefore persuaded Mutek Ltd to make this
product available commercially with BellingLee sockets fitted, and tags which can be
connected to a 12V DC source, and Mr.
Bartram states that he will be making two
models initially, with 8.5 and 11.5dB gain
respectively.
At a later stage he will be introducing a
mast- head version, which will be well
weather- proofed
and
supplied
with
a
through- line
power
supply
for
interconnection near the tuner, which will send
12V up the inner of the coax cable. In atypical
installation this would give perhaps 3dB
further improvement to sensitivity. Mutek Ltd
are at Bradworthy, Holsworthy, Devon
EX22 7TU ( Phone 0409 24543) and the
estimated cost will be between £25 and £30
for the basic preamp, including VAT, which
seems very reasonable for such an excellent
design. Ivery strongly recommend readers
interested in dx reception, who are not
experiencing RFIM problems with their
tuners, to contact Mutek, for their preamp
may well be the answer to many asensitivity
problem.
News has come to hand that the BBC have
ordered a large quantity of the latest AKG
C422 stereo capacitor mikes, prototypes of
which have been found to be excellent, with
background noise apparently at a very low
level. Ihave always liked the sound from the
C24 mike, which has avery clean string- tone
and good directivity patterns. My main
criticism of it, though, has been that the hiss
level is very poor by today's standards. The
C24 employed a 12AY7 valve, whereas the
new mike has very- low- noise FET transistors,
and thus should be up to 8dB quieter. Ihope
AUDIO AWARDS from P4 1
mical
combination
of
efficiency
and
vanishingly low distortion to be achieved.
Like the original ESL, these units have remained in production. In 1975 a new power
amplifier circuit was presented to the 50th
AES convention by Peter Walker and his
assistant Mike Albinson. This latest power
amplifier, the Quad 405, employs the first
practical realisation of the so-called feedforward technique advocated many years
earlier by Harold Black. Coined ' current
dumping' the Quad configuration permits a
small, high quality class-A stage to govern
the overall sound quality while ahefty class- B
back-up provides most of the muscle. The
novelties of the circuit's principles have been
the subject of much discussion in academic
circles, and its great commercial success has
made it the object of some piracy in Japanese
quarters, despite the patents which are supposed to protect it. The power amp was
followed by a new preamp, the Quad 44, in
1979, and by an elegant and ingenious
microprocessor- controlled tuner, the FM4,
earlier this year.

that the mikes will come in time for the
Proms, but I must admit that I am disappointed that the BBC have not persevered
with the Calrec Soundfielcl mike, apparently
because they have had slight reliability
problems. My own model, however, has
always been very reliable.
Iam delighted to see the BBC begin a
second series of Earthsearch, again written
by James Follett. It seems that many of the
sound- effects have been cleaned up, and
having heard three instalments out of ten I
find myself gripped by it again. The quality of
the recording seems to be better, with more
dynamic range, and whilst the budget is fairly
obviously quite low, production is again very
good indeed.
Ilistened to the end of the ' International
Young Musician of the Year' on Radio 4 on
11th May, the broadcast coming from The
Free Trade Hall, Manchester. Unfortunately,
the only work Iheard almost complete was the
Mendelssohn Piano Concerto, and I
was most
disappointed with the balance, for not only
did the piano seem too far left, but it was
rather brittle. Ialso noticed some twangy
reverberation, but my main grumble was the
most absurd occurrence: during the awards
to the prizewinners Iheard, very clearly, a
repeat of part of the Mendelssohn Piano
Concerto,
presumably
caused
by
the
engineers cueing the tape they had just made
for playing at the end. Ihope the audience
didn't hear it as well. Ibelieve the problem
would have been due to faders being slightly
up, or breakthrough into the control desk
somewhere from the playback of the tape
machine.
Ihear that JVC are ' cooling off' synthesiser controlled transistor portable radios,
and our recently reported experiences of one
of these was of very high battery consumption. We investigated, and found that
even with volume down, considerably over
100mA was taken down from the batteries to
drive the synthesizer chips, etc, so no wonder
the batteries run out quickly. With this in mind, I
must warn readers to look into the battery consumption of any synthesiser controlled battery
radio before purchase. It would seem that many
new models are not synthesiser controlled,
but in my experience it should be perfectly
possible to have synthesiser control with
much lower current consumption, as is the
case with many of the latest models of
specialised walkie-talkies.
Last year the successor to the original
electrostatic speaker was launched. Long
rumoured, the ESL- 63 ( 63 denoting the year
of the design's first commitment to paper)
further develops the electrostatic concept,
once again showing Peter Walker's incredibly
patient and painstaking approach — the
determination to ' get it right' at his and not
the public's expense. Using aclever arrangement of annular ring sections and time delay
circuitry, the new speaker approximates to
the theoretically ideal ' point source', giving
an uncanny realism to the stereo sound
stage, and once again validating the company's famous motto ' for the closest
approach to the original sound'.
The 33/303 and 405 designs have all been
selected for Design Council Awards and in
1978 the company was granted the Queen's
Award for Technological Achievement. Peter
Walker's conservative approach, his concern
only with genuine innovation, and his refusal
to be drawn into short-lived whims of
fashion, have earned him and his company
worldwide respect and the gratitude of many
thousands of highly satisfied customers..
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When preparing the Audio Awards
feature, I
visited Tod Handley and his wife at
their home in Gwent. Our conversation
provided not only the biographical details I
needed but ranged, predictably, rather more
widely to cover his thoughts and preferences
about conducting, orchestras, his passion
for British music, and recording. Over lunch I
learnt, too, about his multifarious sideline
activities— furniture making, bird watching
and photography, languages, sciénce
generally, and recently machine knitting! — a
crowded schedule indeed.

ASK VERNON HANDLEY about the colossal

scope of his repertoire and he'll attribute it
partlyto taking seriously athrowaway. remark
Sir Adrian Boult once made to him about
getting athousand works under his belt.
Handley first contacted Boult when he was an
undergraduate at Oxford: ' I
wrote to him and
asked if he would take me as apupil and he
replied, as he did to all young conductors,
saying no he wouldn't because he hadn't an
instrument for me to practise on! He
recommended that I
keep conducting as a
hobby, etc., etc. And then acouple of years
later I
got in touch with him again because I
wanted to attend his rehersals for aHoist
concert, and his secretary wrote back saying
"We thought we'd put you off conducting"!
He then asked me to go and see him, and that
was the beginning of arelationship which has
gone on ever since. At onetime, of course, I
was too much acopy of him stylistically, but
we are so far apart in temperament that it
couldn't last. I'm very glad that Ilearnt
technique watching him, though, because to
me it is the most honest technique Ihave
witnessed. You know I
still get postcards
occasionally, if he hears abroadcast of mine,
pointing outthat I
shouldn't subdivide three
bars after letter B, or whatever. And he's
always right! He knows exactly what lam
doing with the stick from the sound he hears
on the radio, and that's alovely, salutory
experience.'
One of the more obvious questions to put
to Vernon Handley, having discussed his
connexions with Sir Adrian, concerns his
preferences for the layout of strings on the
stage — first violins to the left, seconds to the
right, with the violas, cellos and preferably
basses, in between. Boult, too, preferred this
arrangement, so has Handley inherited it?
'Everybody says " You do it because Boult did
it", but the answer is that Ido it for the
reasons that he did it. Of course it's only
unusual these days— most of the great
conductors did it: Monteux, Klemperer,
Kempe, Kletzki, Furtwangler...Richard
Strauss when he came to London seated the
orchestra that way— rather good ancestors
I'm sure you will agree. The advantages to me
in sound are quite obvious: you hear the
important second fiddle lines better when
they are sitting opposite the firsts, and the
other greatthing is, of course, putting the
cellos next to the firsts. Not only do they now
face out into the auditorium, butthe firsts can
hear them so much better and their
intonation becomes much more secure. It's
better for ensemble too. Imean, you often
hear orchestras playing in the Festival Hall
with the first fiddle line preceding that of the
basses by afoot in thirty— in other words,
dragging the slower instruments along.' So
why do the majority of modern conductors
adoptthe more ' usual' arrangement?
'Because it's easy. It's much easier to aim'a

beat to your left and get atreble sound and
aim to your right for the bass. But that's like
saying we really must invent afrench horn
which faces the other way: no-one would
dream of doing that — it's adifficulty which
one has to overcome. Iprefer to have the
antiphony and the superior tuning and
ensemble that you get through the whole
orchestra with the cellos in the middle.
Perhaps it will change— Iintend, like my
championship of British music, to go on
seating the orchestra that way!'
British music has featured strongly in
Vernon Handley's programmes throughout
his career. Indeed, some 25% of his time on
the rostrum has been devoted to it. ' I
started
to read British music when I
was about 16 or
17, beginning with Hoist, Vaughan Williams
and Elgar, and then lbecame thoroughly
fascinated by all the different branches of
British composition. But I
couldn't
understand the state of things in the concert
hall: you know, if you're aGerman conductor
you conduct German music, if you're French
you conduct French music, if Italian, then
Italian music. It you're English you conduct
English, German, French and Italian music! I
couldn't understand that, and I
still can't. Perhaps it's agood thing because it makes
me as frustrated now as I
was at 16, and that
means I'm going to go on ae I
started. ! find it
hard to say who my favourites are in British
music, because they are all so different. Bax
and Bliss I
consistently try to champion
because they've had an even worse look-in
than the others. Bax is probably the most
neglected composer who really deserves to
be well known, because the world he paints is
so different. His music does have linkswith
Sibelius and very slightly with Delius, but
nevertherless it speaks an entirely different

philosophy and one that it would be good for
most people to have access to. If you were
actually to put me in acorner and say " now
come on, your favourite" I'd say Hoist,
because to me he is the most original, and
because he has in his composition what I
seek
to have in my conducting, which is the
economy of means: there is never anote too
many. We were talking earlier about Egdon
Heath — no composer has got anywhere near
that. I
suppose Sibelius' The Bard has links
with it, but there are very few works which
enter that world.
'I like to do anything that comes my way.
One of the things I've found that teaches me
more about the music I
already knowthan
actually re-studying it, is doing music I
don't
know; it's amazing how often you will shake
hands with awork you know through awork
you have just learned. Ireceive through my
postbox about 100 new scores ayear from
young and old composers in this country.
And the terrifying thing for me is that of that
100, 12 will be very well worth doing. Now,
how do I
find aplace for the 12? I've got a
backlog of 60 0r70 scores that I
also want to
do. In 1974! did 237 works in public which, I
have decided since, is too much. 60 were
British and of those 14 were also first
performances. I
now try to keep down to
around 150 ayear. With the Enterprise series
at Guildford we've been doing this constant
work for unfamiliar music — and not only
British music. And it has shown that you can
put on aBax symphony as the main work in
programme and not emptythe hall. To me,
that is asort of minor triumph. Conductors,
generally, love to have an audience and a
career of course, so they won't learn things
that are not going to raise an audience to
hysteria, it's aterribly small-minded
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Antony Hopkins presents . . and Vernon Handley inspects the Audio Award

approach. I
know it seems an awfully cynical
thing to say about one's colleagues, but I
know conductors who really do not know an
awful lot of repertoire, yet who are
nevertheless making considerable careers.
Ithink that's sad and unhealthy for music.
'The conception of aconductor being a
person who stands there working his wicked
way on an orchestra is an anathema to me, so
I
am happy when I
come across an orchestra
that has an ebullient or virile personality,
because I
tend touse that personality for my
interpretation. This means, of course, that
one's interpretations are always changing,
not only because of the work philosophing
in the armchair at home, but also because of
the direct human contact with the players.
Take an orchestra like the BBC Northern
where there is avery vigorous personality:
it's not only avirtuoso unit, but it is also a
thinking orchestra. It works fast and thinks
fast, so that one can use the vigour of the
brass, the quality of the woodwind, the
efficiency of the strings to get certain effects
that wouldn't appear with another orchestra.
But then with another orchestra one would
get something different again. Sol don't
make an impression of wildfire, but I
think
most people in the first five or ten minutes
know that I'm alistening conductor. It takes
quite afew concerts before orchestras realise
what I'm up to, but I
find then that without
exception they respond.
'I am looking forward to the association
with the LPO because that is an orchestra that
has done precisely what I've been talking
about: they've come to understand over
some time that I'm aserious conductor. And
although they don't necessarily go along with
my way of rehearsing, or not rehearsing!,
they nevertheless give me 100%
co-operation in concerts; and as aresult
we've had some wonderful times together.
I'm sure there are going to be alot more. Their
collaboration with Haitink was very fine, I
think, and the prospects with Tennstedt are
very exciting because of the kind of repertoire
that he will be doing, and that he does so very
well. We need the breath of fresh air that he
brings to it.
'The only thing that's lacking at the
moment in my concert-giving is quite enough
of the real classical music. Although I've
always done agreat deal of classical and early
romantic music, Ihave unfortunately become
typecast for my British leanings, so people
don't realise that I
am, for example, quite a
good accompanist in Mozart Pianoforte
Concertos. But Ilove accompanying. It's one
of the things Sir Adrian knocked into me very
early. He said, '1don't care whether you do a
good Eroica, but if you muck up the Emperor I
will have nothing to do with you", and that
really got home to me. It's amazing how
many very eminent conductors make a
complete hash of accompaniment. I'm not
saying that Ihaven't now aid then, but
HI-Fl NEWS& RECORD REVIEW

generally speak ng take great trouble over it,
and Ilove taking that trouble. I
also think it's a
very healthy thing for the direction suddenly
to change and be in someone else's hands,
and for the man who's going to direct the
symphony to subdue his personality, or at
least place it very much second, to the soloist.
If you can't accompany you put the soloist in a
straight-jacket, and that nett only ruins the
concerto, it mucks up the concert.
'Recording? Oh yes, I
am one of those
conductors who love recording. It presents
the kind of challenge that I
want to meet: to
achieve on record the kind of balance and
ensemble we are constanly striving for in the
concert hall. Now according to some
conductors recording places an absurd check
on us because we've got to get it right all the
time, but I
think that's avery good test to have
to face. It's hard for the players, and quite alot
of recording sessions become fraught with
frustration and anger. But I
think it's up to the
conductor not only to try to meet the technical
demands in the studio, but also to produce a
real performance. We're doing adifferent
thing and I
think it is up to the conductor to
make sure that the atmosphere in arecording
session is conducive to good playing. I
don't 't
know quite how to describe my approach, but
Ilike to project the feeling that I
am
immensely excited by what is going on in the
studio, and if we have to do second takes

because something goes wrong, my attitude
becomes lighter and lighter. It's one of the
things Ihave held since my earliest days of
conducting, that profound work can best be
done against abackground of hilarity, and
that the more serious and holy you become
the more likely you are to produce a
pedestrian performance.
'Yes, Ido see it as mine and not the
producer's job to get the balance right, but I
also know that the kind of balance I
would
project, say, to an audience from the Free
Trade Hall, Manchester, is not going to make
the best recording. So I
am very willing to
admit that Irely heavily upon my producers
and engineers when I
am working. I
take abig
interest in the sound coming off the tape but
one has to remember that the recording team
in the playback room are much more aware of
howthe sound will be when it gets onto the
discthan lam coming in hotfrom the studio
floor. The series Ihave made, for instance,
with CFP Ilook forward to going on for ever,
because it is an almost ideal set-up, with a
wonderfully receptive and unobtrusive
producer, and asound engineer who seems
always to understand exactly what I
want.
The way Ilike to think of the CFP recordings—
and I
am sure this will make me very
unpopular, so you can print it with my
blessing! — is that they are an
embarrassment. They are not expensive, but
there is nothing inexpensive about the sound,
the quality, or the commitment in the playing,
and they can be compared with anything. All
the others could do it, but they are either lazy,
or too cunning, and won't!
'I've never been invited to do much opera.
I'd love to do Prince Igor. Yes, Gloriana would
be amongst the first six, certainly, and, of
course, Troilus and Cressida of Walton —
that's awork Ihave longed to do. I've done
some opera at the Yvonne Arnaud theatre in
Guildford and some concert performances
over the years. But if you can arrange for me
to do the Walton and then in the recording
world to do all seven Bax symphonies I
think I
would be set up to have asmiling few
months!'•

VERNON HANDLEY — adiscography of currently available recordings
ALINYN:
BLISS:
BLISS:
BUSH:
BUSH:
DELIUS:

DELIUS:
DELIUS:
ELGAR:
ELGAR:
ELGAR:
ELGAR:
ELGAR:
FINZI:
FINZI:
FINZI:
FINZI:
HADLEY:
HOLBROOKE:
MACONCHY:
MACONCHY:
MO ERAN:
MOERAN:
RUBBRA:
RUBBRA:
ROOTHAM:
VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS:
VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS:
WALTON:

Four Elizabethan Dances
CheckmateAdam Zero
Meditations on aTheme of John Blow
Overture ' Edinburgh' - Discourse for Orchestra
Yorick
Music for Orchestra
On Hearing the First Cuckoo in SprinelIntermezzo — ' Fennimore & Gerda' D Summer
Night on the River D The Walk to the Paradise
Garden
Sleigh Ride L.] La Calinda D Prelude
to ' Irmelin' ' A Song Before Sunrise
Brigg Fair
A Song of Summer f ina Summer
Garden ; Éventyr
Incidental Music to Hassan
Falstaff
Cockaigne
Symphony No. 1
Symphony No. 2
Pomp & Circumstance 1-5
Sea Pictures
Starlight Express
Intimations of Immortality
•

Clarinet Concertol .
]Grand Fantasia & Toccata 7' Eclogue
Let us Garlands bring D Two Milton Sonnets
Farewell tO Arms [11n terra pax
Cello Concerto
The Trees so -High El One Morning In Spring
The Birds of Rhiannon
Serenata Concertante D Symphony for Double
String Orch
Overture, Proud Thames
Violin Concerto
Contrasts
Violin Concerto
Symphony No.2 IFestival Overture
Soliloquy for Cello and Orchestra
Symphony No.1
London Symphony
Symphony No.6
Symphony No. 1

Prelude & Fugue in C minor
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STOP DROOLING
AND LISTEN.
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ehonest, now.
Next time you go out and buy some hi-fi,will the eyes have it?
Or the ears?
We only ask because we're convinced that most hi-fi
consumers have got their priorities back to front
Forgetting that hi-fi is something you listen to.
Not look at.
In thirty years of pioneering innovation, that's the one thing
Trio has never forgotten.
Take our latest KT-900 tuner, for instance.
This incorporates some of the most advanced and
sophisticated technology any hi-fi manufacturer has yet created.
Perhaps the most startling example is our unique Pulse
Count Detector IC.
By converting incoming signals into digital equivalents,this
unique circuit can reconstitute aprecise, noise-free replica of the
original broadcast sound.
Resulting in the cleanest,most distortion-free FM reproduction you've ever clapped ears on.
And that,Trio believes, is worth
any amount of brushed chrome
HI-FI YOU CAN BUY WITH YOUR EYES SHUT
and smoked perspex.
(Of course,the fact that the KT-900 is the best looking
machine in this magazine is neither here nor there).
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Canterbury Hi-Fi
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Hamilton Electronics
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ONDERFUL music, stunningly good ( it
plays loud, clean) live recording quality,
with hard, solid percussion reminiscent of
Dave Grusin's direct cut drum sound of afew
years back: ' The Concert in Central Park'
brings together some of the best songs from
the many good years of Simon 8i Garfunkel's
recording career. Bridge over Troubled Water
lacks something without the backup of studio
facilities, but in general the living presence of it
all makes up for such matters. Listen for the
new words in The Boxer; listen for the tune
from the St. Matthew Passion; listen for
'emotion quotient' throughout. Poignantly,
and to close acircle in popular musical history,
The Sounds of Silence at the end uses the
original guitars-only backing ( as on 'Wednesday Morning, 3AM') rather than the added
rhythm backing that made the partnership's
original fame. My six CBS Simon & Garfunkel
LPs came out of the cabinet to be played
through end-to-end as aresult of hearing this
essential double album, and a nostalgic
evening was had. ( NB: 'The Graduate'
features ' additional music by' the aforementioned Dave Grusin). It's on Geffen Records
GEF 96008, and Ihope it does it for you the way
it did it for me.
Something Isaid about hard, solid percussion just now applies also to Nimbus 45008, a
45rpm special from the Martin Best Medieval
Ensemble: 'The Last of the Troubadors'. Subtitled 'The Art and Times of Guiraut Riquier
1230-1292', it starts with a startling spoken
lament for the Sack of Beziers ( 1209), going on
to Cantiga and Villancico style content: bands
like Planh for the Lord of Narbonne, La
Redonda, Jesu Grist;, La Chanson de la
Croisade Albigeoise and Si tot me sui a tart
apperceubutz. And it's in track 4a, Au temps
d'auost, that we have one of the solidest, gutthumpingest drum sounds on record. ( Not
since ' direct cut' Dave Grusin, etc.) Now I'm
not convinced that it's 45 rpm mastering that
makes for this fantastic clarity: after all, this
track happens to be about 31
/2in. from the
centre, and atrack on the outer diameter of a
33 1
/ rpm disc would have ( does quick mental
4
calculation and probably gets it wrong) some
20% higher actual groove speed. Nimbus'
legendary cutting expertise probably has
much to do with the ' presence' of these drumbeats — as, indeed, of lute, oud, psaltery,
recorders, pipes; nakers, hammer dulcimer,
tabors, drums, bells and timbrel; rebecs and
fidele. Munrow-ish fare here, and one of the
finer dem records for your system.
'Walton conducts Walton', and splendidly
he does it of course, on a3- record EMI set ( HMV
SLS 5346). The stereo items are Belshazzar's
Feast, Henry VSuite, Spitfire Prelude & Fugue,
Johannesburg Festival Overture, Partita for
Orchestra and Richard Ill Prelude; mono
Façade Suite, Crown Imperial, Portsmouth
Point, Orb & Sceptre and Symphony 1. Some
of what Peter Gammond once called the
composer's ' noisy imitation Elgar' manner is
here, and the almost unclassifiable Façade;
but also some of the finest works Walton has

added to the international repertoire. His
Symphony 1 is driving and forceful, sound
quality amazing for 1952; Belshazzar still one
of the best available performances and even
now avery respectable ( 1959) recording; and
to cap it all this set was the cleanest stretch of
English EMI pressings Ihave heard for many a
long month.
For cello enthusiasts, Alun Hoddinott's
Nocturnes and Cadenza for Cello and Orchestra (
1969) presents an almost tangible, crisp
and vibrant cello sound against awide, deep,
detailed and warm carpet of orchestral colour
(Unicorn RHD 401 digital). Serious minded,
reflective and highly accessible music, in
which ' digital clarity' gives demonstration
quality to a recording without edge or
apparent artifice; profound depth of bass.
Moray Welsh is the accomplished soloist, Sir
Charles Groves the admirable conductor ( of
the Philharmonia Orchestra) in this and the
other two pieces. The Overture, Jack Straw
(1964) is played brilliantly, and Jill Gomez,
Stuart Burrows and the Philharmonia chorus
join in for the high point of the disc, Sinfonia
Fidei (
1977). Arresting fanfares lead into a
complex choral/orchestral work of soaring
splendour and gentle meditation. Lucid scoring
is brought out by the detailed and effortless
orchestral sound ( which, unlike our reviewer, I
did not find particularly lacking in dynamic
range), set in a spacious acoustic and wellbalanced against choir and soloists. A truly
impressive release, to be commended to the
open-eared.
Harmonia Mundi's plain white- sleeved
'Musique d'Abord' series, with its minimal
notes and absence of spine information,was a
basic way of getting good recordings to the
people at low cost, which somehow didn't
catch on in the UK. Perhaps the British buyer is
more swayed by smart packaging than his
French or German counterpart, or perhaps it
was that CFP has already shown it to be
possible, and presumably economically
viable, to provide first-class recorded material
with full notes and full- colour sleeves, at
around the same price as ' Musique d'Abord'.
Whatever, Harmonia Mundi have modified
the approach from plain white to full-colourwith- black, in atastily- presented series called
'Black Label', still at around CFP price. This
month's ' Deja Vu' ( p. 66) covers the batch we
have been sent as an introduction, so Ileave
detailed comment to our reviewer. But I
cannot pass by without unreservedly recommending B385, ' Carmine Burana'. If you have
any of HM's Clemencic Consort ' Carmina
Burana' series — particularly the astounding
Vol.5, HM399 — you will have some idea of
what to expect in terms of crisp, immediate
recording and mind- provoking music. Just
about as many and as va ried aset of sounds as
Villancicos (
HM 1025) itself, and perhaps the
record to have if you are unlikely to want the
whole (full- priced) series yet would like to
sample this fascinating medieval music. But if
you already have Vol.5, you may like to know
thatthere is no duplication of its contents here.
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A N OUTLINE of Peter Walker's career
/-1 appears on page 41: the active
external shell of aman whose thoughts on
the problems and objects of sound
reproduction deserve some exploration on
the occasion of the first Audio Award to be
presented to amanufacturer. Peter also
happens to have arrived at the traditional
retiring age of 65, although we hasten to add
that he shows no signs of retiring at present.
Indeed, to judge by his capacity to go on
thinking and tinkering in audio matters, P.W.
will probably be working on his next
loudspeaker in the year 2000. Anyway, we
recently spent aday at Huntingdon talking to
him about his life and his views on
numerous audio topics. This produced
nearly two C-60 cassettes full of chatter, from
which we hope that the following selection
will throw at least alittle light on avery fine
engineer whose personality happens to fit
snugly into the best tradition of cheerful
English modesty. We start in 1936, when
Peter had just got going, aged 20, making his
own amplifiers on the strength of aloan
from his father.
JC: So you wired these up all on your
own?
PW: Oh yes, just on my own, then one
assistant, and so on from there, as
Acoustical Manufacturing Company — it
wasn't ' Ltd' then. The amplifiers were just a
straight copy from somebody else's circuit,
you know, the first one made as aso-called
Portable Amplifier for dance bands— who
would use amicrophone for the vocalist. I
was playing in dance bands then.
JC: Were you akeen amateur player right
from the beginning then?
PW: Well, you learnt piano at school, that
sort of thing. At school we had alittle jazz
group. Nowadays they have ajazz section at
Oundle, all clear and above board, but in
those days if you were heard playing
jazz...Ugh! But three or four of us did our
best. And you could then get jobs all around
North London playing alto- sax in various
little groups— rather poor, but they were fun
days, yes, good fun.
JC: And when did you move on to the
flute?
PW: Igave up the sax when Iwas about 22
and took up the flute at about 40 something. I
bought asecond-hand flute and thought that
all I've got to do is learn to blow down the
hole, as the fingering's much the same as the
sax and it will come back won't it? It wasn't as
easy as that, but that was the general idea.
JA: Were you interested in classical music
as well as light music?
PW: Not as ayoung lad; there was not
much music at home at all. It wasn't until I
got
to Oundle that Irealised there were such
things as counterpoint: other things were
going on, otherwise music was asort of blur
of sound with atune at the top, without
much thinking about it at all. But at school,
singing ir the choir, you were told to sing
Alto as asecond line, and you began to
realise what music was about, and Ibecame
interested then. But Istill liked the dance
band era — that was fine.
JC: Back to audio, all your early products
were concerned with PA in one way or
another, but when did you first consciously
produce ahigher quality device?
PW: You did that for your own benefit.
Designs were published in magazines —
these you made up for your own
entertainment while trying to sell public
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interviewed by John Crabbe and John Atkinson
s
impressive to you. That was the biggest
address amplifiers. You made the latest
jump in my life ever, from what Inormally
quality amplifier, direct- coupled triodes, not
heard from radio sets to hearing aVoigt
atetrode in sight. Class-A, nothing but Classspeaker playing.
A. But all these things you did for your own
JC: The amplifiers you made for private
entertainment.
pleasure, did any of these creep through to
JC: You say ' for entertainment'. What
eventual manufacture?
were you playing via these amplifiers?
PW: No. Even Voigt, who was way ahead
PW: Records, using an oil-damped
of anyone else, could only sell two speakers
Telefunken moving-coil pickup, not
aweek, and while Idid try to sell some of
forgetting that in those days you could pick
up VHF broadcasts and play them on aVoigt '-these things to friends, there was no hi-fi
business. There were whistles on AM at
speaker. This was possible before the war
night-time and on records you had to get
because television had just started and
used to the surface noise. The high fidelity
between 7.00 and 8.00pm they had audio
market didn't really arrive until the LP came
transmissams of extremely high quality. I
along, when you could have awide range
had to borrow the Voigt because they were
without noise.
expensive.
JC: But you were producing aquality
JA: Those were live music transmissions?
amplifier before the LP.
PW: Oh yes, live music broadcasts could
PW: Yes, but thát was still alongside the
be played through adirect-coupled amplifier
PA stuff, which was supposed to earn the
on aVoigt speaker, and very good it was too,
money. But the OAl2P amplifier did start to
extremely good, and once you'd heard one
sell on the hi-fi market, and very shortly after
of these things, my goodness it was quite
that we decided to pack up the PA because
different from the radiogramsthat everyone
it's all just as much loudness as you can get
else had heard.
for the minimum amount of money, which is
JC: That was areal revelation then?
not very pleasing aesthetically. We went
PW: Absolutely. Ihave found that what
over solely to high fidelity around 1954, just
impresses you most is the advance from the
four years after the Corner Ribbon came out.
previous thing you've heard, and since that
was one order better than what you had
That was agreat effort. At Radio Olympia in
1949 we spent all our money on hiring a
heard previously ( a ' quantum leap' if you
like), it makes avery big impression. If you
stand.
JC: You must have done alot of work on
then go to something better still but it's only
that ribbon speaker.
asmall jump, then that's not quite so
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PW: Oh yes, but it was all hobby work
really, because you wanted to make abetter
speaker but didn't expect to sell an awful lot.
They were £90 or so each in 1950. What's
that now? Well over £ 1000 for asingle
speaker— and we sold afew hundred, which
was quite good going; but you did this
mainly because it was what you wanted to
do.
JA: Was it the Voigt which set you thinking
that you'd like to produce aloudspeaker of
very high quality?
PW: Yes. In 1938-39 you could make an
amplifier really as good as you wanted to. I
made up one of those PX25 amps, directcoupled all the way through and with abig
Partridge output transformer, and for fun I
took one of our PA models which wasn't that
bad and switched between them. There was
not that much difference, so then Iconnected

Amplifiers were better
than Ithought...
the speaker from the ' hot' terminal of one to
the ' hot' terminal of the other, adjusted the
volume, and it dipped down to practically
nothing. So amplifiers were much better
than Ihad thought they were, and Iwent to
one or two lectures which seemed to show
that you could make amplifiers as good as
you needed, whereas loudspeakers were far
from perfect. Ialso went to some lectures by
N.W. McLachlan on speakers which were
absolutely fascinating. It wasn't just a
loudspeaker in abox: he talked about pc and
all sorts of complicated things, so Igot
Olson's book on acoustics and found that
this was adifficult area of applied science
where the problems had not been solved. It's
afascinating technical problem in itself; you
could be completely deaf yet be fascinated
by loudspeakers. You've got to produce this
thing that makes pressures in the air — it's
aproblem in physics.
JC: Where did the ribbon idea itself come
from?
PW: Idon't know.1 just thought it would be
right. Ithink they'd been written about, also
electrostatics, spark speakers, singing arc
speakers— all these things. Imade aribbon
microphone and fed some signals to it to see
what it sounded like when held up to the ear
as aheadphone. A jolly good headphone it
was, all crisp transients — so Ithought: ' let's
make it abit louder, use abigger magnet, put
ahorn on the end'. All abit hit-and-miss by
today's standards.
JC: You mention electrostatics, but they
didn't materialise until about five years later,
at around the time you finally dropped the
PA side.
PW: Yes, but we had been working on the
electrostatic two or three years before then,
or at least thinking about it the same time as
we did the ribbon speaker, because you
thought about all these things — there were
all sorts of ways of making air expand and
contract. The electrostatic principle is very
appealing. As every loudspeaker person
says: ' my goodness, alight-weight thing that
size, driven all over, the problem is solved
isn't it?'
JC: You've given alot of thought over
the years to the electrostatic idea. Now that
your second model is in production, are you
satisfied?
PW: Yes. It's the best we can do. If you
asked me to make another speaker now I
couldn't do any better, but Istill think about
doing something better. Very much so.
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JC: Iknow that from time to time you have
toyed with the idea of a ' whole wall'
electrostatic, with delay- line drive for
accurate stereo, etc. Have you actually
experimented on these lines?
PW: No, but Ihave done alot of calculations
It's possible to do, but very difficult to present.
You either come along to aperson's house
with atremendous picture like The Last
Supper to screw into his wall ( it's got to be
something like 12ft long by 4ft high, and the
number of rooms you can get it in is small)
or you have to do it by strip speakers in the
corner, and not many people have two
suitable corners. It could be done, but
practical considerations make it not very
attractive. You could do aone-off for fun, but
it would cost aheck of alot of money and
would just whet people's appetites to no
purpose.
JA: But do you still feel that the electrostatic is
the only way to go, because of its
advantages?
PW: thas alot of advantages, yes. Ithink if
you can get it so that the customer hears the
speaket and alittle less of the room, then
you are getting very nearly there, and the
distortion is very low down ( certainly an
order betterthan with anything else), you can
get the directivity controlled rather better
than with anything else, and you can get the
coloration rather better than anything else.
The only thing is that power is expensive:
you have to have acertain amount of size for
power, and if you want it loud you have to do
it abit bigger, then to keep the directivity right
it gets very much more expensive. So in
terms of power output you are at a
disadvantage compared with moving-coil
speakers, but in all other terms you have an
advantage.
JC/JA: Peter was then prompted into
some discussion of the pros and cons of
using aseparate stand for the ESL-63, which
led him to consider the sort of people who
buy his speakers.
PW: It's the musical people who appreciate
the speaker more than the hi-fi nuts. It's not
as bad as ten or twenty years ago, but people
still look at speaker specs in magazines and
compare the frequency range: they believe
that one which goes down to 30Hz and up to
20kHz must be better than one that goes
from 40Hz to 18kHz, which you and Iknow is
quite wrong. A speaker is good or bad along
time before it's got to 10kHz. Let's be honest

Far above: Peter
with 'FRED .
;below, the
original ESL

about it, there are still alot of people in hi-fi
who go for the impressive sound rather than
the music. But others you get who are
nterested in the music, and who really don't
want to get involved in hi-fi as such; yet they
can appreciate good quality reproduction
when they are offered it. Oh yes, adifferent
type of customer who listens in adifferent
kind of way — he listens to the music.
JC: There's aschool of thought which says
that because of its elaborate technical image,
the hi-fi business too easily misses this
latter type of customer.
PW: Yes, they are inclined to buy amusiccentre instead, because it's not going to hum
and everything matches everything else.
Until you have sorted out agood dealer, hi-fi
can be aperilous path. This type of customer
doesn't generally get dissatisfied until his
system makes anasty noise, then he
positively wants something better, or he
goes to afriend's house and hears
something that's very much better and gets
interested. Otherwise Idon't know. They go
to aconcert, it's wonderful, yes, then they go
back and play the record — but they don't
compare it with the real thing.
JC: Are you saying, then, that it's the
friend or acquaintance with abetter system
who is the real salesman?
PW: Isuspect so. Our customers are our
own salesmen, I'm quite sure of that. Very
often at an audio fair at least half the people
in our room already use Quad equipment,
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and Idon't mind that abit. They come in to
see if we are sounding any betterthere than in
their own home, but they're the enthusiasts,
they're the best salesmen we've got. And
they're free salesmen aren't they? They have
their friends around, they hand out the

Customers are the best salesmen...
whisky, cups of coffee, invite them to dinner
even, and their friends listen and say: ' yes,
excellent'.
JA: To change the subject totally to the
other end of the scale, how do you know
when enough improvement is enough
improvement? How do you know when the
returns become vanishingly small?
PW: That's avery difficult question, very
difficult. When you sit down and get all there
is out of the music Is
.uppose, but that's asilly
answer because it's not satisfactory. I'd like
to know. Ilike to have it more and more real,
perhaps because we are involved in it and
therefore it's our objective to make it better.
'There's the flute!' Wonderful clarity in there,
we like it just alittle better, that sort of thing.
Maybe it's us that's wrong, maybe the
musician will say: ' That's fine, Ican hear all
the parts, Ican hear the string quartet
because Ican hear their phrasing, Ican hear
their balance, the rapport they have one to
another. What else is there for me to have?
Nothing, except to see them.' He might well
be nearly right.
JC: May Itake you up on one point there:
'except to see them' — or perhaps except to
hear them as they would be in the hall in
which they are performing, ie, the surroundsound thing. What about that, the possibility
of hearing the whole environment?
PW: Yes, Iagree that it must be an
improvement. But if you go to the Albert Hall
and you sit in abox you don't get any sound
from the back, or that which you get from the
back is just delayed by 10 milliseconds or so.
You really only listen to 180 degrees. Now is
it that much worse?
JC: Well, when you're seated well back in a
box it's abit confined and room- like, but when
you sit out there at the front it opens up
gloriously, even though it's only 180 0.
PW: Yes, Igive you all that, but now
supposing you sat in the middle of the Albert
Hall or Festival Hall and all the sound from
the back which you normally heard there
was coming from afew holes only, no matter
how coded; Ithink you would get what Icall
'sound dazzle'. Ideally you need an infinite
number of sources, but one can code two
signals such that from two speakers in front
you can produce sound all around you. This
certainly can be done in alaboratory. You
have to bite aboard so that you can't move
at all, and it's very impressive. But it's rather
hard to do, and Iwould still be for getting a
better picture up the front because Ithink we
have what Icall a ' cone of concentration' up
the front. It ignores to some extent the
sounds at the back provided they're not
distracting ones, and when you're there you
look at the orchestra: you face it and you
concentrate on its sounds. The sounds from
the back are of less significance.
JC: Nevertheless, to do the surroundsound job properly — as perhaps with
Ambisonics — does make the reproduction
more convincingly real, does it not?
PW: Oh, it's more convincingly real, which
of course is the business we're in.
JA: But we seem to be an awful long way
from reality even with your ' forward cone'.
From reaction at shows to our talks on the
subject there is quite abacklash developing
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against the way records are recorded and
miked and balanced. Do you think that,
hopefully, as ESL- 63s are used by people
who make records, they might become
convinced that they should record more
naturally? They would then be able to hear
what they are doing before making value
judgements, on speakers which are so
revealing of what's going on that they
become aware of the anomalies and
oddities.
PW: Iwonder. There's too much expertise
goes into the making of the record. If you go
to an AES meeting or an exhibition of, say, a

...Selling things to mess
up the sound...
hundred exhibitors, and you just look down
the list you find that over 90 of those 100 are
selling things to mess up the sound:
compressors, squashers, graphic- equalisers,
mess-it-abouters. They're all doing that, are
they not? Now this ' professionalism' has
crept in largely through the popular field, but
is ne\,ertheless being used more and more in
classical reproduction. They've got to
squash it down because most of the people
can't have awide dynamic range: ' What
about people with car radios?' — that sort of
thing.
JA: The sad thing is that the recording
engineers who pay cognizance to this whole
problem tend to be regarded by the music
industry in general as abit wild, abit untrustworthy.
JC: Yes, purists of one sort or another who
keep saying that ideally one ought to use a
simple, cross- pair microphone system are
looked upon as cranks.
PW: But fortunately whole lots of people
can make records, so if the standard of
recording goes down some small firms will
crop up who can do abetter job, and they
can still do this with the Compact Disc, can't
they? Because the people who are going to
do the pressing will have no say in the
recorded balance. That is the safeguard. It
can't a//go rotten on us.
JA: Mention of Compact Disc— do you
think digital technology is at present ready
for introduction as aconsumer product?
PW: Ithink it's all being rushed. It has to be
rushed abit for commercial reasons — ' first
man in is the winner' sort of thing. And I

think the engineers working on it would
perhaps have liked aslightly bigger disc,
because they've got to get amillion bits of
information on one square millimetre. And
what's one square millimetre? A weeny little
size, and it's alittle bit tight. Ithink they'd
have liked alittle more time, as engineers
always would for aproject. But they will get
it right, there's no doubt about that, and it
will be agreat thing for us. Ithink that 8587dB of perfect dynamic range, with agrotty
noise at one end and grotty noise at other, is
fine. One would like it wider than that for
'slippage', because people get things wrong
and you've got to get it right within there;
but if you do get it right then the nasty noise
is below audibility and you don't hit the
other nasty noise at the very loud end. Then
you are just as good as an amplifier, which /
think is very good!
JA: Which brings us back to the question
of when does improvement become unnecessary?
PW: We argue this in the lab and we say,
well, aPX 25 valve amplifier with about 6dB
of feedback in triode days was very, very
good. Its output was nearly acopy of its
input, certainly for all the program
material available. Therefore you can't make
abetter amplifier, can you? And in fact in
1950 there's apaper in the AES Journal by

...with aknowledge of Ohm's
Law and common sense...
D.T.N. Williamson and myself saying that.
It's there for you to read, saying that you can't
make abetter amplifier than this, no matter
what happens — or virtually you can't. Istill
hold to that, and that was 32 years ago. It is
all quite logical really, with aknowledge of
Ohm's Law and some commonsense.
But we can still give you the same
number of watts for the same number of
pounds that we could give you then, which is
an improvement of at least ten-to-one in
power for real money. Also, if you can make
an amplifier that's very efficient, say 100%,
then all the power goes to the loudspeakers,
with none dissipated in the amplifier. That
would be the size of just one postage stamp
wouldn't it? Don't think that's coming out •
next year, it isn't, but it is an objective to
work towards, and that's abetter amplifier
by definition.
Left: Peter Walker aged about
twelve, experimenting with his
radio and hoping to hear
'America' — which he carefully
wrote on the negative 90 degrees
out of phase!

Right: PW receiving his Audio
Award from Antony Hopkins at
the RFH on May 19th
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JC: Why efficiency? You're not using up
very much energy from the mains supply
with aClass- B amplifier.
PW: No, it isn't that, it's the cost of the
thing. If we could supply you with alittle
thing no bigger than a2p piece that gave you
500 watts at zero distortion, we would have
done agood job would we not?
JA: You feel that the main room for
improvement is in that direction then?
PW: Idon't think you can make amplifiers
better in any respect other than to make
them smaller, more efficient, more reliable.
JA: What about criticisms that, in general,
amplifier measurements in terms of
distortion, noise, or whatever, are all steadystate and don't recognize the fact that the
music signal is actually asymmetric, it
changes, and that therefore there might be
effects with that sort of signal which would
not show up on sinewaves?
PW: There are awhole lot of such effects,
but we don't test our amplifier only on
sinewaves and squarewaves and things —
the magazines do that. This is part of history.
When you hadClass-A amplifiers and
nothing changed with signal amplitude, that
was adequate to express the gross errors,
but it's not now. You could make an
amplifier which passed all the specs that you
couldn't recognize atune on! You could
garble up the performance so much in
certain respects that avoice came out as
noise, just noise, but you'd put your
sinewave on and you wouldn't know.
You don't check that when the input goes
up 2dB the output goes up 2dB, do you? No,
you put it on at nearly full power, look at the
sinewave, and measure distortion; you then
measure it at low power, but you don't
measure the relation of those two.
Supposing there's awhole lot of AGC on it?
You wouldn't know. Supposing it shifted its
bias?
JC: One of the points relating to JA's
question is that because music waveforms
are extraordinarily complex, and because
some loudspeaker loads are also very
complex, we can't be quite sure of what
exactly happens all the time, that the
amplifier remains in command and does
exactly what it's told.
PW: If we play an amplifier into a
loudspeaker, actually on Beethoven or what-

...the anti-phase input!
output test...
have-you, and take the output and input and
cancel them in anti- phase, then we can tell
what the difference is because A- minus- Bis
the difference, and if that is nothing then the
amplifier is doing its stuff and is not altering
the signal in any way. If there is anything
wrong it would make anoise. Is that not
right?
JA: That assumes you are doing it in such
away that you're not hiding or covering up
anything.
PW: What can you cover up? DC offset?
Phaseshift? A little bit of phaseshift perhaps.
But agood amplifier simply won't alter the
signal in any audible way, and if there is a
difference between two amplifiers revealed
by careful listening tests, you've got to find
the cause. Does the output impedance
change? Or the current limiting? Is the
difference because one's got an output
condenser and the other hasn't? Right, take it
out and do it again. The difference is still
there? Then it wasn't that. Nobody does
that, but you must till you find out what it
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was. You've got to prove what it was.
JA: But when you look at commercial
amplifier designs, they're full of
compromises which could cause these
different sorts of effects. So Ithink that when
you say in your famous quote that ' all good
amplifiers sound the same', it actually begs
the question on the meaning of ' good'.
PW: That could have adifferent title, it
could have said: 'Why all amplifiers sound
different', because it gave at least twelve
reasons why amplifiers sound different that
people never, or very rarely, check up on
when they do comparisons. You've got to
have the same bandwidth of amplifier, for
instance, because the bandwidth affects
what the speaker does, not always to its
advantage. If you took ten modern
amplifiers, set the levels correctly and
avoided overload, about five of them would
sound the same, the other five wouldn't. But
that's because you've just got the levels right
and you've go no overload. That's all you've
done. You hadn't checked the other things
which can affect sound quality.
JA: As apersonal opinion, I'm starting to
suspect that perhaps there aren't many good
amplifiers around.
PW: There are less than there were in valve
days; the valve amplifiers on the whole were
pretty good. You just took it from the book,
but had to make sure that you didn't put in a
signal that the amplifier couldn't take. First
requirement of an amplifier: don't make it
produce an output that it could not have
produced without feedback given a
sufficiently complicated input. That was
written up by Black many years ago and is
what TID is all about. And it says that
negative feedback won't make an amplifier
do what it could not have done before, given
asufficiently complicated input, because
that's what feedback does: it alters the input
to produce the output, and if it can't produce
20kHz because it's rolling off without
feedback, then no mes3ing about with
feedback will produce 20kHz. It'll try, but it'll
make amess of it.
JA: No-one else has said that as you've just
said it!
PW: No? But it's known, it's in the
literature. People coming into the business
make alot of mistakes, as we all do when we
come into things. We made an awful lot of
rotten amplifiers, shocking things. But you
learn that other people make mistakes too.
There are afew dud amplifiers around. Less
now, less than there were afew years ago.
All much better, the RIAAs are nearly all
right. If you measure them you find the
RIAAs are now as flat as apancake;
measured 15 years ago they were all over
the shop, 2-3dB out. That's improved, and on
the whole they're getting abit better. One
has to be careful with control units, though.
For instance, not all moving- coil pickups roll
off at the top end, and some resonate at 4050kHz and can give quite ahigh output there.
That causes trouble on some amplifiers. So
these are the sort of mistakes, errors, that
happen, come along. Maybe you should put
on afront-end sharp filter so that it can't
happen, but we don't do that. We say you've
got to make an amplifier that will accept
everything that would normally be fed
through to it.
JA: Do you think that certain effects which
are thought inconsequential at present
might become important as reproduction
gets better? Ten years ago you could do all
sorts of funny things to phase all through the
band and it perhaps didn't matter. But then
Lipshitz and Vanderkooy claimed that you

cannot do some things in the way of
phaseshift without an audible effect.
PW: They said that on program? Idon't
know any effects on program. You can
certainly make artificial signals which, when
you shift the phase, it messes things up.
Obviously you can take asquarewave, shift
the fundamental and the peeks have gone
up, and if the squarewave's near the output
limit of the amplifier, shifting its phase may
now cause overload. Things like that can do
it, and an asymmetrical signal, your ears are
asymmetrical too and will distort one way
more than the other. Changing the absolute
phase, yes it will affect that. But Idon't know
any test where it's been done on music
program. Some say it can be heard on certain
test records, and if everything else gets right,
everything is perfect, then maybe getting the
phase right might be important. But there's
no hard evidence that it is yet. You may have
to hold the phase down to 20Hz because
some transient noises have very low
frequency components in them, but practical
signals get shifted around all over the place at
the bottom end. Maybe we didn't ought to do
that, ideally, and will hear the differences as
program quality improves.
JC: Talking of program quality, when you
were first making hi-fi amplifiers you put
HF filters on, in the days of 18s' and so on,
and you've kept afairly elaborate filter
system going ever since. Would you agree
that there is generally less call for HF filtering
now?
PW: Yes, Iwould agree to that.
JC: To the point where perhaps the
elaboration of three frequencies and variable
slope is excessive?
PW: Maybe, but how can Ijudge this
because my ears don't hear the top- end like
they did 20 years ago? Icertainly remember
then that you bought an ordinary record and
the violins had little violins zizzing away on
top. There was an awful noise going on up
there— and theoretically there must be. But I
suspect that records have got abit better,
and pickups too. The distortion's still'a bit
high, higher than anyone likes, though Ithink
you could find two or three filter positions
that would cover all of it. Maybe one sharper
and one abit more gradual, and perhaps two
frequency positions. Something like that.
JC: How did your oft quoted phrase: 'The
Closest Approach to the Original Sound',
come to be coined?
PW: Oh, it was just one of those things you
write down without thinking about it. I
remember doing the leaflet for the first Quad
amplifier. You open the front page and there
is QUAD written across it and you have to
put something underneath to balance it up:
'for the best noise'? You've got to put
something down, so, what are we trying for?
Well, 'for the closest approach to the original
sound' so Iput that.
JC: Well, that's avery mundane beginning
for such afamous slogan, but your own hi-fi
career has itself been anice mixture of
down-to-earth engineering and questing hi-fi
adventure, and whatever its origins, the
closest approach to the original sound is still
asplendid ideal. What in your view are the
key remaining areas for improvement in
domestic hi-fi, in the search for that ideal?
PW: The speaker and the room are Ithink
the most critical thing. The other things will
get solved. The program quality should now
go up if we get Compact Discs and so forth
— provided the recordings are not all
garbled up before they get to the disc. Get
the loudspeaker and the room working
properly together — that's the thing..
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CAR RADIO SPECIALISTS

in-car entertair

SANYO FT4727
SANYO FT6047
LW/MW/FM stereo radio/cassette. Normal
Discount Price: £ 75.00
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE .......

f59.95

SANYO FT4507

Large discounts on all branded
makes, plus we will match any
current Advertised price in
the country
`e•.\\

PYE
PHILIPS
RADIOMOBILE
MOTOROLA
NATIONAL
PIONEER
SANYO
SHARP
SONY
HITACHI

Top of the range stereo radio/cassette
Unbeatable features include: Digital Clock —
Touch Tuning — Self Seeking Radio — Dolby
Metal Facility — Bass and Treble Cootrols —
Auto Reverse — Powerful 20 watts perChannel
—Plus the Unique Remote Control Auto Scan
Normal Discount Price: C187.50
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE .....

LW/MW/FM stereo radio/cassette Pre-set
Push- Button — Auto Reverse — Fast Forward
and Re- Wind — Interference Noise Suppression — 7.5 watts per Channel.
SPECIAL PRICE: ................. £85.00

SANYO FT4405
MW/LW Radio and Stereo/Cassette Player
Fast Forward and Re- Wind.
UNBEATABLE LOW PRICE: ...

£39.95

SANYO FT4310
Stereo Cassette Player — Complet
Sanyo Speakers

with

£149.95

SANYO FT4687
LW/MVV/FM stereo radio/cassette Pre-set
Push Button — Built-in Noise Suppression —
Auto Reverse — Locking Fast Forward and ReWind.
SPECIAL PRICE: ............

£79.95

Fidelity 1000 .
Amstrad 900 .......... .......... 139.95
York JR 861 . . .......... ............ £39.95
........... 139.95
Goopclimusanlasr1g0e0
Transcom [DX 400.0 ..... ........... 139.95
Amstrad CB 901 ... ........... £49.95
.......... £49.95
o
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of accessories.

EUROPE'S LARGEST SELECTION of:CAR RADIOS,

CASSETTES AND

RADIO CASSETTES ON DEMONSTRATION.
FITTING SERVICE WHILE YOU VVAIT IF REQUIRED.
SAIKLAVCARD

Credit Facilities
Available

!Kai

All items are guaranteed for 12 months
parts and labour, and are serviced on the
premises by our own expert engineers.

MAIL ORDER DEPT., 330 York Road, Wandsworth, London SW18.
23 York Road, Waterloo, London, S.E.1. Telephone 01-928 6842
Opening Hours Monday to Friday 9am - 6pm. Saturdays 9am - 5pm

180 Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1. Telephone 01-278 6814
Opening Hours Monday to Friday 9am - 6pm

37 Bedford Place, Southampton, Hampshire. Telephone ( 0703) 31061
Opening Hours Monday to Friday 9am - 6pm Saturdays 9am - 6pm
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on the move...
by Peter Mapp
USTAS THE listening room affects thefinal
Jsound
we hear, so too does the car. The
object of this piece is to see to what extent the
car's environment affects not only what we
hear, but also the way it can affectihe sound of
the complete ' in car' system, particularly the
loudspeakers. As we shall see, the car is a
remarkably hostile environment in which to
produce high quality sound, let alone asound
we could call hi-fi.
The normal car is very unlike the typical
living/listening room, which, for example,
does not generally travel round the countryside, accelerate round bends, or climb up
steep hills powered by a noisy internal combustion engine. In theory, at least, the living
room offers awide range of possible locations
for mounting/siting apair of loudspeakers —
not so the car. This offers perhaps just three
basic locations with very little adjustment
available for final positioning, if at all. The
internal acoustic of most cars is such that itwill
grossly affect the overall perceived tonal
balance, whilst the frequency balance
produced by each channel is often significantly different. Howoften at home haveyou heard
the frequency balance change and the image
shift when the person sitting nextto you either
stretches or crosses his legs? — yet this is a
common problem in cars! As if this were not
bad enough, we then proceed to mount highly
sensitive equipment within afew inches of a
strong source of RFI ( the ignition and H.T.
circuitry). Furthermore, we expect this equipment to function perfectly in an environment
which not only vibrates continuously ( with
accelerations of up to 0.5g, with sudden peaks
well in excess of this) but whose climatic
conditions change throughout the year, producing remarkably realistic imitations of a
tropical hot house, the Sahara desert, or an
igloo without the benefit of central heating.
It would appear that the car creates tremendous problems for both equipment and
listener alike— but just how significant are the
effects of these problems?

the acoustics and the car
collect heavy condensation, and doormounted units are particularly vulnerable for,
as the window sealsfail, they can be subjected
to something akin to the Chinese water
torture.
The listener's environment
The most important factors of the car's
environment, as far as alistener is concerned,
are the high levels of background noise and
the enclosure's acoustic properties. Unless
you are in the happy position of listening
to your in-car system in aRolls Royce, you will
be trying to listen against a remarkably high
level of background noise. To obtain some
data on this Imade anumber of measurements
of overall noise levels and spectra in arange of
common saloon cars. Typically whilst driving
at aconstant 60-70mph the background noise
averaged 74dBA ( compared to 30-35dBA for
the typical living room!) Figure 1shows the
results of conducting aspectral analysis of the

band effect is produced as shown in fig. 2.
Wind throbtypical ly produces sound pressure
levels of 110-120dB plus at frequencies
around 20Hz or so. From figs. 1 & 2 it can be
readily seen that the typical in- car background
noise levels are generally very high indeed
and it is against such levelsthatwe expect acar
hi-fi system to compete! The internal car
noise provides a high degree of sound
masking, particularly at low frequencies, and
indicates why it can be difficult to hear bass
and mid frequency sounds clearly; yet tape
hiss and tuner noise often come through loud
and clear! The condition of the road surface
can also make asubstantial difference to the
perceived noise level — ribbed concrete
surfaces, for example, typically increase the
internal noise level by 4 or 5 dBA over their
asphalt counterparts, whereas wet surfaces
produce a characteristic hiss and further
masking.

Car acoustics and loudspeaker installation
A car is basically aresonant enclosure, made
from lightweight materials which are also
RANGE OF LEVELS
highly resonant, and constructed in such a
MEASURED IN 5
100
CARS TRAVELLING
way as to produce further resonant subAT 60 M.P.H
enclosures. As aresult, the majority of ' in-car'
10
systems Ihave heard boom magnificently in
the lower mid frequency region unless
80
doctored by agraphicequaliser control. To get
some idea of the general acoustic characteristics of acar Imeasured the performance of a
70
given loudspeaker in a number of different
dISPL
cars.
60
Pink noise was fed to the test loudspeakers
(Visonik David 4000s — see also p.81) and the
50
'in-car response' picked up by a calibrated
125
10
50
1k
4k
01.5
53
FREQUENCY 111
microphone ( located at the driver's position)
EIG.1 CAR INTERIOR NOISE SPECTRA
feeding a Klark Teknik Real Time 1
/3 octave
spectrum analyser and memory unit. Fig. 3
compares the loudspeakers' response as
internal noise whilst travelling at 60mph.
Although the cars used encompassed a measured in each of the 6test cars. The plots
wide span, from the top of the range 6cylinder are an average of the left and right signals,
Peugeot saloon to a Mk II Ford Escort, the produced by mounting the Visoniks on the rear
internal noise spectra were remarkably parcel shelf of each car. For comparison, fig. 4
similar ( fig. 1). At low frequencies, the levels shows the free-field response of the Visonik
were within afew dB of each other — only at measured on- axis in the open air at a
mid and high frequencies did the more distance of 1metre at a height of 2.4 metres
upmarket cars become quieter. Opening acar above the ground.
Fig. 3shows immediately why it is that most
window has asignificant effect on the internal
The loudspeaker's environment
Temperature and humidity are vitally import- noise level, increasing it by some 10 to 20dB. in-car systems boom appreciably in the lower
ant parameters. For example, if you were This is due not only to reduction in sound mid range. Although the 6 cars varied conto use conventional domestic hi-fi drive- units, insulation against other external noise cg, siderably in terms of internal volume, upholthe chances are that they would not last very other road traffic, but also to aphenomenon stery/padding and internal fittings, the overall
long. The temperature of the rear parcel shelf known as ' wind throb'. This is caused by the characteristics are remarkably similar. Each
of a car can become high enough to bring wind blowing towards/across the open had a lower mid frequency hump centred
/3 octave band —
about mechanical failure of a conventional window and coupling with the interior of the almost exactly on the 200Hz 1
drive- unit — altering the properties of ad- car, which acts as aHelmholtz resonator, sub- the peak being 5to 10 dB up on the rest of the
hesives, doping compounds and surround stantially increasing the sound pressure level response. Further strong peaks occured at
materials. Equally, the temperature can fall within the car interior over anarrowfrequency 1.6/2kHz in most of the cars. Examination of the
well below freezing, again bringing about band ( an effect rather like blowing over an Visonik's free field response does show a
definite peak at 10kHz and a smaller one at
corresponding effects. Special drive- units, open bottle).
therefore, are needed, using materials capable
In the case of the wind direction being away 2kHz, but the effects shown in fig. 3are hardly
of maintaining their characteristics over a from the open windows avery much broader subtle and correspond reasonably well with
what was heard — ie, in the majority of cases,
wide temperature range. For example, British
120
classic ' boom' and 'tizz'.
manufacturer B & W have designed their new
In most of the cars the spectrum at the
LM1 ( leisure/monitor) loudspeaker ( see also
100
driver's position produced by the left and right
'News' p. 15) to withstand atemperature range
rear loudspeakers was reasonably similar
of 100°C, extending from — 20°C to 80°C, whilst
MO
with most differences occurring in the 500HzBose, the American hi-fi/professional audio
dB PI.
1kHz octave bands. Fig. 5 shows a typical
systems manufacturer, claim aworking range
60
comparison between the rear signals ( taken
of 125°C (- 40°C to 85°C). Furthermore, Bose
using the same loudspeaker unit).
claim that their drive- units can be totally
',HEARING THRESHOLD
40
An interesting factor which emerged from
immersed in water and yetwill still continue to
the above tests was the very apparent
2 4 6 16
32 63 125 250 51 16 26 4k 86 16k
function correctly. Ingress of moisture is an
FREQUENCY III !Ix
difference in perceived loudness when using
important aspect, as this can destroy many
the Visonik David(s) in the various cars. Fig. 6
cone materials. Whilst it is unlikely that driveFIG.2 OCTAVE - BAND NOISE LEVELS INSIDE
1 LITRE SALOON ( 70 MPH)
illustrates the effect well, showing the relative
units will be immersed in water, they can
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amplitudes of the soundfields measured in
two different cars but with a monitored
constant input signal voltagefed tothe Visonik
David. A level difference of 5to 10dB occurred
throughout most of the band from 100Hz
upwards, the plots indicating the significant
effect that acar's volume/upholstery etc can
have on the power required to drive asystem.
A feature that was noted in several of the
cars tested was the upstand of the rear seat
which projects well above the rear parcel shelf
and blocks the loudspeaker's ' line of fire' —
particularly so at high frequencies. In addition,
headrests, which are acommon feature, also
tend to block the path between loudspeaker
and listener.
It is obviously not possibleto drawtoo many
positive conclusions about the soundfield
produced in acar by employing just one make
of loudspeaker. Further tests were therefore
conducted using a built-in system utilising
Bose drivers to see how this performed in
comparison with the Visoniks.
Fig. 7a showsthe results obtained using Bose
1401 drive- units on the rear parcel shelf of the
Alfa Sud. The overall response does have a
considerable similarity to that obtained using
the Visoniks as shown in fig 3 — particularly
the mid frequency hump around 200/250Hz.
The Bose drivers being mounted in a much
larger volume enclosure (
le, the boot) were
able to get down considerably further in terms
of their frequency response than the Visoniks,

exciting another strong resonance around
60Hz.
Hi-fi or stereo sound?
Although the rear parcel shelf is a popular
mounting location ( it's certainly by far the
easiest to use in most cars) many people do
not like to hear sounds being reproduced
behind them, but would prefer instead to hear
predominantly frontal sound, as in aconventional domestic stereo set-up. Certainly in
everyday life we rarely continuously hear
important information signals from behind
us; instead we generally orientate ourselves
to face the sound source, be it a band,
orchestra or aperson speaking. In acar, sounds
can be reproduced in front of a listener by
mounting the loudspeakers either in/on the
door panels or in the dashboard. The latter
approach, although perhaps the better from
an acoustic point of view, is rarely practicable,
leaving the door panels as favourite.
Mounting the drive- units within the door
panel itself is probably the most satisfactory
approach but this is often fraught with hidden
problems to catch the unwary; such as
mounting the drive- units, not to find out until
the next warm day that one can no longer use
the windows, as the loudspeaker is blocking
either the winding mechanism or the recess

on the move...
into which the window used to be wound. An
obvious problem you might think, any fool
could see that would happen, so instead you
take greatcareto mountthe loudspeakers well
away from the window mechanism down in
the corner, well away from everything, that is,
until you come to close the car door, whence
you find that the door stay/retainer bar
retreats into the body of the door — and into
the cone of your newly installed super efficient,
low distortion, waterproofed, temperature
insensitive and veryexpensive loudspeaker! If
you manage not to fall into either of these
traps, then that is probably because the only
hole available is well away from these two
danger zones; however, nine times out of ten
this will turn out to be such that on closing the
door, you find that the loudspeaker fires
directly into the side of your seat!
If, though, you manage to overcome such
trivial problems, then do be warned that you
may no longer be able to carry passengers in
the front seat anymore: well not so much the
passengers themselves, more their legs —
they now get in the way of the carefully

The Bose system in PM's
Alfasud (right). Front
speakers are mounted as far
forward as possible.
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If you should choose Visonik " DAVID" speakers for their accuracy _d
and power handling ... the diminutive size would amaze you.
75,
If you choose them for their size ... the quality will astound you.
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Send for details of the complete Visonik range.
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UHER SALES AND SERVICES LTD.
30 - 31 LYME STREET, LONDON NVV1 OEE. TELEPHONE: 01-485 0943/4

FOR THE BEST
DEAL IN I.C.E.

Constructor Series Speakers

STEREO '82
Dealers & stockists of
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DPIONEER

Cla rion

Have fun, save
money, building
a Kef design
with a
Wilmslow Audio

CS Total' kit.

£110 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. E 5
£103 pr. inc. VAT, pluscarr./ins. 5
CS3 ( B200G/T33A)
£129 pr. in VAT, pluscarr./ins. £ 10
CS5 ( 13200G/BD139B/T33A) £192 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 15
CS7 ( 131398/B110B/733A) £
250 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ I5

Prices: CS1 ( B110B/T27A)

CS1A(B110A/T27A)

F
The firm for Speakers

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
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UHER SHARP
For the very best in England
for:
SALES—SERVICE—
INSTALLATION
*Car Stereos
*Glass Sun Roofs

*Burglar Alarms & Child Seats/
•Air Conditioning
Harness
*Fast reliable repairs service • Electric
*Installations carried out by experts
Windows
Please telephone for advice and aquote ..
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Hampstead Car Stereo Centre Ltd. 264 Streatfield Road, Kenton, Middlesex
01-204 2177
57 Fortress Road, London NW5. 01-267 9224

"CLICKS"?
AL OFFER

No electronic or
woodworking
knowledge
necessary and
the end result is
aprover' topquality design
that you'll be proud of.
Each kit contains all cabinet components, accurately machined for easy
assembly, speaker drive units, crossovers, wadding, grille fabric,
terminals, nuts, bolts, etc
The cabinets can be painted or stained or finished with iron-on veneer or
self adhesive vvoodgrain vynil.
Easy foolproof assembly instructions supplied. Set of constructor leaflets
sent free on receipt of large S.A.E.
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DO YOU SUFFER FROM IRRITATING
SCRATCH NOISES ON YOUR RECORDS?

The Garrard Music Recovery Module eliminates noises heard
when the pick up meets a scratch on the record being played.
The scratch detection circuit in the MRM has been designed to
recognise the whole waveform of the scratch and distinguish it
from the peaks of the recorded music.
Easy to install and operate, runs from mains, and plugs in
between record player ( mag.) and amplifier ( Aux imput).
Due to special and exclusive purchase ( limited stock only), we

can otter this remarkable example of modern chip technology.
SK9 lAS

@ £49 • 95 ‘

1982 Catalogue — £ 1.50 post free

(incl. VAT & p&p.)

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders'

Send cheque/P.O. to:
HEMBROOK RECORDINGS LTD.,
26 QUEEN STREET, MANCHESTER 2.
061-834 2221
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on the move...
Blaupunkt produce asophisticated 3-way
door-mounting system which can be
installed so as to overcome many of the
problems discussed.

positioned drive- units, completely blocking
any mid or HF signals! For the few remaining
souls who have yet to be eliminated, it is
constructive ( well destructive actually) to
examine the signals which you will actually
receive. Fig. 7b shows the response obtained by
mounting two Bose 1401 drive- units in the
front door panels of an Alfà-Sud — a pretty
even response. However, examining the two
signals individually may make you think
again. For example, you will be listening well
off- axis with respect to either of the two driveunits by as much as 70° forthe nearer unit. This
can lead not only to arather ragged frequency
response ( depending on the unit's construction) but also to a poorly balanced one,
with significant differences between the two
channels. Fig. 8shows the responses obtained for the Bose set-up, where the further
loudspeaker's signal is around 5dB up when
compared to the nearer across most of the
upper mid and high frequency band. Such an
imbalance can lead to catastrophic image
instability as it will be highly frequency/program dependent — which Ifound to be the
case.
This is not to say that either this technique
or the Bose unit are at fault, for Ihave heard
similar systems mounted in different cars
work extremelywell, being to my ea rs, at least,
superior and preferable to the generally
resonant and reverberant sound of a rear
mounted system — but Ihave yet to hear a
system that allowed both the driver and front
passenger to hear proper stereo!
But do we really need to? Iwould think that
most of us would be quite happy just to hear a
pleasant sound, for there is no way that by
listening in an environment with 75dB background noise or 115dB levels at 63Hz and
below, we are going to approach anything like
high fidelity. That is not to say, however, that
we are not capable of discerning between a
poor system and agood one; most certainly
we are. ICE systems design has along way to
go yet — but even disregarding the sound
quality the systems really do need to be specifically designed forthe hostile environment of
the car — as have one or two more recent
products •

Fitting an in-car system
needs to be carefully
planned. Above, engineers
wrestle
fit the Bose
booster amp whilst right,
the boot remains the
popular place for speakers.

LEF1

RIGHT&LEF T CHANNEL
RESPONSE. FRONT LS
(BOSE 1401 SYSTEM,
AL FASUD)
RIGHT
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Lend us an ear.
Ye%

We've always insisted that
listening is the only true test, never more
so than with the Linn Ittok LV II
tone arm.
The Ittok was designed to
perform to the same uncompromising standard
as the Sondek LP- 12. It takes up
where the Sondek leaves off, providing a
precise link between the turntable
and cartridge. Use it with any compatible
cartridge, even amodestly priced one,,
and you'll understand why we say it is the
second most important piece of hi-fi
equipment you can buy.
But that's for you to judge.
If you've got the ear to appreciate the Ittok,
it's awork of art.
So sorry, Vince.
-

LINN PRODUCTS LTD.,
Sondek Division, 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SZ. U.K. Tel: 041 -634 0371 ( 10 tines).
Telex: 77301. Ans. Bk. Sondek G. Cables Eurodeck.

CLASSICAL REVIEWS

BEST of the MONTH
Janacek: double-starred Little Vixen
Palestrina: digital Ave Maria mass
Digital Ashkenazy with Rachmaninov 2
Vierne: outstanding Sanger organ
Extravagant Walton: The Bear
Double-starred Hildegard of Bingen
Echoes of aWaterfall: Susan Drake
J. S. BACH: Mass in b ( BWV 232)
Helen Donath / Brigitte Fassbaender/ Claes Ahnsjó /
Robert Holl (bar) / Roland Herrmann (bass) /
Bavarian RSO & Chorus / Jochum
HMV SIS 5215 digital ( 3 recs) ( full price)
Eugen Jochum's sincerity has never been questioned in Bach, and his Christmas Oratorio was for
me a musically and a spiritually uplifting experience. His account of the great Mass is, as Isee it,
more individual and more strongly characterised.
Whereas Klemperer's interpretation might best
have been summarised as ' symphonic', so
Jochum's is ' operatic': not operatic, moreover, in
the manner of baroque opera ( which in many
respects might be appropriately dance- like and
elegant), but rather operatic in terms of more
modern performances of the romantic operatic
repertoire which we know today.
Jochum is assisted in this individual view by a
team of operatically distinguished soloists, excluding Bach's prescribed second soprano, in place of
which two bass soloists are included; loss, rather
than gain, that, for me. The grand choruses that
form the cornerstones of the work sound secure in
intonation, but somewhat undisciplined rhythmically ( the Sanctus starts undecisively, the entries of the
Pleni are mostly a fraction late); each ' Act' ends in
the manner of the traditional operatic tutti. All this
will please and impress some listeners, but for me, it
seems distressingly far from what I
consider to have
been Bach's priorities; even worse is the dramatic
slowing of the concluding vocal and instrumental
bars of the Agnus Dei.
The recording is good, given the operatic perspective, the contrast in techniques between solo and
tutti movements, the large bodies of strings and
singers. Even on this scale, the performers could

61
61
62
64
64
64
65

have been better placed — for clarity — but this is
hardly the fault of the engineers and editors.
Interesting, but not, in my view, defensible in terms
of modern informed criticism. fA:2] Stephen daw

BACH-STOKOWSKI:
Symphonic Transcriptions: Toccata and Fugue in d ( from BWV 565
for organ) O Adagio ( from 564 for organ) El
Fugue in g (from 578 for organ) El Chorale from
Cantata BWV 4 for voices and instruments El
Passacaglia and Fugue (from 582 for organ) O
Komm süsser Tod ( from BWV 478 for voice and
continuo) El Prelude on 'Wir glauben all' an
amen Gott' (from 680 for organ)
Sydney SO / Pikler
Chandos ABR 1055 (£ 5.501 ( Lugton's/H. R. Taylor)
There is agenerous array of transcriptions here, and
although many of them show us more about
Stokowski than they do about Bach, that does not
diminish their interest, even for those who may
mildly disapprove of the maestro's rathersensational treatments.
Robert Pikler obtains a well-disciplined reading
from his orchestra, which sounds extremely professional in this difficult music. However, there is just a
little too much care taken, Ifeel; Stokowski's own
interpretations take risks but succeed in being more
spontaneous: the rhetorical pauses are that little bit
longer, the rapid flourishes that fraction more
impetuous.
The recording, handled initially by the Australian
Broadcasting Commission, is also just alittle lacking
in character and definition, no doubt partly because
it was made in a broadcasting studio with a
far-from- exciting acoustic character. ( 13:1/2]
Stephen Daw

NOTE: In last month's ' Quality Monitor' we attributed the production of Mehta's Verdi Requeim to 'John
Mordler ( once with EMU'. Sorry! John Mordler is still with EMI, and the name we were searching for was:
David Mottley — Ed.

INFORMATION

Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by: C) ( monophonic) or E ( stereo
RECORD RATINGS
transcription).
Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics'
(1) refers to aUK reissue.
findings, but should be noted in conjunction with the
full reports—and taken as aguide only.
RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to
Recording
Performance
recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
A
Very Good
1
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Good
2
Readers may assume that acertain proportion of such
Moderate
3
variable faults will occur among commercial
D
Poor
4
pressings.
Historical
H(
or 1, 2,3,4
H
(pre- LP)

as appropriate)

Occasionally a record may be worthy of special
mention, taking it beyond the 'very good bracket. In
such superlative cases astar is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, B:1*, A*:2 or
(exceptionally) A*:1*.
HiFi News & Record
Review.

RETAIL PRICES
Owing to the large range of discount prices now
available on records, most of the major companies
have abolished a retail price structure. We will
continue to quote retail prices where supplied to us,
but would otherwise refer readers to the box below,
which relates price- range to label prefixes.

RECORD PRICES (
EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; MERCURY; DG; CBS; RCA; ASV; ERATO; ARION: Import Music)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: ' Full' £ 5.50, ' Mid' £ 4.00, ' Low' £ 2.50). Where prices are given with reviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, ASD, EMD, CSD; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG, DSLO, HEAD, AO, AP, EK; 9500, 6500, 6514; 2530, 2531,
2533; 35/36/37/72/73/76000; RL; DCA/ACA; STU, NUM; ARN; Ades
MID PRICE
ESD, SXLP, HQS/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SDD, GOS, GRV, ZK, SOL: 9502; 2542; 6527, SRI; 61000; RL;
ACM/ASW; NKF
LOW PRICE
\SPA, DPA(2), ECS, SA, VIV, OLS; 6570, 6833; 2535, 2538, 2547, 2548; 30000; GL, VICS
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BARTOK: Violin Concerto 2
lona Brown (yin) / Ph//harmonía / Rattle
Argo ZRG 936
Rattle gives arestrained performance of this concerto, emotionally almost too tightly controlled. He is
attentive to detail and careful in his respect for
Bartok's instructions, yet the result is rather colourless. Ions Brown gives the impression of fretting a
little under this restraint. Whenever the score offers
her the opportunity to expand she does so, and the
upshot is a tension between soloist and orchestra
that is not of the composer's making. Comparing
this version with those by Menuhin, Perlman,
Zukerman and Kyung-Wha Chung and their respective conductors — Dorati, Previn, Mehta and Solti —
one misses the sudden outbursts of excitement, of
passion even, which colour their performances. The
recording, made in 1980, adds to the constraint. It is
generally at rather a lower level than is usual with
Decca, and not as well focused. Bartok's score
contains a lot of fine detail frequently lost in
recording — there is as yet no digital version of the
work — and climaxes tend to dissolve into a mush.
In this respect the present recording is variable. The.
harps and lower woodwinds, for instance, can
occasionally be heard quite clearly; so, less frequently, can the celesta and the light percussion,
and not merely because Bartok has isolated them. At
other times when their effect seems more important
they are lost. The spotlight falls very firmly on the
soloist, too firmly for a natural balance, and she
dominates the proceedings. As a player essaying
her first major modern concerto on record Miss
Brown deserved alittle better. [
13:21
Kenneth Dommett
BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto in D, Op. 61
Gidon Kremer (vin) / ASM / Marriner
Philips 6514 075 digital
The conventional flourish, a melancholy march,
drum taps, a withdrawn childlike dance ... drum
beats intensify, and orchestral violins buzz, scream
out. The soloist returns to Beethoven's rondo finale
not with a honeyed trill, but as one exhausted by
obsessive concern with his more complex pattern of
notes: like someone acting out the compulsions of
extreme stress. The first- movement cadenza brings
immediate twentieth-century discordance, makes a
passing reference to the Seventh Allegretto, to
violin concertos by Berg and Bartok. More drum
beats, a bludgeoning crescendo, adistortion of the
Brahms Concerto, further allusion to the anguished
climax of the Berg: similarly the soloist emerges as
one chastened. These searching new cadenzas are
by Alfred Schnittke — the fact is noted on the sleeve
without further elaboration! Kremer also breaks
away from the text at ( ii) 24 ands ( iii) 92, interpolates
a cadenza between Larghetto/Rondo: all three,
legitimate points.
As one becomes familiar with the whole, the way
Kremer's adoption of these extreme cadenzas
permeates everything becomes clearer, especially
with Marriner's recent Argo disc ( ZRG929) to
compare. There the orchestral introduction, for
example, is more relaxed, spacious, and lyrical. On
Philips the playing is tauter, more refined, as befits
the partnership with so highly- strung a soloist.
Kremer's concern for the music leads to the odd
extraneous noise, to less than immaculate ensemble with the Academy in the slow movement. But
this is surely his most persuasive record yet. Ihave
found Beethoven-Schnittke enormously stimulating; of course it is ' impossible', as ltzhak Perlman
has said. Philips' digital sound is excellent: pervaded, however, by hum in quiet or solo sections.
EA:11
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 4 in G O Piano
Concerto 5 in Eb El Piano Sonata 30 in E LI Piano
Sonata 32 in c
Artur Schnabel (pno) / CSO / Stock
RCA GM 43368 C) (
3 recs) ( mid price)
All four works were recorded in the June and July of
1942 when Schnabel was 60 — the two Sonatas in
RCA's New York Studio and the two Concertos in
Orchestra Hall, Chicago. All show the seriousness
with which Schnabel approached one of his
'chosen' composers— his repertoire became notoriously selective, not to say exclusive. The Fourth
Concerto is truly magnificent right from the opening
solo piano statement — one of the most sensitive I
have heard; and the second movement orchestra/
solo interchange is monumentally profound and
evidences the rapport which Schnabel established
with orchestral players. The bravura of the Emperor
is also tempered with a gravity which does not
detract from Schnabel's big approach.
The E major Op. 109 has some vagaries, though,
59

the first movement hesitates and rushes headlong
by turns and the beautifully played statement of the
last movement theme is very slow indeed, to be
followed by an astonishingly slow first variation.
The Op. 111 is impressive by any standard and the
Finale is superb. •
The transfer by RCA has been done generally well.
The studio recorded Sonatas are quite clear with a
reaonably good tonal range and quiet surfaces.
They are also free from the pitch variations which
affected some recently reissued Schnabel on EMI.
Sadly, the same cannot be said of the opening of the
Fourth Concerto, which is so badly affected that I
thought our cat had sat on the turntable. Balance
between soloist and orchestra in both concertos is
good and there were few recurrences of that
obtrusive wobble.[H:1*/2]
Roger Bowen
BEETHOVEN: 7 Bagatelles, Op. 33 O Rondo a
Capriccio, Op. 129
15 Variations in Eb, Op. 35
'Eroica'
Rondo in C Op. 51 D Für Elise D 11
Bagatelles, Op. 119 CI Fantasia in g, Op. 77 El
Rondo in A, VtIo049 0 6 Bagatelles, Op. 126
Minuet in Eh, Wo082 3.33 Variations on aWaltz
by Diabelli, Op. 120
Artur Schnabel (ono)
HMV RLS 769
(
3 recs) ( mid price)
It has been an exciting ( not to say fairly costly) time
lately for Schnabel addicts: the Beethoven piano
sonata cycle was completed with the appearance of
Vol. 4 in HMV's Beethoven Piano Works ( FILS 758),
and Schnabel's 1942 Fourth Piano Concerto and
others appear above. This Vol 5selection is chosen
from recordings made in 1938 and 1939, with the
exception of the 1932-3 Op. 51 Rondo and Für Elise,
and, as can be seen, it contains some of the biggest
of Beethoven's ' non-sonata' piano works — the
Dia belli and Eroica Variations — as well as the bon
bouche. Schnabel's Diabelli opening is surprisingly
skittish — he throws it off almost dismissively, and
there could be no greater contrast to the approach of
someone like Rosen who treats the theme with
almost ponderous intensity. There is also acertain
simplicity to the Eroica theme — but what glorious
playing follows! But for me the highlight of the set is
the reading of the Op. 126 Bagatelles — here we
really see the flowering of expression from the
simplest of means.
The overall quality of the transfer is again of a
commendably high standard, although occasional
surface noise has infiltrated more than in previous
volumes, and the pitch is again very occasionally
unsteady: but this is asmall price to pay for having
such performances. [
H:H]
Roger Bovven
BERLIOZ: ' Beatrice and Benedict' — opéracomique in two acts
Minton / Domingo / Cotrubas / Denise / So ver /
Fischer-Dieskau / Macurdy / Paris Choir & Orch /
Barenboim
DG 2707 130(2 recs) (full price)
The 1979 Philips/Davis recording of this late but light
Berlioz work was slightly disappointing in that it
failed to replicate the finely pointed enthusiasm
captured on Davis' 1963 version ( SOL 256-7, still
available). By including the dialogue, the later Davis
wae, nevertheless more complete; but opéracomigue without benefit of stage histrionics is
inclined to sound artificial, and Iwas not convinced
that the spoken passages aided enjoyment despite
Philips' carefully contrived continuity between
speaking and singing roles. The producers of this
Barenboim recording presumably think likewise,
but instead of simply omitting the chatter and
providing appropriate linking notes in the libretto,
they have recorded a separate narration which
obtrudes at every point where there would be
dialogue, and also before the start of each Act —
with disastrous effect. Every so often one's pleasure
is interrupted by amawkish delivery — in the most
unctuous possible French manner — of texts which
are in any case printed in the booklet. It is quite
infuriating, especially as one can't easily skip these
intrusions since they are not banded. Hector Berlioz
himself would surely have raged and stormed at this
distortion of his art— for that is what it is, an attempt
to present something that is entirely extraneous to
the work as if it were part of the original.
It is clear that I
would not recommend this issue to
anyone, but fairness demands aword or so on other
aspects. Sound is fairly good — clean and clear on
voices but with asomewhat distanced and undynamic orchestral contribution compared with the
Philips— while the performance has the Barenboim
imprint of liveliness interspersed with atendency to
linger, within aslightly cautious overall framework. I
found the important Hero/Ursula duo in Act 1rather
60

cool, although their Act II trio with Beatrice made up
for this, while Yvonne Minton as Beatrice is superb
throughout and Fischer-Dieskau is also pleasing in
his small part as Somarone. 113: 1/2 (4 for production)]
John Crabbe
BRAHMS: Haydn Variations, Op see I
SCHOENBERG: Variations, Op. 31**
CSO /So/ti
Decca SXL7004 " C) ** new to UK
The 'quantum leap' (
sic) provided by the development of the Linn LP12/Ittok/Asak was surely that
densely scored modern music on records suddenly
became exciting and accessible. For instance, since
1969 Ihave had a largely unplayed copy of the
LAPO/Mehta Schoenberg, which now emerges
from my much enjoyed comparisons as essentially
preferable to this 1974 Medinah Temple production.
Further, Ibelieve it reproduces the scale of this part
chamber-scored, part massive orchestral work
rather better than the Karajan/DG — where the
Berlin players were regrouped as recording progressed, to 'optimise' textures. The LAPO winds'
flutter-tonguing is certainly less impressionistic
than under Solti, who overlays the Variations with
emotional tensions perhaps not required by the
composer. And some of the slow music is attenuated, uncertain in feeling, where the youthful Mehta
consistently leads the ear on: not with fast speeds,
for rather it is the Chicago version that relies on fast
tempi for virtuoso brilliance.
In 1979 I
described the Brahms as 'dim', reviewing
it as filler to the German Requiem. In fact the Decca
(New Malden) pressing was marginally sharper in
outlines than this Polygram replacement, and both
transfers are fully acceptable. Solti's conducting has
a characteristic breathless drive, yet at the same
time he conveys his warmth towards the score. Sir
Georg smiles encouragement from the sleeve of this
recoupling. (
A:1/21
Christopher Breunig
FRANCK: Les Béatitudes
Monteil, Chantal (sops)/ Couderc, Kérys (m-sops) /
Joly (con) / Huylbrock, Brazzi (tens) / Jon quieres,
Maurin (bars) / Marret, Depraz (basses) / Elisabeth
Brasseur Ch. / Petits Chanteurs de Chaillot / O.
Académie Symphonique de Paris / Allain
Schwann AMS 4504/5 (
2recs) (£8.95) (TOL)
There is something of Psyché in the lyrical fervour of
Béatitudes (
notwithstanding the different worlds of
inspiration), written during that last, richly productive decade of Franck's life. He worked long and hard
at these settings, producing opulent textures, characteristically chromatic harmony, and, it must be
said, a certain sameness of feeling. Nevertheless,
the work marks a considerable advance over
Rédemption, written at much the same time; gone is
the Gounodlike squareness of rhythm, and Franck's
religious feeling is unquestionably sincere. The real
trouble lies with the very beauty of texture. Franck,
the benevolent Pater Seraphicus, seemed only
occasionally capable of expressing the darkest sides
of evil contained in these settings; what usually
happens at such points is that the Tristanesque
harmony gives way to conventional, rather Italianate banality. The descents, says Martin Cooper in his
book on French Music, sink ' not into Hell, but into
the darker purlieus of Opéra'.
The recording is not new (the labels give 1963 as
the year of publication), and, truth to tell, it sounds
its age. There is some compression at climaxes, tape
drop-outs and audible edits are frequent occurences, and there is considerable distance between
the soloists ( up-front) and the remainder of the
forces, warmly recorded. The orchestral playing,
sometimes tentative, calls for adegree of tolerance
(the conducting, too, occasionaly seems sluggish),
and the soloists are undistinguished. Still, there is
some essential Franck here (the orchestral opening
of the 4th Béatitude — '
Blessed are they which do
hunger and thirst after righteousness' sets conflict
and serenity side by side to haunting effect) and it is
good to have the work available. The absence of
English notes and texts is apity, though. [
C:2/3]
Andrew Keener
GRIEG: Symphonic Dances, op. 64 O Old
Norwegian Romance with Variations, Op. 51
BSO / Berglund
HMV ASD 4170 digital
One of Grieg's most popular and, compositionally,
successful works, benefiting from delightful orchestration, is the Symphonic Dances, Op. 64. The Op. 51
'Variations on an Old Norwegian Romance' is a
comparatively little known work, certainly not so
frequently recorded as Op. 64, yet this is a very
attractive set of variations that has certain similarities with Dvorak's Symphonic Variations, though it

may not be in the same league as that work and
certainly demands asimilar degree of finesse from
the orchestral players to bring it off. The Bournemouth SO under Berglund would seem an ideal
orchestra to make acoupling of these two pieces.
Although these are deeply felt interpretations that
inspire fine and poignant phrasing, especially from
the woodwind, ensemble and tuning are occasionally alittle sloppy. In the string section this prevents
the full warmth cd its tone from coming through, and
in the Symphonic Dances the oboe soloist sometimes maintains adoleful tone-quality by dropping
fractionally below pitch. The ensemble problems
are highlighted in the, technically, more difficult Op.
51, though the orchestra is able to realise the
cumulative effect of the structure well.
EMI have given the orchestra awarm recording
that accurately captures both the qualities and
deficiencies of the performance. There is a slight
veiling of the sound that is, of course, most
noticeable when the orchestration is at its fullest,
but this does not restrict enjoyment of the works.
[A:2]
Doug Hammond
HANDEL: Motet ' Sileti venti' CI Cantata ' Cecilia, volgi un sguardo'
Jennifer Smith (sop) / John Elwes (ten) / English
Concert / Pinnock
DG 'Archly' 2534 004 digital
Of the two works on this attractive issue, the solo
motet 'Sileti venti' ( believed to have been written for
Handel's visit to Venice in 1729) is not unfamiliar,
thanks in part to the recordings by Ameling and
Lukomska. But the cantata ( performed at the King's
Theatre in February 1736) is acomparative rarity —
anda delight. The tenor has apair of recitatives and
arias, and it seems that the soprano will follow the
same pattern — until the tenor repeats her entry to
turn her second solo into acharming final duet. In
both works the performances are fresh and perceptive, with crisp rhythmic definition, affecting orchestral playing, alert continuo. The singers give much
pleasure through their stylish and well controlled
ornamentation, and Jennifer Smith shows fine
breath-control in her long runs. The digital recording is well balanced, with the orchestra cleartextured (and the winds enjoying just the right
prominence in the motet); the voices are well
captured, though in the duet of ' Cecilia', and
fleetingly earlier, Ithought the microphone placing
was too close. Ihope this will be the first of many
Handel issues from this source. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: The 'London' Symphonies
Concertgebouw/ Davis
Philips 6725 010 (
6 recs) ( special price) some C)
Colin Davis and the Concertgebouw have been
progressing steadily through late Haydn symphonies for some years now — the earliest of these
recordings, that of 99, dates from 1976. New are 93
and 94, the only two in digital sound, and 96. The
technical quality is absolutely first-rate, and comparison of the newer and the older reveals only
shades of excellence: silent surfaces throughout,
keen balance of detail and tuft/ textures, unfailingly
fresh and lifelike sound. The first two of the set have
that much more bloom and atmosphere, though a
slight coarsening of quality in the finale of 93 came
as a minor disappointment. Davis gets to the very
heart of these magnificent symphonies, finding apt
tempos and just the right blend of sobriety and
spirit. The occasional chamber-music scoring is not
taken as an invitation for indulgence, just as the full
orchestral outbursts are joyous or threatening, but
keep to late 18th century proportions. The orchestral
playing is a delight, with beautifully focused wind
detail standing out from the string textures in the
most natural way. Warmly recommended. IA:1*/
1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Cello Concerto in C, Hob. VIlb:1 D
Cello Concerto in D, Hob. VIlb:2
Paul Tortelier (vIc)/ Wurttemberg CO / Faerber
HMV ASD 4157
Despite the understandable popularity of both
Haydn's Cello Concertos, the record companies
were slow to couple them on one disc. Fine
performances of the two together by Rostropovich
and Yo Yo Ma are currently available, and the choice
is now widened with Tortelier's new recording. His
1970 account of the C major work is still available
(with aCPE Bach concerto: on Unicorn), but the new
issue has distinct advantages, in addition to the new
coupling. He plays both works with warmth, commitment, shining tone; and Faerber and his Württemberg CO accompany deftly and with impressive
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command. The recording ( made in the Kreuzkirche
at Heilbronn last July) is of fine quality: well
balanced, with the cellist given just the right
prominence but no artificial highlighting, spacious,
troublefree. Ido wish Tortelier were content to
provide modest cadenzas such as Haydn would
have expected; but Irealise the temptation for a
modern virtuoso to gloss the concertos from a
present-day viewpoint. Very enjoyable performances, then, with Tortelier's cantilena in the Adagio
of the Cmajor agood example of his artistry. [A:11
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Octet in A, Hob. X:6 El Octet in p, Hob.
X:2 ID Octet in G, Hob. X:5
Munich Baryton Trio / Jan Schroeder and Gottfried
Langenstein (hms) / Werner Grobholz and Günter
Klein (vins) / Bernhard Mahne (violone)
DG 'Archie 2533 465
A welcome addition to the growing discography of
Haydn's music for the baryton is this very fine
recording of three of the six Divertimenti aotto voci
of 1775, written right at the end of the series of works
ordered for his master's delectation. The addition of
the pair of horns and the expansion to five string
instruments in addition to the baryton make for
superb variety, but it cannot be denied that the
individual voice of the baryton tends to be lost in the
thicker textures. Nothing else is loss — the music is
warm, melodious, at times profound (for instance
the opening Adagio of the G major work). And the
performances are highly accomplished, with dazzling natural horn playing in the finale of the Dmajor
work, to cite just one instance. These are truly
fascinating compositions — as anyone will recall
who heard the old Harnoncourt performance of the
other A major piece from the set, No. 3. We must
hope that the same performers will shortly give us
the other three octets. Silent surfaces, carefully
balanced textures and just the right feeling of space
make the technical aspect as pleasing as the musical
one. [A:11
Peter Branscombe
JANACEK: 'The Cunning Little Vixen'
Magdalena Hajossyova / Gabriela Benackove
Capova / Richard Novak / Miroslav Frydelwicz /
Karel Prusa / etc / Kühn's Children's Chorus, Czech
Philharmonic Chorus and Orch / Neumann
Supraphon 1116 3471-2 (2 recs) (£7.50) (
Lugton's/H. R. Taylor)
When in Prague last year I
was privileged to be given
advance auditions of parts of three new Janacek
opera recordings by Supraphon and was greatly
impressed by them. This was one; the others —
Neumann's From the House of the Dead and Jilek's
Mr Broucek — have yet to be released. Iremember
saying that if the transfers to disc retained the
quality of the original tapes Ifelt sure Supraphon
would have asuccess with them all. It so happens
that Decca have pre-empted the position alittle by
releasing Mackerras' splendid digital version of the
Vixen (
5/82), but if you have not yet committed
yourself to that set it would be as well to sample this
one too. It is equally well sung by the native Czech
cast, in which the redoubtable Richard Novak
features, as he does in the Decca set; and
Neumann's direction is as sensitive, supple and
sensuous as that of Mackerras. He draws some
lovely sounds from the Czech Philharmonic, which
may not be such avirtuoso orchestra as the VP0 but
is a powerful advocate of its own national music.
This is an opera with a large cast which it is
impossible to itemise, but the newcomer, Magdalena Hajossyova, in the title role, and BenackovaCapova as her foxy mate, are most impressive, as
are the three chief male roles, Novak's Gamekeeper
(or Forester), Frydlewicz's Schoolmaster, and Prusa's Parson, all splendidly characterised. The recording, though analogue, does fairly represent the
vividness and colour of Janacek's orchestration,
and is full of richness and depth. Ihope the trace of
rumble and surface crackle on side 3is not typical.
[A*:1*1
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Symphonies Vol. 1 ( K.16, 19, 19a,
22, 32, 73m/97, 73n/95, 731/81, 74, 74a/87,
73q/84, 112, 111a/111-120, 111b/96)
AAM / Schroder / Hogwood
OiseauLyre D167D (3 recs) (full price)
The academic assumptions which give rise to these
specific performances have been discussed in
reviews of other albums in this series, and there is
little point in going over them again. What is worth
saying is that the air of doctrinaire addiction to a
theory that seemed at one stage to be getting in the
way of the music has now largely disappeared,
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though the practice of religiously observing every
repeat still occasionally gives an impression of
trying to inflate bubbles into balloons. The practice
of sweeping up every overture to Mozart's early
stage works and presenting them as symphonies
also strikes me as abit of special pleading— in some
cases Mozart certainly added movements later and
had the pieces performed as symphonies, but in
other cases — the four movements knitted together
from Galimathias musicum (
K32) is one — the claim
seems a little tenuous. Whatever the scholastic
reasoning, we are presented with alot of attractive
music which, in this album, covers the composer's
earliest attempts at symphonic writing. Included is
the recently discovered London symphony in F,
K19a.
The recording maintains the improvement in
matters of balance and colour noticed in the two
previous issues. The harpsichord continuo remains
elusive, however: sometimes it can be clearly heard,
at other times not at all, but the general sharpness of
outline and increased depth of focus give these
performances aliveliness absent from some of the
earlier, more earnest ones. IA:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Overtures
ASM / Marriner
HMV ASD 4101 digital
Eight of the nine overtures here are to the operas
from idomeneo to Die Zauberfleite, the remaining
one being the three- movement sinfonia to Lucio
Silla. In short, the standard set. The performances
too might be described as standard, for the
Academy that is, which means that they are all of
high quality. Over the years Marriner seems to have
tempered his earlier taste for high speeds but he still
manages to imbue the music with electricity though
the charge is now more sensitively controlled.
Listening to Figaro and the extraordinarily powerful
overture Mozart wrote the Der Schauspieldirektor,
one experiences something of the effervescence
Kleiber brought to the former, while the sonority of
Idomeneo and Don Giovanni underlines the seriousness of the music without overburdening it.
Zauberflâte seems lightweight by contrast, but the
balance between Earth and Heaven is nicely struck.
Listening to the collection reawakens hope that one
day Marriner will essay acomplete opera recording
— perhaps Figaro? The sound is not quite as
electrifying as the music, and on Side 1 initially
strikes one as somewhat muted. A slightly higher
than usual volume level corrected that. IA:11
Kenneth Dommett
PALESTRINA: Mass in 6 Parts 'Ave Maria'
Choir of King's College Cambridge / Ledger
HMV ADS 3955 digital
The Mass in 6Parts 'Ave Maria'dates from 1596 and
so from the last phase of Palestrina's life, when he
was director of the Julian Chapel in St. Peter's. The
vast majority of his one hundred and five masses
were written after his final appointment and the
Mass represents the form at which Palestrina
excelled. His Masses use all the standard techniques: parody, paraphrase and the more out-moded
cantus-firmus, as well as those consisting of canons
or freely composed. This Ave Maria a 6 — written
two years after the 4 part Ave Maria — uses the
archaic cantus-firmus principle, in which the original plainsong recurs throughout the Mass. The
plainsong thus acts as asignal referential feature on
a textural as well as a melodic level, for the
polyphonic sections of the Mass are interspersed
with single line, tenor register, declamation of the
plainsong melody. King's make much of this variety
of mood and scoring and the performance is up to
their normal immaculate standard, with of course
that distinctive sound, so well suited to Renaissance
sacred music.
Naturally, there is an ample resonance on this
digitally encoded recording — anything less than a
full ' liturgical' setting would just not do, and the
placing emphasises the choir/body of the church
siting. There is, though, clarity too, particularly of
the trebles, whose upper notes really get the air
vibrating. [11:1*1
Roger Bowen
PROKOFIEV: Piano Concerto 3 / TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto 1
Terence Judd / Moscow PO / Lazarev
Chandos ABR 1054 (£5.50) ( Lugton's/H. R. Taylor)
Clearly the sound is of secondary consideration
here, but Ihad better make that clear from the start
since the quality of these live recordings is rather
more limited than some one might have heard from
comparable or earlier vintage. The orchestral con-

tributions are thin indeed — more damagingly so in
the Prokofiev where instrumental colour is woefully
emasculated. Happily, though, the keyboard sound,
well to the fore, has been sturdily preserved — and
that's what really matters.
Recorded literally back to back at the 1978
Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow (and that in
itself gives one some measure of Terence Judd's
astonishing stamina), these exhilarating performances — intended, of course, to complement
Chandos' recent 3-disc tribute to this remarkable
young British pianist who died so tragically in 1979
at the age of only 22 — come as a yet further
reminder of just how extraordinary a talent Judd
was. The Prokofiev is particularly exciting, his
commanding technique comfortably accommodating such passages as those fiendish toccata-style
figurations in the first movement or the brilliant
cascading runs in the closing pages of the work.
Breathtaking. But more remarkable still than the
sheer physical virtuosity of these performances is
their maturity: the assurance, the expansiveness of
the phrasing, the inward sensitivity of the lyrical
music. Just listen, for instance, to the way Judd
handles the extensive elaboration of the Finale's
second subject.
Given such control, such poise and imagination at
the age of only 21, the mind reels at the thought of
what he might have gone on to achieve had he lived
longer. [C/D: 1]
Edward Seckerson
PURCELL: 'The Fairy Queen'
Eiddwen Harry (sop) / Judith Nelson (sop) / Elizabeth Pr/day (sop) / Jennifer Smith (sop)/ Timothy
Penrose (c-ten)/ Ashley Stafford (c-ten) / Wynford
Evans (ten) / Martyn Hill (ten) / Stephen Varcoe
(bass) / David Thomas (bass) / The Monteverdi
Choir/ The English Baroque Soloists/Eliot Gardiner
DG 2742 001 digital (3 recs) (full price)
It is now a decade since Britten's version of The
Fairy Queen, with Pears, Vyvyan, Bowman and ECO,
appeared on Decca SET 499-500. That concert
version unashamedly rearranged the sequence of
Purcell's music to make asatisfying 'concert-shape',
whereas Eliot Gardiner's edition keeps much closer
to the original scheme of acts and contains some
music excluded by Britten. The two versions clqarly
start from very different premises and it is thud not
surprising that the impact of each is so different. The
Symphony to Oberon's Birthday, with its tympani
and brass fanfares, is amongst the most majestically
arresting music in the semi-opera — Britten begins
with it, and it serves as a stunning opening; Eliot
Gardiner leaves it as the prelude to Act 4, where its
full emotional weight strikes one afresh. The Act 4
sequence of solos from Phoebus and the seasons
personified points signal differences too, for not
only does the instrumental support of the 'authencally' voiced English Baroque Soloists contrast
markedly with the heavier, lusher, rhythmically less
buoyant ECO, but the soloists themselves treat their
material differently: brisker in tempo and thinner in
texture.
The digital recording is far better staged than
Britten on Decca and the balance between instruments is far superior (
cf. Britten's over-obtrusive
harpsichord), and the instrumental sections taken
alone would merit a star rating, but there is
something just less than perfect about the overall
focusing of chorus, soloists and orchestra. (There is
also anasty patch at the end of side 4.) fA/A*:1*/
1]
Roger Bowen
PURCELL: Ten Sonatas in Four Parts
Catherine Mackintosh, Monica Huggett (vins) /
Christophe Coin (bss vol) / Christopher Hogwood
(chr-org, spnt)
OiseauLyre OSLO 601
Inevitably, this is something of a specialist issue:
perhaps few general listeners would wish to hear
ten sonatas of this kind at asitting, but the music is
so fine that anyone could well wish to have it
available, to return to in areflective moment in order
to savour pure music. The sheer output of Purcell
during his short life is amazing in itself; what is even
more so is the quality of nearly all of it — the quality
exemplified here, with its endless variety and
originality. As always, Christopher Hogwood's
notes are deeply scholarly, and aid exploration; and
this is music which calls for exploration, as it will not
yield its treasures to casual hearing.
Again, as always, Hogwood's direction ensures
that the performance is impeccable, and represents
the latest research into performing techniques of the
period, and we get the sound of original instruments. These are recorded in characteristic Florileglum style: unexaggerated, clear, well-separated,
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somewhat small-scale; precisely, in a word, as it
should be — diverting attention from amachine to
the making of music in the seventeenth century. And
what fine music it is! IA:1]
Peter Turner
RACHMANINOV: Symphony 2 in e, op. 27
Concertgebouw / Ashkenazy
Decca SXDL7583 digital
Since the first uncut recording under Kletzki there
have been several irresistible versions of Rach ma ninov's Second: from Weller, Ling Tung, de Waart,
Temirkanov (sadly deleted). None of these —
fortunately — echoes Sanderling's extraordinarily
lugubrious finale, on aonce admired Leningrad/DG.
At mid price Iwould still opt for Previn's earlier RCA
disc, notwithstanding minor cuts, rather than the
'Jubilee'. Whilst André Previn's EMI remake ( complete) still takes price of place, Ashkenazy's both
surpassed yet fell marginally below my high expectations.
A noisy Side 1attests to the frequency with which I
have played the HMV slow movement (Jack Brymer
clarinettist). The Concertgebouw soloist plays with
musicianly refinement, but without the 'liquid'
sensuousness of line to be found in either LSO, the
Philharmonia, or LPO recordings. Almost alone
amongst recording conductors, Ashkenazy starts
the Adagio with asurge of urgency: in great contrast
to Weller, who tends to ' Brucknerise' this movement. Ashkenazy proves more persuasive in its
second section, where the music is more introspective and troubled, than in the &St rapturous part,
though there the summarising climax is beautifully
judged. Brilliantly played, movements ( ii) and ( iv)
bring no special revelations — the placing of the
conductor's rostrum promptings in the scherzo is
anomalous with perspectives set by close balances
there — but the opening movement brings inspired
concentration, the dark watery atmospheres of Op.
29 Isle of the Dead conjured up: this is reflected in
the rating.
The sound is very different from, say, the comparably scored Tchaikovsky Fourth, Haitink/Philips:
the Decca team have made cunning use of the
spacious Concertgebouw acoustic, at the same time
exploiting spotlighting of instrumental entries.
Occasionally one experiences the characteristic
digital flatness, or digital glare, so mostly A — but,
again in that outstanding first movement, there are
some stunning sounds. You might say more ' Kingsway' than the older Weller, in effect. One last
observation: how curious that phrase towards the
end of the scherzo, which could have been lifted
straight out of Mahler 1.1/4/Air:1*/1]
Christopher Breunig
RODRIGO: Concierto de Aranjuez - A la Busca
del Mas alla 0 Zarabanda Lejanay yVillancico
Alfonso Moreno (gtr) / LSO / Batiz
HMV ASD 4159 digital
Yet another Aranjuez to challenge the formidable
competition. To my mind, Moreno does not quite do
it: despite some very nice touches in the slow
movement, this is, by and large, a rather ordinary
version, and the direction does not rescue it. The
other two, purely orchestral, pieces are, however,
very welcome. The ' distant sarabande' was Rodrigo's first work for the guitar ( 1926) which he later
orchestrated; and added a villancico, which here
seems to be used in the modern sense of Christmas
carol: you can make up suitable words as you listen.
The 'search for the beyond', on the other hand, dates
from 1976. Don't be put off by the pretentious title:
the music isn't. Neither is aprofound work, but both
are very well worth having and hearing, not least
because they display Rodrigo's mastery of orchestration and tone-colour to a high degree.
Despite a sinister sleeve- note reference to balance, the recording is avery nice.cene. The sound is
open and airy, with excellent clarity and detail, with
the soloist audible but never exaggerated. Dynamic
and frequency- range are both wide; and if the word
'digital' were not prominently displayed, Idoubt if
anybody would guess. IA:2/1]
Peter Tumor
ROSSINI: Stabat Mater
Catherine Malfitano (sop) / Agnes Baltsa (sop) /
Robert Gambill (ten) / Gwynne Howell (bass) /
Maggio Musicale Florentino Orch & Chorus / Muti
HMV ASO 4256 digital
The Sala dei Cinquecento in Florence's Palazzo
Vecchio is an exceptionally impressive setting for
Rossini's Stabat Mater both visually and acoustically. Muti uses the long decay of this large auditorium
both to set his tempi and to pace the dramatic effect
of this impassioned work. While his interpretation
does not plumb the depths of understanding, it does
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secure afine, standard, safe performance that never
lacks interest. Of the soloists, the tenor Robert
Gambill is the least suited in tonal quality to the
ltalianate side of the vocal writing, but his tuning is
secure and he blends splendidly in the soloists'
ensembles, displaying an innate feel for balance.
The clear-edged chorus is especially telling in its
effect and it is only the orchestra that seems to
underplay the stark contrasts that the work demands for maximum impact. The recording is
intriguing: agood deal of the muddiness and limited
height of the sound must be attributed to the hall
and be accepted as part of its strong character; the
stereo definition is superb, with the exact position of
each component of the performing body very easily
identified, and the presence of the soloists is telling,
if not overstressed by the acoustic. The strings are,
on occasions, edgy and although the dynamic range
of the recording is not particularly outstanding, the
loudest passages do stretch the veracity of the
reproduction to its limit. The blazing trumpets of
Inflammatus et accensus are splendidly lifelike,
though. Overall, a disc that can be lived with.
IA:1/1*1
Doug Hammond
ROSSINI: Stabat Mater
Katia Ricciarelli (sop)/ Lucia Valentini Terrani (sop)/
Dalmacio Gonzalez (ten)/ Ruggero Raimondi (bass)
/Philharmonia Orch & Chorus / Giulini
DG 2532 046 digital
Comparing this version to the EMI disc above,
certain very clear points emerge. Firstly, Giulini has
set his sights at amuch more profound view of the
work than Muti, and from the purely interpretative
stance he has achieved this. Secondly, both the
players of the Philharmonia and their conductor
have attained at the same time amore stark contrast
between the elements of drama and repose in the
work (the absorbing stillness of the opening of Fac
et portem, for example, is magnificent) and agreater
degree of refinement and shaping of the musical
material. Despite this the recording is let down by
serious deficiencies. All the soloists have tuning
difficulties and, as the Philharmonia chorus (which,
incidentally, is used a cappella in Quando corpus
morietur instead of the soloists alone) also encounters similar problems, Isuspect that the acoustic of
the set-up used for the recording has distorted the
vocalists' pitch sensibility: the Spanish tenor Dalmacio Gonzalez preduces a fine ltalianate sound,
but forces the tone in his bottom register to give an
impression of sharpness; Ruggero Raimondi in Ela,
mater, Ions amoris is badly off-pitch and has
obvious ensemble problems; Katie Ricciarelli's
occasional wide vibrato suggests an attempt to
combat these strange effects. The DG sound is
thicker, more blended than that from EMI, with
unclear textures in loud passages (where distortion
sets in) and a less interesting balance between.
chorus and orchestra. The soloists have more
presence and the dynamic range is much more
extended than on the EMI disc but there is also some
sheen added to the upper string sound. Ihope
end-of-side distortion will be peculiar to my test
pressing. Not, I'm afraid, recommendable. 18/
C:1*17.13]
Doug Hammond
ROSSINI-BRITTEN: Soirées Musicales O Matinées Musicales / ROSSI NI- RESPIG HI: La Boutique fantasque
NPO / Bonynge
Decca SXDL 7539 digital
Respighi's view of Rossini comes off best on this
disc. The National Philharmonic are able to summon
up much more zest for La Boutique fantasque than
they can muster for the two Britten suites, despite
the quality of arrangement and orchestration in the
latter works. In none of the three performances does
the finesse of their playing achieve great heights but
in the Respighi arrangements the players do offer
lively attack and afull-bodied rumbustiousness that
savours well of the theatre pit and gives an
atmospheric, balletic view of the work. Ensemble
here, especially from the strings, is not always
spot-on but Richard Bonynge keeps steady, wellchosen tempi and extracts much of the goodhumour from the score. The Britten works less well
because it requires obvious virtuosic solo playing,
and much more careful articulation and balancing,
to achieve its effect; without those elements the
music sounds, lifeless.
Decca's recording matches the warmth and clarity
of the orchestral sound, with good pinpointing of
most details and avery easy-on-the-ear naturalness
to the ambience. The coupling of these three works
seems a good idea and Iwould look forward to a
new box set of Rossini arranged for the ballet, if that

were under consideration by one of the record
companies. [
ACJ31
Doug Hammond
SCHUBERT: Symphony 5 in Bk, D485 j Symphony 8 in b, D759 ' Unfinished'
VP0 / Böhm
DG 2531 373 *e) 1980
The late Karl Beihm's coupling of the 5th and 8th
symphonies with the BPO MO 139 162) has been
around since 1967 and has always been considered
a standard version of these works. Ihave always
used his performance of the 5th, in particular, as a
model of timing and tempo in live comparative
reviews, even if Bitihm's sober and correct readings
do not have as much life as others— Beecham's, for
example. It was, however, aperformance that won
its way by sticking close to Schubert and by a
general lightness of touch and clarity of texture. The
later recording of the 5th here with the Vienna
Philharmonic ( previously coupled with Schumann's
4th on DG 2531 279) reflects the rather solemn
conductor that Bohm became in his later years. This
is aless agile, less carefree performance. The slow
movement is at amore measured pace and deeply
serious. The performance of the Unfinished is taken
from alive concert and it lacks the exposition repeat.
There is little or no intrusion from the location.
Again it is a tense, rather measured performance
which, however, has aremarkable compactness and
tautness about it. Both recordings are of an acceptable and clear quality without being remarkable.
This is very much an additional record for the Böhm
and Schubert collector. If only one version is wanted
then Iwould still recommend the early Berlin
performances. [
A:1/21
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Der Hirt auf dam Felsen, 0965 O
Auf dom Strom, D943 O Vier ltalianischen
Lieder, D688: 1-4 0 Gott im Frühling, D448 O
Die Sommernacht, D289b 0 Herbst, D945 0
Der Winterabend, 0938
Elly Ameling (sop) / Irwin Gage (pno)
CBS 76976
The freshness of Elly Ameling's voice and approach
is always appealing in Schubert and is totally
recommended to those who like the lyrical side of
the composer emphasised rather than the dramatic.
As the unusual late Shepherd on the rock will
probably be the main reason for buying this disc it
can be said that this is a charming, flowing
performance with voice and clarinet interacting well
and it could hardly be bettered for agood straightforward interpretation of the work. Auf dem Strom,
in which Schubert attempted the same sort of thing
with the horn, has always been less attractive and
more difficult to bring off, partly because horn and
voice do not mingle so well. But again it is well done;
and the same can be said of the rare Italian settings
(done as an exercise) and the other four items. This
is fine and sympathetic Schubert singing. Gage is
good but suffers, at least in my mind, by comparison
with Moore. But who doesn't? He accompanies well
but does not add to the proceedings. The recording
is pleasantly clear and spacious. [
A:11
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: String Quartet in Eb, D 87 0 String
Quartet in E. D 353
Allegri Quartet
Argo ZK 95
This is the fourth record to appear -in the Allegri
Schubert series. It couples the familiar Eflat Quartet,
begun in November 1813, with the E major one of
1816 which is at present only available here in the
Melos Quarters complete set. As John Reed points
out in his sleevenote, the works are linked together
by the mere chance that Joseph Czerny had the
manuscripts of both, and published them as Op. 125
nos 1and 2in 1840. The earlier of them is already
highly skilful, very much in the strain of schubert's
great Viennese predecessors. It is quite abig work,
especially when as here played with all the repeats
— as is the case, Iam glad to note, with the smaller
and later quartet. There is an attractively smoky
quality to the performance of the big opening
Allegro moderato of the Eflat. The Allegris sometimes quicken up slightly, though in such lively, keen
performances that is hardly aserious fault. The four
voices are well balanced — in the E major in
particular, the second violin and viola are not
neglected by the young composer. The dynamic
range is not wide, but the accents are not overplayed, and Iliked very much the unaffected and direct
utterance which the quartet bring to the varied
challenges of these charming and at times brilliant
works. The sound is homogeneous, clean, and the
surface flawless. IA:11
Peter Branscombe
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SCHUBERT: Piano Trio in Eb, D 929
Borodin Trio
Chandos ABRD 1045 digital (£6.50) ( Lugton's/H.
R. Taylor)
This is an interesting issue, and at atime when there
is no other single record of the Eflat Trio available, it
clearly deserves careful attention. The fact that the
Borodin Trio takes the first movement repeat
already points towards aperformance on the grand
scale. What pity that they decided against the
exposition repeat in the finale too, and made the
cust which Schubert seems to have sanctioned after
the first performance and before publication: what
he actually wrote has been available for seven years
now in the New Complete Edition. There is lovely
playing throughout the lengthy work, and all three
musicians shine individually as well as corporately.
They make too little of Schubert's often startling
dynamic contrasts, and balance is not always good
— in the Andante, for instance, the cello almost
disappears once his glorious opening solo is past
and the violin takes the limelight. But the warm,
strong playing and fine ensemble are greatly
pleasing, and the Chandos recording team are to be
congratulated on the natural sound. Quiet surfaces
and consistent tone quality are further virtues. IA:21
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: Sonata in A, D 664 r" Impromptus
D 899
Claudio Arrau (pno)
Philips 9500 641
It is, Ithink, many years since Claudio Arrau last
recorded Schubert — apart, that is, from the
performance of the B flat Sonata issued in April.
Right from the first bars of the Sonata in A it is clear
that lack of sympathy is not the reason for the long
absence of Schubert from Arrau's recording schedules — the poised, measured opening is of apiece
with the deeply-considered interpretation that follows. The limpid tone is beautifully captured,
though so also are Arrau's occasionally quite loud
sniffs. The finale of the Sonata does not rivet the
attention with the brilliant virtuosity and dash of
Ashkenazy, though it has charms of its own. The
Impromptus make an excellent coupling, with
unforced lyricism and engaging sparkle. Ithough
the bass line was not ideally evenly phrased in the
glorious G flat piece, and in the last of the four the
tone takes on a brittle quality in high- lying passages; here too there are occasional tiny smudges in
those taxing semiquaver figures. But these are
fastidious and distinguished performances, which
thanks to the recording seem to be taking place in
one's own room. [A:1]
Peter Bra nscombe
SCHUMANN: Symphony 3 in E",, op. 97 0
'Manfred' Overture, Op. 115
LAPO / Giulini
DO 2532 040 digital
With a number of mediocre or only partially good
performances of Schumann's ' Rhenish' Symphony
having been issued in the last few years, it is arelief
to greet one that is consistently fine throughout, and
this new reading from Giulini is certainly that. The'
depth of his understanding for the work is not
immediately apparent, but it becomes increasingly
obvious as the work progresses. The LA Phil play
particularly well: the violins produce a solid,
homogeneous sound; the woodwinds are wellblended and in tune; the horns in the first movement
rampage through the orchestral texture without
undue brazenness; Giulini encourages them to pay
particular attention to the details of accompanying
passagework so that it is well articulated and
phrased. This all adds up to a telling and graphic
account of the Symphony. Manfred is treated to the
same care and DG have thankfully provided a
substantial gap between the two works. The recording does not match the performance, for although
the orchestra is set in asuitably resonant acoustic
and the quieter sections are reproduced in fine
detail, in louder sections congestion and edginess
set in. Throughout the two works the bass section of
the orchestra is a little subdued and this would
suggest an unequal balance in the recording process. The performance, though, makes this an
important issue. (AM:1 *)
Doug Hammond
SCHUMANN: Carnaval, Op. 90 Papillons, Op.
2 CI Toccata, Op. 7
Youri Egorov (lino)
HMV ASD 4202 digital
Carnaval points so clearly that essentially Schu mannesque dichotomy of Florestan, the dynamic and
positive, and Eusebius, the introspective. Youri
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Egorov actually plays Eusebius very 'straight', and
while the rhythmic dislocations of the groups of 7s,
5s and triplets against the basic beat show clearly,
he does lose some of the ' poetry'. His fiery playing is
extremely fiery, and the set gets off to a really
cracking start— abig Quasi maestoso followed by a
breakneck Plu molto brilliante and Vivo. The energetic numbers, such as Paganini; Pause, always come
off very well; the contrasting sections of grace and
repose are sometimes less successful: the repeated
staccato semiquavers doubling the melody of
Reconnaissance are totally miscast and the whole
character of the movement misjudged — the
dynamic is also far from the pp marked ( also true of
Coquette). Egorov also plays through anumber of
Schumann's unexpected harmonic moves — that
marvellous example in bar 24 of Promenade where
the melody is pushed up to the Dflat on the second
beat where Kempff ( 2530 185) or Barenboim ( 2531
089) can really make one gasp. The slighter Papillons and particularly the taxing Toccata again bring
out some fine playing. The digital recording gives
here awide dynamic range— needed for Egorov —
as well as a clear, responsive sound. Tonally the
piano is a bit ' plummy' and weighted towards the
centre and bass, but not unacceptably so. One small
disappointment is the failure of the trick on the
harmonics in Paganini. IA:1/21
Roger Bowen
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphonies 2 & 3
LPO & Chorus / Haitink
Decca SXDL 7535 digital
As Timothy Day so rightly points out in his
sleeve- note, it is impossible to appreciate fully
Shostakovich's 2nd and 3rd symphonies without
considering the cultural and political climate in
which they were written. In that context they
constitute avital phase in Shostakovich's symphonic evolution. Considered in isolation, however,
they amount to little more than honourable early
failures — courageous attempts to ally progressive
musical ideas to post-revolutionary ideology.
No. 2 is easily the more imaginative and better
argued. Striking orchestral effects abound (the dark
meandering of the opening and the climactic
cacophony of wind and strings, with its myriad
glissandi, being obvious examples), albeit a little
self-consciously so — rather like achild let loose in a
room full of new toys. But it does have flair and a
certain daring about it, which is more than can be
said for the more conventional and disconcertingly
episodic No. 3. Even Haitink is hard pushed here to
draw its fragmentary parts together into aconvincing whole.
Still, these spanking new digital recordings are
more than welcome (with Kondrashin's coupling
still only available as part of EMI's big boxed set,
we've been without asingly available 3rd for some
time now). The image is spacious yet well-defined in
the denser scoring. Only the assertive bass drum
solos in No. 3 sound a touch dry and artificially
disembodied from the rest of the orchestra. Performance-wise, a few tell-tale signs of insecurity
point to insufficient rehearsal and you'll certainly
not find anything like the same degree of earthy
abandon as characterises Kondrashin's Melodiya
readings. For a start, the LPO chorus, while they
have afair enough shot at their fervent concluding
odes to socialism, still sound too respectable by half
(and anyway, how odd those simple revolutionary
texts seem now in the context of the preceding
music!). No matter, the presence and clarity of the
recording to some extent compensates and Idoubt
that anyone coming relatively fresh to these works
will be too disappointed. [ A:1121
Edward Seckerson
SIBELIUS: Violin Concerto in d, Op. 47 /
SAINT-SAËNS: Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso, Op. 28
Dy/ana Jensen (yin) / Philadelphia / Ormandy
RCA RL13972 digital
Listen to Miss Jenson's Sibelius and you start
counting fingers: such decisiveness and style at
nineteen! Seemingly tireless, Ormandy conducts
without a hint of paternalistic support; more than
once Iwas reminded of Heifetz's deleted Chicago
recording. A certain containment seems to have
rubbed off the master (with whom Dylana Jenson
studied). There is, however, awant of austerity here
— you feel faintly indulgent listening to this
recording. In Saint-Saëns her reading is not as freely
imaginative as Grumiaux's, but you enjoy her
technical ease. The balance between soloist and
orchestra is not as artificially contrived as, say, the
Perlman/Pittsburgh Sibelius, but regrettably the
exquisite translucency the RCA team caught in the

Levine Mahler Tenth eludes the present Scottish
Rite Cathedral recording. Readily enjoyable, but not
quite distinguished enough. [ A/B:1]
Christopher Breunig
R. STRAUSS: Four Last Songs 0 ' Capriccio'
Closing Scene 0 Marschallin's Monologue
from Act 1of 'Der Rosenkevalier'
Elisabeth Sbderstrom / Welsh National Opera Orch /
Armstrong
HMV ASD 4103 digital
All credit to Amoco for bringing us Sifiderstróm's
reading of Strauss' Four Last Songs in the full bloom
of its maturity. Her voice is still in excellent
condition, betraying only momentary signs that the
years may be taking their toll. Some of Strauss'
cruelly long-breathed phrases clearly pose adegree
of strain now and intonation is here and there a
whisper off-centre, but such technical considerations are as nothing when weighed against a
sensitivity and feeling for text which fully bear out
her reputation as one of the world's truly great
singing-actresses. Of course one misses the golden
hue of Schwa rzkopf's chest notes ( and it is with that
classic account that obvious comparisons must lie)
and the effortless creamy top of a Te Kanawa
(though Ican hardly wait for Lucia Popp's forthcoming recording With Tennstedt), but how often, for
instance, does one hear the soaring phrase on the
words Flügen schwegen (
in the last verse of Beim
Schlafengehen) imbued with such ecstasy or the
final line of September with such regret? No, this is a
perceptive and loving account, worthy of taking its
place alongside the very finest.
Even finer, perhaps, are the scenes from Rosenkavalier and Capriccio on Side 2 of the disc:
tantalising reminders, these, of Sóclerstriim's
memorable stage portrayals for those of us lucky
enough to have seen them (and how sad it is that
none of Siiderstriim's outstanding Strauss portrayals have been committed to disc in their
entirety). Both characters are masterfully fleshed
out — every word, every vocal nuance contributing
to awell-rounded, dramatic whole. Indeed it says a
great deal for Serderstrifem's artistry that we should
learn so much about the Marschallin (from this short
monologue alone).
Richard Armstrong and his splendid WNO players
provide warm and generous support throughout the
disc (exquisite contributions from the first oboe and
first horn), while the digital production is full, deep
and realistically balanced. IA:11
Edward Seckerson
STRAVINSKY: Petrushka ( 1947 revised version)
Philadelphia / Muh
HMV ASD 4069 dig ital
STRAVINSKY: Petrushka ( 1947 revised version) D Scherzo à la Russe
Philharmonia / Tilson Thomas
CBS 37271 digital
Petrushka really is a problematical piece to record
and neither of these newcomers is entirely successful in avoiding the obvious pitfalls. Muti's engineers
pull all the wind voices well into the foreground:
focus is sharp, textures generally well illuminated
(though one or two details, like the 'dropped'
tambourine at Petrushka's death, are overdone).
The tuttis, on the other hand, are dry and rather
constricted — there simply isn't enough air between
the lines of the full orchestral sound. CBS offer a
deeper, wider image, though ' grainy' in texture. All
the important detail is there but the general effect is
one of various instrumental lines pasted on to the
overall picture. The piano, for instance, sounds to
me to inhabit an acoustic of its own. It might just as
well have been added later. The strings tend to come
and go abit also in relation to the wind ( how thin the
violins sound when they are playing in canon with
the brass in the latter part of the nursemaid's dance).
Good, firm bass, though, and excellent clarity in the
percussion.
As to the performance ( both using the revised
1947 edition), Muti and Tilson Thomas have very
different ideas about the piece. Predictably, Muti is
the more animated: faster tempi, plenty of rhythmic
vitality and a swagger in the Fourth Tableau that
almost completely eludes Tilson Thomas: who, on
the .other hand, conveys avery real sense of magic
and wonder, drawing afragility and delicacy of line
that is immensely atmospheric and ultimately very
touching. How sinister the Moor's dance sounds
given the oily pianissimo that he conjures up here;
and how sad and eerie his closing pages are. If only
he could have unbridled himself alittle to the score's
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exuberance, then this would have been aformidable
account indeed. For my money, the Philharmonia
completely out-play the Philadelphia in terms of
subtlety and imagination — and that really is saying
something.
So, which Petrushka to buy? Well, David Pickett
thought very highly of Abbado's DG recording but
I've not heard that yet. Dutoit and the LSO ( 1911
version — also DG) remains apersonal favourite of
mine, as does Bernstein's stunning New York
account on mid-price CBS. Coarse sound, though, is
abig drawback in the latter case so it might be worth
waiting until Bernstein's new recording with the
Israel Philharmonic arrives in due course. HMV
(B:21 CBS [B / A:1121
Edward Seckerson

movement (all of one side), which is truly moving.
St. George the Martyr, Bloomsbury, provides a
sumptuous acoustic which suits the style and music
well; but it may be traffic outside which produces an
occasional, heavy rumble — which does not really
matter, and will in any case be inaudible on many
systems. In general the recording is excellent and
thoroughly enjoyable. The piano tone, superb in the
bass, tends to sound slightly like wood-blocks in the
treble; but the main criticism concerns balance. We
get avery large violin — tonally, not spatially— with
the other two instruments recessed. As so often, the
cello tends to inaudibility sometimes. Nevertheless,
the structure of the work is intelligible enough, and if
you like the music, don't hesitate. IA/B:1]
Peter Turner

TAVERNER: Miami Corona Spines
Choir of Christchurch Cathedral, Oxford / Grier
ASV DCA 516 digital ( PRT Sales)
Taverner was master of the choir at what was
Cardinal College when he wrote this Mass. His choir
had virtually the same composition as the present
one (aman less, in fact), so that we hear on this issue
what must be aclose approximation to the original
performance — particularly since much scholarship
has been devoted to the rendering. The pitch, for
example, is a minor third higher than that usual
today, and the boys' voices are divided into trebles
and 'means', the latter singing about afourth below
the trebles. This results in a high tessitura which
presents occasional minor problems. For the rest,
the rendering is masterly. The music is generally of a
dancing, cheerful nature, well suited to a major
festivity in the grand manner.
Wisely, the engineers have not presented aclose
acoustic, and the disc is cut at arather low level. The
result is a notably undistorted sound, even on
climaxes, but also adegree of blurring of detail, not
such as to render the music unintelligible (far from
that) but rather a presentation very much as one
would receive in anave seat in this, not the largest of
cathedral buildings. It is not, in aword, aconcert-hall
version: we hear it in precisely the setting for which
it was written, and the result is very beautiful.
[AA3: 1/2]
Peter Tumor

VIERNE: Symphony No. 5 in a, Op. 47 El Pièce
en Style Libre No. 1, Op. 31
David Sanger (org)
Meridian E77048 (£4.99) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
This is the penultimate issue in the set of six Vierne
organ symphonies, each with a 'filler' from the
Pièces (
op. 31). All are played on the Walker organ of
St. Peter's ( Italian) Church, London, which is not that
drawn on the sleeve. The 5th symphony is, perhaps,
somewhat more sombre in character than the
others, at least in the first movement, but it certainly
exhibits Vierne's mastery of construction, and the
biting flavour of his highly individual harmonic
treatment.
At present there is no other set of these works on
offer, and we are fortunate indeed that they are
being so superbly rendered. David Sanger's readings are consistently excellent in every respect, and
this vital ingredient, together with uniformly good
recording, makes the series an outstanding contribution to the repertoire, and one that is certainly
needed. Highly recommended. [
A:1*]
Trevor Attewell

TCHAIKOVSKY SONGS VOL 1: 18 Songs
Elisabeth Sóderstriim (sop) / Vladimir Ashkenazy
(pno)
Decca 5XL 6972
Tchaikovsky wrote over one hundred songs, the
'majority of which are settings of well known Russian
poets, or of translations of poems by celebrated
poets from the Western world, like Goethe, Heine
and De Musset. They are well written for the voice,
and the piano parts are often comparatively simple,
with the main interest centred on the vocal line,
although there are some notable exceptions. In this
selection there is one song set to an Italian text, and
there are also four in French. The latter were
dedicated to the soprano Desirée Artot, with whom
Tchaikovsky was infatuated at one time. These
French songs are written very much in the style of
Gounod or Massenet, but are quite charming in their
way.
Elisabeth Sôderstrôm sings throughout with
great artistry and commitment, and she is partnered
with complete understanding by Vladimir Ashkenazy. When the opportunity arises, as in ' Does the
day reign?' he plays the piano introduction and
postlude most beautifully. Among the more familiar
songs included in this recital are 'Why' and ' None
but the weary heart'. One, 'The Cuckoo', shows
Tchaikovsky in very light hearted mood, in contrast
to many of the others.
The recording is very good indeed with wide
dynamic range, fine presence and just the right
balance between voice and piano. [
A:1]
John Freestone
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Trio in a Op. 50
Borodin Trio: Luba Edlina (pno)/ Rostislav Dubinsky (vin) / Yuli Turovsky (vie)
Chandos ABRO 1049 digital (£6.50) ( Lugton's / H.
R. Taylor)
Truth is that Ihave never really liked this trio: it has
always seemed to me to sprawl, and to lack unity:
though inded it contains, as one would expect, some
super tunes. If, therefore, Isay that this version has
almost converted me, that is intended as a high
compliment. The Borodin play with intense passion
and commitment, sweeping along with afine flow;
and if, for me, even they can't make the variations
into completely satisfying music, no doubt that's my
limitation. But the issue is worth getting for the first

VIVALDI: Bassoon Concertos with strings in
Bb (RV 504), in a (498), in C (472) and inc (480)
Robert Thompson (bsn) / London Mozart Players
Strings / Ledger
Chandos ABR 1057 (£5.50) ( Lugton's/ H. R. Taylor)
A pleasant recording quality is in evidence here, but
it isn't quite star-worthy, because the string sound is
rather shallow in focus and even alittle pinched in
width, too. However, this record is very well edited
and pressed in my copy — evidence of care and
patience that deserve to be mentioned in areview.
The performances also sound carefully prepared,
but Ifound them rather 'ordinary' and rhythmically
solid ( mainly afault in the string bassline), with the
soloist rather too prominent in style, rather than
actual recording perspective. The American- born
Robert Thompson plays nimbly ( one tiny flaw at the
start of the fourth Concerto, otherwise very tidy, I
found), but Icould detect little sign of any savouring
of the delights of Vivaldi's music ( such as Allard and
Scimone revel in on an outstanding Erato rival), and,
for me, Thompson's wide vibrato on sustained
notes seemed as wrong stylistically as it became
predictable. An attractively-produced sleeve contains sensible notes by Nicholas Anderson. [A:21
Stephen Daw
WALTHER: TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR ORGAN OF
CONCERTOS BY ALBINONI, GENTILI, TAGLIETTI, TELEMANN & TORELLI
Gerald Gifford (org)
Meridian E77051 (£4.99) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
Although similar transcriptions by Bach are frequently issued, Walther's are relatively neglected,
and this group of seven usefully fills the gap. Played
with panàche and evident pleasure on the small but
highly effective and delightful sounding Frobenius
organ of Robinson College, Cambridge, these airy
and cheerful pieces are very appealing, and should
find their way into many collections.
The recording is nicely transparent, and the
imaging is good enough to enable the listener to
pick out individual manuals, with the aid of the
photograph and organ specification. The single 16'
pedal stop is also well captured. Recommended.
[A:1]
Trevor Attewell

WALTON: 'The Bear' — An Extravaganza in
One Act
Daphne Harris (sop)/ Gregory Yurisich (bar)/ Noel
Mangin (bass) / MSO / Cavdarski
Chandos ABR 1052 (£5.50) ( Lugton's/H. R. Taylor)
Straightforward comedy generally becomes simply

coarse when transferred to amusical setting, but in
The Bear, Walton, with astute help from Paul Dehn
(who adapted the original Chekhov 'vaudeville'),
managed to concoct 'An Extravaganza in One Act'
that carries the basic fun without expecting the
audience to have an infantile sense of humour. The
composer added to the libretto astring of musical
jokes, parodies and pastiches that provide not only
an appropriate and vigorous setting of the words
but also add an extra level of interest for the listener,
who must try to decide what comes from where, and
to what degree the elements of Walton's own style
in the opera are parodied.
This Australian performance was recorded in
1977 by ABC in Melbourne, and although made in a
studio, it has the stamp of astage production, with
plenty of movement and large gestures. The singers
are ideal, clear in tone and diction, appositely
characterising the rôles they play. The reduced
Melbourne SO provide exact ensemble for this lurid
interpretation by Vanco Cavdarski and splendidly
support the soloists in the onward drive that they
contribute to the performance.
Chandos have maintained the vivid sound of the
original and although there is little coloration of the
voices and an artificial feel to the stereo placing,
expecially as the singers move around the sound
stage, this is amply compensated for by the
extended frequency and dynamic ranges of the
recording. This is an issue that I can warmly
recommend. [A:1*]
Doug Hammond
YOUNG: The Hunting of the Snarlc
Peter Easton (nerd/ Leicestershire Chorale / Leicestershire Schools SO / Fletcher
Cameo GOCLP 9019 digital (£5.75) ( Parnote)
Here's aTour de force if you like: amusical setting of
Lewis Carroll's masterpiece. Douglas Young (who in
his career had the powerful advocacy of Benjamin
Britten) has adopted an ingenious ( quite beyond
me) pseudo- mathematical approach, in deference
to Carroll's professional preoccupations, which the
curious may try to decode into a kind of serial
technique. It is all hugely enjoyable, and makes a
welcome addition to one's party-pieces. Iconfess
that Ialways hope they will find asnark in the end!
The whole is very well done. Perhaps Peter Easton is
alittle uniform in his rendering ( I've been talking in
anapaests ever since hearing the thing) but you can
hear him. There is a lot of virtuoso stuff from the
instrumentalists — not least the pianist — and the
whole is afine tribute to a. genius.
The recording offers considerable scope for the
demonstration and testing of equipment. A technical note threatens 90dB sin, and Ican quite believe it:
parts are very loud. With piano, percussion galore,
brass, woodwind and afew strings there's plenty for
everybody; everybody has a ball, including the
choir, and the resultant sound is terrific. With lots of
crisp detail, tingling transients and tremendous
climaxes, you could get positively antisocial with
this one long before the small hours This is splendid
stuff: do try it. [A/A*: 1]
PeterTumer

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS
VOCAL
HYMNS AND SEQUENCES BY THE ABBESS
HILDEGARD OF BINGEN
Gothic Voices with Emma Kirkby (sop)/ Christopher
Page
Hyperion A 66039 digital (£4.99) ( Lugton's/H. R.
Taylor/Gamut)
The Abbess Hildegard, who died in 1170, was a
woman who would have been remarkable in any
age: mystic, visionary, poetess, musician, counsellor. She developed a spirituality which shows the
middle ages at their best: restrained, contemplative,
objective, tender, pervasive. Through these recordings her noble spirit can touch us even today; and
indeed, it is the attempt to achieve just that which
characterises all that is done.
Overall, success is complete: this is amarvellously moving recital, with all the singers striving to
interpret Hildegard rather than to shine themselves.
How she would love it! Of course, nobody knows
how plainchant was sung in the twelfth century: the
best one can do is to apply scholarly research, and
this has been done here, abundantly, not least by Dr.
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Page himself. However, though the result is splendid, Ishould question the decision to pronounce
Latin much as do the modern German monks: Ifeel
that the standard, ' Roman' pronunciation is generally more pleasing. Ifeel, too, that the Latin tonic
accent has not always been interpreted as it should
be; but I am an unrepentant disciple of Dom
Mocquereau. These points are personal: the style is
restrained, unexaggerated, and very, very beautiful.
The sound is lovely, too: Tony Faulkner has done
another of his masterpieces here. There is no
'digital' effect: just luminous clarity, tonal purity,
precise detail: the sound the servant of the music.
High loveliness like this is not common: one really
needs to go into retreat before hearing it. Iam
immensely grateful, and Iam sure you will be, too.
[Alc:1*)
Peter Tumor
A LITTLE LOVE MUSIC
BUSH: Greek Love Songs* CI The End of Love*
Songs of Wonder** El A Little Love Music**
•••• E Three Songs of Ben Jonson"
***Teresa Cahill (sop) / **fan Partridge (ten) /
*Benjamin Luxon (bar) / Geoffrey Bush (pno)
Chandos ABRD 1053 digital (£6.50) ( Lugton's/H.
R. Taylor)
For his song-cycles, Geoffrey Bush remains very
much within the English song tradition of this
century, using the untaxing lyricism and clear
tonality of the genre. The five sets of songs
presented here show the development of his style
over more than twenty years. Wisely, they are not
presented in absolute chronological order but in
such a way as to make a very well balanced
programme for extended listening. Such is the
immediate charm and aptness of his mode of
expression that few unfamiliar with Bush's music
will find any listening difficulties with these works.
Benjamin Luxon is excellent on Side 1, giving full
vent to the rhapsodic elements in the works and
producing avery wide dynamic range (well reproduced by the engineers and providing agood test
for your cartridge's tracking ability). Ian Partridge on
Side 2is well up to the standard set by Luxon and,
together with Teresa Cahill, produces a very fine
performance of the unaccompanied 'A Little Love
Music' ( 1976). Bush is himself the pianist and is
adequate to the task, if not outstanding.
The best recording is given to 'A Little Love
Music', with aresonant acoustic adding to the effect
of the solo writing. Both. Luxon and Partridge in the
accompanied songs have their voices coloured a
little with over-responsiveness to sibilants and, on
occasions, a boxiness, somewhat as though they
were singing into a doorless telephone booth. St.
George the Martyr in Bloomsbury seems adifficult
venue to tame. IA/B:1* ]
Doug Hammond

NOT VOCAL
BERLIN PHILHARMONIC CHAMBER MUSIC
ENSEMBLES
DG 2741 011 digital ( 5 recs) (full price)
The individual talents of the Berlin Philharmonic
players are given ashowcase in this compilation of
chamber pieces performed by an astonishing range
of chamber music groups composed of BPO players. These spare-time music groups permute and
combine the skills of some of the most talented
orchestral players in the world; Jorg Baumann
(cellist), for instance, not satisfied with his role as
half the Philharmonic duo with bassist Klaus Stoll,
also plays with the Westphal Quartet, as amember
of The 12 Cellists of the Berlin Philharmonic and the
Berlin Philharmonic Soloists.
The Brass Ensemble contribute an entire LP to the
set and present immaculately phrased playing in an
unrelieved collection of 17th century works —
Sonatas by Gabrieli, two Canzonas by Grillo, three
by Storl, an eight-part Canon by Berger and the
Sinfonia La Padovana by da Viadana. Schiedt's
Dance Suite and the French-style suite by Muffat
prevents this being a recital of canzoni. Zelenka's
Cavalry Fanfare provides afitting opening for both
the brass LP and the project as awhole!
The Berlin Philharmonic Wind players adopt the
contrasted approach of using their allotted LP for a
complete performance of Mozart's Serenade 10.
This luscious toned reading, only lacking ' bounce' in
the Minuet, deserves separate issue. The third LP
contains the combined Westphal and Brandis Quartets in a virile and vigorous Mendelssohn Octet
while the Berlin Philharmonic Octet tackle Bruch's
Septet — asensible coupling I've not seen before,
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both works being products of the composers'
earliest years.
The fourth record opens with Haydn's ' Birthday'
Divertimento from the Berlin Phil. Soloists with the
three String Quartets contributing one work each;
the Westphal Quartet a Boccherini ' lollipop', the
Brandis Quartet an altogether too muscular Haydn
Quartet ( Op. 20/4), leaving but four minutes for the
Herzfeld Quartet's sweet toned, pointed Canzonetta
from the Mendelssohn Quartet Op. 12.
The famous 12 Cellists disappoint in providing
little new material bar aHaydn Baryton Trio and two
movements from a Scarlatti Concerto for Strings,
both in arrangement. The Bellaphon and Telefunken
recital LPs provide a better showcase for the
undoubted talents of the Cellists. The Eight Horns
play the Rendez-vous de chasse by Rossini with
tight- rope precision and impeccable tone. Rossini is
the choice too of Baumann and Stoll, who give a
rather.'rum-ti-tum' account of the Duet for Cello and
Bass lacking the essential bel canto shaping.
The Double-Bass Group turn on the technique in
an almost tongue-in-cheek arrangement of Strauss'
Blue Danube— the opening tremelos bring tears to
the eyes, of both sentiment and laughter! The
percussion group are equally well- natured in a
rousing Sabre Dance from Khachaturian's Gayaneh.
The digital recording engineered by six different
technical groups adopts close miking and bland
anonymity of acoustic with ahint of artificial reverb
to achieve an unnecessary consistency of sound.
Overall IA: 1*/1/2].
David Prlikel
ECHOES OF A WATERFALL
Susan Drake (hrp)
Hyperion A66038 (£4.99) ( Lugton's/H. R. Taylor/
Gamut)
The subtitle ' Romantic music of the 19th century'
indicates clearly what ths issue is all about, but there
is no need to pass hastily by: there are no
sentimental salon-pieces here, and indeed Iknew
none of them until Iplayed this record. They were all
written during the great days of the concert harp,
and naturally display the qualities of that instrument. They are all evocative, canvas-like pieces, and
Ifound them thoroughly enjoyable.
The enjoyment has much to do with Miss Drake's
playing, which can only be described as superb: her
technical mastery is astonishing and total, but this is
accompanied by a musicianship which would convert anybody to harp music. She gives the impression of revelling in her art, and Idefy anybody not to
be drawn along with her.
The engineer, Antony Howell, has done a very
nice job here. For sheer impact the sound has not the
effect — perhaps slightly overblown — of the digital
harp on Delos D/DMS 3005, but it has amuch more
real image-size. A harp has avery wide frequencyspectrum, and is ahighly 'sympathetic' instrument.
Here we get that in full measure, from the highest
tinkles in the treble to that lovely, deep hum of the
bass strings; final notes or chords hang on with just
the right amount of decay. All in all, this is an issue
well worth exploring, not for musical profundities
but for high musicianship and natural, effortless
sound. [A:1*1
Peter Turner
FAMOUS WALTZES
WEBER: ' Invitation to the Dance', Op. 65 /
LANNER: ' Die Schifinbrunner', Op. 200 / IVANOVICI: ' Danube Waves' / KOMZÁK: ' Lasses of
Baden', Op. 257 / STRAUSS: ' Secret Powers of
Attraction', op. 173 / ZIEHRER: ' Step Inside',
Op. 518
Vienna Volksoper / Bauer-Theussl
Philips 6514 067 digital
Iwonder if the popular dance music of our time will
last as well as these delightful waltzes from the
Romantic era. The Vienna Volksoper orchestra
certainly give them character interpretations, intuitively at ease with the idiom (though on just afew
occasions this does lapse into blandness). The
strings sound interestingly old-fashioned ( not an
adverse criticism) and there are moments of coarseness in the playing, but along with the theatrical
percussion section this all adds appropriate atmosphere to these renditions. The obligatory secondbeat lift is not overdone — felt but not clearly heard
— and the dynamic range of the playing suggests
the ballroom rather than the concert hall.
Berlioz's orchestral of Weber's Invitation to the
Dance is the least imaginatively played of these
pieces, the performances of the more conventional
waltz sequences obviously being nearer to the fare
these musicians relish. It is also interesting to note
just how Viennese, rather than Rumanian, losif

lvanovici's Danube Waves can be made to sound.
The recording is unobtrusively impressive, giving
a clearly defined, middle-distance image of the
orchestra in a natural ambience. The toned-down
dynamic range of the playing has been noted, so the
recording has no excesses to cope with, and while
there is aslight lack of transparency in the texture
and a touch of image instability these are not
sufficient to downgrade it from the 'very good' class.
Ifeel certain that once this first vélume in the series
is heard by enough people, it should attract
substantial sales. [A:1*/1
Doug Hammond
HISTORIC KEYBOARD
THE FINCHCOCKS COLLECTION of Historic
Keyboard Instruments
Richard Burnett
Amon Ra SAR 6 (£5.35) ( Lugton's/H. R. Taylor/
Gamut)
THE ROMANTIC FORTEPIANO
Richard Burnett (pno)
Amon Ra SAR 7 (£5.35) ( Lugton's/H. R. Taylor/
Gamut)
Richard Burnett acquired Finchcocks, in Kent, in
1970, to house his collection of some fifty historic
keyboards. In 1977 he opend the house to the public
as amuseum and musical centre. On this record he
demonstrates 15 of these instruments, from virginals, harpsichord and clavichord through the pianos
to early nineteenth-century grands, together with
two chamber organs: in all a period of some 200
years. The result is fascinating and beautiful. In each
case, music is played which is appropriate to the
period, and which brings out the special qualities of
each instrument. In the past few years, ' authenticity'
has become something of a cult; but there is no
doubt that agrasp of instrumental sound of agiven
period does help onè both to understand and
appreciate better the music of periods before our
own.
On the second issue one of these instruments is
featured in afull-length recital. This is amagnificent
Graf fortepiano made in Vienna in 1826, superbly
cased and retaining much of its original stringing
and hammer-work. It is fitted with various effects
commonly provided at that period by means of extra
pedals. It is easy to dismiss these as smacking of the
one- man-band, but Richard Burnett is able to show
how, if used with taste and discretion, they can
contribute to the overall effect: overdone, they
would be awful.
The composers chosen are Chopin, Czerny, Hummel, Schubert and Schumann. Interpretation is a
matter of scholarly judgment; but there can be no
doubt that what we hear does give us a close
approximation, at least, to the piano-tone which
these composers knew, and in whose terms they
wrote: an absorbing time-machine.
Gef Lucena, of Saydisc Recordings, and David
Wilkins, of Valley Recordings, are to be congratulated on producing two noteworthy collections.
Levels are controlled, so as to give the relative
dynamic strengths of the instruments, and the
sound is delicate, accurate and responsive: the tonal
strengths and limitations of the pieces are well
caught; clarity is excellent; detail fully presented. It
is difficult to imagine the task's being better
accomplished. These are two valuable issues; and
the Nimbus pressings are exemplary .[ A:1]
Peter Turner
LONDON FESTIVAL BALLET
BELLINI, arr. RIETI: ' Night Shadow' — ballet /
DRIGO, arr. LANCHBERY: ' Le Corsaire — Pas
de deux & Variations / HELSTED & PAULLI: 'La
Fête des fleurs à Genzano' — Pas de deux &
Variations
London Festival Ballet Orch / Kern
HMV ESD7148
CZERNY, arr. Riisager: ' Etudes' — ballet /
HELLSTED, PAULLI & GADE: ' Napoli' — Sutte
dansante
London Festival Ballet Orch / Kern
HMV ESD7149
For the ballet collector, some interesting items from
the repertoire of the London Festival Ballet. Night
Shadow is aone-act piece based on Bellini's music
from La Sonnambula which, with choreography by
Balanchine, was first produced in Monte Carlo in
1946 and by the Festival Ballet in 1967. The ballet
story has nothing to do with the opera except that it
involves asleep-walker. The Drigo music was part of
the additional material to Adam's ballet Le Corsaire
which first saw light of day in 1856. Études, based
surprisingly on the music of Czerny, was first
produced by the Royal Danish Ballet in 1948 and
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taken on by the Festival Ballet in 1955. Napoli,
another Danish concoction, came, in acondensed
version, to the Festival Ballet in 1954. The present
recordings, with the Festival Ballet Orchestra under
Terence Kern, were made in 1973. A programme of
lightly attractive music is played, as we might hope,
in an eminently danceable way; with Czerny coming
out of it remarkably well and the Drigo the most
endearing. There is, not surprisingly, awonderfully
ballet stage atmosphere about both the scores and
the recording which, if you know the stories as well,
will transport you right to the theatre. The recordings are of awarm EMI quality and will certainly be
enjoyed by all lovers of the dance. [
A:11
Peter Commend
MUSIC OF MEXICO
CHAVEZ: Sinfonia India ( No. 2) / MONCAYO:
Huapango / REVUELTAS: Sensemaya J Homage to Garcia Lorca
Mexican State Orch / Batiz
HMV ESD 7146 digital
The music is very enjoyable, if not of the most
profound, and its combination of rhythmic sublety
with exotic melody is captured with the right degree
of spontaneous wistfulness in the performances.
Anybody who likes and respects the music of
Chavez and Revueltas, as I
do, or who desires agood
introduction to what would now be seen as rather
conservative Latin-American orchestral music,
should certainly hear this record.
However; the sound is none too happily relayed to
us. An original digital recording, made in Mexico
City two years ago by Soundstream Inc, has been

rebalanced for EMI by Brian Culverhouse, and Imust
confess to being unimpressed with the result. The
orchestra sounds opaque and unrealistic in spread
and depth, with aresult that reminded me of early
1960s Decca ffrr sound rather than anything very
immediate, recent or digital; which all goes to
illustrate the simple truth; art is judged less by
method than it is by result. Decca ffrrwasn't too bad,
of course, in its time. MA]
Stephen Daw
TRANSKRIPTIONEN V
Transcriptions for organ of works by Cowell, Hauer,
Satie, Schoenberg, Webern
Oskar Gottlieb &err (org)
Schwann VMS 2094E (£5.65) (TOL)
Blarr appears to be something of alatter-day W. T.
Best, busily transcribing just about any 20th century
music ( piano, orchestral or whatever) for organ. The
present examples are no more ( or less) valid than
his Bartok Disc, recently reviewed, and it is very
much open to question whether or not this kind of
presentation will make these pieces more generally
known and/or accessible. Interesting, yes —
pleasurable in part, certainly, but convincing musically?.Not for me on first acquaintance, but Ishall try
again. The organ is the Rieger in the Neanderkirche,
Düsseldorf.
The disc is cut at a slightly lower than average
level, but accepts an increase in gain very well, with
only slight background noise. Like most organ discs
the image is overwide, but has good definition and
frequency response. There is an abbreviated sleeve
note in English. [ B: 1]
Trevor Attewel I

Black Label
MINE REISSUES from Harmonia
Mundi provide avery mixed bag:
to begin at the beginning, the Prague
Easter Play is sung by the Deller Consort
under Alfred Deller on B235 ( 1974). It
gives
,te
aglimpse of that curious hinterland
n religious drama and the liturgy
proper, together with some interesting
variants on some of the Easter chants. I
have never been agreat admirer of the
Deller Consort's plainchant, and this
example seems to me more jerky and
mannered than usual. The recording,
however, is perfectly adequate: [
A/B:2].
On B385 ( 1975) we have aselection from
a five-record set of the original Benedictine ms. of the Carmina Burana,
performed by the Clemencic Consort
under René Clemenic. Awide variety of
original instruments is used, including
percussion, with agroup of male voices;
and the result really is thrilling:
marvellous vitality, with both playing
and singing — acting, sometimes — of
a very high order, and lively, sprightly
recording which sets all off admirably:
[A:1] ( unfortunately, there is no text or
translation). Somewhat later, harpsichord music by Rameau and others
(main work aRameau suite) is beautifully
played by Kenneth Gilbert on B334
(1972). Recorded with life, detail and
presence, Gilbert expounding with
verve, clarity and superb technique:
[A:1]. Then to Couperin, whose Messe
àl'usage des Pa roisses (
Parish Mass) is
played by Michel Chapuis on the organ
of S. Maxim, on HMB 714 ( 1975). This
expansive work, the exact usage of
which is not made clear, is cast in the
mode of aFrench overture, and there is
no indication of achoral part. Whatever
the truth about that, in our time we can
enjoy some fine organ playing of. enjoyable music, the organ itself being
-very well rendered, with a fine discrimination between stops and the
detail excellently set out: [
8:2]. On to
Beethoven, with his Mass in COp. 86 by
the Sofia State PO under Constantin
'hey, with choirs and soloists on B109
(1972). The recording is somewhat
brash and constricted, and the performance rather stolid. Ifound myself
getting restless with this one: (
lii:2/3). A
different world is entered with Claudio
Arrau's lucid exposition of the 'Appassionata' and F major sonatas, HMB
10060 ( 1961). This is well worth adding
to acollection, though the sound does
show its age with adegree of hollowness and alack of richness. Get it for the
playing, which is marvellous: [
B/C:1].
Schubert's Trio Op. 100 from Les
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musiciens ( Régis Pasquier, Roland
Pidoux and Jean-Claude Pennetier) is a
more recent recording — 1980, in fact
— and suffers from no such limitations.
The cello, as so often, is rather underdone, but the overall result is very
pleasing. Couple that with some suave
playing, Schubertian lilt and excellent
ensemble, and you have arecipe for joy
(HMB 1047): (A/B:1]. Less well-known,
perhaps, are songs by Mussorgsky, sung
by Alexandrine Milcheva (m-sop) accompanied by Svetla Protich on HMB 151
(1982). Mussorgsky's very individual
approach to the lied is one, it seems to
me, which you either love or hate.
Should you be of the former persuasion, this collection (
Enfantines and
other songs) will give you great pleasure:
Miss Milcheva has a fine, expressive
voice and she is sympathetically
accompanied, if ashade distantly. The
language is Russian, and there is,
regrettably, no text or translation,
despite an enclosed supplement: [
A/B:2].
Finally
to
Shostakovich's
12th
symphony (' 1917') performed by the
Bulgarian
RTVO
under
Russian
Raytchev on B125 ( 1977). To my mind
this is not Shostakovich's best symphony by a long way, and Iwas not
converted by this issue, which does not
convey to me the composer's passion.
Things are not helped by avery ordinary
recording: restricted, flat and narrow.
[B/C:2]
PT.

The Bernstein Years

LOOMILY repackaged within the
the CBS 'Classics' series are agroup
G
of early sixties recordings featuringLeonard Bernstein as conductor, composer, pianist and narrator. The series
is entitled The Bernstein Years, though
in reprinting the original sleeve notes
on each reissue jacket CBS fail to tell us
precisely to which years they refer. A
Greatest Hits compilation (60334) heads
the series and contains fireworks pieces
and encores ranging from Herold's
Zampa Oveture through Tchaikovsky,

VIOLIN AND PIANO
Music by Stravinsky, Prokofiev, Ravel, Milhaud,
Satie
Gidon Kremer (yln) / Elena Kremer (pno)
Philips 9500 912
This is acollection of five short pieces, all of which
would have to be described as ' minor', but all of
such excellence and interest that one immediately
wishes to hear them again. They all, further,
illuminate the general work of their composers. This
attractive and well-chosen recital is performed by
two young musicians who combine together with
admirable sympathy and ensemble, and who are
each virtuosi of ahigh order. Their playing can only
be described as magnificent; and this, combined
with an exceptional programme, makes this issue a
compelling one.
The recording is outstanding even by Philips'
standards— set in a moderately resonant acoustic
(we are not told where) which gives a warm and
sympathic colour to the sound. Both instruments
are caught with atangible credibility which is very
rare: the piano with the lovely radiance to the lower
end possessed by anoble instrument, and the violin
with anatural richness from the lowest notes to the
highest harmonics: the sound is stunningly good,
and combines with the absorbing music and the
brilliant performance to produce a result which
comes too rarely in recorded music. Ihave only one,
very minor, criticism: I
feel that sometimes the violin
is balanced too strongly against the piano; but it has
a natural size and a rock-steady image. This is
nit-picking, and I
can only rate the issue [
A*: 1*].
Peter Turner

Piano Concerto No. 2 and the 1964
Columbia Symphony Ravel G major
Piano Concerto (60338). This coupling
is the gem of the 'Bernstein Years' series,
particularly the sympathetic account of
the Ravel, containing ravishing playing
from soloist, reeds and wind in the
Adagio. The Shostakovich is given a
clear-headed unforced reading though
the sound is rather less vivid than the
Ravel: (
A/B:11, Copland's The Second
Hurricane (
60339) is a two-act opera
written for school performance and
seems never to have been available in
Grieg and Smetana (
Waltz of the the UK before. Bernstein narrates and
Flowers/Norwegian Dance 2/Dance of conducts this self-conscious high
romp
the Comedians), Falla and Chabrier school
(Fire Dance/Spanish Rhapsody) to written in 1937 around the story of six
Grofe's On the Trail and Bernstein's own school kids working as relief helpers in
Overture to Candide — all recorded flood caught by a second hurricane.
with the New York Philharmonic. Vol. 1 The music is strongly folk-music inshows Bernstein at his showy best in flected but adds little to the Copland
6:2]. Good pressings throughexcerpts that tend to benefit from canon: [
heavy interpretation to offset the out; this series shows more the diversity
contempt of familiarity. The sound of Bernstein's musicmaking than its
quality is fierce in climaxes while string depth, the great symphonic cycles stand
tone is at times thin: [
C:1]. A 1966 as better evidence.
D.P.
recording of Vivaldi Concerti with
Bernstein conducting members of the
NYPO from the harpsichord is areissue
Iwould have left in archival obscurity.
G'S NEW mid-price 'Collectors'
Bar the oboe concerto from II Cimento
Series' label is devoted to restoring
Op 8, the pieces are not well known to circulation rarer items of mainly
and
appear
with
modern twentieth century repertoire from DG's
instrumentation or as in the case of the back catalogue. The label is repertoireConcerto in C for Diverse Instruments orientated; many of the reissues are
(with
Mandolins)
in
a modern still the only available recordings yet
rearrangement with trumpets and many of the performances are of
violins playing together the part legendary standing. The label's first
supposedly writen for aTromba Marine. issue is are-pressing from the original
Harold Gomberg's oboe solo in Op. 8/9 metalwork of the Schoenberg Violin
is the only high spot in otherwise patchy and Piano Concertos ( 2543 801) with
often sour-toned playing: [
B:3]. Absence Bavarian RSO Kubelik, with Zvi Zeitlin
from the UK catalogues of Bernstein's in Op. 36 and Alfred Brendel in Op. 42.
classic account of Goldmark's Rustic This coupling is an ideal entrée for
Wedding Symphony (
603360 seems
listeners wishing to be acquainted with
only to have made the ear more critical
Schoenberg's mature serialism, as both
of both aless than lively recording and
works bring 12 note writing to the
performance. Certainly no longer comfamiliar framework of the romantic
petitive with recent full-price recordings,
however, low price and ajaunty Dance virtuoso concerto. The soloists are
finale ensure recommendation: [
13/ winningly persuasive and though rather
C:1/2]. Bernstein's comic operetta closely balanced for realism this helps
Candide (
60337), based on Voltaire, is with interpretation. The orchestral
rather less well known than its over- sound now strikes me as rather boxy
ture. This, Bernstein's third Broadway and lacking separation; the Op. 36 finale
score, written the year before West can still shock, however, with its
A/B:1]. The
Side Story, seems nowhere in the same dramatic shifts in level: [
inspirational league and on disc lacks second release, in contrast, shows the
the exotic sets and action that would range of material offered by the label.
hold the work together on stage. The The 1961 Ferencsik recording of Liszt's
2543 802)
early sixties recording with an un- Hungarian Coronation Mass (
named orchestra is rumbustious in has been re-pressed from DG's 138
both performance and sound: [
B/C:1]. series metals. This, the only recording
Conducting from the piano in the in current catalogues, is a robust if
classical manner, Bernstein is soloist in rather patchy performance by the
both the 1960 NYPO Shostakovich Chorus and Orchestra of the Coronation

Collectors' Services
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Church in Budapest. Liszt skillfully
mixes pomp, folk and Plainchant
elements to produce a work at once
majestic yet with moments of simple
devotion, the touching solo violin
melody in the Offertory, for example.
Gently confused sound doesn't spoil
enjoyment of this stopgap issue, which
draws attention to the need for agood
modern recording:WC:1/2]. Extracts
from Lab's ballet Namouna were until
recently available in an Ansermet recital
on Decca; the reissued 1971 Martinon
recording ( 2543 803) is indeed finer,
containing the two complete Rhapsodies
and the oddly named Waltz of the
Cigarette. Lab's admiration for Wagner
coupled with the Oriental subject of the
ballet produce strikingly colourful results,
the Prelude to the Premiere Rhapsodie
horvegienne closes the disc with an
exciting Presto movement based on
Norwegian folk material. Idiomatic
interpretation, vigorous playing and a
finely balanced sound mark a most
welcome
reissue: [A:11.
Berg's
Symphonic Suite from Lulu (
2543 804)
is in itself amusically and dramatically
balanced work with an independent life
from the completed opera. Abbado and
Price seem far more lyrical than previously, compared with Boulez and
Stratas in the complete three act opera
recording. The Three Orchestral Pieces
Op. 6 marked a transition from the
Brahmsian to the aphoristic in Berg's
writing — here Abbado alternately
draws luxurious tone and savagery from
the LSO. The compressed Five Orchestral Songs Op. 4may be of Webernian
brevity but sparkle with orchestral
•colour; Margaret Price lovingly interprets Peter Altenberg's soulful texts.
Recording quality is suitably rich and
reverberant:CA:1]. It is hard to imagine
finer string playing or more sumptuous
tone than in the Karajan/BPO recording
of Honegger's Symphony 2for Strings
and Trumpet and the Symphonie
Liturgique (
2543 805) — a firstmagnitude star performance , in a
constellation of goal records; [Aw:1w].
Germain Tailleferre's cheerful and
witty Concertino for harp is alittle gem
sandwiched between aroutine reading
of SaintSalins' Morceau de concert for
harp and Ginastera's virtuoso yet
superficial
Concierto (
2543 806).
Nicanor Zabaleta's harp is closely
balanced yet the sound seems compressed at times: ( 3:112). Middle and
early sixties recordings of French music
for the Balletes Russes meet for the first
time on anewly-cut compilation (2543
807). Frémaux and the Monte Carlo
Opera Orchestra bring out the dance
element in Satie's outrageous Parade
rather than provide the conventional
orchestral showpiece with hi-fi sound
effects (typewriters, pistol shots etc.)
Milhaud's Le Carnaval d'Aix paints a
quick series of cameos of bizarre
characters from the ballet Salade in
'concerto' form with piano (Claude
Helfer) — the performers can't stop the
work being distractingly episodic.
Roussel's Second Suite from Bacchus
and Ariadne inhabits the world of
Ravel's Daphnis but is rhythmically
more dislocated, especially in the
savage Bacchanale, stirringly caught
by Markevitch and the Lamoureux
Orchestra. Recutting has produced a
bright and lively sound full of atmosphere and with awide dynamic range:
[A*/A:1/2]. The final issue is Hindemith's Cardillac (
2721 246), in aWest
German Radio production with RSO
Cologne Keilberth and a strong cast
headed by Fischer-Dieskau and S8derstriim. Cardillac is an allegorical work
underlining the strength and independence of the artistic ego through
the story of a goldsmith who kills to
repossess his creations. Killed by the
mob, he is apostrophised as both victim
and victor. Forward-balanced voices do
not make up for the lack of a libretto.
Better in the wanting than the having,
this issue is nevertheless a unique
repertoire addition: [B:1]. The 'Collector's
Series' proves itself one of the most
exciting new labels of the last few
years, with distinctive aslant artwork
covers and newly commissioned
sleeve notes — Autumn releases are
eagerly awaited.
D.P.
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Orchestral/
Symphonic
HEN FIRST issued in 1970 Robert
Irving and the Concert Arts' reW
cording of Bernstein's Fancy Free,

Copland's Appalachian Spring, and two
dances from Rodeo, had the benefit of
Capitol's technicolor sound. Now that
brilliance seems artificially contrived,
but the impact remains strong. So is
that of the music, particularly Rodeo
and Fancy Free, which must be two of
the liveliest ballet scores to come out of
America though in this recording neither
is given complete. Irving's performances are bright and forceful, lacking
the subtlety of Copland's own in
Appalachian Spring or Bernstein's
virtuoso account of his ballet, both on
CBS ( HMV ESD 7155). (A/B:13
K.D.
Otherwise
unavailable,
Bloch's
Concerti Grossi 1and 2are coupled on
Mercury 'Golden Imports' (SRI 75017)
in the classic early sixties reading by
Howard Hanson and the strings of the
Eastman-Rochester Orchestra. Both
works are strongly Hebraic, though there
is no direct quotation of Jewish folk
material; Hanson conveys the Hebrew
spirit without cloying 'ethnic' overkill.
No. 1 (with piano obbligato) is the lesser
piece, writen in the 1920s for student
orchestras; No. 2is askilled neo-classical workout. Bright string tone
detracts from atmospheric, wide
dynamic range sound. [13:1]
D.P.
The first two symphonies of Karajan's
1964 Brahms cycle for DG now appear
on mid-price 'Accolade' (2542 166/
167). the opening Allegro of the First
now seems hurried and lacks expansion;
Karajan is like aterrier with this movement. The Berlin strings are magnificent in the syncopated writing of the
Scherzo while the whole orchestra
drives hard into the Finale, which
concludes with four explosive chords.
The horn solo introducing the ' Beethoven Ten' theme in the Finale is
exquisitely played. Karajan's reading of
the Second seems less wilfully pushy,
the Scherzo being tightly argued while
in the tense powerful Finale the Berliners surpass their efforts in the First.
A slightly loose bass sound in the First,
though the closer sound and tighter
bass on this pressing of the Second is
altogether finer. One white label test
pressing was spoilt by eccentricity and
warping. First [A/B:1], Second [A:1*].
D.P.
Debussy performances teeming with
vitality and orchestral refinement come
on Mercury SRI 75053. Paul Paray's
account of La mer, Iberia and L'aprésmidi (
billed in 'you've-seen-the-filmnow- read-the-book' style as Prelude to
'The Afternoon of aFaun') distinguished
the British catalogue for awhile in the
early sixties, and their return, freshsounding in these superb remasterings, is
highly welcome. Ifound Par les rues et
par les chemins rather rushed, but
nobody has whipped up Debussy's storm
at sea more vividly than Paray. [6:1/1*]
A.K.
Decca's gradual reissue of Kertesz's
series of Dvorak symphony recordings
on 'Jubilee' is agreat service to lovers
of the composer who wish to hear really
authoritative performances of these
works. The latest Symphony 5/
Hussite Overture (
Decca JB 114), is a
typical example of Kertesz's sensitive
response and total control of the
music's ebb and flow. This was
Dvorak's first wholly personal symphony, in which he managed to rein in his
fertile invention and control it effectively. It is amine of fascinating detail
which Kertesz observes but sets firmly
in context. The Overture, virtually a
dissertation on the Hussite Song, is a
clangorous piece which receives a
stirring reading. The sound, generated
in the late 60s, is still immediate, bright
and well balanced. [A:1*]
DG 'Accolade' 2542 161 ( 1975) reminds
us of how long it is since Daniel
Barenboim last recorded any English
music. Warmly phrased ECO performances of VW Greensleeves and The
Lark Ascending (
with Zukerman poised
and radiant), the two string pieces from
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Walton's Henry V and some Delius missed his 1971 Chicago Mahler 1,
(including First Cuckoo and the 2 transferred at ahigher level than before
Aquarelles) whet the appetite for more, (SXLP 30548): [13:1/2]. But arehearing
and the recording sounds as opulent confirms that he underplayed the Keck
and refined as ever. Some found element in ( ii), and with more modern
Barenboim occasionally self-indulgent; sound — the HMV reissue is rather dry,
listen to Touch her soft es and part, curtailed, and hissy — and equally
with
its
final,
lump-in-the-throat pointed playing, Tennstades is no less
portamento to see if such things offend. I rapt in ( iv). I
also commend the Nimbus
loved it. [
A:1]
A.K. 'supercut' Decca, LSO/Solti, available
Argo ZRG 945 provides ASM/Marriner from Practical HiFi (
see June 'Looking
concert of English music ( 1968-79 Back').
C.B.
sources) — First Cuckoo, Tallis Fantasia,
1969 LSO/Abbado Mendelssohn
Capri°, Suite, Banks of Green Willow Symphonies 3, 4, Scottish & Italian,
etc. It is good to re-evaluate the make an economic coupling on 'Jubilee'
Academy's Elgar String Serenade in (JB103). Fine playing and recording —
these immaculately silent PolyGram now somewhat softer in PolyGram
transfers; and the resonance and wide pressings — although the readings are
range enhance the curious Warlock Suite somewhat impersonal. [
A/B:21
Ca
here. A superb disc, even if full price.
The Academy of Ancient Music's
[A/A*:1]
C.B. versions of Mozart's '
Haffner' and
A 2-record Percy Grainger compilation 'Linz' Symphonies ( OiseauLyre DSLO
from EMI, SLS 5249, brings together 602) are drawn from Volume 5of their
recordings dating from 1969 to 1978. complete series reviewed in January
The In a Nutshell and Youthful suites 1980. Observance of all repeats means
are played by the English Sinfonia and 10 1
/ minutes for the first movement of
2
Sydney SO respectively and there is a the ' Linz' and taking the rest over onto
selection of pieces and arrangements Side 2, but the playing is lively enough
for orchestra from the Light Music to sustain interest, and the sound forcei I,
Society Orchestra and the Adelaide SO. bright and well focused. This is the first
The two piano version of the Lincolnshire reissue of any of these performances
Posy is finely performed by Leslie and will give those not acquainted with
Howard and David Stanhope, while the orchestra's style achance to sample it.
Daniel Adni plays afew solo piano pieces. [A:11
KO
The earlier recordings are a little too
Items from Rosenthal's arrangements
bright but all are clear and detailed. [Al of Offenbach for the ballet Gaîté
B:1-e/2/3]
D.H. Parisienne and Respighi's arrangements
A widely-praised four- record box of of Rossini for La Boutique Fantasque
Handel's organ (and Harpsichord) are coupled on HMV ESD 7152, the
concertos played by George Malcolm former performed by Monte Carlo Opera
and
ASM/Marriner appeared
in Orchestra/Rosenthal, and the latter by
September 1976. From that set there LSO/Gardelli. The Offenbach recording
now come on Argo ZRG 940 the con- dates from 1976 and the Rossini from
certos Op. 4nos. 5 & 6, and Op. 7nos. 1 1978. Within this short space of time
& 2. The disc is atrue delight: four nicely there is a world of difference in the
contrasted works ( including the big Bb sound. The different venues — Palais
from Op. 7), in fresh yet thoughtful Gernier, M.C. and Abbey Road Studios
accounts, with sparkling harpsichord respectively — may be acontributory
continuo in support of Malcolm's stylish factor as is, undoubtedly, the superiority
and assured solo organ playing. Balance of the LSO. The Offenbach is acceptable,
is very good, the sound quality fine the Rossini much more so. [B/C:2 & A:1/
throughout. But alas, the organs are 1*]
D.H.
not identified in the otherwise first-rate
EMI have re-cycled excerpts from
sleeve material. [A:1]
P.B. their 1≤urtz and Irving recordings ( 1964
Only last September DG brought out & 1959 respectively) of music from
Haydn's 'Paris set with Karajan and the Prokofiev's Romeo and Juliet and
BP° in digital sound which struck me Cinderella ballets (HMV ESD 7151). For
as being below DG's normal quality. all the sporadic elegance of Philharmonia
The reissue on 2532 037 of nos 82 and playing, Kurtz's Romeo excerpts sound
87 leaves me with no complaints on the positively geriatric alongside more
sound quality: full-bodied, fresh and recent contenders: the Tomb Scene,
clear-textured; but I do find the for instance, is cripplingly slow while
performances rather lacking in that never have Iheard a more laboured
essentially Haydnesque characteristic and ineffectual account of Death of
of spontaneous charm. The big Allegro Tybalt. Irving's Cinderella is livelier but
movements have grandeur and at times sounds rather elderly now. If this coupling
delicacy too, though atouch of relaxation is absolutely essential then you'll be beter
would have been welcome. Both off with Ansermet's more generous
minuet movements are taken exagger- Decca World of' disc (SPA 226), otheratedly slowly, though the slow wise forget economy and treat yourself
movements proper are impressive. to EMI's magnificent Muti disc of Romeo
[A:2]
P.B. excerpts reviewed in May. [C:3/4] ES.
Gendron's evergreen recordings of
Classic 1964 Ravel coupling (
La Valse,
the Haydn D major and Boccherini Bb Bolero, complete Mother Goose),
Concertos (October
1961)
with LSO/Monteux, is reinstated as 'SeLamoureux/Casals is asplendid addition quenza' 6527 038. Completely idiomatic,
to Philips' Sequenza' series (6527 124). of course, though Bernstein's subjective
Despite what the sleevenote implies, and exciting NYPO La Valse, Scrowathis is the genuine Boccherini, not the czewski's unexpectedly magical Mother
dear, bad old Grutzmacher version. The Goose are just as valid. Stereo imaging
1960 sound quality is remarkably good, slightly 'faded', but the only real criticism
and the poise, brilliance and warmth of is that the Mother Goose side-break
the performances reflect the highest could have been rectified in this Dutch
credit on soloist and deft accompanists recut. (Sounds almost identical to earlier
alike. In 1973 this Haydn concerto was 'Universo' transfer.) [
8:1/1e]
C.B.
coupled with Gendron's version of the
The third LP of music by the Strauss
re-discovered C major work under family (originally issued as aboxed set,
Leppard; it is good to have the original with the other 2 LPs mentioned last
coupling available again. [B:1]
P.B. month) now appears ( DG digital 2532
Holsts Planets is one of the few pieces 027). As before the sound is sumptuous
of British music to have been taken into and the playing, with BPO/Karajan, of a
the repertoire of the international rich and sensuous quality, Even advoorchestras. The Boston Symphony's cates of the superiority of the VP0 in
1971 DG recording under William such areas of music-making would have
Steinberg is now reissued on ' Privilege' to admit the it could hardly be done
(2535 485). It is refreshing to hear an better. The other two discs were devoted
American virtuoso body relish this to Johann II; here Johann Iand Josef
colourful score and provide an unself- get a look in with some of their most
consciously dramatic performance. obvious masterpieces. [A*:1*/11P.G.
The Boston players avoid the parochial
Karajan's performances of R. Strauss'
pitfalls that commonly waylay British Tod und VerklYrung and Metamorphosen
orchestras, particularly in the Jovian for 23 solo strings make aparticularly
'big theme'. Spotlit miking for once apt (and unique) coupling on DG 'Accoused with panache — an [A:1] alter- lade' 2542 164. Karajan forges two
native to complement a first choice absolutely stunning climaxes in Tod —
true- Brit performance.
D.P. the transfiguration itself can rarely have
A Giulini bargain for those who blazed so. Acouple of points still bother
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1
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me, though: some uncharacteristically
shaky ensemble in the first big tutti and,
on the whole, a far too puddingy representation of the crucial timpani part
(a surprisingly common complaint, this).
Once more, Ido wish Decca would
reissue their VPO/Maazel performance.
I've no reservations about Metamorphosen: intensely passionate playing,
thrillingly sustained.
Big, vibrant
acoustic in both works. (A/B:1/21 E.S.
A 'perfumed savage' was Stravinslcy's
dismissive appraisal of the 1964 DG
BPO/Karajan Rite of Spring. The later
version (25-M 884) is the more developed
interpretation; the earlier one is nevertheless impeccable in terms of orchestral
balances and related metres. It still
sounds well as an 'Accolade' reissue
(2542 165), even if the conductor's
feelings for the score remain concealed,
mostly. [A/B:1]
C.B.
If some way from a first choice,
Christian Ferras' Tchaikovsky was the
best of four violin concerto recordings
with BPO/Karajan ( 1967) — worth
hearing from time to time for the very
beautifulCanzonetta. Ferras' trembling'
vibrato style may not always appeal.
The 'Accolade' transfer has a quite
disruptive side-break where the cornposer links the finale; Capriccio Italien
now completes Side 2 ( DG 2542 162).
Excellent sound with a generous hall
ambience. [
A:1/2]
C.B.

Chamber/Solo

DROPPING
the slighter finale in
favour of the original Grosse fuge,

the Lindsay Quartet recorded Beethoven's Op. 130 for Enigma ( K-series
metalwork i
sretained for ASV reissue
ACA 1006). A reading of considerable
depth of understanding. Finely related
tempi include a true Adagio molto
expressivo for the Cavatina — although
the sniffing gets obtrusive, and ahefty
rostrum (?) thump occurs late in this
movement. The fugue recalls something
of Klemperer's majestic Philharmonia
strings recording. Rather a dull tonal
quality, and on my pressing surfaces
wretchedly noisy in parts (coarse paper
liner only, too). [B:1 , /1]
C.B.
Frederick Fennell and the Eastman
Wind offer a ' round the world' recital
with music by Grainger, Milhaud, R.
Strauss and Rogers on Mercury ( SRI
75093). Fennell is idiomatically 'at
home' in the Milhaud Suite written
around folk tunes from the French provinces; he is similarly sympathetic in
the folky Lincolnshire Posy. Rogers'
Japanese Dances are played hard as
colourfully nave'chinoiserie .;only the
Strauss Serenade falls limp in the recital,
Vivid sound with atruly wide dynamic
range, suffering slightly from the
Mercury hard edge. WB:1*/2] D.P.
A selection of David Munrow's 1970
performances of 14th century Italian
instrumental and vocal music, previously
released on ZRG 3257-8 and including
works by Landini, Jacopo da Bologna
and Lorenzo di Firenze, is reissued in
Decca's 'Serenata' series on SA 12 and
entitled Ecco La Primavera. The record
title is taken from Landini's bailee of
the same name and the performance
by the Early Music Consort is as cha_
racteristically fresh and entertaining as
always. The instrumental placing is
very.distinct and the close, dry percussion can sound alittle uncomfortable,
but, by and large, still avery attractive
issue. [A/B:1]
R.8.
Colin Tilney always plays with stylistic
sensitivity and affectionate expression,
and arecord entitled 'Music for Virginal'
(DG 'Arch iv Privilege' 2547 069) has
come round to bargain-reissue in only
four years. The programme of assorted
Elizabethan/Jacobean pieces does not
overlap with his similarly titled Argo
disc (deleted, and ripe for reissue also);
very well recorded and nicely played on
real period instruments; possibly alittle
took serious — but that is contestable.
[Aw:1]
S.D.
HMV's compilation of early Amadeus
Quartet recordings corporately titled
String Quartets (HMV RLS 767, 3reos,
mid price) contains remastered mono
recordings from the 1950s of Mozart's
'Hunt' and 'Dissonance' quartets and
Schubert's 'Death and the Maiden', the
Quartet in E flat (D.87) and the String
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Quintet, with Pleeth. All these derive
from the period of the quartet's first
flush, aperiod when their playing was
direct and urgent yet sensitive. A little
later sensitivity and sophistication
seemed to become paramoUnt concerns,
though nowadays they have returned
to something like their earliest manner.
Inevitably the sound lacks present-day
warmth and presence; the strings,
especially the leader, sound unnaturally
steely and close-up, and there is ahollow
quality about it that grates alittle on the
ear. Considering all things, however,
the transfers have been well done, and
the set is welcome for the reminder it
gives of this fine ensemble at an important stage in its development. [11:1]
K.D.

by Adam de la Halle. [C:1*1
S.D.
Kegel's 1966 DG recording of Orff's
Carmine Burana makes a surprise reappearance in DG's 'Privilege' catalogue
(2535 275) after a long spell on the
cheaper Heliodor label. The great
strength of both this and Kegel's later
Carmine for Philips is the incisive singing
of the Leipzig Radio Chorus. Their contribution here, though, is spoilt by the
low level cut and bad pre/post echo.
Popularity has ensured enough good
recordings have been made available
at all prices since this performance was
recorded to make it now far less
competitive than it was on the budget
Heliodor label. [B/C: 1 /2]
D.P.
The Spanish conductor Antoni RosMarba directs the ECO, Carmen
Bustamante and Renato Capecchi in
Pergolesi's one-act comedy La Serve
Padrona,
originally released by Pye
DCA have reissued many of the most
popular tenor arias and duets from Ensayo on NEL 2014 and reissued in
Italian and French operas, taken from Philips' Living Baroque on 9502 065.
recitals and complete recordings made Good, fresh recording and well staged
by Placido Domingo, under the title with the ECO's energetic playing balanBravissimo Domingo ( RL 04199, 2 cing the bright soprano of Bustamante
recs). There are four well filled sides, and the bluff, almost over-played,
and the sound quality of these excerpts, buffo of Capecchi. Full Italian text is
all made between 1968 and 1979, reaches included, though no translation. [A/
R.B.
aconsistently high standard technically. B:11
A Schubert Lieder Recital from Gérard
The tenor's voice has hardly changed
Souzay,
accompanied
by
Dalton
Baldwin,
over the last ten years, and his versatility
is well illustrated in this popular selection. brings together recordings dating from
Other featured artists include Katia 1961-64 and 1967. Philips 'Sequenza'
Ricciarelli, Leontyne Price and Sherrill 6527 103 offers an attractive selection
Milnes, the latter both as baritone and of some of the composer's best-known
songs — ErIk8nig, Heidenr8slein, Der
as conductor! [A:1]
J.F.
Little did Iimagine in November 1979, Tod- und das Mgdchen etc — in
sympathetic performances. Souzay
when reviewing aClaves disc of Chopin
does not characterise heavily the more
Op. 74 songs (sung in German) that the dramatic songs, precise and interesting
Polish Eugenia Zareska's fine old articulation of the more lyrical numbers
Columbia disc would be reissued in the
being left to the accompanist, but his
foreseeable future. Even more surprising smoothness and geniality make this
is the source: Hyperion's 'son' Helios, disc very pleasant listening. The
devoted to reissues (H88001 ., 0.99). recording, though variable, is for the
A relaxed feeling of authenticity informs most part pleasingly close and detailed.
these performances; the voice is light
[A/B:1]
D.H.
though substantial, the vibrato rapid and
well under control. Very appealing, but
characterful too; the widespread mazurka
rhythms are delightfully sprung. Only
HEN a recital by Anita Cerquetti
in the more robust settings — The Warrior,
was first released in 1959, it created
for instance — do Roland Herrmann quite a stir, and a brilliant future was
and Geoffrey Parsons project a more confidently predicted for the young
convincing fervour (though in their artist. Unfortunately illness cut short a
hands, this Witwicki setting sounds most promising career, and she made
more like Schubert than Chopin). The no further records. Reissue on Decca
1955 recording is pleasantly intimate in GRV 13 reveals asplendid lyric soprano
scale; the piano tone is on the wiry side voice used with considerable artistry.
and very occasionally flutter-prone (the Particularly notable are her 'Casta Diva'
excellent pianist is Giorgio Favaretto), from Norma and Abigaille's aria from
but no matter. [C:1/1*)
A.K. Nabucco, but the whole recital is most
Monteverdi's L7ncoronazione di enjoyable. The recording is good for its
Poppea in Leppard's abridged version age, the sound is clean and the voice
is performed by Pritchard, the RPO, well balanced with the orchestra: [6:1].
Glyndebourne Festival Chorus and There is no more versatile singer beMagda Laszlo and Richard Lewis as fore the musical public than Dietrich
Poppea and Nero ( HMV SLS 5248, 4 Fischer-Dieskau, and on GRV 7we are given
reos, mid price). The Leppard realization
caused a stir when first heard at
Glyndebourne because of its lush
sonorities and wide range of instrumental tone colours; and, given this, all
soloists and instrumentalists turn in
stylish performances. The recording
wears its 1964 date well, even if vocal
lines do predominate. There is agood
suggestion of stage distance and the
fresh acoustic shows up the plucked
and bowed continuo forces very well.
[A/B:11
R.B.
Monteverdi's Magnificat for 6Voices
ET'S START with abrief visit to
( 1610) and Mass for 4 Voices (
1650) in
the why-should-we-all-suffer
the 1963 performance given by George
Malcolm, The Choir of the Carmelite department,
this
month
Priory and Colin Mawby is reissued on frequented by Joan Jett, lady in
Decca 'Serenata' SA 14. The interpretation is forceful and emotional by turns black, ex- Kim Fowley protege and
and some of the solo singing is alittle current US superstar. Reason is
obtrusive. There is a considerable the arrival of ILove Rock 'n' Roll
resonance throughout, which masks
details rather than enlivening the (Epic EPC 85686), which, like her
grandeur of the music, and the change previous 'Joan Jett' album, is a
of focus between soloists and choir is miscellany of originals and hardnone too realistic. [C:2/3]
R.B.
covers
produced
by
1954 was the original date of recording headed
of Brussels Pro Musica Antigua's Music Ritchie Cordell plus manager,
of the Minstrels ( DG 'Archiv Privilege' bubblegum genius and likeable
2547 068 ). The sound is tonally nut Kenny Laguna. The straight
extremely agreeable, the playing and
singing are very good indeed, and the rip-offs include Dave Clark's Bits
programme of 13th/14th Century dances And Pieces and Tommy James'
and songs delightful. A real bargain for Crimson And Clover, while the title
those who thought that it was all rediscovered recently, it includes the track, which you've doubtless
uninhibited Jeu de Robin et de Marion heard, owes all to Gary Glitter,
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Vocal/Operatic

GrandiVoci

‘N

Fred Dellar

examples of his artistry in many fields,
including abravura ana from Haydn's
Alcide & Galatea, excerpts from Italian
and German opera and asolo in pretty
good English from Britten's War Requiem
conducted by the composer. The voice
is alittle d -sounding for Italian opera,
but everywhere the singer's fine musicianship is apparent. The recordings,
made between 1965 and 1973, sound
very well on this reissue, with a
reasonable stereo spread, and alively
but not over- resonant acoustic: MU
Although Kite« Flagstad retired in
1953, she continued to record for afew
years, and excerpts from Die Walkure,
l''arsifal and Lohengrin, plus the six
Wesendonck Lieder, all show the great
soprano in superb voice (GRV 11).
Happily, too, the recordings — made
between 1957 and 1959 — give avery
good idea of the ease and power of her
singing and the majestic sweep of her
phrasing, while the orchestral sound and
general balance are excellent for their
age. Highly recommended: [B:1w].
Marilyn Home is surely the outstanding
coloratura mezzo-soprano of her
generation. Particularly in Rossini, the
amazing accuracy and rapidity of her
roulades is most exciting, and GRV 8
gives some splendid examples of her
virtuosity in this highly specialised
field. She is equally impressive in her
arias from Donizetti's Lucrezia Borgia
and Anna Bolena and in Bellini's seldom
heard ICapuleti cd iMontecchl The
recordings, all made between 1964 and
1979, are excellent, with good stereo
spread. clean overall definition and
admirable surfaces: 1/4/B:1 19. Then
there is a splendid record of solos by
Leontyne Price ( GRV 10). The earliest
bands date from 1960, and the latest
from 1979, when the great soprano, still
in fine voice, record6.d Ariadne's aria
from R. Strauss' Ariadne auf Naxos.
The voice,has been amazingly consistent
over the years, and all these recordings
maintain avery high standard throughout. Her ' Libera me' from Verdi's
Requiem is quite thrilling, with the
soloist, the chorus and orchestra under
Fritz Reiner all combining to give us a
truly great performance in really excellent
stereo: [A:1]. Donizetti wrote over 70
operas during his comparatively short
life, but only a handful are regularly
performed today. Renato Bryson, the
distinguished Italian baritone, has been
enterprising enough to record nine arias
from works which are unlikely to be
revived in the near future, and he sings
them all with great beauty of tone and an
elegance of phrasing which make the
whole recital a delight (GRV 9). The
recording is recent, too, and the overall
sound quality is excellent with good
stereo spread, excellent definition, and a
wide dynamic range. [A:1]
J.F.
other 'originals'
often
being
revamped Stones riffs, Diddley
delights and similarly familiar
specimens of rockology. But
whatever the vehicle, the approach is pretty much the same,
the nett effect being of pop eggs
being broken open by pointless
hammer attacks instigated by Jett
and her Blackheads. ' ILove Rock
'n' Roll,' claims the album sleeve,
though Joan's accompanying
portrait would indicate that she's
become bored with the whole
rock ' n' rigmarole and is now just
ready to make a quick buck. The
music seems that way too. [8:3]
Down on the dance floor, Funkapolitan have been putting in their
bid for the golden Fred (as in
Astaire) with an album merely
titled Funkapolitan ( London SH
8548). The latest sons of the
Average White Band— though the
Funkapols are hardly pure Aryan
— these refugees from Holland
Park Comprehensive sport an
enviable line in rhythm tracks and
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CELEF
Three of the best

The new Celef
Minator, a
superb new
design with lots
of new features.
The six inch bass
driver was
designed by us
and is made of
new material
called Copex. The
Tweeter is the same
tweeter as used in the
Proac Studio and we
regard this special
version as probably the
best moving coil tweeter
in the world. The cabinet is
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made of a
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density chipboard
and medite, its slim
very deep shape not only
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bass driver is loaded by our own resistive reflex port. As
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The famous Celef
Domestic Il Super,
still out competes
our rivals and
remains one of the
most sought after small speakers
having had three very good
reviews. The Domestic II
Super is an ideal speaker for amid
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such as aMichell Focus One
turntable, an A & RCambridge
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dynamics high efficiency
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an August Darnell production job.
Which can't be bad news. Rarely,
though, do they emerge with atop
line that will
induce with- it
milkmen to join in and whistle.
And while If Only, a kind of
Coconut caper, boasts something
in the way of an acceptable song
shape, generally it's just acase of
taking your partners for the last
chant. Finethen,while atthe disco,
but ultimately forgettable once
you're out on the street again. [
A:21
Back on the Sony Walkman
counter, Phonogram proffer something slightly wonderful in the
shape of Tokyo Mobile Music 1
(Mobile Suit Corporation SUIT 1),
a compilation of slant- eyed rock
that comes spliced with scene- setting
twixt-track
sounds
that
include that of a bullet train
passing at high speed, a Ginza
video game saloon and even the
mumbles
of
an
indecisive
customer trying to make up his
mind about choice of milk-shake at
Shibuya's down-town McDonald's.
The music is equally mindboggling in both variety and
quality, Hikasu, agroup headed by
asinging actor remodelling Kraftwerk's The Model; Lizard, a
Tokyo outfit, chipping in with Sa
Ka Na, an infectious dub track from
their Babylon Rocker album; and
female singer Akiko Vano delivering one of my most reprised items
in Rose Garden, not the Lynn
Anderson hit but rather a kind of
Bow Wow Wow meets Fujiyama
mama pop monster that would
surely rip the British charts to
shreds if released as a single.
Even though Istill haven't figured
out exactly why Shoukichi Kina,
described as a Japanese reggae
band, should sound more like a
distraught Fairport Convention,
'Tokyo Mobile Music 1' remains,
nevertheless, an album of delights

and one of the most intriguing of
the food of Nipponese recordings
findings a UK release in recent
times. [
A:1*]
So, with the score at Akiko Vano
37, Laurie Anderson 0, it's time to
move on for a mention of onetime Japanese prisoner Paul
McCartney who, with Tug Of War
Parlophone PCTC 259), has presented us with his best album
since ' Band On The Run', though it
should be stressed that this latest,
opulently- produced ( by George
Martin) offering doesn't really
come within sniffing distance of
the made- in- Lagos masterpiece.
Guest stars abound in Paul'stug of
war team, Stevie Wonder, Andy
MacKay, Eric Stewart, Steve Gadd,
Ringo Starr, Carl Perkins and
Stanley Clarke being the most
name-worthy of those roped in.
But when the chip-butties are
down, the success or failure of the
whole enterprise depends on Paul
himself— and Macca only delivers
part of the time. What's That
You're Doing.2,like the well-meaning but somewhat sickly Ebony
And Ivory a WonderMac duet, is
little more than a jumped-up,
funky jam, while the countrified
Get It, on which Carl Perkins makes
an appearance, is so slight that it
hardly qualifies as a song at all.
Elsewhere, Paul goes love-sick
old-style with Here Today, shades
of She's Leaving Home and
Eleanor Rigby being prompted by
Martin's
string
quartet
arrangement — and it's the fifth
Beatle who also grabs the plaudits
on the amusing Ballroom Dancing,
where rock meets Victor Sylvester
halfway, afinal cha-cha-cha quote
winning marks for the joint
Liverpool and Abbey Road formation team. ThePound is Sinking
works well too, being one of Paul's
more deviously constructed com-

positions, and Wanderlust should
appeal to those seeking another
Long and Winding Road while, at
the same time, not expecting
overmuch. A quite presentable
album then — though I
fear it won't
register on my ' best of ' 82' listing
when the time comes to compile
such adocument. [
A*: 1]
Next, areturn to the con,;ert hall
— or rather the Theatre Royal,
Drury Lane — courtesy of The
Secret Policeman's Other Ball —
The Music (
Island HAHA 6004), an
on- record re- run of the happenings
which occurred at Amnesty International's 1981 Gala. Sting, Bob
Geldorf and Phil Collins are on
hand to contribute quite palatable
solo versions of previous hits and
bits, Donovan does exactly what
Donovan has always done, and
Jeff Beck turns up to swop licks
with Eric Clapton on a trio of
numbers, causing enough sparks
to keep the remaining members of
the Yardbirds fan club in their
normal over under sideways

The title track of The Litanies Of
Satan on Y Records Y18 takes up
the first side and is a reading of
Charles Baudelaire's poem of the
same name. This side has the
Galas voice enhanced by electronic treatment which leaves the
wayward listener unprepared for
the pure thing on the other side,
where Galas demonstrates that
OMETIMES, just when you
the extraordinary dexterity of her
•-•ithink, or are tempted to think,
vocal gymnastics does not rely on
that all the possibilities of aform
gadgetry. The repeated line in the
or of an instrument itself have
poem — ' I:5 Satan, prends pitié de
been fully covered, someone
comes
along
and
redefines
ma longue misère!' ( 0 Satan,
have pity on my long misery!) —
things. And in that way, Diamanis pure menace, mystery and
da Galas has done for the voice
what John Coltrane and Albert
magic in her larynx. This is not the
Ayler did for the saxophone. She sort of music you'd put on first
does it on her own. Her live thing in the morning or last thing
performances
are
amazing at night. It's mad and threatening.
assaults on the sensibilities. She You may find yourself recoiling
has an intensity that bites and a while the performance still pulls
range of devices of expression you into itself. Meanwhile over on
which are awe-inspiring — or Side 2 — and Ishould explain that
even awesome. She burbles and the record labels are reversed,
babbles and moans at low, and if you don't make sure that the
menacing frequencies and she turntable is on 45 rpm this album
screams and squeals in the sort of might sound even heavier —
range that has you checking on we're faced with a rawer, clearer
your windows and wine glasses. exposition of Galas' powers. The

vocal techniques on Wild Women
With Steak-Knives are even more
amazing. She spits out tonguetwisting lines of words with dazzling speed. Sometimes they
come in sudden bursts among
spine- chilling screaming. In the
end, the listener is left with a
question — what does it all add up
to? There's no doubting the technique and the doors she opens to
other singers, but although she
exploits that technique within the
range of her music, that range of
expression is narrow. Consequently her performance on this
album is relentless and agitated,
and perhaps alittle neurotic. Only
when she can take her music into
other emotional areas will she
become a mature performer, but
at the moment she seems to be
concentrating on one area, and in
that area she's little short of amazing. [
A:1/2]
Lullaby For A Monster looks
like another album from Dexter
Gordon in exile with Europeans
Niels- Henning Orsted Pedersen,
bass and Alex Riel, drums. But
this 1976 session must have been

Ken Hyder

S
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sck Flashes
Richard ' Dimples' Fields: Mr Look
So Good (
Epic EPC 85693): Oldfashioned, warm-hearted soul by
a singer who chooses to remember such milestones as Sincerely
and Baby Work Out. But some will
flinch at Field's religious rapping:
[A:1]. Visage: The Anvil (
Polydor
POLD 5050): Hear Steve Strange
and Co. emerge with a Gothicdisco bone. Hear futurism crash
with aresounding plunk. Hear...all
right then, don't hear it. Iwouldn't
really blame you. [
A:31. Julia Lee:
Tonight's the Night (
Charly CRB
1039): For years I've pleaded
with
Capitol
to
reissue
King Size Papa and all the other
'40s classics by Kansas City's
piano pounding female answer to

down position. And, though it's a
predictable mess, I suppose I
ought to report that Sting leads a
final massed assault on Dylan's /
Shall Be Released, additional
participants in this war of the
words including Sheena Easton,
Tom Robinson, Midge Ure, Chas
Jankel and Neil Innes. Good fun,
though. [
B:2]
Those who devote themselves
to more serious matters will,
however, save their welcome for
Robert Wyatt's soundtrack to The
Animals
Film
(
Rough
Trade
ROUGH 40), some twenty-eight
minutes of sound paintings that
are often as stark and disturbing as
the movie's subject matter — the
suffering that man perpetrates on
the animal kingdom in the name of
research, sport and cheap food.
Intensely moved by exposure to
Victor Schonfeld's film footage,
Wyatt himself has reportedly
become
a vegetarian
since
becoming
involved
in
his
soundtrack chores. [
A:2]
Louis Jordan. Now, thankfully,
Charly Records have obliged.
What can Isay but ta? [ 8:11. Otis
Redding: Recorded Live (
Atlantic
K 50881): Previously unreleased
material culled from Otis' Whiskey
A Go Go sessions of 1966. Obviously,
the
best
material
appeared on the original Whiskey
album — but the leftovers are
earworthy enough: [
8:21. Queen:
Hot Space ( EMI EMA 797): Oodles
of Travolta-fodder bedeck Side 1.
Side 2ringsthe changes more, Put
Out The Fire being pressed-jeans
country- rock, Life Is Real shaping
up as an unconsequential tribute
to Lennon, and Cool Cat providing
Freddie Mercury an opportunity to
present his best Smokey Robinson
impression. All very glossy and
quite admirable in part • [
A:1/21.
one where everything
came
together in the most fortunate
way. Gordon is as relaxed as his
persona usually is, and Pedersen
is as agile as ever, filling in the
spaces effortlessly. But Riel, who
has always struck me as a workmanlike drummer, shows something beyond professional competence on this album. He takes
chances and assets himself more
than I've heard before and pushes
the trio forward. The contract
between this kind of drive and
Gordon's langorous approach
sets up lovely musical tensions.
Gordon's recorded output during
his European exile from the States
is varied, and much of the time
he's not in strong company. But
here the musical atmosphere and
compatibility bring out the best in
the tenorist. Listen, for example,
to the way he transforms the
nonsensical
and
whimsical
Nursery Blues into avehicle for a
spot of steaming. His yelps and
wails and oblique quotes remind
you that Gordon is one of Rollins'
sources of inspiration. The band is
consistently absorbing through71

out this recording, which adds up
to a good slice of mainstream
modern jazz — on SteepleChase
SCS-1156. [A:1/2]
Reflections is adouble album
compilation of mid- 1970s McCoy
Tyner tracks, on Milestone M47062, and if you missed out on
albums
like ' Enlightenment',
'Atlantic', ' Sahara', ' Song For My
Lady', 'Song Of The New World',
'Sama Layuca' or 'Trident', you
might find this arewarding purchase. Since leaving the classic
John Coltrane quartet, in 1966,
Tyner has been ploughing one of
thé furrows that the band opened
up. What Tyner has done has
been to explore ways of putting
different elements together in a
way that is recognisable as original material, but also harks back to
arange of sources. His fascination
with ethnic musics has been subsumed to this ideal so that he
never throws in ethnic rhythms or
modes as simple devices. When
he uses folk inspired material he
makes sure it's well integrated
into his music. The success of this
fusion is such that you can listen
through this compilation— which
takes in solo piano and large
ensembles — and hear a rich
variety of music which hangs
together as an entity. The rapidity
of his releases at this time
perhaps deafened alot of people
as to his capabilities. These
acoustic music albums were
being released at a time when
most pianists were chasing electric music ( and in doing so, surrounded themselves with electric
instruments). In fashion terms at
that time, Tyner and Tyner's
acoustic bands perhaps struck
some people as sounding oldfashioned. But if you stand this

selection alongside some of the
electric jazz of the same period
now, it's not Tyner who sounds
dated. There's ano-faking quality
about acoustic music which
means that all the excitment and
energy has to be generated by the
musicians, and in that respect
there's some high-energy music
on these tracks which has the
same impact today as it had when
originally released. Tyner's own
playing bristles with agility and
verve, and a kind of stabbing
propulsion which can remind you
of an updated Tatum. His small
bands reflect that immediacy, and
there's some strong playing here
from players like drummers
Alphonse Mouzon and Elvin
Jones, and saxophonists Sonny
Fortune and Azar Lawrence. Indeed, on ' Enlightenment' and
'Atlantis', two live albums, Lawrence showed remarkable promise, but since then he has faded
from prominence. In larger ensembles, Tyner demonstrated a
neat way of arranging his music.
Sometimes the horns are playing
very close harmonies which make
the line sing out in a particularly
bright and attractive way. But for
me, it's Tyner's own playing, and
the smaller groups, which are the
most appealing. What he's been
doing post-Trane is to consolidate
some of the ideas which exploded
during the mid- 1960s, and in
doing so he's made the music as a
whole more interesting and
attractive while avoiding asugar
coating of what is, after all, a
wildly energetic form. In doing so,
some may accuse him of failing to
deliver revolutionary newness.
But not all music can be new and
dramatically iconoclastic. What
he has succeeded in doing is to

develop the subtleties of the
music he plays without losing the
spirit and drive it thrives on. Ihope
this release stimulates a new interest in Tyner's work, for it deserves to be much more widely
heard than it has been. [A:1]
Guitarists tend to be reverent
about Ralph Towner, or at least
they tend to be reverent about the
Towner technique.
On
Five
Years Later, he's in tandem with
another ECM record guitarist,
John
Abercrombie.
Although
Abercrombie plays some electric
guitar on the album the overall
sound is of duetting acoustic instruments heavily laden with
artificial presence which, rather
than enhancing the music, tends
to emphasise the tinkling thinness
of the sound. Much of the running
time is taken up with interweaving
tinkling but every now and then
more dark and nasty notes creep
in, and it's then that the playing
approaches interesting music. It's
clever, pretty and intricate, but not
really my cup of tea. It's on ECM
1207. [
A:2]
Bill Evans Trio With Symphony Orchestra is an unusual
album ( on Verve 2304 525), because of the material he plays and
its orchestral treatment. This 1965
album is largely unsuccessful because of the treatment, rather
than the material, which includes
works by Bach, Chopin, Scriabin
and Granados. After all, Miles
Davis managed to make his version of Concierto De Aranjuez
more riveting than any other I've
heard. Of course working with this
material and trying to make it a
vehicle for jazz improvisation can
be difficult. The main problem on
this album comes from the
orchestrations by Claus Ogerman

which throw in strings as syrupy
sweeteners, rather like some of
the poorer Hollywood film scores.
Evans' playing deserved a better
setting than provided here and
this will not be an album to
remember his music by. [
A:3]
It's not hard to imagine Lester
Bowie in the role of entertainer.
for all his Arts Ensemble credentials as an avant gardist, his performances owe alot to the showbiz tradition. What he has done in
fact has shown that it's possible to
fuse showbiz and avant garde
elements into a music which can
be, within limited goals, fairly
commercially successful. This
novel fusion in itself has perhaps
accounted
for
the
acclaim
afforded to his new album, The
Great Pretender, on ECM 1209.
The idea of using The Great Pretender as avehicle in itself is abit
of showbiz. But I'm not convinced.
Bowie's playing on Rios Negros
on Side 2has alot more going for
it, although towards the end he
falls back on his armoury of devices. There's no doubt that he
has at his fingertips and the tip of
his tongue a wide selection of
yelps and smears and effects on
the trumpet, but these effects
used injudiciously don't add to
the performance. And that's
what's annoying
about this
album, for one minute Bowie can
be playing with an intense poignancy and the next he throws it
away with frivolity. In a live performance it's possible to get away
with it, but on record, the
annoying
bits
sound
more
annoying every time you hear
them. Having said that, there are
bursts of creative trumpet playing
which hint at what might have
been. [
Alr:1/31

•

Compiled by Maurice Taggart
A £ 5record token will be awarded for each of the first five correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by July 15th.
CLUES ACROSS
1
8
10
11
13
15
18
20
22
23
24

(See 6)
(and 1) American composer who died poor and alcoholic ( 7-6)
Musicial or poetic setting provided by period electronic devices (
3)
Familiar Mum joins little Trixie to produce the records (6)
Nose harp featured, by arrangement, in the key of G-major, for instance (
3-5)
The lad is in the little utility, playing softly (
5)
Repetitive audio concept introduced by Nancy Clements (
5)
Sing about Tom, softly, otherwise engaged in alively jazz dance (8)
Vocal offering always associated with scenarios optionally included (6)
One is confused about anew start (
3)
Handelian opera produced somehow by Ronald and I (7)
Young Eastern violinist who has Mum associated with achildish diversion (
2-2-2)

CLUES DOWN
2
(
See 17)
3
(
See 12and21)
4 The girl comes back from the little Post Office, returning speed musically to the original (1-5)
5 Liberals briefly cede somehow, providing an audio unit (7)
7 Familiar electronic hardware — specially for domestic use (3)
9 Speaker or cartridge always returning in practical electronic circuits (
4)
12 (and 21 and 3) Popular name for alarge musical eighth (8-2-1-8)
14
I
retain somehow for motional stubborness (7)
16
Wagnerian heroine featured in Galli-Curci's older records (6)
17 (and 2) English concert pianist (
4-5)
19
Biblical character, though human otherwise, ends up as an audio nuisance (
5)
21
(
See3 and 12)

MAY'S WINNERS:

R. Scott, Portsmouth, Hants; L. Willy, Ealing W5; G. Sinclair, Richmond,Surrey;
E. Sutcliffe, Broadstone, Dorset; E. Bosward, Whittlesford, Cambridge
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LUXON is one of our
BENJAMIN
best and most frequently recorded baritones, and now that he
has decided ( or been persuaded)
to try favourite Hollywood ballads, the result should prove to
any open-minded listener that an
academically-trained singer can
give straight accounts of such
songs which make those of ' personality' stars seem wilfully distorted. Moreover, we have rather
been brainwashed into accepting
as perfection such arrangers as
Nelson Riddle. On As Time Goes
By (
RCA LP 6015) Luxon is accompanied by the National Philharmonic, conducted by Owain
Arwel Hughes, and the uncredited
arrangements follow the style
(though not closely) of the expert
studio arrangers of the 1940s.
Only half of these well-chosen
tunes come from actual musical
films; the selection also includes
such themes as Moon River, My
Foolish Heart, More and ( best of
all) the haunting Laura which so
perfectly matched the atmosphere of that strange 1944 film of
loose ends and mystery. Johnny
Mercer's lyrics came later. The
title track's accompaniment pays
its small tribute to the 'Casablanca' original with a piano halfchorus in the manner of Dooley
Wilson. Altogether a robustly
romantic record: a strong voice
well supported and well recorded,
and Christopher Palmer's useful
sleeve notes. [
A:1]
Modern jazz having reached a
rarified level where it abandons
any claim to popularity, there is
good reason to welcome on this
page two records by jazzmen
which can be summed up as
good-time music — a good time
for the players and apleasure for
the listener who enjoys the spontaneity of solos so long as they
ride on the four- in-a- bar of a
disciplined rhythm section — and
a key signature. The Best of
British Jazz (
ASV ALM 4001) is a
bold title, almost equalling 'The
World's Greatest Jazz Band' for
braggadocio, but it is all-star
mainstream jazz: good solos on
standard tunes with the last chorus featuring a simple arrangement, possibly worked out on the
session, rather than awild 'all- in'
of the Trad type. With Kenny
Baker on trumpet, Don Lusher on
trombone, and Betty Smith, the
solos are agile and melodic. There
are eight tracks; that allows time
for a nice long blues and a rich
seven- minute larghetto treatment
of Mean to Me, sung by Betty
Smith. Her shapely phrasing of
the words and her Ben Websterish tenor playing make this the
outstanding track, though her rich
and rolling chorus in Exactly Like
You, at exactly the right tempo, is
also redolent of the days before
the modern honkers and wailers,
to borrow a recent phrase of
Antony Hopkins'. Of all unlikely
tunes, Hubert Gregg's Maybe it's
Because I'm aLondoner serves as
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Denis Argent
considers the lighter side
another vehicle for Miss Smith's
singing. But tradition returns after
that with six minutes of It Don't
Mean a Thing. [
B:1/2]
Jungle Nights in Harlem
(ASV ALA 3002) is the other jazz
disc— atitle which embodied jazz
for the white customers of the
Cotton Club 50 years ago, even if
its implications would almost infringe the Race Relations Act now.
Sixteen tracks from originals dating from 1929 to 1935 are played
by the 16-strong Midnite Follies
Orchestra. Their pictures on the
sleeve indicate that they are all
too young to remember the swing
era, let alone the period of early
Ellington (
Black Beauty,
The
Mooche, Ring Dem Bells) which
preceded it. But this band has
succeeded in modernising the
sound of the early 1930s, digitally
recorded too, without losing the
original period flavour of the
bands and the singing of Cab
Calloway and Don Redman. It is
faintly surprising to find Cole Porter's Let's Do It in such company
— but, sure enough, it dates from
1928 even though there is the
topical assurance that 'Argentines
without means do it'. The title
track is 1931 Ellington, tuneful and
not at all 'jungly'; nor is Shaking
the African, which was the original light-hearted backing of Don
Redman's 'Chant of the Weeds',
years ahead of its time in 1931.
But my favourite track is Truckin',
a jolly song about one of the
ballroom crazes of 1935 by pianist
Rube Bloom, which Ionce wore
smooth in its shilling Rex recording by the underrated Joe
Haymes orchestra. By the standard of that memorable version,
the Midnite Follies play it a little
too fast; but this disc as awhole is
a great success, doing for the
1930s what Syd Lawrence did for
the 1940s — rather more, in fact,
for these 16 tracks are refurbishings instead of copies. [11:1/
2]
The month has brought another
batch of electronic organ recordings from Grosvenor which deserve more careful listening than
this instrument is likely to get in its
usual setting of clubs and pubs.
As part of the campaign to get its
musical merits recognised, organ
dealers ( no doubt supported by
manufacturers, mostly Japanese)
are organising recitals in our little
local theatre. At the same time, it
makes sense for these electronic
instruments to make their authen-
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tic appeal through our own hi-fi
circuitry — and the selections
seem to be planned to emphasise
this aspect, with maximum variation in tone-colours and extremes
of the musical spectrum. So if you
don't mind hymn tunes, that Bach
Toccata and disco sounds all jostling 'each other, try Orchestrally
Yours (
Grosvenor GRS 1120),
with Brian Sharp at the Kawai T30.
[11:1/2]
Still Travellin'
(
Grosvenor
GRS 1121) is a less wildly contrasting selection by Brian Hazelby on the Technics U90, obviously
amost sophisticated machine because the sleeve has to stress that
there was no multi-tracking; one
man and all those programmable
facilities produce quite amazing
effects on tunes which are mainly
standards from musical films and
from the jazz world. [
A:1]
Grosvenor also issue two cinema organ records whose appeal is
primarily to nostalgia, encouraged by good sleeve notes on the
histories of the organs featured.
The Wurlitzer formerly in the Regal, Kingston, is famous among
organ fans, and That Golden
Age
(
GRS
1119)
is
David
Shepherd's well chosen selection
of evocative pieces, including a
too-short sample
of Sidney
Torch's signature tune, I've Got
To Sing a Torch Song, one of
Harry Warren's loveliest songs.
The Christie Sound (
GRS
1114) features an organ once in
the Rialto, Enfield, and now installed in a private house where the
recording was made by John
Mann. The selection is mainly
light classical but also includes
tunes made famous by the latest
old-time stars to be re-cycled,
Flanagan and Allen. The recording sounds rather muddy — but
that, after all, is just how the real
thing sounded to us in the supercinemas of the organists' pre-war
heyday. [ B:2]
The fairground organ is taken
very seriously by its devotees.
According to Ord-Hume's 567page standard work on mechanical organs, the German maker
Andreas Ruth is one of the great
names, as renowned in his country as Gavioli was in France. So
please, organ enthusiasts, take
very seriously Féerie de l'Orgue
Mécanique
(
Calliope
1511)
which features a Ruth organ of
1912 in an incredibly ambitious
programme which includes the
Light Cavalry and Der Freischutz

overtures — at full length, not
snippets. The sleeve notes are
very full, but all in French and
German. However, this type of
organ (which was more usually
found in dance halls and roller
skating rinks than on fairgrounds)
was obviously as sophisticated in
its day as the electronic organ is
now. The title, of course, means
the magic of the mechanical organ
— but naturally it is impossible to
give it a rating.
Folk music of the modern style,
personified by the Yetties, has
moved from the pub to the concert hall without losing too much
of its simplicity. But the surprise
play- it-again track of their A
Proper Job (
ASV ALA 3003) is a
straight recited version of the
Dorset Poet's On Linden Lea in
which the poetry for once takes
precedence over the Vaughan
Williams setting. The other tracks
are much jollier, but one wonders
whether this talented trio are not
in danger of running out of the
right kind of material. The recording is good, featuring some unusual instruments. [
A:2]
So-called country music has
become more commercialised
than British folk, and Little Ginny
is clearly an attractive ' act' but not
much of it comes across on record. My Dixie Darling (
Pastafont PF 3003) was partly recorded
in the shrine of the music, Nashville, but it still seems an uneasy
mixture of the authentic and the
phony. There is aversion of I'm an
Old Cowhand, for example, which
seems to miss the satirical point
of Johnny Mercer's words — and
the sleeve calls him John Mercier.
[111:2]
The ultimate in music turned
into avisual act must surely be the
type ( hype?) of spectacular circus
put on in vast arenas, rather than
in theatres, by the top pop groups
such as Queen. Their publicity
speaks with awe of the 75 tons of
gear that goes on the road to
boost the music with every kind of
visual and electronic effect. But
let's just listen to the music: Hot
Space (
EMI EMA 797) is mostly
loud and frenetic — yet anyone
who is not blindly prejudiced about pop must surely find something to admire here. The songs
may speak of insanity and the
rhythms may stun with monotony, but these are serious and
experienced musicians — Freddie
Mercury is 35, and spoke articulately about his métier in a BBC
radio series a few years ago —
and they are not just out to shock
their elders. To review their latest
here may be trespassing on Fred
Dellar's ground, but anyone
whose tastes are mainly satisfied
by middle-of-the-road popular
music must surely recognise the
relaxed and tuneful track from
Queen called Life is Real which
commemorates John Lennon and
is performed in his style, taking
the sting out of Freddie Mercury's
bitter words. [
A:1]
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on the move... 2

7systems reviewed

by John Atkinson — with measurements by Noel Keywood
CAR ENVIRONMENT is so unsuitable
for good sound reproduction — ridicuTHE

lously high noise levels, abysmal acoustics,
sub- optimum
speaker
positioning,
equipment with hopelessly optimistic specifications, and a listening position virtually
making stereo reproduction useless — that in
the past we have remained rather sceptical
when manufacturers proudly announce their
latest line in in-car ' hi-fi'. To draw an appropriate motoring analogy, no matter how good
the engine, acar remains alemon if the wheels
are square. And the car interior, sou ndwise, is
as square awheel as they come!
For true high fidelity reproduction, we can
specify several requirements. First, background noise levels must be low, so that with
wide
dynamic
range
music,
low-level
passages will remain both audible and intelligible. As Peter Mapp has shown in his
preceding article ( p.54) in- car noise levels can
be extreme, but itwould be facile, as is done by
many people, just to subtract the noise level —
90dB, say — from the music level — 91dB,
say— to conclude that the maximum dynamic
range possible would be only 1dB! The
spectrum of the noise is so different to that of
music or speech that the conventional
assumption of masking of one by the other is
not applicable, and music with reasonable
dynamics doesn't appear to be seriously
degraded, even when the background noise
is high — yet another instance that the ear/brain
does not act like a microphone. Very wide
dynamic range music, such as classical
orchestral or opera, for instance, does suffer,
though, and the listener really has no recourse
but to wind up the volume in the quiet bits
and hastily back it off again when it suddenly
gets louder. It might be thought that anormal
compression circuit would be of use, but
unfortunately this will bring up the level, not
only of the soft music passages, but also of
the interference, electrical noise and tuner/
tape hiss that the listener has tried so hard to
suppress.
Hitachi are the only company so far to
address this problem and much of their latest
range, such as the £80 CS810 cassette player
shown in the photograph, features ' ASLC' or
Automatic Sound Level Control. A built-in
microphone detects the level of low frequency
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noise centred around 63Hz, and from this
derives a DC control voltage for a voltage
controlled amplifier ( VCA) stage. Thus the
faster you drive, the higher the noise and the
higherthe playback level. Hitachi also produce
an inexpensive add-on unit, the DU- 16, which
can be used with a normal cassette/radio.
This approach, however, is very much acase
of ' closing the stable door' and for those of us
without Rolls Royces I suspect that the
money spent on a DU- 16 would be better
spent on akit of bituminous sound deadening
panels for the car.
Flat frequency response — and its corollary,
low coloration — has always been the basic
parameter by which hi-fi sound reproduction

has been judged, and by present domestic
standards it would appear that in- car
performance is equivalent to that existing
domestically 25 years ago, when all that was
needed was ' a good tone'. Design of ICE
systems and speakers, particularly at the
budget end, is based on a ' boom and tizz'
philosophy that has nothing to do with fidelity
and everything to do with relieving the naïve
purchaser — who innocently confuses the
word ' more', as in ' more' high and low
frequencies, with ' better' — of his money.
And yet, it is possible, with care ( and money)
to get a car system with a reasonably flat
frequency response, considering the conditions. Even then, however, a considerable
doubt remains as to whether this is desirable
in the car. The ' wider the window' adage still
applies, and if the system has aclean extended
top end, the more clearly the listener hears
the interference, the noise, and the hiss. If the
bass response is extended and powerful,
then this will unfortunately result in the main
'room boom' of the car being excited more
effectively, to the detriment of the musical
experience. Clearly, some sort of response
tailoring is advisable for an in-car system,
thus begging the question whether ' fidelity'
is, as a goal, an absolute or a relative requirement.

appreciate the music. A good aerial —
Hirschmann and Blaupunkt are names which
spring to mind — is a must, as is effective
suppression of the car electrical system.
Simple shunt capacitors take care of most
alternator/ignition problems, but some car
systems are notorious — the new Ford Escort
windscreen wiper motor, for instance, requires
a hefty and expensive choke fitted. ICE dealers
can be very helpful in dealing with particular
suppression disaster areas. Even care taken
about adequate earthing can improve rejection
of FM interference.
Nothing much can be done about FM
multipath reception problems, however, that
sudden burst of — ear and nerve shattering —
distortion as you get modulation between the
main transmitted signal and its reflection
from anearby large metal object. Practically, I
have never found multipath a particular
problem whilst on the move; only when
stopping, at traffic lights for instance, can it
get annoying. Even then, shuffling forwards a
few feet can cure it.
Having carefully set the car up to be as
electrically quiet as possible, a major problem
still remains with FM that the transmissions
are normally only effective within line-of-sight
of the transmitter. You may have your radio
preset to Radio 3on 91.3MHz from Wrotham,
which is no help at all when you drive from
London to Birmingham. Unless you are
prepared to suffer the poor sound quality
from nationally uniform AM stations, the mobile
music lover will have to do a lot of knob
twiddling if he travels any distance at all.

Domestically, of course, good stereo
imagery is a prerequisite for hi-fi reproduction
(pace PM) but remember that in the home,
there is always the hidden assumption that
the listener is equidistant from the two
speakers, so that there is no inter- channel
time information introduced. In the car,
however, the listener is hopelessly in the
wrong position to receive coincident signals
from both speakers. In addition, he sits so
close to a room boundary, with so many
obstructions, that the perceived frequency
There is only one model available, Ibelieve,
balance, as shown by Peter Mapp, will be very which copes with this problem, and that is the
different, and this will also drastically limit top model in the Philips range, the AC990 Mkt'
perception of stereo.
which costs around £300. This incorporates a
For program sources, until the advent of microcomputer-controlled 6button memory,
Compact Disc— and that certainly will change each button capable of recalling up to 10 FM
things! — we are stuck with radio or cassette. stations.However, the user doesn't choose
Medium wave and long wave transmissions which of the 10 is to be tuned, the microare so severely compromised at the broadcast computer does. Thus, if you programme all
end of things that they can be dismissed totally the Radio 3 broadcast FM frequencies to be
in hi-fi terms, and should only be regarded as covered by one button, the microcomputer
information channels — albeit very fine will monitor the signal strength on each
information channels, when it comes to frequency and select the one giving optimum
Radio 4 and the World Service. The cassette reception. If strength then falls, it again
medium perhaps is the most trustworthy in checks all the frequencies stored and if it finds
the car, but its domestic limitations such as abetter one, switches to it automatically. The
hiss and perverse frequency balance remain Radio 3 ( or 4or 2) enthusiast therefore, using
audible. Fortunately, however, the in- car this Philips' MCC system, can set off on his
playback system can have such a response journey and having pressed just the one
shortfall at high frequencies that the extra HF button, hear Patricia Hughes' dulcet tones
boost obtained by playing back Dolby- B without interruption for the rest of his journey
encoded tapes without decoding can be as the MCC automatically keeps the set tuned
beneficial, as can be the low-level HF com- to the optimum BBC transmitter.

pression also then apparent. Carting around a
large number of cassettes in the car to avoid The review
unmusical repetition of the same pieces There are alarge number of manufacturers in
becomes alogistic pain, however, and for the the ICE field, and they all have extensive ranges.
lazy, FM radio is the most promising source.
To thin this down somewhat, it was decided
It is also the most challenging, however, as that, although 90% of car radios in the UK are
it is almost neurotically prone to interference AM- only, these did not belong in amagazine
in the car, a situation not relieved by the fact with ' hi-fi' in the title. For a prospective purthat the listener expects to be able to move chaser desiring something along the lines of
his car around the countryside, at varying high fidelity in the car, aset with FM is essential,
distances from the transmitter, as well as and, for versatility, should incorporate a

this topology both speaker outputs are ' live', two significant problems. Firstly, most of the
battery powered measuring equipment hadto units obtained for test were in raw drive- unit
be used for the test programme. With very form, as are nearly all the units available in the
expensive ICE, PWM output stages ( or market place. Secondly, to afar greater degree
cassette player. The products chosen for switching power supplies to give higher voltthan with domestic speakers, the listening enreview therefore reflect this bias and are also
ages) are used to give true high power.
vironment affects the tonal balance of the
in the main placed towards the higher end of
Tests carried out on the cassette player speakers ( see fig.3 p.55), and this change
the price spectrum. As in any other field, the section for the units were straightforward.
will alter, possibly drastically, from car to car.
easiest way to make a cheap product is to
Playback response was plotted using the TDK
Fig.1 a shows the free- air octave pink noise
leave out the components which would have
ACA37 test tape. If the response without any tone response of the David 4000 speakers used for
made it agood product. This is not to say that controls present deviated significantly from
listening tests; the general character is of a
this is universal practice, but always remember 'flat', then the response was remeasured to
slightly humped upper bass, falling away
that there is no such thing as afree lunch.
see whether the controls could provide appro- rapidly below 200Hz, and an overall rising resIt would appear that quite a high margin
priate
corrections.
The
chrome/metal ponse,with abroad shallow midrange depresexists with ICE, leading to widespread dis- playback response was also measured for
sion, leading to aHF peak around 8kHz. When
counting with very many brands. A typical
players having the requisite switch ( usually mounted on the rear parcel- shelf of the
VAT- inclusive price has been quoted for the
marked ' Metal') to change the 120s ferric Renault 6, pointing forward ( fig. lb), the
models reviewed, but these can be pessimistic. playback equalisation to 70µs. Steady state
response below 400Hz is brought up by the
Normal price for the Pioneer GEX-63 tuner/ wow and flutter measurements were permain ' room' resonance of the enclosed space,
preamp should be £ 178 but it has been seen
formed using TDK's AC-342 test tape, and the which then somewhat accentuates the mid
in some dealers as low as £ 125, and the popular unit was also jolted to obtain a subjective
depression, although the slight HF peak
Clarion PE754 MkIII, listed around £ 140, can appraisal of the results of such vibration.
remains as audible as before. In the Escort, the
often be picked up for £30 less.
The tuner test programme ( FM only) was
HF response is similar, but the smaller
Laboratory tests
standard, if kept to aminimum of THD at 50%
enclosed airspace had led to a somewhat
The assessment of in-car equipment presents modulation, frequency response at 70%
higher band of frequencies, in the lower midsome interesting problems, both on the constant modulation, with post emphasis,
range, being accentuated ( fig.lc).
electronics side and regarding loudspeakers. lmV
aerial
signal),
stereo
separation
However, the ear does not respond in the
Tests on tuner, cassette player and amplifier (with
residual
pilot
tone
and
other same way as the measuring microphone, and
sections were carried out by Noel Keywood: spuriae filtered out), S/N ratio at full quieting, the David 4000s, despite the changes in tonal
rather than drive the units under test from 12 and sensitivity. As tuner impedance is gene- balance, actually sounded quite similar in the
volt car batteries, he used a regulated high rally not specified, the last measurement was two cars apart from the LF boom. It was,
current 13.5V power supply, this voltage more performed assuming aconventional 75 ohm therefore decided that to carry out listening
closely representing both what is available impedance. The voltages quoted are the tests in one particular car would provide suffifrom a car alternator whilst running and the nominal pds across 75 ohms, but if the unit im- cient information to prove valid in other makes.
voltage used by manufacturerswhen deriving pedance is in fact lower, this will change the
Accordingly, the speakers were auditioned
their specifications. Even so, as will be seen apparent
measured
sensitivity.
The either resting on the Renault's rear parcel
from the individual reviews, the real ( RMS) results proved interesting in that the stereo shelf, pointing forwards, in the case of the
power available as measured in the lab just sensitivity figures obtained were, in general, complete units, or mounted using the parcel
before clipping rarely approached the ampli- less good than for domestic tuners, whereas shelf, with suitable holes cut in it, as abaffle for
fier section specification, suggesting that ICE one would have thought that for use in acar, the drive- unit models, with the boot — lined
manufactu rers tend to use the moreoptimistic with its compromised aerial and reception with blankets — as the enclosure.
peak or music power rating, much as in the bad conditions, achieving good stereo sensitivity
To overcome problems of compatibility
old days of hi-fi — remember those A....d would have been apriority. However, it would
between any of the speakers, atotally unrealiadvertisements offering 100W for just £56 appear that manufacturers, with an eye on
stic ICE system was used to drive them,
from an amp capable of giving only 25 honest European reception conditions as awhole, go consisting of an A&R Cambridge A60 ampliRMS ( heating power) watts!
for optimum selectivity ie, the ability to reject fier with aQuad FM4 tuner— conventional TThe main problem with in-car amplification almost equally strong unwanted stations on aerial via abalun — and aSony TC-D5 cassette
is that it has to cope with asingle-sided power the same frequency, rather than sensitivity. deck — the car was, of course, stationary for
supply offering only 12 or so volts, whereas This might be OK in Europe where there are these tests. Program used varied widely.
'real' hi-fi amplifiers use split voltage rails up many FM stations, but it seems ashame in the
Also to provide information on differences
to ± 80 volts. Now optimistically and unrealis- UK where stations broadcasting in FM stereo
present, each listening session concluded
tically assuming that there-are zero voltage are either the IBA local radio stations, which
with pink noise to derive an approximate
drops across the output transistors in a car although using acircularly polarised signal for octave frequency response using ADC's inexunit, this allows us amaximum voltage swing good car or portable reception, have very
pensive analyser. The measuring mike was
across the speakers of 12 volts peak- peak, limited radiated power, or the BBC national
placed at the driver's head position — exact
which is equivalent to only 4.25 volts RMS. stations which, although powerful, until
placing not proving too critical with octave
With an 8 ohm loudspeaker, this will give a recently have transmitted a purely horizonanalysis — and the resultant graphs are
maximum RMS power of only 2.25 watts, tally polarised signal, resulting in less-thanincluded in the individual reviews for comwhich is not much to write home about. With a optimum reception with aconventional vertiparative purposes. No attempt was made to
4ohm loudspeaker, the available RMS power cal car aerial. In 1981, however, the BBC introassess any of the speakers for stereo imaging
doubles, to 4.5 watts, but you will see why duced a 10% vertical component to their
performance as, for in- car sound, this was
manufacturers are tempted to estimate the broadcast signal to improve things for the inconsidered irrelevant.
power specification by using afigure nearer ca rlistener.
Seven systems from the following manuthattempting p- pswing of 12 volts, or by using
facturers, Mitsubishi, Clarion, Lux, Uher,
Subjective tests — electronics
the higher supply voltage of 13.8 volts. VirtuBecause the car environment introduces a Marantz, Pioneer and Bose, were chosen for
ally no manufacturer quotes distortion figures
review, but other manufacturers not reprelarge variable, all the preliminary listening
at maximum power— aclue to the arbitrary
sented are still important in the market place
tests were performed domestically, powering
nature of the specified ratings.
and produce good products. The Philips,
the devices from a6amp 13.5 volt regulated
In practice, to get higher powerfrom add-on
Blaupunkt, Alpine, Hitachi, Radiomobile,
power supply. Speakers used were JR Metros,
booster amps, or from the more expensive
Sanyo and Sharp ranges should also be
Celestion SL6s ( which are admittedly insenintegrated units and components systems,
sitive for the low power units) and Visonik examined by prospective purchasers. Sharp,
two output amplifiers are used per channel,
in particular, seem to offer good value.
David 4000s, which are more representative of
fed in anti- phase, with the loudspeaker
in-car speakers, and 'tie in with Peter
connected between the ' hot' terminals of
Mapp's article on car acoustics. The units were
each. In this ' BTL' ( Bridged Transformer- Less)
then subjected to a field trial both in the
mode, because the output of one amp is going
author's ageing Renault 6TL ( 113,000 miles on
down as the other is going up, the full power
the clock and still going strong) and in anew
supply voltage appears across the speaker.
Ford Escort, using the David speakers for reThis would give amaximum voltage swing of
ference to the domestic listening tests.
24 volts p- pin our ideal amplifer, equivalent to
an RMS power of 9watts into 8 ohms, or 18 Subjective tests — loudspeakers
Typical of the top-of-range model offered by nearly all manufacturers is Blaupunkt's 'Toronto'.
watts into 4ohms. Because with designs using The assessment of in-car speakers presented
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Mitsubishi system
Mitsubishi are newto the in- car market, but aswith any majorJapanese
company, it is an area that they cannot afford not to be in. Submitted for
review were their middle priced radio/cassette, the RX795, together
with apair of SG- 13 flush mounted speakers and apair of SB-2SA addon tweeters.

RX795 radio-cassette unit (£ 172.44 inc VAT)

This is awell made conventional- looking unit, finished in dark metallic
grey, with anormal analogue tuning dial. There are mechanical pull-toset pushbutton presets for two FM, two MW and — most usefully for
Radio 4devotees — one LW station. The radio section has an anti- interference circuit, called by Mitsubishi a ' Noise Killer Circuit', as well as
SRC ( Stereo Reception Control), which automatically gradually
switches to mono with decreasing signal strength and rolls off the
treble response when there is aburst of high frequency distortion.
Tone controls for treble and bass are mounted concentrically on the
left with the volume control; there is also alow-pass filter, labelled by
Mitsubishi a ' Noise Reduction switch' and a loudness button. The
cassette player is non-Dolby, but plays in either direction, automatically
switching at end-of-side; there is also abutton to change over in the
middle of aside. Specified — with no conditions given — at 20W per
channel, there are four output leads, usefully terminated with 2- pin DIN
sockets and a fader on the right, concentric with the tuning knob,
balances front and rear pairs of speakers. As expected, knob spacing
and chassis size conform to DIN 75 500 so there should be no problems
with dashboard mounting.
Lab results: The manufacturer's specified 20 watts per channel output
proved to be optimistic: in fact, into a4ohm load, with both channels
driven at 1kHz, only 7.6 RMS watts were available, though this rose to 9
watts with only one channel driven. This is still usefully better than a
normal unit's maximum of 4.25 watts so Mitsubishi are probably
justified in calling the RX795 a ' high power' design. Those wishing
more power by using an add-on booster/equaliser should be warned
that the RX795 has abridged output, making it unsuitable for use with
some designs.
The measured cassette replay response proved alittle disappointing,
drooping at low frequencies. However, judicious use of treble
and bass controls could fake aflat response ( fig. 2a). Both wow and
flutter and speed variation were good, at 0.13% DIN quasi- peak and
MITSUBISHI
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Subjective results: The RX795 proved easy to install and wire-up, but
with the tone controls set flat it was apparent that the sound was both
bass light and bright from cassette, but it was somewhat dull on FM
radio. The bass quality was also on the ' lumpy' side. Judicious use of
the tone controls produced amore flat sound from both sources, but it
was still felt the sound lacked ' sparkle' on tuner, andwas uneven in the
bass. The power delivery was, as expected, alittle restricted domestically, but gave sufficiently loud levels in the car. The cassette
mechanism proved tolerant of bangs and shakes and wow and flutter
levels were inaudible. The cassette ejected when the power was turned
off. The tuner was resistant to interference but hiss levels were alittle
high in fringe reception areas. The presence of only two FM presets
was felt to be something of aminus point.

SG- 13 loudspeaikers (£34.99)

These are flush- mounted four ohm two-way speakers, with a 13cm
paper- coned woofer and acoaxial 5cm cone tweeter, integral with an
attractive grey aluminium frame grille, which can be mounted either in
the doors or on the rear parcel shelf. They were auditioned in the latter
position in the Renault and proved to have highish efficiency. Sound
quality was 'fair', the bass being alittle soft, it was felt, whilst the midrange was boxy and the presence band alittle prominent and ' whistley',
emphasising tape and tuner hiss somewhat. EHF was down alittle, as
might be expected, as the tweeters are not firing directly at the listener,
but adding the Mitsubishi tweeter usefully improved the treble
response. Fig. 2c shows the measured octave response; the raised
125Hz band is common to all the speakers and appears to be the main
'room' mode, whilst the raised 2kHz band gives an indication of the
somewhat ' scratchy' presence.

SB-2SA tweeters (£26)

CO SG13/ SE1-2SA IN— CAR

FIG.2

0.1% fast respectively, revealing agood quality transport mechanism.
S/N ratios are perhaps a bit academic in acar system, but the CCIR/
ARM weighted ratio was 51dB ref. Dolby level with ferric tape.
The tuner response rolled off a little early at both extremes ( fig.
2b), but the bass control could again be used to advantage. Stereo
separation was good across the band but stereo sensitivity was less
satisfactory, 25µV aerial signal being required for 3dB below full
limiting. In mono, a30c18 S/N ratio was maintained down to 1.612V input,
but at full quieting, S/N ratio was 66dB CCIR. Total distortion was not
that good, at 0.43%.

20k

These small spherical units, rated at 15 watts, are intended to go in
parallel with the main speakers, covering the rangefrom 5kHz upwards.
Drive- unit is asmall, semi- horn- loaded, 2cm hard dome, made from
vapour-deposited aluminium on mylar, and an LED is fitted which
flashes with the music ( for what purpose, I'm not sure).
Using these tweeters with the SG- 13 speakers evened the tonal
77

0.04%. A relay protection circuit disconnects the speakers in case of
short circuit.

on the move...
balance ( fig. 2c) and took away much of the presence scratchiness, but
replaced this with aslight ' whistle' around 3-4kHz. They proved most
useful in providing better HF ' clues' for stereo imagery when positioned at the front of the car on the dashboard — though ideally one does
need some kind of control over their level.
Conclusions
The RX795 is asolid well- made product which should prove adequate
for nearly all in- car installations. The built-in fader and four speaker
outputs maximises the chances of getting abalanced sound balance in
actual use. The controls proved relatively easy to use, if daunting in the
car— one can pull, push and twist different sections of the same knob
for different functions. However, itwas feltthat at this price level, alittle
more ' perceived value' might be in order and the mechanical presets
are somewhat clumsy. The presence of longwave redeems the unit,
though, and it carries aone-year guarantee.
Well finished and capable of giving highish sound levels, the Mitsubishi speakers were not liked as much as some of the other models,
although they are quite competitively priced. They would probably
work well mounted in the front doors, with apair of larger coned, larger
magnet, speakers mounted on the rear parcel shelf to give extended
bass. The tweeter is an interesting add-on model, but alittle expensive
at £26, considering that some quite well balanced full- range units are
available in this price bracket.

Luxman system
Lux have some connection with the Japanese in- car giant Alpine, so it
was perhaps not unexpected that they should introduce their own incar models. At the moment, Lux are phasing out their cassette- radio
model so acassette- only system was submitted for review, consisting
of the CK-20 player/preamp, CM- 20 power amp, and CS-6speakers.

CK-20 cassette player/preamp (£ 126.50)

This is a well finished unit in the tradition of Lux hi-fi equipment,
suitable for mounting under the dashboard, but not the usual in- dash
mounting position. There are separate rotary controls for treble, bass,
volume and balance, as well as switches for loudness, Dolby- B noise
reduction, 120s/70s playback equalisation ( labelled ' Metal'), as well
as fast forward, rewind, and eject. The unit draws its power from the
power amp, and Lux point out that the CK-20 incorporates a special
power supply to give ' the best tonal quality'. Sole connections are a
single lead to attach to the ignition key circuitto provide illumination for
the cassette door and function lights and alockable multi-way plug for
connection to the power amp. This appears to be identical to that used
by Pioneer for their component in- car units and the two makes are —
astonishingly— compatible, though I
wouldn't imagine either company
will thank me for letting you know.

Lab results: The specified output is 16 watts per channel, implying
bridged outputs, so neither plus nor m inus outputs can be connected to
ground. Not surprisingly, the rated output power couldn't be raised in
the lab. In fact, with a 13 volt supply, 9watts RMS per channel were
available, or a maximum of 10.5 watts RMS with only one channel
driven ( which is not that bad).
Subjective results: Inserting acassette turns on both player and power
amp, and on all kinds of program the response from the CK-20/CM-20
combination was well liked, being clean, with an extended HF
response. The power amp, despite its apparent shortfall in RMS power,
could drive Celestion SL6s to reasonable levels, although the bass
quality was then somewhat congested and boomy. In the car, the
controls proved easy to use, although the cassette unit did ' snatch' the
cassette rather disconcertingly when it was inserted. Although the
measured wow and flutter was higher than expected, it was inaudible
on program, even when the unit was being given agood shaking. The
cassette ejects when the power is turned off, thus preventing deformation of the pinch roller which would otherwise be kept in contactwith
the tape or capstan.

CS-6loudspeakers (£ 120.75)

These are wedged- shaped two-way IB speakers, intended to be used
on the rear parcel shelf of acar, or in acaravan or boat system. The
quoted efficiency is highish at 89dB/W/m. The enclosure is adie-cast
aluminium box, approx. 9in. x5in. x7in., attractively finished in matt
aluminium and ' rubberised' black, and for security and safety, it can be
screwed to the surface on which it rests. Drive- units are a4in. paperconed woofer and alin, soft dome tweeter; crossover is not specified.
Input connections are via spring- loaded terminals and there is athree
way ' acoustic equaliser' switch.

Subjective results: The open-air response with the ' equaliser' in the
'pass' position ( fig.3b) reveals a gently and evenly rising response
across the audio band, with the 200Hz band 7dB below the 8kHz band.
When mounted in the car, the reason for this response tailoring
becomes clear as, apart from the expected 125Hz lift, the overall
response at the driver position is more or less flat ( fig. 3c), with perhaps
just a lower mid depression and aslight HF plateau. The effect of the
acousticequaliser in itstwo positions can also be seen, gently tilting the
response around 500Hz and reducing LF level in two stages.
Subjectively, the in- car sound was excellent and open, with none of
the midrange congestion apparent with some of the other models
auditioned. High frequencies were clean, if shrill, and the overall
sound was well integrated, this being one of thefew models where solo
piano reproduced convincingly. The CS- 6s would give very high levels

Lab results: The CK-20 gave an almostflat replay response ( fig. 3a)with
both ferric and chrometape type, the presence band being shelved 1dB
upwards. Wow and flutter were not as good, at 0.2% DIN, as expected
from the unit's pedigree, whilst the speed was 2% fast. CCIR/ARM
weighted S/N ratio ref. Dolby level from new unrecorded tape was
good with both ferric and chrome tape — 60.5, 64dB — Dolby- B
providing around 9.5dB noise reduction.

CM-20 power amp (£63.25)
Measuring approximately 6in. x2in. x5in. and nicely finished in black
and brass- coloured aluminium, the CM20 powers just one pair of
speakers, and provides power for the cassette player via amulti-way
locking socket. Rather than use ubiquitous power amp ICs, Lux have
gone for adiscrete design which, they claim, keeps distortion below
LUXMAN
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of bass on rock music with the Luxman amp, but the LF ' room problem'
of the Renault seemed to be exacerbated somewhat, with more ' boom'
apparent than with, say, the Pioneer CS- 1650 boot- mounted speakers.
Turning the ' equaliser' switch to position ' 2' removed some but not all
of the room boom — the blurb promised that it all would be removed;
you should know better, Lux — so perhaps the CS- 6s would work best
when supplemented with a smaller pair of front door- mounted
speakers to help with the room loading. Their highish efficiency meant
that quite good levels were obtained, even with the low powered
Clarion.
Conclusions
Easy to install and capable of providing an in-car sound quality
approaching hi-fi standards, this cassette-only system is nevertheless
expensive when the CS- 6speakers are included in the package. For the
cassette enthusiast, however, the CK-20/CM-20 system, even if used
with a good but less expensive pair of speakers, is to be definitely
recommended. The CS- 6 speakers, if a little shrill, were undoubtedly
the best of the models auditioned forthis review butthatfact is reflected
in their price. If you are considering paying out that kind of money on incar speakers, it mightwell be worth experimenting with small'real' hi-fi
models such as the JR Metro, although levels of bass from a ' flat'
speaker may well be excessive in acar. The Luxman speakers, though,
do look superb on one's rear parcel shelf and give asound quality to
match.

on the move...
mum possible from aconventional single-sided output.
With the tone control in its central position, the measured cassette
replay response was severely depressd at HF ( fig. 4a), being 12.5dB
down at 12.5kHz. This suggests that the tone control is asimple treble
roll- off and the replay response was remeasured with the control at
maximum. As can be seen from fig. 4a, the HF responsewas now better,
but still not up to the standard of the other units in this review. The bass
also rolls off alittle early. CCIR/ARM weighted S/N ratio ref. Dolby level
is reasonable at 53dB, whilst wow and flutter is better than spec. at
0.15% DIN quasi- peak. Speed was 2% fast.
Fig.4b shows the FM frequency response, measured with the tone
control set at maximum. Unfortunately, HF is again severely depressed,
being almost 10dB down at 10kHz. Separation, however, is excellent.
Stereo sensitivity was not exceptionally good, 32µV being required for
3dB below full limiting. In mono, though, noise levels were acceptable
down to 2µV aerial signal, and at full quieting CCIR S/N ratio was 68dB.
Stereo distortion was also a little better than the Mitsubishi at 0.4%
THD (
2V o/p).

Subjective results: Hooking up the PE754 into the domestic situation
with the tone control set to its central position initially proved disappointing with both cassette and tuner being extremely dull. With the
tone control at maximum, thé HF came up to almost satisfactory levels
on cassette but was still somewhat mellow. However, considering that
Japanese manufacturers Clarion are one of the largest ICE manufac- this unit doesn't have Dolby- B noise reduction, this could usefully
turers in the world, and would appear to have initiated many of the compensate at lowish recorded levels for the unavoidable treble
features now considered standard on car audio. Their range is bafflingly emphasis introduced. The sound from cassette was bass light, but the
wide, from simple radios to the impressive PWM component system one control, of course, could not compensate for this.
pictured on p.53, so for reveiwwe decided to look attheir highest priced
Adequate-to- high in- car sound levels were obtained with all the
analogue scale cassette- radio, the PE- 754 MkIII, in conjunction with a speakers used. Tunersound quality, though,was still alittle dull, but FM
separate graphic equaliser/booster, the 180 EQB, and apair of GS536 reception, in general, was good and noise-free.
flush mount speakers, midway in their range.
The unit initially proved alittle confusing in use as it could be turned
on in two ways; either by pressing the volume knob to obtain the radio,
or by inserting a cassette. Inserting a cassette with the radio on, as
PE754 MkIll (£ 145.95)
might be expected, switches the unit to cassette play; in this mode,
This well- made unit has a dark grey bezel with metallic- coloured
pushing the volume knob changes the direction of tape travel. Without
controls. An analogue tuning display is used and five mechanical
a cassette inserted, pushing the knob turns the unit off. As with
presets are fitted: other models in the Clarion range have push-button
anything, however, once one had learned what was what, it proved
controls and digital displays, but these are more expensive (£225
easy and reliable in use; aparticularly important factor in acar when
upwards). Three presets are present for FM stations, one for MW, and
one's attention mustn't be drawn from the road.
the fifth for LW — Radio 4 listeners take note; all are of the pull-to- set
type. The tuner circuitry includes FM noise suppression ( called by
Clarion ' CZ1') and an automatic stereo/mono changeover circuit ( called
SASC Mk11 for Signal Actuated Stereo Control) which progressively
,blends the two channels to mono with decreasing aerial signal, thus
minimising noise problems in fringe reception areas.
Only one simple treble roll-off type tone control is fitted, concentric
with the volume control, but there is also a loudness button and a
balance control. The cassette section has bi-directional playback, automatically switching at end- of-side, but doesn't have Dolby- B noise
reduction.

Clarion system

Lab results: Once again the manufacturer's specified output power
proved impossible to match in the lab, but only by asmallish margin,
less than 3dB. Spec. for the PE754 is 5.5 watts per channel, but with a
13.5 volt line, measured output into a4ohm load was 3watts RMS per
channel, or 4 watts RMS, one channel only driven, almost the maxiCLARION
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180 EQB graphic equaliser/booster (£74.95)

For integrated units such as the PE754 MkIII, with its single-sided
output, add-on amplification is an obvious step, and although Clarion
market simple power amp models, an equaliser/booster was
submitted for review. The 180 EQB combines a 7- band graphic
equaliser with aspecified 15 watt per channel bridged amplifier stage
using ICs. The inputs for each channel are connected to the speaker
outputs of the cassette- radio with which it is to be used— Clarion warn
against using it with BTL output units— and although the 180 EQB has
only two channels, it provides outputs fortwo pairs of speakers, afront
panel fader providing balance between the two pairs. A single voltage
sensing lead connects to the automatic car aerial output on the main
unit so thatthe booster is turned on by the cassette-raclio with which it is
used. Two horizontal five- LED displays indicate instantaneous peak
power output, and each band can have 12 dB cut or boost. A front panel
switch allows the 180 EQB to be bypassed, orto be inserted in the signal
path.
Lab report: The 180 EQB proved another disappointment in the lab, as
nowhere near the specified power could be raised. Maximum output
voltage, one channel driven, was 6V RMS, equivalent to 9watts RIVES
into the 4ohm load rather than the 15 watts specified ( although it must
be remembered that this represents aless than 3dB shortfall — a3dB
increase in power means double the watts— so it perhaps looks worse
on paperthan it is in real life). The peak lightswere reasonably accurate,
the bottom four —' 0.2', ' 1', '4' and ' 12' — lighting up at 0.2, 0.7, 2.5 and 7
watts respectively ( into 4ohms), whilstthe top red LED only lit whenthe
output was well into clip, a 1kHz sine-wave being halfway to being
totally squared. It was a little worrying, though, that the waveform
shape towards maximum output started to degrade significantly
before clip, and that clipping, when it did occur, was quite savage when
compared to a better behaved design, such as the Luxman CM20,
Marantz 2040 or Pioneer GM-4.
Subjective report: The 180 EQB was used both in the domestic listening
tests with the PE754 MkI II and in the car with avariety of systems, and
gave similar loudness levels to the similarly specified Luxman amp. It
proved invaluable with the Clarion cassette- radio as it could
compensate for that unit's balance deficiencies. The wide range of
equalisation available — in almost octave- and- a- half spacing — also
meant that much of the car ' room' problems could be compensated.
However, it was felt that the sound was a little on the coarse side,
overall, suggesting that distortion levels were higher than would be
thought desirable, and bass was again lumpy.

GS-536 drive-units (£54.95)

These flush- mount 4ohm drive- units, nearthe top of the Clarion range,
consists of a 160mm paper- coned woofer with quite a steep angled
cone, with a coaxial 50mm cone tweeter, connected via a single
element series capacitor crossover. It can be fitted either into doors, or
into the rear parcel shelf, and power handling is quoted as 60 watts.

Subjective report: As with the Mitsubishi drive-units,the Clarions were
mounted on the rear parcel shelf of the Renault, pointing upwards. It
soon became apparent that so mounted, these were capable of giving
very high levels of quite high quality sound. The bass was abit uneven,
but sounded relatively clean on a solo double- bass recording, even
with the 60Hz band on the 180 EQB at maximum boost. Fig. 4c shows the
in- car octave response and it can be seen that after the usual upper bass
boom, it slopes gently and evenly down with increasing frequency, as
might be expected from an upward firing unit, and this balance was
audible as a ' mellowness'. Unlike units with paper-coned tweeters, the
midrange of the Clarions was well integrated; orchestral strings, solo
voice, and piano didn't have as noticeable resonant colorations. They
weren't perfect, of course, there was atrace of HF fizz, butthe sou ndwas
one of the best produced in the Renault from aflush unit.
Conclusions
Iended up with mixed feelings on the PE754. While it was well made,
easy to install and use, and had anice 'feel', the instrinsic sound quality
was disappointing. The in- car tuner reception performance, however,
was excellent, and when it was combined with the 180 EQB, formed the
basis of aversatile system, capable of high sound levels. The 180 EQB
would be auseful addition to any in-car system, as long as you treat its
spec. with suitable cynicism, with its four speaker outlets and vast
range of tonal moderation enabling, eventually, abalanced soundto be
produced, albeit with aslightly coarse edge,and an underdamped bass
when four speakers are used. The GS- 536 speakers gave agood sound
quality with aseamless midrange and apowerful bass, and proved well
suited to boot mounting.

Uher System
The West German firm of Uher is the only European company represented in this review. Uher have always had an excellent reputation
for their hi-fi tape recorders — theirCR240 cassette recorder is de rigeur
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for radio journalists— so it was particularly interesting to get their new
top-of-the- range all-singing, all-dancing CR 5000 cassette- radio --unfortunately, amodel Uher have made in Japan — for review. Included
in the system were two sets of speakers, the four-way pod FT401s, and
the neat little Visonik David 4000s.

CR 5000 cassette- radio (
ca £220)
Finished in black, like all Uher gear, the CR 5000 is an unobtrusive unit,
apart from the 3 digit display, which uses particularly bright green
LEDs. The display shows either time or station frequency, although
time has priority, frequency only being shown when tuning is in operation or being selected with a pushbutton. The tuning is completely
synthesised, with aPLL decoder; tuning steps are 50kHz ( FM) and 9kHz
(AM) and with FM green LED lights to show the 50kHz step ie, 98.5
means 98.55MHz. Tuning can be carried out in two ways: pushing the
tuning knob causes the tuner section to hunt upwards for a strong
enough station — when it finds one, it stops; if the stereo/mono switch is
pushed in, it only stops if it finds astereo station. Rotating the knob left
or right against aspring causes the frequency to scan up or down one
tuning step ( 50 or 9kHz) every half asecond. Weak FM reception enables
both automatic ' hi- blend' and operation of alow-pass filter to render
noise less objectionable.
In keeping with its all electronic character, the CR 5000 has electronic
memory presets, six buttons which can each recall one AM and one FM
station. These are programmed by finding the required station,
pressing an ' enable' button, then the appropriate memory button
within 5 seconds. As long as the car battery doesn't go flat, the
information is retained.
The cassette side of things appears to be aconventional bi-directional
mechanism, with automatic direction change at end-of- side. No Dolby
noise reduction is fitted, but there is a120i..ts/70.,us EQ switch for replay
of chrome/metal tapes ( once again labelled ' Metal', of course). The
controls for bass, treble, and balance, all with central detents, and
volume, are all concentric on the left-hand shaft, which gets a bit
confusing, whilst the right-hand shaft has the tuning knob and afader
control to balance front and rear pairs of speakers.
As with the Mitsubishi and the Clarion, the Uher dimensions conform
to DIN 75 500, so there should be no problems with in-dash fitting.
Lab report: The CR 5000 has aBTL output stage and is specified at 20
watts per channel maximum output with a 13.8 volt line voltage ( no
distortion levels quoted) but once again we had difficulty in achieving
that in the lab. With both channels driven 2x11 watts RMS were raised
into 4 ohms, whilst with just one channel driven, 12 watts RMS was
possible, again into 4ohms. Practically, this was slightly more than that
offered by the Luxman and Clarion amplifiers, and should give high
leveis in practice. Excessive DC offsets ( 75, 60mV), however, were
present across the left and right output terminals respectively, giving
large switch- on thumps.
The cassette replay response ( fig. 5a) was alittle disappointing, with
curtailed LF and HF, but the shortfalls can be easily adjusted with the
tone controls. And, aswith the Clarion, the intrinsic HF roll-off m ight not
be abad thing, considering the lack of Dolby- f3 noise reduction.
Cassette S/N ratios ( CCIR/ARM), measured with new, blank tape,
were good— 51dB ferric, 55dB chrome— and the wow and flutter was
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on the moue.
paper-coned woofer, a2in. paper-coned midrange unit, and two lin.
dome tweeters; crossover is apparently minimal, and claimed power
handling is low. Japanese sourced, the technoflash styled sealed units
can be used ' as is' or just the baffle section can be flush mounted in
door or parcel shelf in the conventional manner.
Subjective report: The FT401swere auditioned in theirsealed box ' pod'
mode; lack of time — and acertain disinclination to commit irreversible acts— prevented the enlarging of the circular hole in the ( metal)
Renault parcel shelf to the necessary rectangular shape. This was
perhaps a bit unfair, for — as might be expected from atiny plastic
sealed enclosure— the sound was characterised by lack of bass and a
pronounced midrange honk ( fig. 5c), which proved unacceptable. Not
really the FT4Ols' fault: if we are going to talk about high fidelity in cars,
then Ifeel we have to rule out plastic pod speakers and trust more on
serendipity to produce both asuitable frequency balance and a near
enough approximation to correct bass loading from flush mounted
units mounted in door or shelf. Uher market arange of coaxial units:
perhaps we will look at these in alater issue.

Visonik David 4000 (
ca £95 per pair)

Back in 1977, Uher got the audio world excited with their Visonik
Davids,tiny IB enclosures which tried gallantly to give man-sized levels
of bass— and failed magnificently in the attempt. A box only 172mm x
109mm x100mm without active equalisation just can't deliver any low
frequencies with asensible sensitivity, but just to hearthese minuscule
boxes try to convince the listener that there were low frequencies
present, honest, resulted in agrudging respect.
In their most recent 4000 incarnation, the Davids are specifically
intended for in-car/caravan/boat use. A wedge-shaped sealed
aluminium box, attractively finished in grey Nextel, contains two driveunits, a paper-coned woofer and a lin, dome tweeter. A mounting
bracket allows the speakers to be angled as desired.

within spec at 0.25% DIN, but speed was 0.8% fast.
Stereo sensitivity was average at 250/ for 3dB below full limiting ie,
volume fades by 3dB due to weak aerial signal, but mono sensitivity
was good, with good S/N performance even at a 2µV input level.
Ultimate S/N ratio was 60dB CCIR. Stereo frequency response ( fig.5b)
was excellent, with asl ig ht presence lift, and separation was also good.
However,the distortion levels at high modulation levels were alittle on
the high side, at 0.7% THD, stereo, 50% modulation, and 2.7% THD,
stereo, 100% modulation.
Subjective report: The CR 5000, which is intended for in-dash
mounting, proved simple to install, with clear colour-coded leads, but,
as with any bridged output design, care must be taken to avoid
connecting any of the speaker leads to ground. The cassette section
gave agood playback quality, if alittle on the dull side with non- Dolby
tapes,with inaudiblewow and flutter. The hIgh output power capability
enabled the CR 5000 to raise relatively highish levels domestically,
even with the very insensitive Celestions, whilst in the car it could give
staggering levels we four speakers in use, although, as with all the
units using LS level faders, the bass then went rather lumpy. The bass
and treble controls gave agood range of ad,ustment, although, again
as with any of the units tested, bass boost ran the amp into clipping
disturbingly early. However, as with the Mitsubishi and the Clarion 180
EQB, the ability to control the individual levels of tour speakers in the
car, using the balance and fader controls, does optimise the possibilities
of getting the tonal balance to one's taste— hopefully, one might also
end up with aresponse that is halfway flat!
In-car FM reception was good, although the CR 5000 did prove less
tolerant towards interference, underlining the fact that good suppression is all-importantwith FM in cars. Tuning was easy if laborious using
the seek button, the tuner muting until a station is found, but the
presets, once set, were used all the time and proved foolproof. Radio
sound quality was excellent, de little sibilant, in strong signal strength
regions, but the automatic low-pass filter operation in poor reception
areas was very audible — some fringe areas for aless powerful transmitter such as the IBA mast in South London resulted in the high
frequencies noticeably ducking then returning every few seconds, and
mono operation was preferred. Unlike some other ' digital' synthesised
ICE tuners, there was no background 'whistle' at reasonable signal
levels,but a trace of 'whine' did appear in stereo mode under ,very
poor reception conditions.

FT401 loudspeakers (
ca £42 per pair)

Subjective report: Domestically, the lack of low frequencies proved a
drawback, but more problematic, it was felt, was ahigh presence band
resonant coloration around 8-10kHz exaggerated by the tilted- up tonal
balance,which added an amount of sibilant spit to the sound. In the car,
mounted on the rear parcel shelf ( fig. 5d), the low frequencies came up
somewhat in level as expected, giving aclean quality, but still without
significant extension, at reasonable levels. With bass control boosted,
theytookquite an amazing amountof stickforsuch small boxes, but not
without acertain amount of doubling. Midrange in- car was thought to
be slightly congested, with lower mid frequencies alittle recessed, but
this was not thought to be significant. Again, however, as in the
domestic tests, the upper presence band lift was significant, giving
some emphasis both to FM noise and to tape- hiss, and resulting in a
'fluffy' coloration on speech.
Conclusions
The CR5000 has much in common with top- range models from most
manufacturers — BTL output, electronic tuning and memory with
digital display, clock, and convenient-to- use controls. The amp section
does have a respectable power output and both tuner and cassette
sections work well. At its price, this is acompetitive product.
The FT4Ols in their ' pod' mode were unacceptable, but flushmounted in the doors could be more promising, particularly as you
appear to get quite alot for your money. Idid feel, though, at this price
level, that sound for sound, the customer should be looking at good
larger-coned flush- mounted units.
The David 4000s are alittle expensive for permanent installation in
the car, but could well prove invaluable if also used in caravan or boats,
or even as extension speakers in the home. Listeners had mixed
feeling about the HF coloration, some finding it objectionable and
others less so. It was thought, though, that they gave their best with
high quality, high power, systems and worked very well as the front
speakers in a four speaker set-up. The U-shape mounting brackets
which come with the Davids very effectively facilitate installation. ( See
also p. 54 for further comment.)

Marantz
Marantz is a name well known to hi-fi enthusiasts but their involvement in car stereo has so far been alittle low-key. However, their ICE
range is undoubtedly aimed at the user concerned with sound quality,
so we obtained asystem for review, the basis of which is the CAR 4111
tuner-cassette-preamp. Unlike the other radio models sofar examined,
this has no power amp incorporated; its output is at low level only and it
must be used with aseparate power amp module. Marantz make three
such modules, one including agraphic equaliser, but we chose the top
SA2040 model which actually has four discrete channels. Speakers
were the flush mounting SS725s.

CAR 4111 tuner-cassette-preamp (£ 199) and SA2040

Uher—one of their slogans is 'the ICE cream'—distrbute asmall range power amp (£50)
of speakers compared to, say, Pioneer, and we received for review a Finished in Marantz's traditional pale gold colour, the CAR 4111 has all
recent introductionto the top of this range, the model FT401. This is a3- —well, nearly all— the facilities one would expect at this price point.
way 4ohm system in arectangularplasticenclosure, consisting of a4in. The cassette section, though lacking bi-directional play, has Dolby- B
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noise reduction and switchable ferric/chrome-metal
replay
equalisation ( labelled, naturally, ' Metal'), and automatically ejects the
cassette if the power is turned off. The tuner section utilises quartzlocked synthesised tuning over three wavebands — including
I
ongwavel—and selected frequency is displayed digitally. The red LED
display also doubles as aclock, pushing the volume control switching
between the two modes, but clock has priority. Very usefully, as with
the Uher CR 5000, there are six memory buttons, each of which can
store one FM and one AM station electronically, 12 in all. In addition,
there is effectively athirteenth memory as switching to LW recalls the
last station tuned — Radio 4in the UK, of course, as all you would-be
listeners without in-car LW to Roger Cook's 'Checkpoint' will appreciate:
if there is one phrase that brings the bile forwa rd in one's throat, it must
be: 'We now have Schools/Open University broadcasting on this
frequency. Please retune to 1500m long wave if you want to hear...'!
However, with Marantz's CAR 4111, one's blood pressure will endure a
more transient-free existence.
On the circuitry side, the 4111 has AIS (Atmospheric Interference
Suppressor) and a ' Local/Distant' switch. Both treble and bass
controls are fitted but an initially alarming note was struck when the
phrase ' Loudness compensated volume control' was spotted in the
handbook: more of which, later.
There are four low level outputs, each aflying lead terminated in a
conventional phono socket— it was with frank relief that I
came across
the first familiar connection in this review — and fader and balance
controls govern the relative levels of each. The 4111 can be used either
with two or four channel amps; itwas partnered with Marantz'stop-ofrange SA2040, which has four discrete BTL output amplifiers, each
consisting of two IC power amps. The SA2040, asimple finned black
box, can either be used with component preamps/tuners having low
level outputs, or with the speaker outputs of conventional non BTL
output cassette- radios, such as the Clarion PE 754 reviewed earlier.

pity, though, that no mono switch was fitted so that weak stereo
stations could be received without the benefit of high-cut filtering.
The cassette section worked well, with no audible wow and flutter;
when it was subjected to quite severe shaking by hand, though, there
was asuspicion of wow— but this is asevere and, given the lack of pavé
roads in Britain, a possibly unrealistic condition in which to play
cassettes.
A particularly im pressive factor noted when the Marantz system was
auditioned in-car was the staggeringly high sound levels it could
produce when compared to the other BTL units. The use of four rather
than two amplifier channels, although it should only give a 3dB
increase in level, subjectively seemed to give much more than that.
Perhaps the extra power available means that one doesn't indulge in
quite so much peak clipping as before; certainly the Marantz, while not
quite achieving the levels possi ble with the Bose 1401 system, certainly
produced avery satisfyingly physical in-car sound from heavy rock.
Bass quality was also clean — lacking the somewhat ' soggy' low
frequencies possessed by the units having four speaker outputs but
only two amplifier channels. Presumably this is due to the front/rear
balance in the Marantz taking place at line levels, the series resistance
interposed by aspeaker level fader to the unit being attenuated presumably contributing to the less good LF quality of the two channel
models when used with four speakers.
Surprisingly, the unswitchable loudness contouring present did not
prove such adeparture from tonal fidelity as it most certainly does in a
domestic hi-fi system. At low volume control settings, male voice
definitely had an added ' chestiness', but at more realistic settings, the
LF boost did not seem too audible with music.

SS 725 speakers (£20)

These fall in the middle of three flush-mounting models, all using the
same basic 61
/
41n. paper-coned woofer; but whereas the SS-725
includes a paper-coned tweeter, with a simple series capacitor
crossover, the less expensive 625 just has asecond treble cone around
the dust-cap, whilst the more expensive 825 adds a dome tweeter.
Quite ahefty magnet is fitted, and although there is an optional circular
surround available to enable the units to be mounted on aflat surface,
this was not sent for review.
Subjective results: The SS-725s were mounted, as were the others, in
the rear parcel-shelf of the Renault, firing upwards. The most noticeable attribute to the sound was a firm clean round-sounding low
frequency end. Extension appeared good, similar to that from the
Clarions, if not quite in the class of the Pioneer TS- 1650, but double-

Lab results: The Marantz system arrived too late to be included in the
formal test programme, but it was possible to carry out one or two
measurements. Although the catalogue lists the output power as 4x15
watts continuous, the more honest handbook for the SA-2040 quotes
the output as 10 watts per channel, at 13.8V line voltage, and, astonishingly, gives the distortion figure at this level, 0.5%. Measured output
i
nto 4ohms, at the onset of clipping, was in fact 10.7 watts RMS — at last
aunit which performed as specified!
Fig. 6a shows the cassette replay response, with the volume control
at maximum, which is respectably flat, but note also the response with
the control set at half volume. This shows the non-switchable loudness
contour coming into operation.
Subjective report: The 4111 fits conventionally into the dashboard, the
power amp being hidden away anywhere convenient (as long as it is not
totally covered up as it gets quite warm). Interconnections proved no
problem, though as with the Luxman or Pioneer amps, the SA2040
draws high currents and must not be connected via anoise suppressing choke. Usefully, Marantz supply twist connector caps to facilitate
wiring up.
Tuning in stations proved identical to the way in which the Uher was
-tuned — one suspects use of the same IC — pushing the tuning knob
causing the unit to mute while it scanned upwards in frequency looking
for astation, while turning the knob left or right against aspring moved
the tuned frequency one step ( 50kHz FM or 9kHz AM) at atime, or
continuously if held. There is no stereo/mono switch as such: as with
the other units, when the 'AIS' button is pushed in, decreasing signal
strength causes separation also to decrease, eventually resulting in
mono on very weak stations, whilst avariable low-pass filter increasingly becomes effective. A green LED shows when this AIS circuit is in
operation; with AIS disabled, reception is normal stereo. The LO/DX
button in the DX position causesthe AIS to work harderfor weak distant
stations, decreasing noise at the expense of severe filtering.
As with the Uher, the effect of the blend/low-pass circuitry was
audible, but proved effective in rendering local radio stations such as
Capital Radio listenable when the car was quite along way out of their
typical service area (over 20 miles from the transmitter). It was felt a
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bass reproduced very well, without too much excitationsof the ' room
boom'. They produced amazing levels on organ 16ft pedal notes. The
overall balance (fig. 6b) sloped downwards, usefully minimising the
annoying effects of tape and tuner hiss but the cone tweeter introduced
some significant raggedness both in the upper midrange and around
5kHz, giving a scratchy edge to the sound on orchestral violins, for
example, which was not pleasant. This was less bothersome on spoken
voice or rock, however, but a ' boxiness' in the midrange was also
audible.
Conclusions
The Marantz electronics, though expensive, gave excellent sound
quality, and very high levels, particularly when used with the Luxman
speakers. The SS-725 speakers give good clean powerful bass
reproduction mounted in the boot top, where they worked best.
Mounted in doors,the ragged topend mightwell be unacceptable and it
could be worth checking out the cheaper SS-625s which just have a
concentrictreblecone and mightthen givea little less scratch, although
possessing less HF energy overall. The big magnets on the 725s do
make them very suitable for rear-panel shelf mounting where the overlarge enclosure means that thecone needsall the damping it can get if it
is not to be susceptible to boom.
Despite my suspicions concerning the built-in loudness shaping,this
did not prove adeleterious subjective factor when the CAR 411/SA
2040 combination was auditioned. The SA 2040 at its lowish price
seems abargain for its output power capability and, with its ability also
to accept speaker level inputs, would usefully add to the performance of
any basic low power installation. There is a2-channel-only version, the
SA 2020, available for around £35, as well as aversion of the CAR4111
with built-in 5watt amplifiers but without Dolby for around the same
price as that model.

Pioneer system
If Sharp have captured the lower end of the in-car hi-fi market, Pioneer
have worked very hard to take pole position at the 'quality' end.
Although other companies have 'component' ICE ie, systems made up
of discrete units just as with a domestic hi-fi, Pioneer have the
reputation, the ' street credibility' almost. Given their extensive range
from which to choose, then, it is perhaps not surprising that we gave in
to the temptation to examine an expensive Pioneer component system,
consisting of the GEX-63 tuner/preamp, the new KP-909G cassetteplayer/preamp, and the GM-4power amp. Speakers supplied for review
were the new TS- 1650 'cross-axial' models but an inexpensive TS- 107
pair were also auditioned. In common with all major brands, Pioneer
gear is widely discounted in these times of economic gloom.

for; tuning scale is analogue, with ahorizontal array of red LEDS, and a
conventional tuning knob on the right, but all-electronic synthesised
circuitry means that an electronic memory can be used. Five touchbuttons, incorporating an indicator LED, can each store one FM, one
MW, and one LW station. Conventional controls are present for bass,
treble, volume, balance and loudness. The GEX-63 gets its power from
the Pioneer power-amp with which it is used, apush switch turning both it
and the amp on, buta separate lead has to beconnected permanentlyto
the battery to keep the memory in operation. Although connection to
the power amp is via the same multiway male connector as used by
Luxman,the tuner also has acorresponding female I
ine socket, sothat a
cassette player can be ' daisy chained'.

KP-909G cassette player/preamp (£245)

This is the latest flagship in Pioneer's component range, and is styled to
match the GEX-63.1t is alittle deeper, however, and has asmall in-line
power supply which can befitted either to its rear, orcan be mounted in
aconvenient corner of the kind in which the interiors of cars seem to
excel. All the usual facilities are present — Dolby- B noise reduction,
70µs/120,us playback equalisation, bidirectional play (with Pioneer's
Automatic TapeSlack Cancelling circuit) from a three motor directdrive mechanism controlled by amicroprocessor, bass, treble, volume,
balance and loudness controls — but perhaps the most impressive
feature of the KP-909G is its music-search system. Based on ablank
passage detection circuit, this provides possibly too many fu nctions as,
in either direction it can: automatically return to the beginning of the
tune being played; advance to the next tune; repeat one tune ad
nauseam; play the first 8seconds of every song in sequence; and, if the
'Blank Skip' button is pushed, will go into fast forward if it encounters a
silent passage longer than 12 seconds, until it finds the next recorded
passage, even if this is on the other side ofthe tape. An optional control
unit, the CD-R909, is available, which plugs into a6pin DIN line socket
attached to the unit's rear, and which enables the music search
functions to be remotely controlled.
The output from the player — nominally 200mV as for the tuner— is
via alockable male multiway plug which plugs either into the tuner or
the main amp. In the former case, pushing acassette into the player
when the tuner is on transfers control of the main amp to the cassette
player and turns the tuner off. As both tuner and player have complete

GEX-63 tuner/preamp (
Cl 78)

This very neat unit, only 150mm x50mm x134mm, in common with all
Pioneer's component ICE range, is smaller than the DIN standard indash mounting requirements, but an optional mounting kit, the AD440,
is available to enable it to fit conventionally. There is also amounting
case available, the ADT-353, which takes both tuner and the matching
cassette player, and can befitted under the dash. As would be expected
at this price level, three wavebands — FM, MW and LW— are catered
PIONEER
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preamp functions, tonal balance of each can be usefully set to be
different.

GM-4power amp (£45)

With afinish matching the rest of Pioneer's component range, this is an
unobtrusively slim unit, built around asubstantial aluminium heatsink,
capable of taking low level signals from Pioneer tuners and/or
cassette players and driving one pair of loudspeakers via BTL output
circuitry. Input is via a lockable female multiway socket which, as
mentioned earlier, proved to be compatible with the Lux equipment—
perhaps an ipso facto interconnection standard will appear — and a
respectable length of cable to facilitate positioning. The GM-4, as with
all the power amps tested, has voltage- sensing circuitry sothat turning
on the tuner/cassette turns it on also. ( There is amore expensive power
amp, the £99 GM- 120, which offers 60 watts per channel.)
Subjective results: Unfortunately the newness of the KP-909G meant
that the complete Pioneer system was not received in time for the
formal test programme. However, it did prove possible to carry out
one or two tests, including maximum power output at 1kHz. The GM-4
is specified at 16 watts per channel ( continuous) power output into 4
ohms with 1% distortion at 1kHz. There was a slight shortfall in
measured power, into a4ohm load just before the onset of clipping we
raised 12 watts RMS withal kHz sinewave, with aclean waveform and,
unlike the Clarion 180 EQB, aclean behaviour in clip. This was obvious
subjectively as the Pioneer gave high clean levels, both with the
Luxman speakers and with Pioneer's own CS- 1650 cross-axials.
The cassette replay response ( fig. 7a) shows a slight up-tilt in HF
balance, which probably contributed to afeeling of clear detailed HF in
the sound from cassette. The GEX-63 tu ner worked superbly, despite all
the adverse reception conditions that could be th rown at it, and proved
capable of extracting a generally usable stereo sound from Capital
Radio up to 10 miles further away from the transmitter than any of the
other units tested — without the audible loss of high frequencies that
occurred with the Uher or Marantz tuners, for instance. Pioneer's
'noise- killer' circuitry is called ARC MkIll and does both narrow the
stereo stage and roll off HF with decreasing aerial signal, but its effect is
more gentle while remaining effective in optimising reception. Stereo
separation — always adodgy subject on which to comment with car
equipment — did seem excellent, particularly with front mounted
speakers.

CS- 1650 speakers (£81 per pair)

Pioneer ' pioneered' the use of mid and treble drivers working in a
different plane to the boot- mounted woofer, the ' cross- axial' design,
whereby the driver's head is placed in the direct HF soundfield. Fig. 7b
shows the classic upwards-firing rear parcel shelf- mounted octave
response of asingle coned driver ( acheap £ 10 or so per pair unbranded
paper coned model widely available). The response falls away after the
common 125Hz boom, resulting in alack of midrange; there is avery
audible squawk in the presence band, presumably because the paper
cone is well into break-up, resulting in aclassic ' boom and tizz' effect,
but above that HF falls catastrophically away, due both to the poor intrinsic response of the drive- unit and the fact that much of what HF
energy is present is selectively absorbed before it reaches the driver's
ears. In the CS- 1650, though, a2in. paper-coned midrange unit and a
horn- loaded 1
/2in. metal dometweeter are mounted in aseparate grillemounted enclosure at an angle of 60° to the upwards-firing 6%in.
paper- coned woofer. As can be seen from fig.7c, the resultant response
appears substantially flat through the midrange, after the usual bass
hummock.
Soundwise, when they were mounted in the Renault rear parcel
shelf, the sound appeared more balanced then with the other flush
units. The bass was well- controlled, if alittle on the light side, but the
lack of overhang meant that they could take bass boost subjectively
very well. Upper mid was slightly strident, emphasising the ' crackle' of
brass instruments, but the HF was not too prominent. The slight upper
presence lift in fig.7cwas audibleas asomewhat ' thuffy' edge to strings
and voices, but was not oppressive.

TS- 107 speakers (
ca £24 per pair)

The TS- 107 is just about the cheapest flush- mounted model in
Pioneer's extensive range, consisting of adual paper-coned 4in. driveunit. The more expensive TS- 108 is identical apart from the addition of a
coaxial dome tweeter. The TS- 107 is modestly specified at 20 watts
maximum power handling, so care should be taken if using them in
high-powered installations.
Fig.7d shows the octave response in the Renault. Although not
achieving the flatness of response of the CS- 1650s, the sound quality
was clean, if abit protruberant in the upper midrange. High frequencies
were down in level, but not badly so, while low frequencies were both
somewhat lumpy and a little light. The sound was relatively clear of
resonant-type coloration and, considering their lowish price tag, was
creditable indeed.

Conclusions

Both pairs of speakers auditioned, one at the high priced end and one at
the low priced end of their range, bear out the high reputation enjoyed
by Pioneer's range.
The large TS- 1650s gave the best sound of any of the flush- mounted
units— although it must be remembered thatthe excellent bass quality
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on the move...
obtained is very much afunction of the enclosure with which they are
used and will always be amatter of luck, to alarge extent. One interesting facet of the TS- 1650 sound when mounted behind the driver is that
stereo separation appears to be better than with conventional flushmount units. This must be because their cross- axial design places the
listener in the direct HF soundfield. The little TS- 107s gave an excellent,
if mid prominent, sound quality for their size and cost, and although
they were abit bass light when mounted in the rear parcel shelf, they
should work very well mounted in the front doors.
The Pioneer component system would appear to justify its high cost,
and gave the best off- air FM reception experienced. The inexpensive
GM-4 amp was capable of giving high clean levels and its good
behaviour when driven into clipping — it would seem that any in-car
amp must expect to spend aconsiderable proportion of its time in this
condition — undoubtedly helped. My only reservations concerned the
problems of finding a suitable place in the car in which to mount a
separates system. Paul Messenger will report at a later date how he
fared, shoehorning the Pioneer system into his Escort Ghia in order to
mate it with apair of B&W's new LM1 car monitors ( see p. 15).

Bose 14011 system

(£622 complete, or £268

amp/4 speakers only)
The American company Bose have always pursued a design philosophy of equal power at all frequencies in the listening room le, the
reverberant soundfield should possess aflat frequency response. This
is still very much amatter for debate when it comes to domestic hi-fi —
after all, as James Moir said last month, if it were the whole truth then
turning your speakers around so they faced away from you would
have little effect on their tonal balance — but in the car things could be
different. The driver very much sits in a pure reverberant field, the
direct sound from the speakers often being blocked off in various ways,
so the Bose philosophy might well have agreater validity. Itherefore
borrowed for acouple of days aMk11 Volkswagen Scirocco which had
been fitted with Bose's complete 1401 ICE system.
The heart of this system is their CRC tuner/cassette player. This has
much in common with top- range models from other manufacturers:
electronic tuning with aphase- locked loop decoder; digital frequency
display doubling as aclock; 6button memory, each button capable of
storing one FM and one MW station; apush-to- seek tuning knob, as
well as convential rotary tuning; a Local/Distant switch to optimise
reception; stereo blend and noise cancellation circuitry for best
reception in fringe reception areas; a bidirectional tape transport;
Dolby- B noise reduction; and switchable playback equalisation. The
CRC dimensions conform to DIN 75 500, thus enabling it to fit conventionally in- dash, and it delivers aline- level signal.
Urge for the Bose system comes from the 1401 Booster/Equaliser, a
four channel power amp very much dedicated to the Bose in- car driveunits with which it is meant to be used. Each channel is specified at a
maximum power output of 25 watts RMS, 100 watts in total, but there is
the somewhat strange condition. that this is into a 0.45 ohm load,
implying apeak- peak voltage swing of only 9.3 volts! Thus it appears
that Bose have eschewed fancy circuitry and tricky dodges and used
only those 12 volts readily available. The corollary, of course, is that
PIONEER
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FOTRONIX

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
DISCWASHER, ZEROSTAT, GOLD-ENS
Zerostat Pistol Red
SC-2Stylus Cleaner
VRP Sleeves 10 for
Disc Kit complete

f6.99 D4 Record Cleaner
f8.99
£4.75
04 Fluid Refills 1.25 oz .... f1.15
f2.50
6oz £4.95; 16oz
£13.25
f2.95 Disc Organiser Box £9.95
GOLD-ENS LEADS
Phono2Phono 0.5m
£5.50
Phono2Phono 1m
£6.30
Phono2Phono 2m
£7.25
5DIN-4Phono 1m
£ 3.99
Post & Packing 50p per order

N£ 25.95 10 1
/z" TAPES ( P&P £100 PER ORDER)
UD 50-120 Metal NAD reel
£ 6.95
UDXL 50-1208 Metal NAD reel- backed
£9.95

THORENS TURNTABLES

(Carriage £5.00)
TD 160 " Super" Upgraded "Audiophile" version 5fthe popular TD160
turntable. Without arm but will accept most good quality arms now
available in Mahogany or black.
OUR PR10E£149.95
TD 16011 BC Turntable without arm but will accept most popular arms
Mahogany or Black.
SPECIAL 0 OUR PRICE £109.95
TO 160 IIC Turntable complete with Thorens " Isotrack" Low mass arm
OUR PRICE £152.00
TD104 Mk II Complete with arm 33 & 45 rpm with fine adjustment and
strobe
OUR PRICE £84.00
TD 115 MKII With low mass arm., - semi-auto 33,45,78 rpm with fine
speed control & stroboscope
OUR PRICE £154.00
TD 105 Mk 1lAsTD 104 but semi-auto arm operation
OUR PRICE £99.00
TO 12611IBC Turntable without arm 33, 45, & 78 rpm, fine speed control
& strobe
OUR PRICE £199.95
TD 126 IIIC Ready fitted with low mass arm, Semi-auto
OUR PRICE £285.00
TO 166 Mk11 Excellent performance at a really keen price. Low mass
arm
OUR PR10E£95.00
THORENS SPARE DRIVE BELTS
£1.78 p&p 50p.
TD50 & TP60 Headshells
£10.00 p&p 50p.
TP62, TP63, TP70 Headshell/arm tubes
£12.00 p&p 50p.

HAFLER AMPLIFIERS

Kit form or assembled
0H-101 & DH- 110 Pre- amps
DH200&DH500 Power Amps
PRICES & LITERATURE ON REQUEST

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS ( Carriage Free)
SS- 1IC
£54.95
SS-110
SS-2IC
£149.95
SS-31C
SA-1Spectrum Analyser

IC

£89.95
£219.95
£119.00

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS
Single Albums£12.95 Double Albums£19.95 ( P&P MOO per order)
Full UK range stocked, many new titles-Ask for list

AUDIO-TECHNICA ACCESSORIES P&P 50p
AT6006a " Safety Raiser" Arm Lift
£9-90
AT637 Electronic Stylus Cleaner
£9-95
AT605 Audio Insulator Kit-height adjustable feet
£ 15.95
"TriCapsule" stores three cartridges in head shells
£ 4.50
PDQ11 Cleaning System
£9-00
AT610a 2Phono2Phono 1.5m Gold Plated
£5.00

Q.E.D. ACCESSORIES
NEW! Conducting Record Sleeves - per 10
£6.50
NEW! Moving Coil Pre- amp MCA- 1
£29.95
Matching Pack MP1
£4-95
Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3
£ 24-95
Q.E.D. Adjustable Speaker Stand pair
£25-00
Peak Programme Indicator Pt-'12
£ 21.00
Mains Interference Suppressor ( 3 amp) 6/2
£12-50
Mains Interference Suppressor-Heavy Duty (6 amp) 6/4 £17-50
Light Switch Suppressor 6/3
£1.76
Ferrite Rings ( Pack of 2) 6/5 . . . . . . . . . .£2-45
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way in line 18/2P
£7-50
Mains Distribution Unit-6 way in line 28/1
£11.99
Su pressed Distribution Unit 4in Line DU4S
•
£14.50
Suppressed Distribution Unit 6in Line DU6S
. £ 16.95
6 amp Plugs for Distribution Units-9/3
each - 90
Speaker Switching Unit .2way-2/2
£6-75
Speaker Control Centre-Screw, 24/1 . . . £16-95
Tape Switching Unit. 2 way DIN 22/1
f17-00
Tape Switching Unit. 3 way DIN 23/1
£21-00
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way Phono 22/2
£22-00
Tape Switching Unit, 3 way Phono 23/2
£27.00
Phono switching unit 10/2
£ 13.95
Amplifier Switching Unit 16/2 . . . . . £15-95
Headphone Adaptor & Control MKII HC2
£14-95
Headphone Adaptor 2 way 5/3.
.
£8-95
Variable Cartridge Equaliser 26/2
.
£14-95
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14/1
.
.
£ 5-95
Attenuator ( DIN to DIN) 14/2
.
.
.
.£5.50
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono) 14/3
.£ 5-95
Dust Cover Renovation DCR-2
£3.90
Tape Head Cleaner Spray
50gm £ 1.35100gm £ 2.70
Record cleaner spray
40gm £ 1.25 1009m £ 2.35
Static zero spray 35gm
£1.55
Jet clean 100gm
.99
4mm Banana Plugs ( Pack of 4) 40/1
f220
4mm Spade terminators ( pack of 4)40/4
£2.20
DIN adaptor pack for 79 std cable 40/2
£2.20
79 Strand SPeaker Cable 13/8. Black or White
per metre - 70
P&P on cable-E1 -00 per order. Other items 50p per order

•
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PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
Prices correct at May 82. Whilst every endeavour is
made to maintain these prices we reserve the right
to amend as necessary without notice. E&OE.

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

COUSTEAU HOUSE,
Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB
PHONE 0923-47455

Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD'," VISA
(delivery normally within 7days)'Reg no. 62865

PICK UP ARMS

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI ( P & P 50p)

G.B. RECORD
CLAMP
£19.95 POST FREE

ADC Phase IV
f42-00
RS IV
£27.99
ADC Phase Ill
£30-00
RS Ill
£19.25
ADC Phase II
£18.50
RS II
£12.50
ADC Phase I
£12-00
RS I
£8.15
ADC ZLM Improved
£ 57-14
RSZ Improved £26-53
ADC XLM Ill Improved . . £36-29
RSX improved. £ 18.65
ADC VLM Ill Improved £25-04
RSV Improved £ 17.10
EEI 800
£ 19.95
EEI 850
£ 15.00
Elite EEI 700
£49-00
EE1 350
£ 29-00
Elite EEI 500
£36-00
EEI 550. £23-00
Elite EEI 400
£23-00
EEI 450. £11-00
Elite EEI 300H . . . . . _ f13•99
EEl 300H
£7.00
Fidelity Research FR101SE £14.00
SIO1SE
£26.50
Goldring G900E . . . . . . £16-50
0140E . .
£9-95
Goldring G900 ' IGC'SPECIAL OFFER
0140 IGC
£29-75
Goldring G920 ' IGC' . . £29.95
D170 IGC
£16-50
Goldring G910 ' IGCSPECIAL OFFER
D160 IGC .
£29-75
£7.00
Grado FTE + 1
£8-95
FTE/S. .
£.50
Grado FCE + 1
£10-95
FCE+
Grado F3E+
£14•50
F3E+
£13-50
Grade GT Super*
/16.95
GT Super Stylus . 112.71
Grade GC Super•
121.95
GC Super Stylus . 114.46
Grado GF3 Super •
129.95
GF3 Super Stylus 122.48'
"Grado Trade- up-Grade. Trade up your old Grado any model or condition - for one of the new models. You pay only the stylus price.
J.V.C. Z2E
£38-33
Z2E
£19-90
J.V.C. X2
£69-51
X2/X1
£37-50
Nagaoka MP10
£13-00
N-10MP £5-50
Nagaoka MP11
£15-00
N-11MP £7-00
Nagaoka MP15
f31 -00
N-15MP £22-00
Nagaoka MP20
£37-00
N-20MP
us«)
Nagaoka M P30
£46.00
N • 30M P
£35-00
Nagaoka MP50 . .
£74-00
N-50MP: . £ 52.00
Ortofon SME 30H
£79-95
L3OH
£31-00
£39.95
CL30
£31-00
Ortofon Concorde 30
Ortofon Concorde 20
£31-00
CL20
£21-00
Ortolan Concorde 10
£21-00
CL1 0
£10-00
Ortolan Concorde Std
£19•75
Std Stylus . . . £10-00
Ortofon LM30/H
£37-00
CL30/L3OH . . £3100
Ortofon LM20/20H
us«)
CL20/L2OH . £21-00
L15
£13-00
Ortofon LM15
£19-95
Ortofon LM10
£14-95
CLIO
£10-00
Ortolan VMS10E
£16-90
010E lI
£11-25
D5E11
£6-50
Ortolan VMS5E11 . .£8-95
Ortofon VMS5E11 plug in . £11-75
D5E11
£6-50
Ortofon VMS 20E II
£ 23.50
020E Mk Iand II £15-50
Upgrade your VMS20 with a 030 IIStylus
Ortofon VMS30 11 . . £ 29.90
D3011
.
£22.00
NF15E Mk 1 & Il
£8-95
Ortofon FF15E II
£9.90
Stanton 881S
£ 59-95
£33-60
D81. .
Stanton 681 EEE . £ 32-00
D6800EEE £18-80
Stanton 680EE
£19-95
D680
£13-99
Stanton 500EE
£12-70
D5100EE £10-40
Stanton 500E
£11-75
D5100E
£8-80
Stanton 500A/AL £10-75
D5107A/AL. £6-50
Shure M44E
£ 11.75
N44E
Shure M55E
£13.30
.
.
£7.40
Shure M75EJ Type 2 . £ 19.60
N75E../ Type 2
£8.45
Shure M75H-EJ Type 2 . £21.85 * N75H-EJ Type 2 £ 12.55
Shure M75ED Type 2
£22.45
N75ED Type 2 £ 14.10
Shure M75HE Type 2
£24.75
N75HE Type 2
f15.10
'Upgrade your Shure M75 with a new " HE" Stylus
Shure M95EJ
N95EJ
£ 10.55
Shure M95E0
N95ED
£ 18.05
£24.95
Shure M95HE
N95H E
£ 19.10
£31.50
Shure M97 EJ
N97EJ
£ 12.10
£31.99
Shure M97HE .
N97HE
£26.35
£48.50
N97HE
£26.35
Shure M97H EAH
£50.95
Shure V15 Ill
VN35E
£18.80
£54.00
Upgrade your V15111with aVN35HE
Shure V15 III HE
VN35HE
£ 19.95
VN45HE
£27.45
Shure V15 IV SP.OFF
£69.95
Shure MV3OHE (SMEIII)
N3OH E
£24.10
£99.95
N97LT
£22.95
Shure M97LT*
• • £43.70
VN45LT
£24.85
Shure V15LT•
£84.00
"For Technics linear tracking turntables

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR64S
FR64FX Tonearms
P0 A
AUDIO- TECH NICA
AT1100
£89.95•
ASP1/ASP 11 ARM Tubes
£19.95
AT1010
£109.95•
AT1120
Etis.00•
HADCOCK
GH220 ' S' special offer £ 87.00"
GH228 Export
f68.00•
1ml. Silcone Fluid
£2-07
2ml. Silcone Fluid . £3-34
MAYWARE POST FREE
Mark IV Arm
£79.35
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series Ill . £113-50'
SME Series IIIS £81-50'
Damper for IIIS
£12-75
CA1 Arm for Series III. .
Natural or Black finish . £17-95
3009 R/3010R
f130•40'
3012 R ARM
£136-75'
FD 2R Damper £15-50
3009 II Fixed Head . . miss .
3009 II Detachable . . £69-95'
Flexible Link
£ 14.35
S4 Headshell
£10•00
S2 Headshells
£7-50
S2 R Headshell
£9-00
£19.95
FD200 Fluid Damper
Damping Fluid Refill •
f3- 55
Reducing Fluid
£2-14
A.D.C.
LMF - 1 Fixed Head. . £64-35'
LMF-2 Detachable. £69-95'
ALT- 1 Detachable . £34.95•
"Post El - 00, Other Items 50p

ACCESSORIES

ADC '
Pro Gram' Stylus scales
. . ....... £21-00
ADC "Pro-Grip" clamp
£9.95
ADC LMG-1 headshell. . £4-60
Allsop 3 cassette cleaner . . . £2-99
Mayware Protractor
£ 3.95
Shure Stylus Scale
£5-99
Monitor Audio 'POD'
£7.50
Monitor Audio Stylift
£5.99
"Le Mat" by Audio-Ref... E18.95*
G. A. Glass Soundisc . . .£15.95`
Elite Platter Matter
Past Free. . . . . . . . . £23-00
OSAWA ACCESSORIES
Speaker stands pair
15.00'
0M-10 Diskmat
£8-50'
Stylus Microscope £2-95
Protractor £2-95
Headshell- Meg alloy
Copper-litz wires . . . .£ 5-95
NAGAOKA ACCESSORIES
Kila volt' Anti-Statgun £ 13.00
RC- 410 Clamp. . . .... £9-99
Ag 991. Headshell Wires . . .£3-40
RC- 100 Cleaner
•
fi95
RC- 200 Cleaner
£10-95
Record Sleeves ( 50)
£4-99
Pixa1111 Roller . £ 5-75
Pixall Refills . . . . - 90
Permostat Kit
£4 .50
Permostat Refill
£3-50
Permostat Jumbso Refills . £6-95
'Postage Cl - 00. Other items 50p
HEADPHONES P & PE 1.50
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH01 POST FREE
£9.50
ATH03
£13-95
ATHOS . . £17-95
ATH7 ELECTRET
£59.00
3TAX
NEW LAMBDA JUNIOR . ... P0A
STAX SR.44 Complete £59.95
STAX SR 5'
£53-40
STAX SR X3' . £102-35
STAX LAMBDA' £120-15
STAX SIGMA
meta
'Energiser Needed
SRD6 SB ENERGISER £39.00
SRD7 SB ENERGISER £52.00
SRDX ENERGISER £62-30
YAMAHA
YH100
£ 41.50
HP1
£ 34.50
SEliNHEISEFt •
HD40
HD222
HD410 (400)
HD414X
HD424X
HD420
HD430
H0224X
HD230

£ 17.95

£ 10.95
£ 29.95
£ 13.99
£21.90
£3150
£25-90
£34.50
£39-50
£49.00

CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI

REPLACEMENT STYLI

•

SHURE V15 MkV - OUR PRICE £99.50
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES

Audio Tech AT3200XE £ 26.95
Audio Tech AT3100XE'. £ 24.95
Audio Tech AT31E
E. . . . £39.95
Audio Tech AT32E £65.00
Audio Tech AT33E ... . £ 97.00
AT630Tiformer . £ 31.95
AT650T/former . £ 85.00
AT32E + AT630
£ 87.50
AT32E + AT650 £ 138.00
AT33E + AT630 £ 119.00
AT33E + AT650
£ 169.95

Post 50p
Dynavector 1/X11
£49-90
Dynavector 20All £86-25
Dynavector Ruby
£82.50
Ortofon MC200
£ 99.90
Ortolan MC2011 Sp off £715-00
Ortofon MCA- 10
£58-50
Ortofon MC10 II
£ 39.90
Elite MC Pre- amp. . .
£82-00
Maywa re MC-2V
£ 69.00
Maywa re MC-3L
£ 49.45
Fidelity Research
P0 A

DYNAVECTOR EXCHANGE CARTRIDGES

Trade in or trade up your old Dynavector Ultimo cartridge ( no matter
how worn) for abrand new fully guaranteed cartridge at these exchange
prices.
Postage & Packing 50p
Dynavector 10XMk11 .. £29.95
Dynavector 20A MKII...E53.95
Dynavector Karat Ruby £ 59.95
Dynavector 208 Mk11 .. £61.95

STYLI FOR OLD MODELS & 78 rpm

We stock many of the styli for older models by SHURE, GOLDRING,
ORTOFON & ADC as well as most of the SHURE & GOLDRING 78 styli.

ELITE PARABOLIC STYLI P&P 50p
ADC XLM VLMIaLM ... £26-00
Stanton 500
£17-00
Stanton 680/681
£23-00

Ortolan M15
£ 23.00
Ortolan VMS20/VMS30 £23.00
Ortolan FF15 Ell
£17.00
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tone settings, it was possible to hear 'through it to some extent and the
LF boost level chosen was a compromise between best apparent
extension and worst ' boom' excitation on music program. On spoken
voice, minimum LF boost was best. The HF response of the system is
somewhat exaggerated, and there was aconstant danger of getting a
'boom and tizz' balance with the tone controls.
The Bose system proved capable of quite astonishing average sound
levels, upto 101dBA average on rock music; and atthis level, averitable
hurricane of air was blasting out of the rear reflex port. It came as quite a
relief to turn the level back down to amore sensible one.
The drive- units are impressively made and finished, but the electronic devices, in common with many USA-designed models, have a
less satisfactory finish. A feeling of 'solidity' doesn't have any particular bearing on a design's ultimate sound quality, Iadmit, but the
finish of the Lux, Marantz, and Pioneer models does inspire confidence
which is not necessarily misplaced. The tuner did produce avery low
level 'whine', probably due to spurious breakthrough from the display.
This was not particularly annoying, but it was worrying.

on the

Conclusion

The Bose 1401 system is based on very high technology, particularly
applied to the loudspeakers, and gave an excellent sound quality for its
relatively high cost. However, if you spend aconsiderable amount of
time in your car and are prepared to spend over rl 0,000 on it, then it
would be seriously worth your while to consider at least the Bose
amp/speaker system, perhaps using it with acomponent tuner and
cassette offering the facilities you require.

Overall conclusion
Imust admit that it was with aconsiderable degree of trepidation that I
embarked upon this project; assessing the reproduction of music in the
car involves far too many variables to make absolute judgements. One
drive-unit design becomes tricky indeed. The 1401 amp has both line cannot even rely on one'straditional hi-fi reflexes, built up over years of
and speaker level inputs so that it can be used as abooster with con- furrow-browed concentration, sitting in one's carefully chosen
ventional ICE models.
listening seat. During the course of the assessment of the various
As well as the amplifiers themselves, the relatively small, flat, 1401 systems I
was forced to abandon first any insistence on the importance
has signal shaping equipment to compensatelor the speakers' intrinsic of stereo imagery — a parameter, as anyone who has attended a
departure from aflat response, with an ' LF boost' control, and aline- HiFi News lecture at one of this season's hi-fi shows will know, that I
level balance control to vary the levels of front and back speakers above nbrmally hold dear. The whole business of directional information
200Hz. Below that frequency,all fourchannelshandleequal amountsof became effectively irrelevant, although two information channels in
bass.
the car did distribute — even splash — the sound beautifully, proving
The drive-units present possibly the most radically different aspect of much better at involving the listener in the music than ever mono
Bose's system. The 41
2 in. full- range units are specifically designed for
/
reproduction did.
in-car use (see also Peter Mapp's feature on car acoustics on p.54) and
The second casualty was the concept of afiat frequency response. In
use rectangular section wire, wound helically on an aluminium bobbin, the home, the listener takes great pains to position himself in the direct
to get the necessary efficiency and power handling. Because of their soundfield from his loudspeakers, so the perceived tonal balance can
less-than- half-an-ohm voice coil impedance, Bose in-car speakers be equated with the anechoic on-axis response, as outlined by James
can't be used with normal car amplifiers — at maximum output, acar Moir last month ( p.22). In the car, though, who knows what response
radio would be asked to give currents over 7amps RMS!
will give an impression of 'correct' tonal balance? This is particularly
The speakers come in two versions. One is conventional and is important when, as outlined by Peter Mapp elsewhere in this issue, the
intended to be used indoors; the other version bears some resem- car is such asub-optimum room. Pioneer, Bose and Lux have all problance to Bose's 301 domestic model in that it has areflective paddle at posed different answers to that question with their products examined
an angle over the cone. This second sort is meant to be mounted con- in this review, and it would be aless-than-wise reviewer who decided
ventionally onthe rear parcel shelf in orderto get the bass loading given definitively in favour of one approach over the others.
by the boot space, and the paddle ensures that the listener only hears a
Unfortunately, you the reader are not in this fortunate position as the
goodly proportion of the sound after it has been reflected off the rear very fact of purchase is such an irreversible answer. All that can be said
window side walls (the opposite of Pioneer's cross-axial designs): is: read the reviewsand the manufacturers' literature; listen to as many
Hence the use of Bose's classic phrase ' Direct/Reflecting' for the systems as you can in car audio specialist dealers; carefully examine.
system.
your car in order to plan your intended system throughly before reaching for either cheque book or hacksaw; and develop ahealthy bump of
Subjective results: The Scirocco was notavailable during the time that cynicism concerning specifications, sound quality, in general, and your
the test equipment wasset up so we will have to take Bose's electronic own desires and needs concerning music reproduction, in particular.
spec. on trust. The system in the car consisted of two 'type one' driveAs amatter of interest, of equipment reviewed, the system giving an
units mounted in the car front doors, the CRC tuner/cassette player in in-car sound quality nearest to 'true' hi-fi consisted of the Pioneer tuner
the dash with the equaliser/booster under the dash, and two 'type two' and cassette player, linked via a home-brewed low level front/rear
paddle drive- units mounted on the rear parcel shelf. The latter two, balance control, to the four channel Marantz power amp, used to drive
however, didn't use the boot space in the usual way, but the fitting the Pioneer TS- 1650 cross-axial speakers on the rear parcel shelf and
engineers had fitted asecond false parcel shelf under the first to give a the Luxman CS-6 speakers on the floor at the front of the car firing
smaller cabinet volume. This had then been reflex loaded, with aport upwards, so that the driver was more or less in the direct soundfield
firing upwards between the two drive- units.
from all tweeters. However, as good asthe resultant sound quality was,
With the four speakers, the spatial control, and variable active bass the difference between it and that produced by amore modest system,
equalisation, as welt as the conventional tone controls, it took quite a such as the Clarion PE754 driving just one pair of boot-mounted Pioneer
time to sort out an optimum sound balance. Fig. 8shows arough third- TS- 107s, was nowhere near as large as that between it and arelatively
octave analysis of the sound, measured at the driver's head position, modest domestic hi-fi system. Interpretation of value judgements
with tone controls at maximum/minimum for both front and rear sets within the test, therefore, must take that fact into account.
of speakers. It also shows atrace obtained by setting the controls so as
Ihave to make adisclaimer at this point: the range of ICE is so wide,
to get the best subjectively 'flat' response, using both classical and rock with almost every manufacturer offering models ranging from MW/LWprogram (treble 80%, bass, LF boost and 'spatial' control all central).
only radio with manual tuning, all the way up to separates systems
The first point to note is that both front and rear speakers have an costing as much as a domestic rack system, that picking just afew
effectively identical response below 200Hz, with the ' room boom' systems out for the full treatment has no hope of being anything but
having most effect on the 125Hz band. In fact, most of the response unfair. Regard the preceding reviews, then, not only in the usual way,
below 250Hz does appear to come from the rear because of the fact that but also as aguide to what you should expect to look for at the various
all four output channels are fed acommon bass signal, and the higher levels of price from all reputable manufacturers. In ICE, as in any field of
sensitivity of the rear units at these frequencies offered by the reflex manufacturing, the customer only gets what he is prepared to pay for
loading. Apart from the acoustic problem, it would appear that it is (+10%).
possible to get arelativety flat response with judicious use of tone and
— As a postlude — and disregarding Peter Mapp's wise words conbalance controls. Interestingly, my optimum 'flat' subjective response cerning the necessity of designing drive- units specifically to cope with
actually has more measured low frequency energy than should be the hostile in-car environment — it strikes me that asystem could well
necessary. Ibelieve that the third-octave response plots are unrealis- be constructed around ahigh sensitivity, large magnet drive-unit, such
tically pessimistic when it comes to the effect of acoustic problems. as the classic Lowther PM6, combining it with an ultra- high quality
Although the LF boom was audible when deriving the subjectively 'flat' class-A four-channel amp. Perhaps afuture DIY project for HFIV/RR...
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AUDIO HI- Fl CENTRE ( NEW MILTON/ LTD.
The centre of Sound in the Solent
Tanberg, Quad, Sony, Technics, Kef,
Mordaunt-Short, Harbeth, IMF
All accessories, Hi Fi repairs
Hi Fi and Acoustic engineers for 40 years.
51/53 MILTON ROAD, NEW MILTON
HANTS Tel. 0425-611290

HAMPSHIRE
• Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm • Direct cut discs
• Approved agents ADC, Aiwa. AKG. AR. A & R, Ariston.
Audioref, Audio Technica, B&W, Beyer. Celef. Celestion,
Chartwell.Crimson.Decca,Denon, Dies's, Dual. EAR, Electro,
Elite. Entre, Gale. Glanz. Grace. Grado, Hadcock, Harbeth,
Heybrook, JPW. KEF, Lentek, Linn Isobank,Linn Sondek,
MazeII, Meridian MFSL, Michell. Mission. Monitor Audio.
Monster, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Nightingale, Optonica.
Ortofon, QED, Quad. Radford. RAM, RCL, Reference,
Resma.
Rogers, Sansui. Satin, Sennheiser. Spendor,
Stanton, Stan. STD, Sugden, Supex. Swallow, Syrinx,
Systemdek, Tangent, Technics, Trio, TSR. Yamaha, and
others
ACTIVE
SYSTEMS
BY
MERIDIAN,
CRIMSON ON DEMONSTRATION

SWALLOW

AND

liampshire audio Itd
8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel

2827 or 65232

EAST MIDLANDS

NICK DAKIN

APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA,
LINN, MERIDIAN, QUAD,
BOWERS and WILKINS, SONY,
DENON, DUAL,' HEYBROOK,
NAKAMICHI, TEAC, REVOX, TRIO
ALBARRY, QUANTUM, THORENS
and many other leading makes at competetive

prices

ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH PLEASURE
IN OUR SUPERB DEMONSTRATION LOUNGE
45 RADFORD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM 783862

If you see an advertisement in
the press, in print, on posters
or acinema commercial which
you find unacceptable, write to
us at the address below. (TV
and radio commercials are
dealt with by the I.B.A.)
The Advertising
Standards Authority.
ASA Ltd, Brook House,Tomngton Place, London WC1E 7HN.

Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid.
The rate is 22p per word ( private), minimum £ 5.50 Box Nos. £2.00 extra.
Trade rates 27p per word, minimum £6.75.
Copy and remittance for advertisements in AUGUST issue must reach these offices by 14th June addressed to:
The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon
CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of aprivate householder err (2) it ma business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE- Private
QUAD ESL Bronze pair good condition £240.
ono. Ultimo 20A £25. Ring 01 930 8444 Daytime
Ask for Mr. Lust. ( G)
B & W DM7 Speakers. As new. Space needed so
(sadly) they must go. £275. ono. For full details
Telephone 021 705 6967 ( B'Ham). (G)
RE VOX A76 Tuner £250. A78 ( Mk 2) Amplifier,
£200. Koss ESP6a Electrostatic headphones,
cased £50. All perfect. Downgrading in the
interests of marital harmony! Bournemouth
731702.
Thorens 160BC, Hadcock GH228E, AT30E,
head amp, £ 140. Hart Linsley Hood cassette deck,
2, £60. Speakers, 2x KEF B200 plus Decca
London
Ribbon
Tweeter
in
asymmetric
bituminous lined distributed port cabinets, fine
performance, £ 140. Coral MC81 moving coil,
little used, £25. (0908) 677837. (G)
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Building speakers isfun!
it's easy and it's inexpensive with
Wilmslow Audio flatpack cabinet kits.
Kits available for
Kef Constructor Series,
Wharfedale Speakercraft and many others.
Catalogue £ 1.50 post free.

L

1111LAISLOW
MOM
The firrn for Speakers

,

35/39 Church Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 1AS. 0625 529599
SPENDOR BCD' rosewood with stands 10 month
old £450; NAKAMICHI N 582 with infra red
remote control - 30 hrs use - £400: DYNAVECTOR KARAT RUBY with matching transformer DV6X 80 hrs use £100. Box No 0689. ( G)

SUPERB Cartridge, Micro-Acoustics 530mp
mounted SME CA 1Carrying Arm. Will separate.
Originally £150, virtually unused, now £50 ovno.
Telephone R. Newberry Aldershot (0252) 25889.
EXCUTORS SALE, Pair Quad Electrostatics.
Bronze £200. Pair JR 149 speakers walnut £60.
Quad 33/303 £ 120. Technics SL 1500 D/D Turntable, SME 3009/2 fixed head F.D. 200 Damper
£90. Leak 2300 FM/MW/LW Tuner £50. Entre
cartridge £35. Lentek head amplifier £30.
Tandberg 62 3 speed 2track deck, bulk eraser,
Head Demagnitser, many tapes £90 SME 3012
arm £25. Neal Resolver £10, Shure V15 Mkl £5.
STC 4021 JM/C Microphone, floor stand etc. £25.
Decca 78 head & SME Adapter £5. Garrard 3
speed strobe turntable £20. All excellent
condition, boxed with instructions buyers collecting. Offers for Hi Fi News Vol 1- Oct 81 Gramophone Jan 66- Oct 81 EMG Monthly Letter Oct
58-Dec 81 Buyer collecting. Phone Doncaster
0302 843430. ( G)
PAIR CELESTION DITTON 22 speakers.
Perfect £80. 01 455 6838 evenings. (G)
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FOR SALE -Priva e
FERROGRAPH mono tape recorder model 5A
almost unused and as new, offers. 11 Arran Close,
Bolton, Lance. Telephone 0204 64570. (G)
PAIR OF QUAD VALVE AMPS, Recently
overhauled by manufacturer, plus pair of Lowther
Acoustas, excellent match and condition, £200,
may split, Walton-on-Thames 25107. (G)

CARTRIDGES, arms, lowest prices, specialist
service! Selected items from ADC, ADCOM,
A.T., Hadcock, Goldring, Grado, Input Design,
Dynavector, Nagaoka, Ortofon, Denon, Osawa,
Trio, QED, Pickering, Stanton, Walco. Export
specialists. Christchurch Cartridges, 'The Old
Forge', Tedbum St. Mary, Exeter, EX6 6EH.
Tel. Tedburn 302. (STD 06476). Access/Barclaycard. Technical enquiries in writing only, please.
Mail/telephone order only ( K)

1pair JR 149's MkII in teak only few months old,
mint condition. £120. ono. Complete in
manufacturers carton. Contact Mr. Piper,
Bookham 56196. Evenings after 6pm. (G)
PAIR MONITOR AUDIO MA4 Speakers &
MA Cable. £90 the pair with stands. 061 633 4116
after 7pm. (G)
VERION MC/MM low impedance transformer
cost £350. best offer accepted. 01-958 9421. (G)
QUAD 22 pre-amp and 2xII power amps, nO
telephone 021 421 3721 ( evenings and weekends)
(G)
QUAD 11/22 valve. Mono amp Thorens T/Table.
SME Arm with Shure Cartridge Truvox FM
Tuner. All in quality cabinet Teasdale (Wharfdale)
spke. £ 150. no offers, Wokingham 790687. (G)
THORENS 160B Mark II turntable. Mayware
arm. Ortofon VMS 20 cartridge. I.V.C. receiver
Celestion 120 speakers. 90 classic LP's fico
(cash). Jackson 26 Old Stoke Road, Aylesbury,
Bucks.
VORTEXION Mk 6tape Recorder. First class
condition and results; private use only. £97.00.
Taylor, Hindhead (042873)5360 (day) Tonbridge
(0732) 882966 (evenings).
YAMAHA CA 1020 120 watt amplifier immaculate, A or B operation MC input, all instructions.
SME 3 damper arm on Linn board. Entre 1
cartridge, Lentek preamp. Best offer for all or any
sets 01 866 6107 evenings. (G)
PAIR B & W 801's £600. 3DBX N.R Unit £270.
124 DBX unit £ 110. Linn Sondek/Ittok/Supex
£500. Pair 'Ace bass' sub woofers £200 each. Sony
TA5656 amp £90. Pair Tannoy Devons £ 100. Pair
Meridian Control Units £120 each. Pair Meridian
105 amps £150 each. Technics SL150/SME
III/JVC X1 £ 170. Meridian FM Tuner £160. Pair
()Monica Consoles £50 each. Three Philips 4x4
video cassettes £7. each. Sony SOD SQ decoder
offers. Sansui QSD1 decoder offers. JVC CD450
CD4 demodulatoroffere. Forty-four TDK SAC90
cassettes £ 1.10 each. All above in ' as new'
condition. Ninety-eight Digitally recorded LP's
(mostly unplayed) please send sae for list. Ring
Mrs. S. Fletcher Tel. Nott'm 3974.46 or Mr. R. H.
Marlow Tel. Nott'm 623610 evenings or Nott'm
254831 ext 4446 work.
REGA PLANAR 3, Coral MC88E (nearly new),
Sansui G301 receiver, monitor audio MA9's; All
immaculate. Cost £400 plus, accept £250. o. v. n.o.
May separate. Coventry 442111. (G)
LUXURIOUS HI-FI BUNGALOW. Very spacious
property with specially built additional listening
lounge measunng approx 24 x 16 x 81/2 feet.
Situated in private wooded estate in Surrey. Price
£99,000. For full details telephone: South
Goldstone (034-285) 3321.

FOR SALE-Trade
RECORD-BAGS AND SLEEVES
Heavy-duty polythene outer sleeves and polythene-lined
inner bags available by mail-order at aprice of £9.95 for a
pack of 100 of one sort or 50 of each, cash with order, inclusive of postage, packing and VAT.

Paola Ltd., York House, Oxford Road,
Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 1XA.
Telephone: 04946-77483
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Sounds as good as the most
expensive for very much less.
Demonstrations versus lttok/Koetsu

Phone 01-958 9421
Magware P.O. Box 58 Edgware, Middx.
Tax fre Export price list available.

WE offer some items of Audio and test equipment additional to our needs. Please send sae for
list. SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY.
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HOW
DARE
THEY!
If you see an
advertisement in the
press, in print, on
posters or acinema
commercial which
makes you angry,
write to us at the
address below (TV
and radio commercials are dealt with
by the I.B.A.)
The Advertising
Standards Authority.
ASA Ltd., Brook House, Torrington Place,
London WC1E 7HN.

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos,
masters studio mobile. Neumann disc cutter.
S.a.e. brochure. 1Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill,
Guilford. Tel: 0483 61684. ( X)

WANTED
REVOX SERVICE
A77 877 & A700 Tape Recorders. Line up & rebias mg. Replacement heads & brakes Full troubleshooting. repair and test facilities. Other makes considered

IVIOBITRACK SOUND •
PROCESSES LTD.,
4 Latham Road, Twickenham TW11 BN, Ms; .
01-891-2815. ( 24 hours answering).

Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35 years'
experience. Extensive facilities enabling High
Standards with Official Approval from QUAD,
RANK, LEAK, SANSUI, and elsewhere
QUALITY VALVED EQUIPMENT. Restored
close to design wherever possible. 7days personal
service. Location: Woodford Essex. Tel: 01-504
5467. X

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings.
Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-3460033. X
CENTRAL RECORDING SERVICES offer
location recording facilities for choirs, Orchestras, solo musicians, chamber groups, brass bands
etc. Disc and cassette manufacture arranged
Leicester (0533) 866883. (G)

DUAL Autochange Turntable 1019 or 1214 with
13 by!! inch deck m good or repairable condition.
Mowbray Flat 4 The Triangle, Upton, Poole.
BH165PG.9 (G)
QUAD 22 valve unit or other valve amplifier.
offer! Box no. 0692. (G)
Valve amplifier wanted. Radford STA 15 or STA
25 or Quad II and ELS. Mint concfition required.
I. Drews, Parkstrasse 15,6000 Frankfurt/M West
Germany. (G)

PERSON L
Close Encounters Group, Personal introductions, dances, parties, talks, social events. Meet
interesting, attractive people. All areas. Tel:
(Liverpool) 051 931 2844 (24 hours). X
BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years ago,
this Society provides ameeting ground for people
who love the music of Hector Berlioz and are
interested in the highways and byways of his life
and work. Monthly meetings in London,
quarterly Bulletin. Send s.a.e. for details to: Hon
Secretary, 2nd Floor Flat, 115 Harley Street,
London Wl. (X)
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Audio & Video
Sales Manager
Established in 1839, Wallace Heaton is
arguably the most renowned purveyor of all
thafs best in photographic, audio, video and
leisure electronics.
To maintain this degree of excellence it is
crucial that the man or woman who fills this post
is aleader, who blends maturity, experience,
salesmanship, product knowledge and
merchandising abilitywith an exemplary
standard of customer service.
The person must combine an in-depth
knowledge of the up-market retail audio or
video field with good man- management skills,
the ability to maintain abalanced stockwithin
budgetary confines and the ability to retain a
regular clientele.
Remuneration, byway of an excellent salary
and sales commission, is extremely attractive.
We operate an excellent contributory pension
scheme, generous paid holidays and staff
discounts.
To apply, please write with full personal and
career details to: Kevin Armstrong, Wallace
Heaton Limited, 127 New Bond Street,
London, W1A 1AF.

WALLACE HEATON
OF BOND STREET

TO ADVERTISE
IN HI-FI NEWS
CLASSIFIED
RING 686 — 2599
and ask for
Chris Baigent
or
Bernie McKelvie!

ADVERTISER'S INDEX
Absolute Sounds
Acoustical Manufacturing
Allenton Audio
Aston Audio
Audio Excellence
Audio Hi Fi Centre
Audio Projects
Autosound
Azat
B&BHiFi
Bowers & Wilkins Loudspeakers
Boothroyd Stuart
Brady & Son, W.A.
Brighton Cassette Hi Fi
Cavendish Sales
Celef Audio
Chichester Hi Fi
Cloney, Noel
Cosmic Hi Fi
Dakin Hi Fi, Nick
Donnington Audio
Dowling, Rodney
Electro Trader
Erricks of Bradford
Estuary Audio
Eulipion Audio
Exhibition & Conference
Five Ways High Fidelity
Fotronix
Gulliford House Limited
Hampshire Audio Ltd
Hampstead Car Stereo Centre
Hardman RadioLaskys
Hembrook Recording
Hi Fi 82
Howland West
Hunt E.D.A.
J.V.C. (UK) Ltd
Jeffries Hi Fi
Linn Products
Maxell Tapes Ltd
Mayware Ltd
Mobitrack Sound Processes Ltd
Monitor Sound Hi Fi Studio
Mordaunt Short
Music For Pleasure
Network Marketing
Papla Ltd
Phase 3Hi Fi
Radlett Audio
Reading Hi Fi Centre
Ron Smith Aerials
Russ Andrews
Sextons Car Radio
Shure Electronics
Sim Hi Fi
Sound Control
Sounds Supreme
Subjective Audio
Super Fi
Swift of Wilmslow
Teac
Tele Electrical Services
Thomas Heinitz
Tonbridge Hi Fi Consultants
Top Tape
Trio Hi -Fi
Uher Sales
Wallace Heaton
Wiley, Eric
Wilmslow Audio

Published by Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd on behalf of Link House
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V-95RX

The V-95RX and V- 90R are made to be left alone. Tell them
what they're required to do. Then ignore them and concentrate
on your music.
These TEACs are bi-directional. They reverse automatically at
the end of a side, so fast that you'll never notice. They're programmable, so you can hear exactly what you want to hear, as
many times as you like. If you do have to interrupt these decks,
you can do it from your easy chair by remote control.
There is, however, something about these decks you can't
ignore. Superb sound.
That's because they're built by the same people who bdcl fine
recording equipment for studios and professionals around the
world— people who really know about music reproduction.
The TEAC V-95RX and V- 90R: just pure musical pleasure.
Features:

•Real- Time Reverse • Positouch Transport Controls ' Block Repeat
'Touch Fader Control System • Built-in dbe ( V-95RX only) • Computomatic
Program Search ( V-95RX only) * Three Heads * Three Motors . RC- 95 Positcuch
Remote Control ( optional)

• "dbx" it atrademark of dbx Mcarperated. •

harman (AUDIO) U.K. LTD.: Mill Street, Slough Berks., SL2 5DD Slough (0753) 76911

ileR)
Where Art and Technology Meet

Usen to aMaxell
•
re-record one, you carry on
•cassettekand you'll discover
getting the same
just how\good acassette can
incomparable soithd, time
•sound.
after time, year after year.
The dynamic range, the
The Maxell range
clarity, and the freedom from
includes seven cassettes, and
noise .and distortion will
between them they can cope
astonish you. Because they're with anyepe of recording on
not just paper specifications:
any equipment. Find out
you can actually hear them.
about theiange by writing for
And the care that goes
acopy of the Maxell Tape
into the*onstruction of every Guide, or better still try a
Maxell cassetie for yourself•Maxell cssette ensures that
and hear the difference.
•howeverioften you play or

@Break the sound barri
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Maxell (UK) Ltd., 1Tyburn Lane, Harrow, Middlesex FIAI 3AF. Tel: Q1-423 0688:4''

